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The idea for this book emerged out of a number of conversations and suggestions 
raised when Kirsten Weber, much too early, passed away in November 2015. Several 
people – researchers, colleagues and friends in the international community of adult 
education research – expressed their wish to undertake some kind of homage, an ar-
rangement or a publication to honor her work. It seemed to us, at that time, that the 
right way of paying tribute to her would be to give continuity to her intellectual and 
the learning of adults – and particularly to promote her particular inspirations from 
the Frankfurt School integration of critical theory and psychoanalytic social science.
She used those ideas as a leverage and a background to bring depth into empirical 
research on adult learning, not least the learning of working class women and those 
professions that are mostly inhabited by women. By doing so, she was also partici-
pating in the shaping of research on adult education and learning as an academic 
field in its own right.
-
leagues inside and outside the Adult Education field, we shared the idea to organ-
symposium was held in Maynooth September 2016, and included papers and pres-
Mellon, Linden West and Henning Salling Olesen. The papers have been elaborated 
afterwards and form the backbone of this volume.
should focus on the perspectives of psychodynamic and critical social theory for 
adult learning and education, which was Kirsten Weber’s lifelong engagement. She 
had a background in the tradition of (Danish and European) reform pedagogy and 
in the critical theory of the Frankfurt School, but most of her career was devoted to 
the emerging field of adult education research. She took a role as a committed in-
mate – and acted also as a critical liaison with the broader academic arena of critical 
gender and social research, that is not confined to Education or any other particular 
growing with deep roots in educational policies and practices. Critical thinking was 
very directly engaged with educational practices, based in community work or, more 
broadly, liberal individualism, and opposing instrumentalism in the system of educa-
tion and training. Much academic activity was committed, at that time, to progres-
sive developmental projects which soon had to fight their way under increasingly 
neo-liberal regimes – leaving little space for theoretical work or for deep critical 
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Kirsten Weber was engaged in developing theoretical concepts and methods that 
could connect theory and practice – not in the sense of applied instrumental knowl-
edge – but rather concepts to engage critical interaction with agents of the field – 
adult learners, teachers in professional further education, moderators and leaders in 
trade unions political education, and also policy makers – enabling a reflection of so-
cietal conditions and contradictions, and stimulating processes of self-critical aware-
ness among professionals and institutions. From her unflagging interaction, over the 
years, with practitioners in different contexts of adult education, she developed a 
reflective pedagogy that illuminated the framework factors which shape education, 
of any kind, extending the field of professional orientation from the classroom into 
the entire lifeworld of the students, their biographies, their everyday life, and their 
motives and aspirations for the future. In a very broad sense, it meant engaging in 
political solidarity with and understanding of the agents in the field of practice, both 
learners and professionals, insisting at the same time on the need for a critical posi-
tion based in thorough theoretical reflection.
This effort is totally in line with the struggles and passions that many of us, re-
-
ties and webs of affiliation. Kirsten Weber’s particular contribution to the field was 
to sustain the challenge of recognizing the unconscious dimensions of subjective 
processes which need to be included in a critical social science about learning and 
education. She reminded us that the unconscious is not only an individual and inti-
mate dimension, but it is pervasive, and effective, all around as well as inside us, as 
pinpointed by the title of this book, The Societal Unconscious.
As said, the best way to honor an academic is to discuss her ideas, keep them 
alive, transform them, and use them to make, hopefully, a better society.
Laura Formenti
University of Milano Bicocca, Italy
Chair of the European Society for Research on the Education of Adults – ESREA
ix
THE EUROPEAN SOCIETY FOR RESEARCH ON 
THE EDUCATION OF ADULTS (ESREA)
European-wide forum for all researchers engaged in research on adult education 
and learning and to promote and disseminate theoretical and empirical research in 
the field. Since 1991 the landscape of adult education and learning has changed to 
include more diverse learning contexts at formal and informal levels. At the same 
time, there has been a policy push by the European Union, OECD, UNESCO and 
important space for these changes and (re)definition of adult education and learning 
in relation to research, theory, policy and practice to be reflected upon and discussed. 
This takes place at the triennial conference, network conferences and through the 
publication of books and a journal.
-
tive researchers in the form of thematic research networks which encourage inter- 
disciplinary research drawing on a broad range of the social sciences. These research 
networks hold annual/biennial seminars and conferences for the exchange of re-
search results and to encourage publications.
Access, Learning Careers and Identities
Active Democratic Citizenship and Adult Learning
Adult Educators, Trainers and their and Professional Development
Between Global and Local: Adult Learning and Development
Education and Learning of Older Adults
Gender and Adult Learning
History of Adult Education and Training in Europe
Interrogating Transformative Processes in Learning: An International Exchange
Policy Studies in Adult Education
Working Life and Learning
In order to encourage the widest possible forum for the exchange of ongoing research 
x
have been held in Strobl (1995), Bruxelles (1998), Lisbon (2001), Wroclaw (2004), 
Seville (2007), Linköping (2010), Berlin (2013) and Maynooth (2016).
The European Journal for 
Research on the Education and Learning of Adults
can be read at www.rela.ep.liu.se. You can also find more information about call for 
papers and submission procedures on this website. 
forty books. A full list, giving details of the various publishers, and the books’ avail-
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KIRSTEN WEBER IN MEMORIAM
Kirsten Weber was born in 1951. She was the child of a bank clerk making his way 
up and a daughter of solid local middle class business. It was a family rebellion when 
she joined the student movement from 1968 and feminist groups in the early 1970’s, 
and took her time with studies and political activism until graduation as a magister 
of Theory of Education, a very traditional discipline at Copenhagen University, in 
1983. She went on as a college teacher in a college of preschool and social pedagogy 
and was a prominent figure in that field, as a college teacher and an active speaker 
University.
As a researcher she first engaged in a major research in collaboration with the 
trade union movement about the training and education of shop stewards and trade 
union elected representatives. She particularly engaged with the trade unions of fe-
male workers in human service and industry and unskilled workers, and while re-
search was meant to evaluate and improve the highly organized training programs 
(at the time) of Danish unions her theoretical research framework was focussing on 
the entire social situation and experience of those workers, and the conditions for 
social learning in a broader sense, drawing on insights from political and gender 
type of empirical research but increasingly engaged in the academic development of 
the field, continuing a critical dispute with the discipline of education. Drawing on 
xvi
the development of a research methodology based on thematic group discussions 
and interpretation, and with this background she joined the Life History project at 
-
gram of lifelong learning research. She engaged strongly in international research 
In the context of the life history project, which revolved around the developing of 
methodology for understanding the soci(et)al nature of subjectivity and learning, the 
idea arose to seek to further explore the psychodynamic inspiration into social science 
in collaboration with people from outside education and learning research. Kirsten 
Weber took a leading role in bringing together some of the most important interna-
tional scholars that had influenced our research, including in the first place Thomas 
she coined the strategy to connect German and British intellectual  traditions, being 
aware of the differences between the forms of influence of psychodynamic thinking 
Group for Psychosocietal Analysis this exploration was mediated in collaborative 
interpretation of empirical material. The research group which has later been known 
University Center in Dubrovnik – has been meeting once a year ever since 2001, 
spending a week with interpretation workshops and discussion of themes in which 
the psychodynamic approach to social research has seemed  productive.
-
tion and learning research, not least as a supervisor for numerous PhD students at 
international networking by health problems – which eventually forced her to give 
up her professional work in 2013.
She is still remembered as a dynamic and lively companion among scholarly col-
leagues abroad and even more in the professional community in Denmark.
© KONINKLIJKE BRILL NV, LEIDEN, 2020 | DOI: 10.1163/9789004420274_001 




This book is primarily addressed to the community of researchers and practitioners 
dealing with adult learning. Its starting point is that research into adult education and 
adult learning cannot (today, and even less in the foreseeable future) be seen as an 
isolated sub-discipline within pedagogy, with a well-defined object and a connection 
to specific institutions or a particular professional practice. Learning processes do 
not only, and probably not even primarily, take place in the more or less professional 
and intentionally structured activities that have learning as their purpose. On the 
contrary, learning is a human process necessity that logically precedes these, and 
a potential dimension of all life activities. The concept of lifelong learning, which 
perceived more sympathetically as a reminder of a socio-psychological reality: we 
learn as we live. In addition to the recognition of a wider social context which is 
more realistic than most educational intentions and ideas comes the realization that 
learning processes are embedded in an experience process that has both conscious 
and unconscious aspects. The concern of this book is to justify and further develop 
approaches of critical research to adult learning processes – and constraints on 
learning – in this broader context.
By thus transcending the idealistic thinking that has characterized pedagogy 
and much of the tradition of liberal enlightenment and education, this approach 
aligns itself with material and practice-theoretical learning research. The particular 
feature of the psychosocial approach presented here is that within a holistic societal 
theoretical framework, it recognizes a psychodynamic reality which is unconscious. 
As such it is unavailable for observation and can only be recognized indirectly 
through its influence on consciousness and agency, but it is nevertheless a life process 
and not a speculative assumption or construction. The inspiration for this thinking 
comes from the psychoanalytic theory of the unconscious. We can understand the 
psychodynamics of learning in the light of life-historical interaction and relational 
experiences that are continually incorporated and changed intrapsychically and 
interpsychically, interfering with our social practice. The recognition and access to 
this psychodynamics is based on interpretations of its manifestations, from dream 
interpretation and psychoanalytic therapy to cultural analysis: in this way, it is part 
of a hermeneutic tradition. A critical hermeneutic interpretation not only aims to 
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the societal background of subjectivity and to see and appreciate the subjective 
contributions to societal relations, i.e. the dialectical relationship with a historical 
dimension.
In the understanding of the dialectic between the societal totality and the constitution 
of the individual psyche as a subject, the concept of the unconscious plays a central 
role: what it consists of, its importance for adult learning and consciousness, and 
how we can explore it at different levels. In the concept of the unconscious, there is 
to a multilevel dynamics that play a role in individual and communal mental life as 
well as in the forms of consciousness, culture and knowledge that are part of our 
societal
the connection between what is usually seen as an individual phenomenon with a 
domain of meanings and insights that are excluded from societal articulation and 
attention, following the Frankfurt School’s social theory. The individual becomes a 
subject through relationships to the world and the ways in which it is encountered and 
encouraged in relations to others and the world at large, and how these experiences 
are internalized and create grounds for ways of living with oneself and others. When 
the originally entirely dependent encounters societal conditions which are in conflict 
with its wishes and needs it develops unconscious psychic defences against certain 
motives or realizations. The individual psychic unconscious is seen as a trace of 
such psychosocial forms of exchange and societal contradictions. Although they are 
exiled from or appear distorted on the social surface they have not disappeared and 
therefore remain a source of permanent tension in the development of the individual 
and society. In this book a psychosocial approach is proposed as a framework 
in which one can explore these psychosocially dynamic processes on different 
levels.
The individual chapters in this book are therefore largely concerned with how we 
can interpret the relationship between the visible/conscious and invisible dimensions 
in specific everyday life contexts. They examine a number of the areas where 
this relationship appears. Although a common feature is that these dynamics are 
social, and are transformed and materialized at all levels of social interaction, the 
contributions reflect both subject-related differences in their focus of interest and 
the discussion of theoretical issues and disagreements. The editorial thinking has 
not been to present contributions within one unified theory and methodology, but 
to illustrate how a broadening of the scope of learning research and attending to the 
psychodynamics of the social could enable a new understanding of learning, while 
at the same time showing how a learning perspective may help to discover emerging 
subjective dynamics in the research of social realms not concerned with learning in 
the first place.
Learning in school must be understood in a context of everyday life. This is true 
in spite of the fact that school-based, institutional forms of adult and continuing 
education in addition to child and youth education supplement or replace learning 
processes in the community and workplace contexts of everyday life. Firstly, because 
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and when people learn from their everyday life as a whole, and especially why they 
often cannot integrate certain experiences in their conscious ways of dealing with 
life, might in fact be the most important challenge for researchers and practitioners: 
understanding how learning takes place through social (interaction) experiences, and 
in particular why these experiences are often not turned into insights. If research 
into adult learning is to avoid the dead end of uncritical professionalization, its field 
must be adult life in the broad sense and, in particular, its subjective dimensions: 
This broadening of the horizon can be traced both in practice and research in 
adult education. Political systems still perceive education (non-formal education and 
instruction, training) as the way to promote lifelong learning, and therefore also seek 
to professionalize and industrialize adult and continuing education as a sector (Jütte & 
Lattke, 2014; Jütte, Nicoll, & Sallling Olesen, 2011). But adult education research 
has in recent decades moved from the ambition to define itself as a discipline, 
processes (Knowles, 1980, 1984), and with a focus on improving the efficiency of 
teaching adults, towards a broader horizon involving important social conditions for 
adults in general (gender relations, labour market, ageing).
Accordingly, adult education research has in recent years been inspired and 
informed by interdisciplinary developments in social and cultural empirical research 
and theorizing which form important, though hardly dominant, streams in critical 
enables a focus on subjectivity and the cultural dimensions of the social. With 
regard to adult education research, these social science paradigms and traditions 
have inspired methodological developments which shift the perspective away from 
just teaching and instruction in more or less organized education over to empirical 
research into learners’ everyday lives and life experiences and the wider cultural 
and social environments (Salling Olesen, 2006). These developments can be clearly 
 
González-Monteagudo, 2018; Ostrouch-Kaminska & Vieira, 2015; West, Alheit, 
Andersen, & Merrill, 2007). The books cover a variety of topics, e.g. ethnographic 
of generalized (and gendered) concepts of the individual, historical contextualization 
of learners and educational activities, learning in social and cultural collectives, the 
study of workplace organizations and the influence of technological developments, 
among many others. Concepts and ideas of cultural and social circumstances have 
been deconstructed and the more or less hidden power relations have been exposed, 
which has given way to a reinterpretation and new discussion of the values and 
political engagements which are always involved in knowing and learning.
H. SALLLING OLESEN
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These developments of new empirical interests are productive alternatives to 
a more speculative and/or normative concern with the mission of teaching and 
education. The centrality of the life world perspective and the experience of the 
learner seems to be a useful starting point for understanding the complexity of 
learning processes. It has enabled a differentiated understanding of learning processes 
as interaction between individual life histories and specific environments. Not least, 
it has provided a basis for understanding learning in working life as more than a 
one-sided embellishment of and adaptation to technologies and work organizations. 
It has provided raw material for an ideological-critical perspective, pointing out that 
educational ideas have often been blind to gender, class and ethnicity, but more 
specifically, also to the unconscious aspects of living and learning. But in this way, it 
can be: women, and even working class women in a particular labour market 
situation, or young men of different ethnic background (than white Caucasian), or 
young women in a society characterized by sexualized gender stereotypes, and many 
more – all learners are different.
living people’s own motives and experiences as independent and legitimate dynamics. 
What people learn and want to take with them can often be far from what is expected 
understanding people’s learning processes (and educational participation) is a logical 
and political opposition to the demands of capitalist modernization that people just 
learn to be employable and economically profitable. In this frame of thought, the 
subject of social life and learning remains with the many, as we know it from the 
roots of adult education in social movements and subcultural collectives. And what 
learning outcomes.
that shape the individual, one also moves into a more complex and differentiated 
understanding of individual subjects than merely seeing them as sovereign, rational, 
and independent free-willed practitioners. Theoretically, one is thus also on the way 
to challenge or transcend the universal notion of the individual subject which is 
the basic concept of Bildung and emancipation in a humanistic tradition, yet often 
paradoxically linked with the idea that the educator, the teacher and the school 
assume final responsibility for the subject’s general education and learning. Despite 
these tendencies, research into adult education and adult learning processes has 
subject. In relation to children, there has been a discussion of the contradictions 
of socialization and of connections between societal conditions and the shaping 
of subjectivity; however, this is only to a limited extent true of research on adult 
learning processes. One might see the emphasis on the idea of  a free, rational and 
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autonomous subject, both in relation to individual learners and learning processes, 
and in relation to professional agency, as a respectful identification with the 
adult student – in critical opposition to instrumental learning psychology, social 
engineering and particular adult teaching and instruction strategies. However, societal 
conditions are preferably understood as external obstacles or favourable conditions 
for the unfolding of individual and communal subjective aspirations, which is the 
basic form of emancipation and autonomy. This tendentious dichotomization of the 
psychological and the societal, subjects versus society, theoretically imposes some 
limitations on the understanding of the dialectical relationship between individual 
learning and historical development processes. This book addresses this challenge 
with its introduction to psychosocial theory and methodological inspirations, and 
especially the theory of unconscious dimensions of subjectivity and the attempts 
to understand these as socially and relationally produced and socially active 
mechanisms.
Admittedly, it is not the only bid for a discussion of the relationship between society 
and subjectivity that has been offered to us from general social science, nor the one 
which has won the most followers. Other critical approaches have addressed these 
issues (Fejes & Salling Olesen, 2010). Some of them are relatively uncritical in the 
sense that they account for experiences and figures of thought in immediate everyday 
practice. Others raise the issue of the human subject, transforming it into a more 
complex, socially and historically produced and fluent reality which must be studied 
in context. In particular, it may be pertinent to mention various versions of discourse 
analytic approaches from the Anglophone world, Francophone practice theories, 
I will not become involved in a purely theoretical discussion of differences and 
similarities, strengths and weaknesses, but prefer to see a psychosocial approach as 
an innovative contribution in relation to a historical situation which challenges all 
The perspective of the long historical development lines in adult education and 
education policy has often had the nature of one-sided stories of progress or decay 
that have set the framework for policy and implementation, to the detriment of the 
understanding of the complexity of the societal struggles and nuances of individual 
learning processes. Both adult education and associated research have been and 
are linked to an enlightenment and education effort that has been normatively 
and practically opposed to authoritarian powers and traditional cultural and social 
repression. In the developed capitalist world, which must be considered to include 
the whole of Europe, despite great differences, free and conducive social spaces 
and the Bildung of enlightened people (through education!) are closely connected 
and mutually reinforcing. This has made the normative ideas of the free individual 
and autonomous practices self-legitimizing. The abstract nature of this normative 
identification has provided ample room for other perceptions of the subject in social 
life, which in different ways also accompany modernization.
H. SALLLING OLESEN
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millennium, the discourse about adult learning and education has been replaced by 
elites of bureaucrats, business managers and policy makers with an outlook on 
global competition. This societal shift on the political level only became recognized 
while it was being implemented in more or less neoliberal policy and discourse. 
process of assimilative transfer of knowledge and skills necessary for employability 
and economic efficiency, and discussions of education have also been re-focused 
has been the one of global capitalism, the individual without home and values. As 
true as this concept of a human subject is a reduction, there is even greater demand 
for opposing ideas based in identity-political essentialisms such as nationalism 
and ethnocentrism. This is where we stand – with ecological disaster, increasing 
traditional ideas of emancipation seem to fail politically the challenge for critical 
research is to explore dynamics and material resources within and beyond education 
which envision endogenous social change (Nicoll & Olesen, 2013). And there seems 
to be good reasons to adopt a critical and deconstructive view of the traditional 
concepts of subjectivity and liberation.
However, we must not limit the view to the centres of the capitalist world. In other 
for individual freedom and democratic participation is far from being realized, and 
literacy and education still have a key role (UNESCO, 2016). But this does not mean 
that they will be following the same path as the western capitalist world. For learning 
research, first of all, it can be assumed that forms of subjectivity are different in other 
societal and cultural environments. In a globalizing world, we must seek to discover 
the particular forms of modernization processes which result from the inevitable 
interference between capitalist globalization and local culture and experience, and 
we must include empirical methods suited to capture not only the already formulated 
as to which notions of autonomy and subjectivity are relevant in the modernization 
processes underway in postcolonial environments in Africa and Asia, in China and 
alternative epistemologies (Connell, 2007; de Sousa Santos, 2014).
2000s focusing on how material societal relationships and historical change are 
developing at the level of everyday life, in the form of human efforts and actions 
that are at the same time expressing conscious experiences and goals and being 




Psychosocial approaches seek to uncover the inner connection between psyche 
and society by integrating a critical view of society’s totality, founded in Marxist 
theory, with an interactive and cultural understanding of psychodynamics based 
on psychoanalysis. Both are controversial and the connection between them in 
particular. Especially psychodynamic thinking has had limited influence on research 
into education and learning. An obvious way of understanding the immunity against 
this theorem is the tendency to identify, in a humanistic or social way, with the 
autonomous adult learner. Psychoanalytic theory may seem to challenge something 
that for adult educators is a central value: respect for the learner subject’s integrity. 
Psychodynamic understandings are also partly based on very complicated and 
extensive theory traditions – there is considerable confusion between psychoanalytic 
(individual) therapy and psychodynamic cultural analysis – and theories cannot 
immediately be implemented in practical agency strategies.
The first part of the book will seek to bring these theoretical assumptions down 
to earth through three complementary contributions. Kirsten Weber’s doctoral thesis 
was one of the first attempts to integrate critical social sciences and psychoanalysis 
through application in empirical adult education research. Her study demonstrates 
a fundamental redefinition of the adult educational field based on a concept of 
experience from a German tradition, directly from Oskar Negt and indirectly from 
Theodor Adorno and a broader Hegelian tradition of thinking. It is an empirical 
study of a specific adult educational field, namely the learning processes of adult 
working women in practice-oriented trade union training programmes (Weber, 1995). 
Women’s life context has of course changed a lot since then, trade unions alike, but 
the study presents a new model for understanding adult learning. The chapter that is 
included in translation here deals with the setting of a framework for the analysis, the 
female life context and experience, through non-pedagogical concepts derived from 
Marxism, psychoanalysis and gender theory.
Why was this groundbreaking? The concept of experience actually has a long 
presence in progressive pedagogy (Dewey, 1971; Negt, 1964; Negt & Kluge, 
2016), and since the 1980s, various forms of experience-based teaching have 
played a certain role in adult education practice. This is usually an expression of 
the sympathetic endeavour to take the participants and their experience seriously 
and it stresses the dependence on social and cultural processes of learning. Often, 
the concept has been linked to an educational practice where teaching is part of 
activity in social environments or movements. However, there is also a contradiction 
students’ experience and subjective processing of it should define the resources 
and goals of the pedagogy. On the other hand, when conceived as another recipe 
tendency to operationalize the experiences of the participants as an opportunity, a 
H. SALLLING OLESEN
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starting point or a motivational amplifier in an institutional teaching whose goals 
and content are, however, determined by other considerations (curriculum, teacher 
intentions, employability). The experience must therefore be operationalized and 
made manageable and usable. In this operationalization, the learner becomes 
objectified, either as the bearer of singular individualized experiences, or perceived 
as a member of a stereotyped group with allegedly shared experience. This is a 
critical point of general pedagogical relevance, but it may be particularly important 
in relation to adult learning. Even when adults participate in institutional education 
and training, it is usually a subordinate part of their overall life, and they meet 
teachers and content with a weighty and immediate experience base. If particular 
elements are colonized and detached from the subjective life history as a means 
of didactic operationalization, the learning is bound to fail or have a limited result. 
out how adult education can succeed to become a moment in students’ experience 
The tension between a practical orientation in adult education and the respect for 
the subjective and holistic nature of individual and collective learning processes is a 
permanent challenge. The concept of Bildung has in a certain historical context been 
an attempt to reconcile the interest in knowledge transfer with an emancipatory idea 
by establishing a canon of Bildung in the form of a curriculum assumed to be the key 
to personal development and social liberation. In adult education this has not worked 
very well – not only because the emancipatory idea was historically overtaken, but 
also because it is based on an idealistic and normative conception of the subject 
instead of a critical-analytical interest in the learning processes that actually (may) 
take place in subjects of different generations, class, gender and life experience. The 
and concepts that can at one and the same time produce practically relevant insights 
into the life context of adult people and a criticism of the ideological routines of 
thinking that relate to (professional) pedagogical practice.
Kirsten Weber’s work is an early attempt to solve this dilemma in progressive 
adult education that is just as relevant today. By analysing the participants’ 
subjective experiences based on gender and class, drawing on the Frankfurt School 
and psychoanalytic social psychology, and on women’s research and trade union 
analysis, she established an external framework for understanding the educational 
work of Danish trade unions. The concept of experience establishes an axis of 
reflection from the individual’s perceptible everyday lifeworld, through collective 
learning processes to the overall cultural production on a societal level (knowledge, 
class culture, political ideas) (Negt, 1999; Negt & Kluge, 1972, 2016; Salling Olesen, 
1985, 2007). It emphasizes the foundation of experience in the real (material) life 
situation, and thus the individual and collective importance of learning processes 
is subject to objective societal dynamics. It enables the examination of temporally 
inconsistent structures: on the one hand, through individual fields of conflict and 
psychodynamics, and on the other hand, the structuration through contradictions in 
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the different levels of the societal environment, which is both the content of learning 
processes and its conditions.
that draws on the European reform pedagogy tradition and the student movement 
of the previous century. In the specific research case, she examines a borderland of 
institutional education: on the one hand, it is a highly intentional organization with 
goals, frameworks and social control. On the other hand, it is a political education 
that relates to the proud traditions of community education, and ideally identifies 
the union organization with the working women as the potential collective subjects. 
Here, there is also an inherent contradiction: it sets a framework for political learning 
processes based on the participant workers’ own experience, but these were often 
blocked in the organizational politics. These contradictions are revealed in the study, 
not through ideological criticism of the labour movement or the instrumental self-
understanding of the education, but through analysis of observations and interviews 
with the participants, i.e. female union representatives.
The analysis of the representatives of the working women aimed to understand 
how their lives looked to themselves. The intention was not to classify or stereotype, 
nor to explain why they thought this or that, but to try to understand a subjective 
experience process in which the education had meant more or less, and all the time 
with an awareness of what might not yet be conscious but emergent in their experience. 
Weber used inspirations from a depth-hermeneutic methodology that was developed 
practice (Salling Olesen, 2012) The analysis draws on theoretical concepts derived 
from Marxist social theory and psychodynamic gender theory, here applied to adult 
education and learning. However, it is a hermeneutic study based on the Frankfurt 
School’s epistemology, which is most clearly formulated by Theodor Adorno: 
the principle of non-identity, i.e. that social reality is always historical and that 
theoretical concepts are not identical to but are always in a dialectical relationship 
with the specific subject of cognition (Adorno, 2001).
This analysis thus draws on a number of theoretical and methodological 
foundations developed outside the field, and the two other contributions in this part 
are written without the pedagogical perspective, but by the researchers who were the 
direct inspirations for Kirsten Weber’s approach. They deal in a different way with 
the constitution of subjectivity in a broader societal context.
exponent of a Marxist feminism in the Frankfurt School tradition. She has not only 
produced ground breaking research into female industrial workers’ life experience 
and subjective involvement in their work, but has also theoretically formulated the 
(Becker-Schmidt & Knapp, 1987), which places the gender relationship as an integral 
part of the capitalist social structure – a capitalism-critical conceptualization of what 
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has been referred to in sociological gender research as intersectionality – which 
points critically to the tendency to neglect the gender relationship in the Frankfurt 
School’s class analysis and thus also to the political thinking that was associated with 
class experience. Her chapter in this book was originally written in connection with 
2000, and which brought together women from all over the world in a discussion of 
gender theory and women’s situation (Becker-Schmidt, 2002). The chapter, based on 
this concept of dual socialization, points out that women are stretched daily between 
different life contexts and are forced to bridge the gap between working life and 
family life. In the emotional contradictions that follow are both the need and the 
resources for emancipation and empowerment. Biographical studies of women’s 
lives are key, because women’s emancipation must be their own work and must 
grow out of concrete and personal everyday experience.
This is the analysis and gender political programme that Kirsten Weber unfolds 
in the analysis of the union women’s ambivalent experience in formulating their 
own needs in a male-dominated trade union movement. The method for her critical 
hermeneutical analysis of the women’s experiences drew partly on the development by 
experiences. It was inspired by phenomenological societal analysis, i.e. studying 
society at the level of the lifeworld, and in particular by Alfred Lorenzer’s ambitious 
integration of psychoanalysis and Marxism into his materialistic socialization theory 
and his colleagues in Bremen transferred these approaches to a number of major 
empirical analyses of working life and other aspects of everyday life and of the 
dynamics of consciousness processes, without any thought for learning processes or 
adult education. Kirsten Weber’s analysis draws on all these factors. Today there is a 
clearer picture of how the psychoanalytically inspired cultural analysis that Lorenzer 
developed was transposed to another subject field and another community level 
stone for further transposition into the learning process analysis, where, via the 
synergy with Becker-Schmidt’s concepts of ambivalence, it becomes sensitive to the 
complexity of the female worker representatives’ learning processes.
As mentioned before, psychoanalytic concepts have often been misunderstood 
or simply rejected because of limited insights into what these theories have to 
with a clarification of the status of psychoanalytic inspiration, and account for the 
important anchoring in Lorenzer’s interactive socialization theory, which provides 
some crucial preconditions for the productiveness of the analysis in learning theory. 
a social science. This chapter very briefly plays out the fundamental difference 
between psychoanalysis as a therapeutic practice and as a cultural analysis 
applying psychodynamic concepts and also interpretative methodology inspired 
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developmental psychology, with the social study of everyday working life and 
consciousness building. He explains some of the basic notions which may make 
it easier to read the following texts for the reader with little or no knowledge of 
psychodynamic thinking, and prevent some possible misunderstandings of the role 
of psychodynamic concepts and methodology.
When we understand learning processes in the context of experience, it presumes 
an understanding of a dialectical relationship between a subject and the outside 
world. The psychosocial understanding of this subject intuitively connects it to the 
individual in the first place: the individual becomes a subject by building experience 
through relationships to the world. The experiences from this interaction have 
conscious as well as unconscious dimensions which can be traced in individual 
relationship with the outside world, subjectivity cannot be confined to the individual 
organism alone. We can, therefore, trace the importance of psychodynamics, and 
of unconscious processes, at all levels of the societal structure. Learning cannot 
be understood without its embedding in social relations and a cultural context 
even including the societal organizing forces that we can preliminarily call global 
capitalism. Therefore, we must understand learning processes in mutual dialectic 
relationships with social and cultural processes that immediately manifest themselves 
at other levels of societal structure.
Most of the following chapters are demonstrations of psychosocial analysis 
in different realms. Each chapter presents a holistic approach to specific social 
phenomena, going far beyond the scope of adult education and learning, and 
demonstrate in particular the potentials of a psychodynamic approach to the social. 
The idea is thus to coin the epistemological principle of the non-identical specificity 
of concrete phenomena in different realms. I have subdivided the empirical material 
into three tiers of exploration, Parts 2–4. Part 2 relates to the understanding of 
individual learning and learning careers in the context of life histories. Part 3 deals 
with the subjective dimensions of groups and institutions. Part 4 includes two 
chapters which deal with the psychodynamic dimensions of historical and political 
processes. Finally, Part 5 contains a chapter summarizing the methodological basis 
of a psychosocial approach.
This composition does not represent an attempt to split the contributions in a 
simple division of labour, each responding to a partition of an epistemic object. On 
the contrary, it is intended to emphasize that psychodynamics and the relevance of the 
concept of the unconscious are not related solely to individual psychic phenomena. 
Further, societal and historical relations, without being any kind of deterministic 
structures, penetrate every level of the social, including emotions and consciousness 




The chapters in this part of the book deal with development of empirical research 
into the micro processes of learning and the dynamics of individual learner 
careers. Learning is seen as rooted in the experience of everyday life, from early 
life in connection with material survival in childhood as a matter of adaptation 
and innovative changes, cultivated in social and cultural development, sometimes 
in the arts, sometimes in social organization and politically articulated. We should 
therefore understand individual adult learning by focusing on the lifeworld of 
learner subjects. We should attend to all those areas of life where we individually 
and collectively meet challenges and may learn (or resist the implications of what we 
learn). One example is the learning related to working life. Working life challenges 
are also opportunities for learning. What is learned depends on the life affordances 
(Billett, 2001) but also on the potential learner subjects, the employees. This means 
that although we realize that learning is situated and depends on participation in 
social practices in the workplace (Lave & Wenger, 1991), we need to analyse it as an 
experience process of the workers. This does not mean to re-introduce an individual 
learner subject. With the concept of experience gained from Negt and Adorno, it 
means interpreting societal as well as psychosocial aspects of workers’ experience. 
The response to problematizing the concept of the free, rational individual learner 
subject is to explore the diversity and the complexity of learning on the basis of the 
specific learners.
understand how strategic responses to challenges of adult education developed into 
psychosocial research into learning and subjectivity in a much broader sense. Until 
the millennium, research was still mainly committed to promotion of adult and 
continuing education. Adult education was basically seen as a general good. The 
challenge seemed to be to develop an interdisciplinary approach to understanding 
adults’ participation (and non-participation) in adult education (Kondrup, 2013). 
Integrating a subjective dimension in the sociological study of structural patterns 
would enable the understanding of participation or the lack of it, and the life history 
Salling Olesen, 1989; Becker-Schmidt, this volume). A biography or life history 
approach offered simple and tested data production with immediate plausibility. 
Furthermore, it would not only provide insight into aspects of motivation and 
participation in education and training, but also into the subjective significance of 
content in learning processes. In this way, it opened a more differentiated and critical 
perspective on the relevance of education and alternative directions of learning from 
the perspective of the learner. A biographical approach was therefore adopted, in the 
first place using well established practical methodological experiences in empirical 
biographical research, drawing on inspiration from educational biographical research 
in Europe (Alheit, 1994a, 1994b; Alheit & Dausien, 2002) as well as sociological 
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of social research, this enabled a theoretical investigation into the driving forces 
in educational activity and the effects of education in the context of learners’ 
life histories. Methodologically, the tool was a hermeneutic procedure applied to 
interview transcripts, but soon the awareness of the relation between the narrator, the 
character being told (the persona), and the living person whose life was being told 
about the theorizing of the learner subjectivity. The narrators were interpreting their 
own lives through their life experiences, their present situation and their more or 
less reflective ideas about their possible future, and the researchers interpreted their 
interpretation. This led to more systematically engaging with the psychodynamic 
problematizing of the individual subject as well as the researcher subject, and to 
take inspiration from psychodynamic interpretation methodology, including the 
concept of the societally unconscious. A combination of a lifeworld perspective on 
the social and a psychodynamic theory of subjectivity is seen as a key to overcome the 
obvious weakness in the assumption of the free, rational and enlightened individual 
subject without letting go of the focus on the subjective aspects of experience and 
learning. Later followed many and varied empirical studies of people who on their 
own initiative or encouraged by their institution related to learning and education 
in the light of crises and upheavals, especially in their work and career (Dybbroe, 
2002, 2012; Larsen, Salling Olesen, & Tsanaka, 1998; Salling Olesen, 1994, 1996; 
Salling Olesen & Weber, 2002; Weber, 1995, 2007, 2010).
However, at this time around the millennium the shift in the political environment 
took place with the arrival of the new lifelong learning policy and discourse. The 
political perspective on adult education became more ambiguous. The critical 
of the neoliberal policies and the potentially individualizing economic drivers – and 
more fundamentally the societal nature of subjectivity and conditions of autonomy 
under the societal pressure for individual submission to economic rationales. 
This was no theoretical news for a psychosocietal concept of subjectivity, on the 
contrary. But the awareness of the contestable and ambiguous nature of learning and 
education accentuated a more radical perspective for learning research: escaping the 
submissive individualization in neoliberalist learning policy goes through experience 
1959). It became essential to emphasize that the life history framework, although 
interpreting individuals and micro dynamics, is actually studying subjectivity as a 
societal dynamic. For example, studying working class women in the context of class 
(Becker-Schmidt) explores the ambivalences of individual life experience in the 
light of societal contradictions and historical conflicts of wage labour and gender 
Schmidt and other German researchers linked to a psychodynamic theory and 
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analysis of subjectivity, new concepts were introduced, problematizing the idea of an 
individual subject and its self-interpretation central to (auto)biographical narratives 
(Salling Olesen, 2011). This genealogy, moving from biography to a psychosocial life 
history framework in the perspective of a historical shift in the political environment 
where the concern for adult education and training was superimposed by the agenda 
of lifelong learning, is also visible in the three chapters in this part which all discuss 
psychosocial interpretations, but in thematically layered variation.
phase of the life history approach in education, working with data from just before 
the millennium. It presents psychosocial interpretations of strong emotions in two 
in the educational setting and learning related to work and to the participants’ wider 
identifications. The first case is based on interviews with participants in a retraining 
programme in which long-term unemployed men in a region in industrial decline 
were trained to work as skilled social educators in a psychiatric ward. There are 
glimpses of unusually aggressive reactions from participants who used to be 
male breadwinners but have to shift to a female work domain in order to find any 
job. This also involves dealing with professionals who are women and a female 
organization culture. They are learning new skills but they also have to go through a 
challenging identity process. The other case is based on interviews with participants 
in a professional continuing education programme for social educators with little 
professional education background, working in youth leisure clubs as pedagogical 
social workers. Emotions are evoked by some students with social problems in their 
own life, who are regarded by other students as unsuitable for the programme. At first 
sight, these reactions seem rational in terms of the risk to their (shared) professional 
status, but they are also remarkably strong, coming from students in a professional 
social work programme who should be prepared to accept social problems. This 
emotional charge may be interpreted as an unconscious articulation of a more 
general feeling of lack of recognition of their work. The empirical material in both 
cases consists of relatively deep interpretations of interviews which directly refer to 
the educational setting, but also involving reference to the work domains for which 
the learning was preparing the participants. The analyses are selective in the sense 
that they highlight the emotional involvement of the students in apparently trivial 
situations and provide psychodynamic interpretations which link these emotions to 
the participants’ work identity process, thus illustrating the methodological points 
from the book that was translated in excerpt in this volume, Part 1 (Weber, 1995).
The next two contributions are products of PhD projects that were designed with 
significant inspiration from later developments, where the life-historical approaches 
are more elaborated. They are based on biographical data that are analysed 
psychodynamically in the context of profession theory. Karsten Mellon’s chapter 
refers to a project on students in professional education with untraditional (non-
academic) backgrounds. On the basis of life-historical interviews, the study analyses 
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the students’ perception of their past life, the decision to seek a new education and 
career, and their experience of how past life experiences have been rejected, used 
or transformed in the programmes they are attending, with a study environment 
primarily aimed at other types of students. The chapter presents a single case of a 
woman who, on her way to becoming a teacher, reflects on her childhood, her past 
work experience and, not least, her mother’s employment as a milk lady in a school. 
In the analysis, both elements of the told life story, i.e. the narrator’s representation 
of the relationships in her family and her strong identification with the mother’s 
literally nurturing role in a school, are interpreted in the light of the narrator’s current 
identity process, which is naturally oriented towards her coming profession and the 
immediate educational experience.
The second PhD project that forms the background for Sissel Finholt-Pedersen’s 
chapter was about the relation of theology students to their coming profession 
as ministers. The material included three interviews with each of 12 theology 
students at various stages of their study programme. The interviewees all talked 
in detail about their life historical background to their choice of education, their 
present relation to Christianity and a possible priestly ministry, and their education 
and short experiences of practice. The students consistently express doubts and 
ambivalences as to the priestly ministry, and in particular its preaching dimension. 
These subjective expressions were partly interpreted in the light of individual life-
historical differences, especially gender relationships. The immediate impression is 
of a discussion of and personal positioning as to the priesthood, to which several have 
strong familial ties, but their words may also be interpreted as a partly unconscious 
projective handling of personal ambivalences. The personal beliefs and attitudes 
towards preaching play a major role, but also a discussion of the future content of 
the profession and professional roles other than being a minister. The Norwegian 
religious struggle between an academic theology historically rooted in a Danish-
influenced bureaucracy elite and a more confessional folk religion, also involving 
the two educational institutions represented in the sample, is traced in the students’ 
different professional imaginations. In the chapter, interpretations from two cases 
are presented in more detail, a man and a woman, also pointing to gender aspects.
The two chapters show how a psychosocial life-historical analysis can shed new 
light on a type of learning that has primarily been explored sociologically, or more 
narrowly (and affirmatively) within the perspective of the individual profession. It 
is a common point that professions on the one hand are societally structured and 
historically changing frameworks, and on the other hand the subject of the students’ 
identification and imaginations. Together, the two analyses illustrate how personal 
life stories form part of the identity formation and subjective experience formation 
and learning that take place through the education and the first practical experience 
with the profession, and together provide an individually specific and professionally 
differentiated identity.
The common feature of the three chapters in this part is to focus on the importance 
of emotional dynamics in education and learning processes, but also to understand 
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that these emotional dynamics are the result of social experiences (socialization) 
and are effective as subjective impulses in a social context which in these cases 
is mediated by work and professions. The nature of hermeneutic interpretations 
of interview texts and interaction protocols underlines the complexity of these 
contexts, and demonstrates the theoretical point that these can only be recognized as 
individual exemplary subjective expressions.
In a psychosocial approach, the relationship between the historical structure of society 
as a whole and the constitution of the individual psyche as a subject is understood as a 
dialectical interaction in which unconscious exchange and tension relationships play 
an important role. The understanding of this dialectical interaction between society 
and psyche is not the same as an insight into how this interaction occurs and how 
it develops. Sometimes it has meant that theoretical, political and more existential 
thinking have been captured in a relatively simplistic idea of a correspondence 
between psychic defence mechanisms and forms of societal repression, either 
liberation or dystopic beliefs that what is societally displaced returns destructively. 
Such thinking is not very productive for strategic agency, nor does it provide a good 
understanding of everyday practice. As initially emphasized, it is in the concrete 
social phenomena and relationships of everyday life that the psychodynamic and 
the social are intertwined, not as complementary perspectives or theories but as 
interwoven materiality. In this context, the intermediate level of society constituted 
by groups, institutions and organizations plays an interesting role precisely because 
it is an intermediate level in social formation, which allows for particular insight into 
the complexity and the many forms and levels of communication that connect the 
entire societal and psychodynamic levels, with dynamics that go both ways: How 
does the societal imprint of the psychodynamics actually take place, materially? And 
how does the impact of psychodynamics on social consciousness and agency affect 
society as a whole, the historical changes?
One might expect this intermediate level to be theorized and investigated as just 
such a link between subjective agency in the microsocial environment, the lifeworld, 
and fundamental historical changes and ruptures at the macro-social level; one might 
also expect the fact that everyday life in institutions and organizations presumes and 
consists of tacit social practices to be reflected theoretically. This is not really the 
case. Although the relationship between social and psychological factors and between 
individual agency and social structures is present everywhere, most research focuses 
on explicit and conscious dimensions, maybe because they are oriented towards 
practice in situations that are taken for granted.
Subjective dimensions of historical changes in social formation are most often 
conceptualized as by collective or institutional actors or factors. In critical research, 
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Group processes were only marginally dealt with in Marxist social theory. In 
institutional theory, organizations and institutions are ontologically independent 
entities that contribute independently to societal dynamics. However, their inner 
interaction and basis in individual subjects is theoretically unclear and seems to rest 
and organization theory, one can also see a historical trend from technical-functional 
concepts over informal social to cultural understandings of the organization. This 
development probably reflects a real historical change that attaches increasing 
importance to social interaction and the organizational members’ consciousness, and 
includes something that can be seen as subjective agency, cf the concept of sense 
making (Weick, 2009). In a more traditional industrial setting, the concept of the 
Although both cultural and industrial sociological analyses see organizations as 
a result of the members’ actions and consciousness, a theorization of the subjective 
dynamics and their background in the actors’ experiences is lacking. This is, however, 
found in psychoanalytic social psychology, which in particular concentrates on 
understanding how the social psychology of groups shapes organizations. Here, 
(and intervention in) group processes at the micro level in local organizations. On 
the other hand, the societal aspect of the organization is primarily understood as 
which in the Tavistock tradition denotes the organization’s societal legitimacy 
and ultimate condition of existence. Most dialectically, however, Menzies Lyth’s 
analysis of how institutions’ organizational structure can be seen as psychic defences 
against subjectively unbearable aspects of work in a hospital (Lyth, 1988). Such 
unconscious defences do not really work, because they do not integrate the problem. 
By extrapolation, it can on the other hand be assumed that real relief from those 
unbearable aspects might, conversely, induce or enable institutional changes.
Within this landscape, I believe that a psychosocial empirical approach could 
the Frankfurt-based theory of non-identity and depth-hermeneutic interpretation 
offers some tools for contextualizing everyday life phenomena in interpretations 
that include a psychodynamic as well as a historical dimension. In the Dubrovnik 
group, we have systematically worked with empirical materials from our own 
research in various fields, especially education and learning processes, based on 
the assumption that material dialectics can be studied through empirical analysis at 
the everyday life level. Part 3 of the book contains three contributions on schools 
and museums as organizational processes. Two of the contributions in Part 4, both 
Danish, but primarily rooted in the British social psychological research tradition, 
try to move further down the Tavistock path by analysing the relationship between 




Åse Lading has studied the collegial relationships in a group of teachers at a general 
high school (grammar school) in connection with an organizational reform that 
welcomed by some members of the teaching staff while others see their professional 
puts the teachers’ traditional mutual tolerance under severe pressure. Based on a 
Bion-inspired organizational psychological approach, an interpretation of the 
group. They defensively take flight from the conflict by staying silent in the public 
space and thereby withdrawing from influencing organizational development. A few 
years later, when Åse Lading returns to the same school, the dynamics in the group 
of teachers have changed considerably. Old contradictions seem superimposed by 
a new common work identity which is centred on positive values such as collegial 
stability and reliability. The changes are seen in the context of a marked intensification 
of the teachers’ work demands and possibly also the impact of the financial crisis 
on society as a whole, which make the teachers feel more dependent on each other. 
However, it is also noted that teachers show little interest in taking part and speaking 
up for themselves in the democratic fora of the organization. The analysis raises 
organization, i.e. as unconscious traces of a previous defensive way of handling 
conflicts which do not have unambiguous solutions.
schools during a period when a new management structure that strengthened the 
role of the school leaders in relation to the teaching staff and also tightened the 
which were in the process of being developed. His analytical framework also draws 
on the British social psychology tradition. But instead of seeking to understand 
the significance of the personality of the leader for the organization, the focus 
is on the interdependence between leader and organization in which the leader’s 
political mandate and by all the employees. In an interview with a school leader who 
immediately seems to have this demanding situation under full control, the analysis 
uncovers an underlying defensive dimension of the leader’s heroic position which 
actually turns out to be counterproductive to the development of the organization. 
1975). But instead of just being analysed as an individual defence, the heroic 
leadership position is seen as part of the social situation; the unconscious defence 
part of a societal change of the school framework.
In terms of methodology, another interesting aspect appears: a collusion between 
interviewee and researcher that arises in the interview, where the researcher shows 
emotional solidarity with the school leader’s need for help in a difficult situation. 
This observation was elaborated on in the collective interpretation of the Dubrovnik 
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group, moving from considerable confusion about the organizational context to 
a substantial understanding of the collusion as a response to the school leader’s 
need for help. This point is developed in the chapter as a more general transfer/
counter-transfer relation which can be seen as a general methodological dimension 
of the interaction between the societal environment and the interpretation of the 
The third contribution deals with the institutional level in a way that points to 
the dialectical relationship between learning within the institution and its societal 
raison d’être, preserving artefacts and conveying their cultural significance, can 
be encouraged to translate conscious and unconscious experiences into learning 
processes for new user groups. First, the chapter demonstrates, through an example 
of media-based museum activity, how an artefact, a tea set, at the same time 
materializes a historical context (British imperialism) and personal everyday life 
experience (the author’s own memory of family tea). Next, the chapter presents a 
typical local museum and the institutional reform context that forces the institution 
to reinvent itself as a framework for local community development and social work, 
but without discussing the actual development of the institution. Instead a case is 
presented showing cultural experience processing through museum visits: a group of 
unemployed people conducts a workshop in creative writing on the basis of a photo 
installation in the museum. Froggett analyses their poetic texts, demonstrating that a 
new mental space for experience processing is being created through the experience 
of the exhibition. The analysis refers in particular to Winnicott’s concepts of object 
of experience. The process can thus be seen as an example of the museum institution 
taking on a new role. By activating the visitors’ emotional experiences, it can create 
a new space for learning and ultimately for social practice in the local community.
Juxtaposing Winnicott and Lorenzer is interesting in itself. The intermediate level 
of society, i.e. organizations and institutions, has been handled in different ways in 
those research traditions which have contributed in particular to the development of 
the psychosocial approach presented in this book. Somewhat simplified, it can be said 
that the continental tradition has been particularly interested in the relation between 
societal conditions (including family structure) and psychodynamic dimensions in 
the significance of cultural and aesthetic phenomena, as well as particular mentalities. 
However, group and organizational psychology and the psychodynamic dimensions 
of institutions have played a significant role in British psychosocial research. There 
are, of course, many overlapping issues and interests, e.g. about the psychodynamic 
aspects of workplaces and work relations, but a significant amount of theoretical 
work has been necessary in clarifying which of these theoretical differences could be 
attributed to specific research areas and/or fields of practice to which the theorization 
and empirical results were committed.
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Towards the end of the last century, references to identities and values in policy 
formation and justification seemed to gain a new significance in political processes. 
Identity politics was not exactly new, it had played a central role in ethnic and gender 
to deal with identity politics in a moral key, discussing the justification of (national) 
identities, or in terms of political science, analysing technically the influence and 
effects of identity processes in political processes. Both are of course relevant, but 
hardly sufficient to understand the diverse and intense development of identity based 
politics. We came upon this issue as a side effect of developing an interdisciplinary 
psychosocietal approach, and realized that this approach might help to understand 
the genesis of identity politics and its roots in everyday life experiences.
and studying the psychodynamic dimensions of collective social processes and 
cultural clashes. As a result, it was decided to organize a similar conference in 
2001 with an emphasis on an interdisciplinary exercise in the interpretation of the 
psychodynamics of identity processes and social prejudice. The 2001 conference 
established the International Research Group for Psychosocietal Analysis which has 
since then been developing with an annual conference in Dubrovnik and a number 
of networking activities (guest lectures, joint research projects among some of the 
members, etc.). Generally the research group was founded on the basis of the idea 
that the mediation between societal (historical) processes and psychodynamics might 
was working with elsewhere, being scholars of learning research, social work, health 
professions, organizational development and cultural analysis. The main topics for 
the work of the research group therefore came from everyday life in each of the three 
initially contributing countries, Germany, the UK and Denmark.
In a paper for a research seminar on social prejudice in Fortaleza, Brazil, I 
more strongly on culture and identity than in the classic modernization process of 
industrial capitalism and the national state. Maybe it is more true to say that this 
relation has become obvious: the modernization itself dissolved traditional bonds 
political interaction increasingly involves asynchronous cultural and psychological 
encounters. It has become obvious, and at the same time very challenging to the 
rationality of modernized societies, that the social psychology of identification and 
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of social prejudices are powerful building blocks in political processes – and hence 
also objects of manipulation.
In Europe we have several recent examples of violent political processes that seem 
mainly based on (cultural) identity (beside the historical one of anti-semitism and 
anti-romanism). One is the politicization of the anxieties and experiences with work 
migrants and refugees into xenophobia. The other one is the process of dissolution 
of the former Yugoslavia which has taken the shape of a religious and ethnic/national 
feud.
The political exploitations of ‘identity’ call for theoretical and political reflection. 
They might be seen as the most ‘prominent’ examples of, and also results of, the 
fact that cultural encounters and interferences have become an all-embracing aspect 
of everyday life. Broader examples are inter-cultural conflicts within a society, the 
fuelling of national or state conflicts with cultural meaning, or in the inclination to 
articulate identity as grounds for resistance to ‘development’, new technologies and 
changing social structures.
This political development is but one reason to focus on subjective aspects of culture 
and identity, in order to search for the mechanisms that can lead to either cultural 
enrichment and learning processes (inter-culturality), or to defensive consciousness 
and aggressive delimitation (social prejudice). It calls for examination of the links 
and mediations between everyday life social practice, identity building, and the 
subjective construction of socially active orientations, and not least a real historical 
approach in order to overcome reductionist explanations of present behaviour and 
These observations dating back around the millennium actualized a challenge 
for understanding the social psychology of relatively abstract national and religious 
identities and differences. The new type of politics, instead of struggles over 
resources or power and domination in the competition between systems, seemed 
of course a tragic and alarming reminder that identity formation was connected 
post-Yugoslavian Croatia, we could not avoid seeing the interpretation of the local 
history of civil war as a challenge for understanding those dynamics of everyday 
work on that particular theme just within the Inter-University Centre of Postgraduate 
an international dialogue during the period of the cold war, some in the form of 
peace and conflict research and some by organizing conferences and collaboration of 
critical scientists across the east-west-divide, and we were a group of critical social 
scientists who wanted to reactivate this practice after the Yugoslav civil war. Some 
of us had had continuous connections with colleagues and friends in Yugoslavia, 
and were, retrospectively seen, also identified with the Yugoslavian development 
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of an independent socialism which, in spite of an authoritarian political regime, 
was culturally modern and free for its citizens. It had been painful to follow the 
rapid destabilization after Tito’s death in 1980. Accumulated debts led to economic 
decline and inflation; gradually an ambience of crisis for the very legitimacy and 
sustainability of the federative state emerged – and nationalism began to surface 
in Croatia and Serbia. Paradoxes stood lined up: Yugoslavia was a highly profiled 
state, had broken out of the communist bloc, co-founded the movement of non-allied 
states, and had been able to secure its own socio-economic development. As a state it 
was a careful construction of ethnic, national, religious and regional balances; it was 
a modern society, open to international cultural influences, and people integrated 
and even married across those divisions. Yet the dissolution process seemed to 
be driven by, or at least taking the form of national and religious segregation and 
hostility. It seemed like a ‘pathological’ cultural development where the hitherto 
existing culture lost its effectiveness as a moral source in everyday life. The usual 
interpretation of the history was that previously repressed cultural orientations re-
identity that seem to prevail over social and economic interests and contemporary 
realities and experiences?
The Yugoslav catastrophe still appeared around the turn of the millennium as 
an unlikely exception in the midst of Europe. There were lots of challenges to 
wrote it as an immediate reflection on the surprising experience I myself had been 
Yugoslavia from before the civil war.
In relation to the development of methodology and our usual focus on everyday 
life, it was also a kind of alternative case, a theoretical exercise based on an endless 
and complex source material, in opposition to the usual procedure focussing on well-
defined set of empirical data.
The psychosocial analysis of this case pointed to a dynamism that later proved to 
during the cold war. In the western societies, the modernization process in the post-
war period produced a dynamics of emancipation that was articulated in subcultures 
of e.g. youth and women and in consumerism. But politically the definition of 
freedom (which was largely adopted by the opposition in the Eastern Bloc) was 
mostly reduced to the anti-communist struggle. After the dissolution of the Soviet 
as in Ukraine until today. Others have become more complicated and ambiguous 
when national identities re-emerge inside existing states, e.g. the Catalans in Spain, 
or in state conglomerates, such as the Scots within the UK, not to mention a number 
of other potential national minority issues. Identities that for decades appeared to be 
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obsolete suddenly popped up as themes of mobilization in political conflicts – even 
sometimes leading to extreme hatred and violence.
But beside the nation-state issue we have seen surprisingly strong political 
identifications in several versions, which have broadly defined the political scene 
in Europe. For this reason, I also returned to the analysis of the Yugoslav case and 
recently discussed it again at the research group seminar in 2018. The dynamism 
that seemed to manifest itself in the Yugoslav conflict and which has since proved 
to be of decisive political significance is an issue of identity that not only appears in 
the relationship between nations and states. It has been particularly important in the 
relationship between peoples and population groups, partly independent of states. 
The politically most comprehensive impact of this issue is probably the relationship 
between population groups in multicultural societies and the relationship of the 
Even before the migrations after the millennium, Britain was a multiethnic and 
multicultural society. Linden West has contributed to the book with an exemplary 
analysis of his birthplace, the formerly flourishing industrial city of Stoke-on-Trent. 
Here, radicalization and polarization have taken hold with the industrial decline and 
the establishment of a relatively numerous immigrant group organized around the 
Islamists face xenophobic British natives. Islamism has on the surface a religious 
foundation but Linden West seeks to understand more generally the dynamics which 
generate the firm belief in possessing an ultimate truth. He works with narrative 
interviews with local Islamists and shows how the individual story itself carries 
the interviewee’s wider experience. With reference to Axel Honneth, he analyses 
how the experience of non-recognition at the personal level is connected with the 
awareness of wider misrecognition, epitomized in the genocide against Muslims 
in Bosnia which is interpreted as religiously motivated, committed by Christians. 
West applies psychoanalytical thinking to the interpretation of how this cultural 
experience, as a result of dependency and anxiety as to the complexity of the world, 
becomes a totalitarian assertion of possessing an indisputable truth which he refers to 
totalitarian self-confirming identification. In opposition to this dynamic, he posits, 
through historical reference to the British workers’ movement, the struggle against 
absolutism through democratic dialogue involving the cultural and psychological 
acceptance of the experience of others and the preliminary and relative nature of all 
knowledge.
Another theme of identity politics has evolved in relation to immigration, where 
war refugees are typically confused with migrant workers and others. The greatly 
increasing numbers of refugees from wars in Syria and Somalia, repression in the 
Middle East and Africa and work migrants from inside and outside the European 
Union have given rise to a wave of xenophobia. Although there is, of course, a 
rational core of social interests and concern for the sustainability of European 
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intensity that does not correspond to real rational concerns. Understanding the 
material economic and social preconditions for this potential is, on the one hand, 
a way of understanding what troubled waters right-wing populists are fishing in. 
But it is also a source of a deeper understanding of the subjective aspects of how 
employment, but threatened in their identity and dignity.
THE DEFENCE MECHANISM AND ITS POLITICIZATION
The two cases included in this part of the book both deal with situations where 
strong group identifications are built on apparently unrealistic or disproportionate 
perceptions of social relations. The analysis of the Yugoslav conflict primarily 
points to a political exploitation of a social psychological defence reaction. The core 
of the understanding of the incomprehensible explosiveness is a psychodynamic 
interpretation of the feelings of ancient violations and new threats that in a moment 
made neighbours enemies and led to a radical dehumanization of their mutual 
perceptions. Something similar is true in the context of refugees and migration, as 
a political mobilizer for far-right nationalist parties and movements and sometimes 
also violent extremists. Linden West’s chapter shows that the basis of Islamist 
fundamentalism is also feelings of lack of recognition and a similar sense of 
threatened collective identity.
relations are seen in exclusively black-and-white patterns, is activated on a collective 
level, and leads to the establishment of a strong group identity defined by hostility 
already Freud was observing: individuals unconsciously seek to avoid anxiety by 
collectively identifying with some object, projecting any evil on other groups, and 
different is no longer an opportunity or enrichment, but a threat. Even when more or 
less misinforming interventions are taken into account it seems to presume a radical 
detachment of the feelings from experiential content. Alfred Lorenzer coined the 
original experiential content, but also have nothing to do with the actual situation. 
The psychosocial analysis seeks to understand the specific social and historical 
circumstances that make this dynamic comprehensible.
The analyses presented here show that unconscious subjective reactions may 
psychodynamics for some reasons prevail, but also that psychodynamics are 
historical and specific to societal circumstances.
Linden West writes beautifully about the efforts of the historical education 
of workers to expand the tolerance to ambivalence and uncertainty. It is hardly 
coincidental that he chooses the historical reference to a context in which openness 
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and confidence in the future was strong; the reality in contemporary societal 
exploit these emotions are very strong, and therefore also the unconscious defenses 
accompanying them. The two presented examples of a psychosocial interpretation of 
political processes are both about identity processes in which unconscious emotional 
forces are activated creating regressive, reactionary dynamics. But identity is not 
belonging to a region, a language, a culture or a tradition and is a normal basis of 
orientation in a global and changing world. Identification is a coordinate from which 
one can experience the world and meet others as a subject. It is also a human right 
and codified in international law as the self-determination of peoples. One can easily 
on the interactive relation of subjective experience. What matters is which conscious 
and unconscious impulses are activated through the encounter with others and with 
the world. Under certain social and political circumstances identities are destabilized 
undermining confidence in oneself and others This is where these realities are vital 
also for learning possibilities.
So beside the critical analysis of the regressive dynamics psychosocial research 
can also show ways in which an inclusive and containing social environment 
may support people’s ability to realize and deal constructively with threats, learn 
about them and change them without resorting to defense mechanisms that distort 
individual and collective learning processes take place in different contexts and with 
people from different backgrounds. For example one can mention the ambiguity 
attached to protest movements which, based on authentic experiences, protest against 
elites while at the same time they are attempted to be orchestrated by populists. But 
even when they offer national conservative, xenophobic or fundamentalist politics, 
one should empirically seek to interpret what is grounded in experience and what is 
manipulation.
Although conservative and xenophobic identity policy prevails at present, there is 
at least one example of a political mobilization that seems to be based on authentic 
life experiences which should be mentioned, even though we do not have a research-
based presentation of it in this book.
It is the #Metoo eruption and movement. It seems to be a belligerent example of 
usually individualized and presumably partly as an unconscious dynamics that has 
profoundly influenced women’s perception of the world and of themselves. When 
these experiences become politically articulated, this enables both cognitive and 
emotional recollection of events that have marked them strongly. There is no doubt 
that individual women have retroactively changed their feelings and understanding of 
their own lives, and this will also decisively change the societal framework of gender 
and individual interactions in the future. At the same time, the actual communicative 
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and political process of #metoo is a muddy stream which, in addition to righteous 
resentment and a new assertion of the right to integrity, also contains elements of 
splitting and xenophobia (feminist essentialism and demonization of men, individual 
injustices) and is thus exemplary of the complexity of the relationship between the 
unconscious and the conscious formation of experience.
A psychosocial research strategy that is theoretically aware of, and methodically 
seeks to interpret the meaning of, unconscious dynamics in everyday interactions 
and relationships may provide a more nuanced approach to the understanding of 
political processes. But I also see it as a confirmation that one can thereby understand 
the processes of learning embedded in subjective life worlds and experience. This 
means exactly not didactizing them or predicting the direction of the process, but 
to understand societal nature of adult education and lifelong learning. Individuals 
are continuously exposed to a condition of learning. Technological advances and 
globalization cause a developmental pressure that is a very direct driver for adult 
learning processes, which take place in practices, imperceptibly and necessarily 
even long before they are recognized and may or may not become organized 
values, develop new identities, and sometimes also become better at understanding 
and tolerating that others are different. However, the emotional and cognitive effort 
may sometimes become too burdensome, and it is therefore crucial how this general 
developmental pressure is interpreted, by both individual learners and groups of 
learners, often unconsciously and before it is recognized. Learning can be stimulating 
and developing, or overwhelming and threatening, and individual and collective 
life histories may account for the way it is experienced, projected in their futures 
and influencing the content of learning processes. The problem that was about 
individual developments of professional identity in Karsten Mellon’s and Sissel 
Finholt-Pedersen’s projects is therefore also about, for example, the development 
of a professional field and its social function. In short, the social situation and the 
political thematization are in play together with the conscious and unconscious 
psychosocial dynamics and identity process of individuals and social groups and 
influence the motivation for and direction of learning processes.
The last part of the book, Part 5, consists of a single chapter presenting a theoretical 
and methodological framework for a psychosocial research approach. It has also 
been published in the online magazine Forum: Qualitative Sozialforschung/Social 
Research. It is primarily a methodological article. But by referring to Lorenzer’s 
socialization theory it also provides a missing link in the reflection of subjectivity, 
conceptualizing both the object of the in-depth interpretation, namely the 
subjectivity of everyday social practice, consciousness and cultural artefacts, and 
the interpreting subject, the researcher, him/herself. With this material theory of the 
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subject the methodology is a preliminary – procedural – opposition to an exclusively 
or primarily cultural understanding of the societal nature of subjectivity as we 
know it from the linguistic turn in the social sciences, in positioning theory, and in 
discourse analytical criticisms; each of these approaches problematizes the modern 
understanding of the subject without taking the step out of Cartesian idealism. It is a 
core aspect of this opposition that the materiality in terms of bodily life, dependence, 
historical temporality and social practice precedes the culture of the idea and 
language both in individual life and social development (Negt & Kluge, 2014). 
positive concept is so politically compromised that it can hardly be used to express 
the opposite). The optimistic experience is that the socially unconscious in a given 
society contains resources for a dynamics that is not easily predictable, cf. #metoo. 
On the societal level, one does not understand revolutions until they have happened, 
but they could not have happened without unfolding unconscious psychodynamics 
and social agency that were not transparent at the time. On the individual level, 
learning processes and identity development take place in unpredictable directions 
and leaps. Therefore, understanding the socially unconscious must have the nature 
of a negative theory and a methodology fit for carving out the future of mundane 
present everyday life.
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1. AMBIVALENCE AND EXPERIENCE
Un-Conscious Dimensions of Working Women’s Social Learning
AMBIGUITIES1
You may approach the unconscious dimensions of learning processes by observing 
the communication of everyday life. Among the less acknowledged truisms in the 
academic learning discourse is an assumed pragmatic precondition: that people 
individually perceive what they see and hear, and that they – belonging to a 
common culture – see or hear much the same thing. This pragmatic precondition 
of communication in every-day life is particularly important in formal learning 
situations, in teaching and education. Here inter-subjectivity and communication are 
(considered) the logical foundations of the effective communication of the subject 
matter (other people hear what you say), of the learning of the individual (they 
understand what is communicated), and not least that learning can be managed and 
controlled. Neither are, however, self-evident – nor is the accordance between the 
content of perception and the emotion that follows. You do not necessarily notice if 
your reaction is aggressive or negative. You just move on. You seek some meaning 
or structure, in the world as such as well as in yourself. Dealing with social reality 
in every-day life you adapt – and you adapt what you see and hear. Only when an 
individual psychological disposition leads to significant deviance in perception is it 
noticed, only then is it defined as such: deviant.
is only recognized as such when an external view searches for a general cultural 
meaning – which in turn cannot be found. Communication takes place in a field 
substance that the communication is explicitly about and the subjectivity and 
experience of the people involved. The same vagueness is also referred to as practical 
a practical advantage (like not perceiving misspellings in effective reading) but 
downright destructive when it leads to a simplistic misperception of a complex 
reality.
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The difficulty of perceiving otherness, the different or novel, and its specific 
react in individually different manners, while – for whatever reason – the discrepancy 
is not articulated. Instead, some emotional complementary compensation takes over, 
so that recognition or silencing and denial in various and changing combinations 
sustain one another.
Subjectively most of us know about this, e.g. from the experience of leaving a 
social context with a feeling of vague discomfort that you rid yourself of in order 
Schmidt, is the political experience of Nazi Germany, hardly ever spoken of. Why 
should we? Indeed!
The vagueness in communication is on the one hand the glue which keeps everyday 
other hand it is the medium in which sometimes the recognition of difference and 
ideas of a new practice may arise. On the one hand perceptions of details in everyday 
life are kept in place in a world view, on the other hand individual perceptions of 
difference can mature until they become conscious experience and even articulated.
Gender being an organizing component in a world view means that this space of 
implicit meaning is also the social space in which the development, establishing, and 
change of social gender roles emerge.
When a sufficient number of people begin attaching new perceptions and new 
Such new cultural meanings are articulated only with some anxiety, for not 
only must you take possession of a whole new world, you must also rid yourself 
of a number of well socialized routines, including well-defined parts of established 
every-day life. But when silence is broken and the complementary balance between 
such emotional dispositions likewise, energy so far locked up may well emerge.
Gudrun-Axeli Knapp (1989) points out the unconscious dynamic of 
communication in a slightly different manner, by its effects on the social level. She 
psychological resources can – for apparently any length of time – remain invested 
in sustaining a subjectively unbearable situation, and then at times to suddenly re-
appear as potential for initiatives of change. Becker-Schmidt draws a parallel to 
victims of domestic violence: women who may suddenly, without warning, take 
Knapp however, focuses on the gendered nature of the working capacity. It is, 
she argues, perceived and assessed as a neutrum, a non-gendered matter. While in 
reality it arises from, and is solidly integrated into the triad of historical femininity: 
it is different (from the cultural mainstream male work capacity), it is particular 
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and economically lower value (ibid., p. 300). The triangle of difference, specificity 
and lower value becomes obvious when women’s manifold perceptions and broad 
experience meet with every-day cultural communication which comprise few of 
those – and addresses even fewer. Presumably most women recognize the experience 
of having dealt successfully with a problem, – the success however, appearing to be 
culturally invisible, simply because nobody else recognized the problem as such. 
Or the other way around: being the only one to face a problem, which nobody else 
wanted or dared to address. An example might be that of the woman arguing the 
subjective necessity of part-time work (a point of view never popular in the male 
dominated labour movement) while at the same time being under pressure to stay 
apparent contradiction of being important and necessary and lack of self-confidence 
respectively lurks the defining T.U.-gender stereotype: the full time, skilled, white, 
male worker. Women’s experience remains inarticulate in the vagueness of every-
The learning potential does however, arise from this very contradiction: women 
are practically systematically down-graded, assessed as the lesser – as well as being 
idealized, even idolized. This socially well-established ambivalence is perceived and 
embodied by the individual woman, and it is well integrated in the general social idea 
of what it is to be a woman. Knapp sees this as a surplus production of meaning, a 
benefit, which she discusses in Polanyi’s terms of tacit knowing (implizites Wissen). 
She thus philosophically generalizes a (power-) critical point often voiced in the 
earlier stages of gender research (compare Baker Miller, 1976): that dominance 
produces an implicit and sometimes not conscious dependency for the dominant 
fact that women’s tacit knowing is more accessible than men’s, produced as it is 
every-day language define the idea of a woman. Women, so to speak, approach their 
real experience when they express their tacit knowing. Whereas men must let go of 
their experience for they have to recognize that their spontaneous activities are only 
possible because they hold special privilege. Knapp comments:
Women know (implicitly) that they are different –and better (!) – that they act 
differently and wiser, and they are well aware that they know more – more 
than either the ideological idea of female essence, the socially allotted space 
of action or the labour market imagination of their abilities. That knowledge 
itself may well form the core of the idea of autonomy in as much as it contains 
the structure of the elimination of the non-identity. (Knapp, 1989, pp. 301–302, 
author’s translation)
definition of the ambivalence, and thereby becomes a foundation of action, a potential 
means of self-regulation. It does not simply reflect the objective historical situation, 
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in a double sense it creates it. Partly as a particular and individual subjective change, 
partly in collective forms, where symbols become collective and where subjectivity 
co-constitutes culture and society.
If you define tacit knowledge more precisely in terms of social psychology you 
will see that it is the very capacity to attach emotionally to objects (an object in 
the psychological sense comprising tools, humans or relations … you name it) that 
enables the particular capacity of human communication. Making objects of elements 
in the outer world is the raw material of the special human capacity, formation of and 
communication by symbols. This capacity is in our language, in creativity as well 
as being made collective by habits, reproduced historically by culture (cf. Nielsen, 
1993, pp. 103 ff). Symbols as such do not produce consensus. They function well 
not least a relevant point in the context of women’s learning: only shared cultural 
symbolic knowledge – also limits their experience of reality significantly.
So tacit knowing is a dimension of oppression. Partly because of its substance, 
because being tacit is one way of not being social, of denying oneself. At the 
same time, however, cognitively it sees through oppression, and psychologically/
emotionally it separates the recognition of oppression from oppression itself. Thus 
individuals may rid themselves of oppression, know themselves as different from it, 
not allowing themselves to de defined by it. At times tacit knowledge just confirms 
the eventual break-up. Knapp by the way, ventures to define the historical role of 
gender research as a doubling of this relation.
The concept of consciousness of everyday life was introduced by Thomas 
a social psychology understanding of group-processes. Where Becker-Schmidt’s 
develops a historical or epochal concept of learning and blocking of experience. Since 
exposes and thematises the individual subjective blockages in the context they arise 
group discussion, and later on establishing a study groups based learning activity 
in the every-day life of the enterprise, approaching good oldfashioned political 
enlightenment and general adult education (Senghaas-Knobloch & Volmerg, 1990; 
is characteristic of the research on unemployment and trade-union consciousness by 
Christine Morgenroth (1989, 1990).
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The common denominator for these references is the psychoanalytic dimension 
in the understanding of subjective learning. Faced with contradictions people will 
invariably relate to external stimuli as well as their respective internal resources. The 
interplay exposes individual lines of memory – and different degrees of pleasure 
or displeasure. Every perception, the key to the outside world, is subjectively 
defined, i.e. it is (also) emotional – co-defined by images, imaginations, sensations. 
Subjectivity regulates itself, defense is at constant work. It is possible to develop 
an awareness of them and a certain degree of management as well. Social learning 
is among other things, defined by the capacity to distinguish and manage these 
dynamics, as well as by defining your own role.
Affect and emotion must 
collaborate with attention
multidimensional. In the subjective world of the individual all objects in the physical 
world possess a certain, particular value, it comprises specific psychic energies that 
altogether influence our perception of the immediate every-day world. That is why 
we can be annoyed or content – instead of simply registering the world as a matter 
of fact. Objects, persons, situations are not just facts or structures, they trigger off 
emotion as well. To understand the outside world you must learn to distinguish 
movement in your own inner drives or wishes – such as anxiety of being ignored or 
let down, aggression, desire – from the objects they attach to, and whose perception 
they define.
Becker-Schmidt refers to the well known child in the Danish tale of the emperor’s 
child’s exposition of the collective taboo, the emperor’s nakedness. Not least in a 
of psychological defence of individuals arises as a theoretical agenda in its own 
right. The dynamic of learning is self-regulatory, so you can never know when an 
individual/a woman choses to do something about her situation. The process of 
separation from the positive dimensions of ambivalence take on different forms.
 
 
So far I have implicitly assumed that the un-conscious plays an important role for the 
formation of adult experience. However, the application of psychoanalytic insights 
life and childhood experiences/life-history. Which dimensions are decisive, which 
learning blockages actually mean in the formation of experience.
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By focusing on the concept of ambivalence Becker-Schmidt sets off from classical 
psychoanalysis. She picks up the concept from Joseph Breuer, who writes about 
conflicting emotions in terms of ambivalence, and about conflicts of will against an 
impulse to take action in terms of ambi-tendency (Becker-Schmidt, 1982, 1993). She 
adds the concept of inconsistency referring to conflicts that are handled cognitively. 
According to her Freud simply takes over Breuer’s concept and defines it in terms 
defined by developmental stages. It is founded in specific stages as a dimension of 
of the latent conflict between libido and thanatos. Becker-Schmidt, however, 
explicitly denounces this (drive-)reductionist understanding – she is concerned with 
the relation of ambivalence to external problems: what happens when subjectivity 
meets with reality and with contradictions which are also life conditions. For 
that reason she refers to Sandor Ferenczi. He held a somewhat higher interest in 
the sexual drives. He spells it out directly saying that you can process contradictory 
emotions in the interaction with reality. When ambivalences founded in life history 
are activated, they lend energy to the present ones, and are processed in the interaction 
with present realities.
Morgenroth (1990, p. 49ff) states something similar: She uses the classical 
concepts of transference and counter-transference, which – she pragmatically 
remarks – constitute most human communication. The nature of human relations 
is generally a systematic, trans-individual pattern of countertransference. Social 
patterns of communication are at the same time produced by the manifold of human 
communications – as regulating them. Some things are articulated, some are not, but 
yet another category is what cannot be articulated. It just happens. This explicitly 
goes for every-day-life communication, not addressing clinical circumstances. Again 
we notice a re-interpretation of psychoanalytic thinking into social psychology. The 
patterns of transference are solidly founded in affective psychic dynamics which 
co-define action as well as the expression of emotion, also to be noticed in language. 
On the social surface you register only some inhibition in individuals’ self-regulated 
articulation of needs and wishes – hesitation, silence, interruptions, or the socially 
more visible, break up of habits and cultural conventions.
This is not solely a theoretical assumption – it is notably empirical. Figures of 
consciousness, modes of opinion, etc. can all be understood in the context of the 
text
theorizing on interpretations of interview texts. The concept of language game forms 
the framework for understanding, inspired by Lorenzer (1970). Becker-Schmidt 
1985, 1987b; Becker-Schmidt, 1982b; Becker-Schmidt, Knapp, & Schmidt, 1984). 
Alheit and Dausien (1985, p. 33) as they consider it a most basic limitation in the 
theoretical basis. Terminology-wise Becker-Schmidt’s differentiation between 
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inconsistency, ambi-tendency and ambivalence approaches a more traditional 
disciplinary view of the psyche as composed by cognition, personality and emotion – 
it does, however well reflect the scope of action available to the individual in a 
society defined by division of labour, thus representing some subjective reality. 
The differentiation is a culturally functional fact, which is why it is theorized as 
a critical point: The concept of ambivalence must be seen as conceptualizing an 
actively appropriated and subjective dynamic structure, produced in inter-action 
with reality – and its contradictions, e.g. those between work-life and family-life 
as well as contradictions within each (Becker-Schmidt, 1982a). The theoretical 
distinction between cognitive and motivational structures also reflects the working 
women’s situation, divided as it stands – be it more or less action-oriented, more or 
less reflected. This is well documented in her work over the years (Becker-Schmidt 
et al., 1984). Her concept of social learning and her later revision of it into more of a 
(deferred action) to understand life history and biographies underlines that she 
employs these inspirations to develop a social psychology (Becker-Schmidt, 1991, 
1993a, 1994).
In spite of similarities in the interpretational approach between Becker-Schmidt, 
complement defences. The very situation activates common psychological conflicts 
conflict and building a relevant experience of it. The potential experience – making a 
of the individual. It arises gradually in the very process of social experience.
Up against this Morgenroth denounces any text-analysis not founded in a broad 
understanding of individual life experience, which according to her is what actually 
lends its energies to any social inter-action. Even in groups – and maybe not least 
in groups – individuals can only contribute bits and pieces from what they have 
learned, from what they know. Experience may well be, and it most often is, in-
articulate (language-wise) – but it still rules. Accepting the importance of a life 
history dimension in the formation of experience does not permit or imply any 
within any reach of understanding if the group or the situation per se, set the frame 
Wilfred Bion’s (1961) concepts enables an understanding of how the communication 
independent of the explicit agenda of the group or its rational background. Following 
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Bion the justification for using the group as a therapeutic space in point that a 
transaction between unconscious psychodynamic agendas and the rational reality 
may take place. The characteristics of groups in this analysis emerges from the 
interplay between individual dispositions brought in from elsewhere, and the group 
process enables changes in this interplay (Bion, 1961; Morgenroth, 1990, p. 42). 
Similarly with Becker-Schmidt, Bion sees the influence of unconscious dynamics as 
inhibitions for learning and experience building, but the cultural content of the social 
interaction in which these dynamics are activated are having much less attention.
The point from classical psychoanalysis is that group processes cannot be 
understood as merely everyday life practices. They are decisively drawing on infantile 
psychic fixations which are then mirrored into the group. Morgenroth’s analyses of 
the life world of unemployed people are e.g. not illuminating the substance matter 
that group discussions deal with, but how the group members deal with them, how 
reproduces itself in an specific level of collective psychic defence in groups at each 
level of the workplace hierarchy. This reveals defences, but at the same time they 
are analyzed as specific defences in relation to specific work conditions (Volmerg 
et al., 1986).
The different theoretical weighting of life history vs. situational influences in 
the experience building which is a recurrent theme in theorizing consciousness, 
including education discussions, are depending on different psychoanalytic 
the social interaction. Morgenroth and Becker-Schmidt are closer to Freud and 
emphasize the individual: But Becker-Schmidt rather than a clinical interest applies 
a direct political perspective on her material, investigating why and how people 
(here: women) act or do not act. In Becker-Schmidt’s perspective: learn and act on 
their contradictory life conditions.
et al has proven to be most useful. On the one hand I find the psychoanalytical 
and more generally growth of human autonomy, is always mediated by a social 
environment and a relation to culturally defined contents. In education and teaching 
is may be intentionally constructed environment but the point also holds for learning 
in other social situations in which agency is necessary, and in which experience 
depends on the interplay between individual psychodynamics and a social and 
culturally determined context. Becker-Schmidt’s explicit positioning of the concept 
of ambivalence in a social psychology context enables a theoretically sophisticated 
analysis which comprises individual psychodynamic structures, the interplay of 
these dynamics in groups, and the social practice in its necessary relation to social 
reality.
These theoretical considerations have been developed in conjunction with 
empirical analysis of a number of trade union and work related issues, focused on 
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education and learning. Although we have in these analyses we have in some cases 
worked with in-depth hermeneutic interpretations drawing on an understanding of 
drives as well as referring to the impact of childhood experience, they have not been 
only central dimension of experience, and may sometimes shadow over other 
dimensions. Besides, my focus on education and the according nature of the texts 
produced determines that they cannot always be fully opened in all dimensions – and 
certainly not by me.
However: When the psychoanalytic concepts are liberated from their drive-oriented 
tradition, the concept of psychological ambivalence is opened to understanding the 
(deferred action) (Ferenczi, 1972b) can be seen as the psychological operation that 
rearticulates experience, impressions and remembrance – at a later stage in life and 
new significance, indeed they are simply activated: they re-appear at a conscious level 
from the dynamics of the drives does not imply any kind of secondary rationalization 
let alone harmonizing of life historical ambivalences. On the contrary: individual – 
adult or elderly – experience is a pre-condition for successful integration of previous 
experiences (Becker-Schmidt, 1991, p. 167). If people get stuck with fixations from 
precious life it may rather be because their life courses in all their complexity have 
especially when un-pleasant or even nasty, are culturally depicted as any other sort 
of difficulty: a woman may think that it’s all about her class, or her race, or her 
generation. Even with successful women at university such assumptions prevail! It 
is difficult – even for privileged groups, and maybe in a specific, complex manner 
difference, specificity and low self-esteem – because gender is a central dimension 
of identity and social roles difficult to get at reading distance. It is possible to see 
the (non-)problem is generally seen as an individual one.
Theorizing social learning within a theoretical discourse of experience we emphasize 
the embedding in social practice – and hence relation to historical and currently 
subjective engagement, so the mediating concept could well be the psychoanalytic 
effectively with reality, reality must be subjectively differentiated and appropriated. 
Thus social learning can be defined as an ever expanding capacity to test and deal 
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with reality, as an understanding of your own inner life world in an interplay with 
external conditions. You must learn to distinguish between your own experience of 
reality and outer world reality and to never under-estimate the mutual tension.
So social learning comprises two dimensions (Becker-Schmidt, 1987a): The ego 
must recognize its inner reality as levels of phantasies, imaginations, tensions of 
drives, and defence mechanisms, all potentially relevant for agency. Some are not 
conscious and many remain unconscious. At the same time the ego must grasp outer 
reality as objective and goes beyond individual control – and is not fully transparent. 
Inner and outer dimensions interact, and the process is a confrontation of power and 
conflicts, also when not registered consciously. Conflicts are mostly not enacted 
but are kept socially invisible, i.e. in culturally tacit knowledge. The social and 
material world seem to obey a causal logic and to adapt to rational human action, be 
it pragmatic, striving for survival … it seems to be under the control of the rational 
subject. However, the subjective perception of reality is permeated by emotion 
and phantasy, and the psychological process that precedes agency is much more 
complex. Thematizing the complexity and contradictions of emotional and cognitive 
truths is a precondition for social learning, a dynamic process driven by emotion and 
cognition, reference to and appropriation of reality. You learn when consciousness 
direction and interest. In that sense thinking is developed when you reflect how you 
In further detail Becker-Schmidt describes thinking and learning as chains of 
tentative imaginative agency – indeed you could say that experience is built up by 
series of such tentative imaginations – striving to determine whether you prefer the 
well-known to the un-known. Strategies for the future are developed on the basis 
theory of the consciousness of everyday life, in which horizon defines the scope 
critical presentation the psyche/consciousness of every-day life is relentlessly and 
day life with its lack of capacity to recognize the genesis of things perceived, let 
alone their potential for change. The point is that the practical, reality-oriented 
functions of cognitive reduction (such as managing complexity, doing one thing at 
a time, etc.) is corrupted by defence mechanisms that permeates perception itself – 
in all dimensions. It infiltrates the experience of time, the perception of space, the 
reason for the loss of memory and the lack of future orientation lies in outer reality, 
in the development physical and psychological condensation of time of everyday 
life in confrontation with various standing offers from culture and media as far as 
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life is more important for the development of patterns that are directly pathological: 
individual break-down and collective neuroses. Both are confronted with subjective 
and objective shifts of horizon that cause either the common – reductive – pragmatic 
orientation or, indeed, the other way around: learning, experience. The latter demands 
that some energy has been set free …
It is actually a point with Becker-Schmidt that the psyche does not want to 
challenge to this specific characteristic of the psyche: It takes energy to approach 
taking subjectively suitably measured steps when appropriating new land, indeed a 
and carefully you assess its nature. It is structurally like a research-process – and the 
very idea that research as such is inter-woven with and doubles common strategies 
of thinking is in accordance with Freud – and by the way generally acknowledged in 
developmental psychology in all schools of the discipline – e.g. Bruner, e.g. Piaget. 
Thinking cannot be understood out of context, without considering what it is about. 
Thinking develops/expands when the psyche carefully and gradually activates the 
senses and the general attention, approaches and then again withdraws from the 
inter-play of affective reactions, handling the irritation of the yet un-known, and 
renewed reflection – enabling a gradual accept of a new (aspect of) reality. Ziehe 
and Stubenrauch (1982, p. 101) refer to such a progression – and, respectively, 
regression – as a rhythm of learning to the infant’s fear of dedication and separation 
respectively – each navigating principles of security versus risk. Thus experience 
and learning presuppose framework where progression and regression may alternate 
in a self-regulated way:
What we emphasize is the capacity to live through both poles of extremes: 
the utter dedication and the utter alienation. It is about a decisive shift of 
balance towards one of the poles, a temporary excess without losing neither 
the connection back nor the possibility of returning to the other pole. (1982,  
p. 104, author’s translation)
is accepted as you distinguish yourself from the process – and the various elements in 
it – for finally re-possessing the world. Comparing your inner images with the images 
of the outside world, you accept that they differ. The comparison and the recognition 
of the discrepancy is painful because it comprises a confrontation between wishes 
and reality. On the other hand, however, ridding yourself of illusions is liberating. 
Emotions tied to the illusion can be dealt with, trigger off new emotional energy, that 
is not just re-distributed – finding new objects – but actually transformed, change 
reality we may sum up: The world IS new, it is re-born.
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Alfred Lorenzer, in his theory of socialization, also thematizes the process, e.g. 
relevant for interpretation methodology (Olesen & Weber, 2012; Salling Olesen, 
on the adult learner. Transitional objects may be an artefact, a situation, sensory-
symbolic inter-action forms. On the surface you deal with them un-problematically 
but at the same time, all along the pragmatic communication of every-day life, 
they establish connections to un-conscious, suppressed meaning. This meaning is 
dealt with automatically, the sub-conscious and un-manageable finds a format that 
can be integrated into everyday life communication, creating the material basis for 
its becoming conscious and integrated, object of psychodynamic regulation. The-
classical psychoanalytical references are of course dreaming and playing. It is 
implied in Lorenzers thinking that current social conventions in a similar manner 
can work organizing on the entire psychological household, individually as well 
the same time cultural expressions define, regulate and manipulate psychological 
dispositions – as do the physical spaces of every-day life, as does the media, art 
and culture in the broadest sense. It is all about transitional objects when every-day 
life runs smoothly – but there is something dangerous inside it … This version of 
a fundamental psychoanalytic inspiration which also allows Becker-Schmidt to go 
beyond the perspective of the clinic – is basically enabled by Lorenzer’s theoretical 
development of a psychoanalytic analysis of culture, what he called in-depth 
hermeneutics (Lorenzer, 1970; Lorenzer & König, 1986; Olesen & Weber, 2012).
Lorenzer’s concepts – of the linguistic articulation of sensory experience and 
consciousness of everyday life. In terms of the latter the psychological process 
we here refer to as social learning is the step from dependency, from defensive 
mechanisms of transference within individual schemata of theme and horizon – to 
as well as group communication in this manner, and the mode of analysis grasps 
well the role of the unconscious in the life of organizations (Lyth, 1988). The 
overcoming of dependency, the separation, is described by a somewhat macabre 
image, sequestration, a self-mutilation like an animal gnawing itself out of a trap by 
the recognition of ambivalence, through a detour around the double negation (It is 
not true that it does not hurt) that enables the appropriation of reality.
The hypothesis, or maybe rather the hope, might be that the recognition of 
ambivalence develops the capacity to deal with conflict and that it will furthermore 
be a spark to ignite the will to re-orientate. The spark may enlighten something 
different, trigger off a positive anticipation, imagining something better. How does 
this motivation for change at all arise?
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It is a complex process. Becker-Schmidt refers to a classic case in developmental 
psychology, whose structure she ventures to generalize (Becker-Schmidt, 1987, 
a child loses a toy he/she is paralysed and momentarily not able to act. Sometime 
however, the love for the lost object returns and gradually it expands, gets larger 
than the bother of the trouble it will take to recover it. This, we may assume, is when 
the child stops crying and begins to look around. The inner image of the toy is not 
sufficient stimulation for action, it is pre-conscious and can only become exposed 
if it is emotionally occupied. The child must anticipate a connection between the 
image and reality. It compares well with an electrical impulse made useful in 
interaction with a slice of reality needing energy. The libidinous drive (needing to 
be near, approaching an object) is de-sexualized, the aggressive attachment (the 
are transformed into construction, creativity. Spitz claims that drives are so un-
differentiated in the infant that it does not master any proper libidinous material. It 
does not suffice that the child has learned to combine the image of the object with 
the object itself – i.e. that it perceives the relation between language and reality 
correctly. For cognitive and affective processes respectively obey different orders 
of development and they must be synchronized before the child can develop a sense 
some capacity for imagination and future orientation.
With this in mind the classical experiment, also discussed by Freud and Piaget, 
about hiding a toy under a pillow deals with the need for the child to distinguish 
between the image of the object and the object itself – as well as distributing positive 
of the future gratification. Such capacity to uphold different and contradictory 
engagements to the same image (in Becker-Schmidt’s terminology: tolerance of 
ambiguity) is the precondition of the child being able to solve the complex task. 
The point of the experiment in a Piaget’ian sense is a matter of object permanence, 
but in this context the point is that the child may also recognize that the world is 
not just good or bad, white or black, but comprises many shades. A central point in 
developmental psychology, here used to expose similar structures and dimensions 
in experience building processes in adult life. Complexity itself certainly calls for 
humility. But it also offers a possibility of grasping the variety and the manifold 
differences that constitute learning blockages and resistance in adults.
So I have defined levels of psychodynamic pre-conditions and reasons in that 
particular field of formation of experience that has to do with the capacity for 
subjective change and future-orientation – for hope. The correspondence between 
thinking and emotional separation is no absolute thing, above history let alone a 
general human condition. It is enabled by – and indeed becomes necessary – while 
inner conflicts and societal antagonism interact in ambiguous constellations. For 
instance this is what happens when at times the individual (woman) find it hard 
to believe in the legitimacy of her wishes: Does she perform a legitimate protest 
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against an un-willing resignation – or is she simply not able to face that illusions are 
minds – minds in constant development.
AMBIVALENCE AND DOUBLE DENIAL
Departing from women’s every-day lives, in social reality, the outer contradictions, 
the changes of time, space and function that constitute the reality scene that give rise 
to ambivalence, are easily identifiable. It is simply a woman’s modern every-day 
life, double work and double attachments of domestic work and wage labour. On a 
general, abstract level you may see it as a confrontation between societal and nature-
given, historical dependencies in various complex combinations – specifically 
social destiny with a double bind as a psychological effect. Social contradictions 
hit women’s psychological resources in a cruelly direct manner: On the one hand 
the other hand through experience of separation, doubled over and over in life 
history, women are systematically socialized into abstaining. To pin point it: In our 
culture women are socialized as different, particular, and of a lower value – which 
is why women must time and time again give up themselves to enter into passable 
the drives, but more oriented towards social reality. On the other hand adult women’s 
experience can hardly be grasped without accepting that social contradictions are 
mediated in infantile or childhood experience. The fundamental structure of the 
drives is still co-determining the process (cf. above).
day women’s every-day lives comprise private as well as professional contexts 
(Becker-Schmidt, 1982b; Becker-Schmidt & Knapp, 1987a; Knapp, 1990).
and work life. There are more potential conflicts. For both central fields of women’s 
translation).
Accordingly the experience of reality is packed up and stored behind complex 
patterns of psychological reaction – in psychoanalysis known as neurotic ones. If, 
however, you focus on the learning potential, you may observe that the sensory 
experience of reality – the very substance of political experience – is a precondition 
for learning and must be un-packed in the process. One level is to simply state, to 
name the contradictions, the next is to trace them emotionally. As pointed out these 
two dimensions presuppose each other.
In a comment to a Danish translation of Freud’s Das Unheimliche, Visholm (1998) 
refers the point of retrieving the earlier well-known, but now repressed, directly to 
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Freud. He moans that it never occurred to Father Freud him-self to establish a societal 
perspective on the set of problems. Visholm discusses the psychological category of 
the uncomfortable (das Unheimliche, literally un-homely). He further claims that 
sociological and historical analyses of home – and homeliness – establishes a solid 
material basis for understanding what makes something un-homely, creepy – the 
development of neurosis – and the other way around, its eventual dissolution.
same object by dissolving it in time, you can dissolve it by separating it in 
terms of space or persons. (Ibid., author’s translation)
So where Becker-Schmidt uses of the concept of deferred action to transgress and 
expand her analysis of women’s everyday lives, Visholm as a psychologist must – 
psychological reactions throughout the life history, that may also be applied on a 
horizontal cross section of everyday life.
Freud’s point is that faced with meaningless ideas and futile activities you must 
trace the – long gone? – situation where the ideas were well motivated and the activities 
had a purpose. I.e. liberate a historical insight from its current re-interpretations and 
doubled along with critical events in the life course: Motherhood and wage-labour 
each in their own way sustain women’s capacity to endure and integrate – both 
spaces provide pleasure and dis-pleasure – in the general social spheres of work and 
family-life/motherhood respectively. Both spheres offer pleasure and displeasure. 
Within the culturally prevalent images of femininity as well as in the individual 
or an existential and political choice is imminent (as in recent debate of potential 
autonomous motherhood vs. dependency on a husband).
variations of women’s subjectivity, caused by different conditions of socialization. 
However, the conflict between needing autonomy and identity respectively, 
appears constant. The capacity to endure this is founded in the separation of actual 
experience including the according reaction from – stirring of – the silent knowledge 
and phantasies. Learning needs to build on an un-raveling of this process. Again 
it – in order to later re-trace displeasure through denial of the denial, i.e. to locate 
experience and sensation in their own time and space, in every-day life as well as 
in life history – whereby their subjective meaning is made relative, and energy 
is set free. It is by meeting up with the objective, societal framework around the 
psychological ambivalence, that the so-called tolerance of ambivalence is established 
and a realistic orientation towards the future becomes possible.
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Affirming the un-pleasure (die Unlustbejahung) is, according to Ferenczi, a 
specific human perception of social circumstances in a diff way from psych– a 
capacity of distinguishing between social and psychological circumstance. If drives, 
e.g. sexual drives, are not met people will normally suppress the wish that provokes 
the frustration, i.e. suppress the un-pleasant situation it-self. However, what takes 
place here is an active acceptance of un-pleasure – the problem(a phenomenon) that 
has been stated in different ways by Becker-Schmidt and by Negt and Kluge (1972) 
as well as by the women we interviewed in our empirical research in Danish trade 
unions.
Freud (1943) defined denial as a transitional phase from ignoring and recognizing 
displeasure must go through two denials in order to become subjectively true. Firstly 
un-pleasure must be faced, and then suppression (or the attempt at suppression) must 
be suspended. Denial must be denied – or negation negated.
Adult people master that, particularly so in the therapeutic space. Ferenczi points 
to the double negation taking place in those phases of analysis where transference is 
predominant: That is when ambivalence is recognized because transference yields 
analysis succeed. If you stay in the identification with the analyst, in the transference, 
successful the reward is liberation from guilt and repetitions. The positive outcome, 
the recognition of the reality of un-pleasure can only be achieved through the double 
negation.
According to Ferenczi reality is at first denied because it is un-pleasant. It is 
attributed a negative pre-fix! That this is possible is in itself based on an important 
step in the development of the child – when play and its symbolic dealing with 
reality and un-pleasure was no longer sufficient. Denial does not imply that you 
make something non-existent. Un-pleasure – and what’s causing it – is the substance 
of denial, its raison d’être. All present consideration of experience, drawing on 
psychoanalysis, builds on what Ferenzci explicates: Pursuing experience leads to 
political and critical category – cf. the general perspective of critical theory, that 
In the first place the sense of reality is provoked by the real world not simply 
comes in different forms – symbolic, gestic, physical – in the infantile imagination, 
and facing it yields varying degrees of frustration or satisfaction. Typically you adapt 
to the circumstances where satisfaction is met. The real actors stand out from the 
needs and drives, to a real existing person also negatively connotated – e.g. reacting 
to other phenomena in the world than the child him/herself (Lorenzer, 1970). The 
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child has to look for a de-tour to its fulfilment of wishes, because the direct route 
is infected with un-pleasure. However, exactly as the direct, un-pleasurable route 
the de-tour goes through anger, rage, aggression and fear – as well as through love 
for the caring adult. Different emotions are experienced in relation to different 
aspects of the situation, at different times and also under different circumstances. All 
this experience – out of its original time and place as it is – must be co-ordinated. 
Abstaining from and thriving on the world are two aspects of the person – who, at 
the same time, remains him/herself. That is not so easy.
Also in adult learning you can trace how conflict-ridden and dramatic it is to 
cope with contradictory emotions. They may be sexually, erotically tinted because 
of their relation to early objects of desire. Often emotions turn into their opposites, 
causing confusion and guilt. Destructive emotions may turn autonomous and direct 
themselves against the very person originally meant to receive the positive emotions. 
When a target of desire is at the same time desired and feared most likely one of these 
emotional poles will be repressed. In any case the object must be protected from the 
destructive impulses These in turn can only be integrated if the autonomy of the 
individual is respected, and if the positive gains prohibit their growing autonomous 
(the destructive impulses).
So where individuals gain status of object, ambivalence signifies the current 
presence of contradictory efforts and emotions – e.g. love and hatred. As the drives 
are developed through their various stages, the contradictory emotions can be 
distinguished – but then blur under new conditions. This may be the explanation of 
women’s statistical over-representation in the diagnoses of severe psychic diseases. 
In this context, however, the ordinary learning processes of ordinary women are in 
focus – and so the development of the drives as such gets less attention than their 
social circumstances.
As an outset Ferenczi focuses on emotional conflict founded in the early mother-
child relation. What is of interest here is especially the learning processes that 
serve self-preservation (ego-drives), rather than psychosexual development as 
such. This is why his concepts of accepting un-pleasure fall within the discourse 
on women’s experience in the complex outer world of every-day life. While the 
principle of desire operates at an un-conscious level and seeks immediate reduction 
of tension and wish-fulfilment, the principle of reality will detect the situations in the 
immediate outer world that does actually satisfy these. Like Freud, Ferenzci assumes 
that the sexual drives are more subject to the principle of desire than they are to the 
governed by the principle of reality. The ego is closer to reality, it is more dependent 
on it than have either the ego-managed or the un-conscious sexuality. In the psycho-
analytic frame of understanding – which is in itself not a subject for discussion 
here – this has a double cause: One is that sexuality is less dependent on reality (it 
can be satisfied auto-erotically), another is that it lies suppressed during the entire 
period of latency – and so it simply does not enter into contact with reality. It is thus 
a central point, borrowed from Ferenzci, that a sense of reality arises from seeking 
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pleasure and avoidance of un-pleasure respectively – a point that strongly supports 
the social dimension of the concept.
As discussed above, though on a broader scale, the preconditions of experience 
are present in situations where firstly you are not powerless, and so potentially 
disposed for identification with an aggressor, secondly you are challenged in a 
combination of sensation/analysis, facts/intellect, comfort and safety/emotionality. 
Ferenzci’s concepts grasp exactly the psychodynamic dimension of the basic pre-
condition of experience. The concept of experience is defined as an analogy of 
the test of reality – survival. The basic example is hunger – hunger being the most 
fundamental expression of self-preservation. It cannot be satisfied by imagination. 
if food were always and unlimitedly available. Desire is a product of experiencing 
needs, of lacking and missing something. The positive experience of social, material 
natural, not to be recognized. The significantly hostile or non-pleasant we repress. 
What is accessible on condition – those we appreciate. Distance and ambivalence 
are simply the necessary pre-conditions for object cathexis, for a sense of reality 
(Becker-Schmidt, 1993a, p. 84; Ferenczi, 1972a). Actually Becker-Schmidt comes 
she concords with Ferenzci in this: Those or that which satisfies us, we love, but 
they/it do(es) not belong to us, and so we also hate them/it. For the child such things 
achieve status of an objective world, and only solely because it sets the outside world. 
subjectivity as well as do family and wage labour. When psychic energy is stuck in 
ambivalence it remains suppressed, and women’s lives are – in Lorenzers‘s terms 
As mentioned above in her later writings (1993, 1994) Becker-Schmidt supplements 
(deferred action). It sums up the fact that through present experience the subject 
may subjectively change the nature of earlier experience. It comprises all the points 
of attempting to define a social psychology of psychoanalysis and for an accordant 
theory of learning. Firstly that identity is no given or absolute thing locked by early 
structures in the sub-conscious … are results of the confrontation between former 
stages of life – from themes of life-history – cannot be isolated from neither the 
basic dualism of drives nor from the psychosexual stages. The prime example is the 
interplay between the oedipal phase and puberty, the process where the transcription 
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of earlier experience – now deposited in memory and as phantasies – is concordant 
of various social situations, stages of life and forms of oppression. This perspective 
may develop our understanding of subjective concepts of social time –in the sense 
of its becoming collective.
orientation of the life perspective she sees any positive attachment as a potential 
for the future, and in any anticipation the remembrance of a life once successful. 
To emerge the traces of remembrance must be activated by the positive energies 
embedded in the ambivalence. The capacity of patience, to allow imagination the 
time needed to visualize the desirable life – interpreting it in terms of the delay 
important point in Becker-Schmidt’s theory of gender relations that ambivalence is 
not an outcome of the contradictions in women’s lives, it is also enriching women 
with this autonomous capacity, which is a historical characteristic of femininity. 
The tolerance of ambivalence implies that even after long periods of crisis such a 
potential may break through its (historically allotted) structure and change into its 
opposite, into experience and action.
Active and passive extremes may threaten your life – as mania or a depression. 
frustration and gratification is the pre-condition for development (Freud), learning 
(Ferenczi), social learning (Becker-Schmidt) or formation of experience (Negt).
The paradox behind part of the discussion so far – the discussion of the subjective 
conditions for social learning and experience – is the historical fact that the more 
pronounced the societal organization of every-day life gets – the more ontological 
and a-historic, without any past every-day life will appear to the individual.
The importance of individualization – or the thesis of individualization – is 
theorized in various manners in current theories (e.g. Beck, 1983; Giddens, 1991; 
Ziehe & Stubenrauch, 1982). However different categories of analysis and however 
different they prioritize various dimensions – all refer to changing preconditions 
shares this observation. But instead of seeing the process as a reduction of social 
determination of the individual it is rather seen as an increase. The deeper human 
lives, sense and emotion are societally defined, the more individualized will the 
individual appear. Societal development actually liberates or detaches the individual 
from his or her self, in the form of the pragmatism of the consciousness of every- 
day life.
This process of individualization is of course a core issue for education in the 
trade union movement, we have been researching. Its educational ambition is to 
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stimulate social learning of workers and their representatives on the basis of their 
own experiences and interests. Trade union education should be the educational 
framework which enables social learning. This implies a view of Trade Union 
education as historical processes in their own right, not just secondary supplement 
to general or professional education. The crisis of legitimacy in the labor movement 
was perceived as a problem of mediation between participants’ individualized 
everyday life and their basic (collective) attitudes. So when every life experiences 
are articulated and confronted with attitudes the fundamental ideas of the labour 
movement will become active in the experience of everyday life. The labour 
organization and education respectively was perceived as the culturally explicit 
framework that at the same time produces a collective tacit knowledge about societal 
and social conditions and a setting for its potential articulation in policies of the 
union. It lifts the search for the potential of historical experience to a collective level, 
where the search itself is a part of a cultural and political movement. The formation 
of experience becomes more than a degree of individual enlightenment. However, in 
this process the organization as such would also be exposed anew, it would become 
an object of experience, it might change – provoking a psychological defence.
So social learning points beyond itself. Individuals and social context change. 
Organizations, including educational institutions, may be influenced. In the Danish 
discourse learning mediating individual, cultural and societal dimensions has been 
been integrated with a substantial understanding of (learning by) experience – in 
contrast to other popular, less political, but also dialogically oriented didactical 
concepts. Becker-Schmidt seems to be in accordance with Negt. Only she reaches 
the position by other – psychodynamic and historical (women’s history) – routes 
than do the gentlemen themselves.
However neither Becker-Schmidt nor Negt appear to have found a comprehensive 
psychological principle of construction that enables and supports experience 
processes, they have mapped out some necessary dimensions. The connection 
between the specific experience and the wider societal reality as such, between current 
experience versus conceptualization, by changing perspective and by establishing 
new relations. Maybe we should simply accept Becker-Schmidt’s agreeing with 
Walter Benjamin in reserving the concept of imagination for that specific capacity.
On a more general level, placing the discourse as a contribution to the theory of 
knowledge, we find the concept of experience paralleled by the concept of abduction. 
Scientific knowledge – at least in the social and human sciences, is produced in 
processes which generate knowledge by interpreting specific experiences in a 
process that Peirce gave the logical label abduction – transgressing the dichotomy 
between deduction and induction – but which remains an issue for discussion 
among philosophers (Douven, 2011). Abduction presupposes that (the process) of 
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experience enriches an observation by an addition of meaning or by the expression 
of a silent, implicit or contingent knowledge. Meaning explicitly comprises the 
and place of the researcher, his/her individual perspective, at the same time placing 
it precisely in time and space. Social space comprises the traditional discourses 
of the scientific community as well as the present social and political world 
now summarize – as a sort of utopian horizon for political learning.
mixed emotions and reality itself asks for attention to both. It does not go without 
saying that attention is to what is actually going on, let alone how one feels about 
to approach, let alone answer for. That can be argued theoretically, but it is also a 
commonplace in everyday life in adult education. Most people are dependent on 
their own experience – (we) need to interpret the world as such in terms of what 
we know of. If so the world as such, the empirically accessible facts, are reduced 
in terms of individual schemata of theme and horizon. In a life history perspective 
this of course has to do with each individual childhood history – integrated however 
with the general patterns of socialization and culture of up-bringing of the historical 
period of our respective childhoods. If as a child – when encountering the world – 
you were forever met with a warning of something forbidden or dangerous it is 
no wonder that later in life you – un- or sub-consciously – choose to stick to strict 
definitions of the world, to set horizons – and to identify the un-known in terms of 
the well-known. Clinically or educationally this may be professionally reduced to 
Children may well unlearn curiosity – substituting it with routines. And while this 
concept can well be discussed theoretically at length Becker-Schmidt simply states: 
1987). A person who is an expert in terms of his/her own personal life may well be 
unable to learn, let alone grasp other peoples’ perspective.
The robust nature of adult attitudes may well be rooted in dependency on personal 
experience, the experience having fortified itself against challenge. Personal 
experience may actually turn authoritarian, it may establish it-self as a common 
reference, a criterion of truth or correctness – systematically avoiding criticism, 
developing absolutism and rigidity. This is the very psychological state that Becker-
Schmidt discusses as an inter-play between women’s socialization through life history 
(epochal) form of consciousness – the consciousness of everyday life. Such a mental 
fortification will, however, always turn out to be just one pole in a contradictory 
consciousness – it presupposes that something is perceived – accordingly being 
potential experience, for the time being embedded in tacit knowledge.
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So in a theoretical discourse experience does not just spring from people 
articulating their immediate emotions or sensations. Experience presupposes that 
you have access to what happens and what you feel about it, that no defences are at 
work. So it is not possible to assess potential for adult experience from appearances 
alone – although this is actually often needed in everyday life in adult education. 
to the understanding of resistance against progression in educational enterprise, 
integrated dimension of experience, not least when tacit knowledge is problematized 
by a teacher, a school, or by an educational system.
framework. The comfort of dwelling in your own experience, in the immediate 
pleasure may actually be counter-productive to learning, not only for psychological 
reasons but for practical ones as well. Experiences must be digested. The substance 
of what they actually recall as well as their subjective importance. The societal 
impact must be critically analyzed. Experience with further ambition than what 
merely happened must transgress its empirical limits. Any section of realities of 
times, places and functions in every-day life houses a determining connection to 
a social and societal logic. Thus experience of a generally accepted reality will 
always point to a wider context, to social reality as such. This is what Negt’s concept 
of exemplary learning is about (1964) as well as Negt and Kluge’s idea that self-
regulation produces coherence, consistence – continuity based on recognized 
discontinuity (Negt & Kluge, 1981, 2014). When conscience is conscious of itself, 
reflects upon itself. What Hegel labels as the dialectic movement of consciousness 
relating to itself, when subjectivity deals with itself and its relation to the outer 
world. When left alone experience withers. It must move between the two poles: the 
copes with. The subjectively remarkable individual case and the social and societal 
context it needs to be recognized in to gather meaning at all. Consciousness changes 
in movement between subjectivity and the objective. Not only does the perception 
of reality change, consciousness it-self is transformed, it is kept floating – as is its 
very object.
Exemplary learning is not often educational or pedagogically initiated. It rather 
contributes to a development of a theory of consciousness and subjectivity in its own 
right. The concept does, however, imply important insights into the pre-conditions of 
education and learning. Furthermore the subjective perspective provokes a number 
of critical points regarding the field. On a general political level, as well as on a 
level of gender politics, the analysis demonstrates that perception and experience 
of the) concept of exemplary learning. It moderates the common-place that any 
experience may be developed exemplarily – on the other hand pointing to the 
inevitability of experience. It cannot be skipped. For it renders it realistic to carry the 
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concrete appearances of reality through individual and collective/institutionalized 
defence – towards verbalization and potential awareness.
In educational theory as well as teaching practice it is hard to maintain the 
simply perceived of as a negative one, too informal, an absence of structure, whereby 
it loses meaning. The present discussion, on the other hand, attempts to demonstrate 
that a floating condition is loaded with content, with the energy of recognizing 
ambivalence as well as a contradictory reality.
The process of learning comprises both the direct, immediate experience, self-
reflection, both the emerging into detail and the analysis of wider connections, 
abstraction and concretization, sensory experience and theory. None of these sources 
of experience can be dispensed with, and none can stand alone. Education may 
interfere, favour or prevent development. But the process as such is too large for the 
pedagogical space to direct (or so I hope).
The women’s movement possesses neither an immanent scientific nor an immediate 
pragmatic framework of ideas for its emancipatory goals. The same goes for 
theorizing learning (as opposed to teaching or education). In this sense formation of 
theory is in itself a learning process, where experiences are associated and combined 
in manners that provoke the social preconditions to be reflected.
By necessity exemplary learning is – by object and by content – a collective 
process. This is evident in Negt’s earlier more explicitly societal concept of 
experience. Experience is the very mode of production where reality is dealt with, 
as well as the active reaction to reality (Becker-Schmidt & Knapp, 1987b, p. 68; 
Negt, 2001; Negt & Kluge, 1981, p. 25; Salling Olesen, 1989, p. 8). Experience 
must be individual, pass through minds and bodies – nevertheless it is digested and 
communicated by language and concepts, and so it is also cultural and collective. 
Exemplary learning will rarely be individual, concerning only one woman or man. 
If no sooner this becomes clear when you work for your own interest – for that is 
when you will unavoidably interfere with the needs and interests of others – in all the 
social spaces and spheres you move in. Self-reflection and political after-thought is 
the very medium where individual self-interest is transformed into solidarity.
Immediate experience does not, however, always expose the structure behind 
events of social crisis. We all go through a lot without recognizing the historical pre-
meaning as a necessary foundation for future perspectives and according action. 
Exemplary experience is striking – affectively and emotionally. It may trigger off 
dedication but it may as well result in paralysis of action, anxiety and depression. 
Objective conflict is only subjectively motivating when individual interests are at 
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stake. Otherwise the conflict is of no avail. So ego interest and the underlying drives 
are necessary preconditions for social learning. Furthermore meaning is always 
meaning to somebody, to a specific subjectivity.
It is indeed possible to recognize one’s own motives in a manner where they 
constitute social contexts, reach beyond themselves, and relate to other people’s 
motives. Not least so if the tacit knowledge is articulated publicly. Even more 
so in a labour movement context where classical values such as collectivity and 
privileges into perspective.
existing power relations. All social contexts that house social learning will be 
exposed anew and – more or less discreetly – pressured to change. Organizations 
too must appropriate new analyses of society – and thereby experience subjective 
movement.
Collective experience does actually turn into cultural change as e.g. we witness 
in the recent debate of letting gender privileges go. Not that privileges should go as 
any abstract matter of principle – but they should be in accordance with change of 
social reality and in recognition of their potential. As a gendered political point this 
may be noted when private enterprise fails to recognize the potentials of women’s 
experience in management and co-operation within enterprises. They tend to perceive 
only that they have to let go of well-known routines. Likewise most women find it 
hard to dispense with the emotional and social privileges of breeding children. Both 
issues are, however, doubled in our use of language as well as reflected in every-
characteristics – but a fundamental category that structure and reconfirm everyday 
be understood out of their historical context – and attempting an answer simply 
produces social learning. That’s the curriculum!
Morgenroth (1989) illustrates this in her investigation of the German trade 
unions meeting with women’s initiatives – establishing child care so that they 
can get to work – and the format of the initiatives: meeting and talking, including 
talking to people outside the movement, but to people who would actually further 
the women’s cause. Besides actually establishing the kinder-garden they needed, 
Morgenroth’s women colleagues also learned something about their Trade Union. 
They were allowed to express their competences, but they were invariably up against 
a masculinist organization which fundamentally co-defined both form and content 
contain them lock up each other in antagonism. Until the women may, as it matters, 
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most women as a prerogative as well as an opportunity. It may be pin-pointed: 
Stay in the movement despite its negligence – or spite the movement and stand 
despised or even excluded. The situation may in itself appear promising in that 
collective and gendered needs can influence organizations and de-build hierarchies, 
but this organizational potential is too small. There are other possibilities, building 
on specific needs and demands in larger groups – e.g. with generational groups, 
professional groups, etc.
Changing historically produced patterns of gender is no simple enterprise. Essential 
dimensions of adult subjectivity are founded early in life, in primary socialization. It 
activation or deferred action, but they are still rooted early, pre-oedipally, that they 
are most likely to remain un-conscious.
subjectivity. As stated by Freud gender identity is potentially open and prone to 
further experience, however still inter-woven with its immanent and fundamental 
genesis. Both levels are integrated in psychological gender, constituting the level that 
may change through experience of ambivalence. This is why possible shifts in what 
we know as social gender roles are unlikely if not impossible without foundation in 
a formation of collective experience on the level of psychological gender or gender 
identity.
relations theory. They define the experiential potential in women and men in the 
double definition of need for/anxiety at, respectively – autonomy and intimacy, both 
 signifying a hesitant appropriation of 
intimacy which is rendered possible by recognition of autonomy and visible results 
intimacy to autonomy – and vice versa. In short: Male version – recognize me and 
I’ll love you. Female version – love me or I cannot recognize you. Both versions 
demonstrate that ambivalence is rooted in life history, its re-birth or re-construction 
of experience.
Furthermore the authors stress that identity can be subject to historical change as 
1994). Current women-hood or femininity is a product of modernity and it is 
assessed that the generational transformation will – with a bit of luck – provoke 
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a relational competence. This competence will draw on, but not change, the 
fundamental capacity for intimacy immanent in female gendered subjectivity. They 
also produce an impressive comparative study of generations and they hope – like 
Becker-Schmidt – that the transformations will provide better opportunities for the 
younger generations to fully realize the disposition for intimacy. Because of the 
transformations of gender identities and thereby the transformation of psychological 
gender as such. As well as found more general changes in cultural and social gender.
NOTE
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2. THE RELEVANCE OF BIOGRAPHICAL STUDIES 
FOR EMPOWERMENT STRATEGIES
Although it is common sense that women’s work is influenced by globalization 
processes, their socio-psychological impact is scarcely investigated. Little attention 
experiences women make with different forms of work either positive or negative 
or do we have to anticipate an emotional entanglement of attraction and defense? 
In addition: we don’t know very much about the psychic energy that women have 
to summon when they are forced to give up routinized balances. That is necessary, 
when shifts within the labor-market alter women’s work under the pressure of world-
wide economic competition.
Before I present a socio-psychological approach, which throws light on the inner 
dynamic of women’s working experiences, I want to make some brief preliminary 
remarks. I think that insights into the feelings and perceptions of women, 
empowerment strategies. Women who switch from domestic (subsistence) work to 
market mediated work and back again are confronted with challenges, conflicts and 
constraints which men don’t have to bear in the same way. Disadvantages women 
suffer due to their gender are not only based on unjust distribution of paid and unpaid 
work, but also on a disrespect of the psychological burden resulting from their multi-
orientation which tries to integrate both family subsistence and professional career. 
The neglect of their physical and psychological exertions belongs to the indifference 
which characterizes andro-centric or patriarchal gender orders which is accompanied 
by a disregard for human needs in the capitalist organization of work. If we want to 
understand women as vulnerable and simultaneously steady subjects, who are willing 
to fight for their rights, we have to acknowledge their biographies as processes of 
lifelong learning. But lifelong learning for me does not only mean always having 
skills in the newest standards of know-how, above all technological know-how, but 
also not forgetting cultural achievements, human claims and personal dreams. At the 
risk of being diminished by economic rationalization these dimensions must always 
be revitalized.
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We have to be aware that women bridge what is societally divided – the public and 
the private sphere as well as productive, reproductive and regenerative activities. This 
recombining of the separated social practices takes place in an invisible and silent 
way. There is no public discourse articulating women’s efforts and the efficiencies of 
these efforts for society. Empowerment activities can make both the burden and the 
social value of this knotting of divided sectors transparent. This knotting guarantees 
the maintenance of social life.
That is for me the frame of a political psychology and sociology with practical 
ambitions, in which the investigation of female biographical studies should be 
embedded.
From a feminist perspective, analyzing women’s work biographies has not only to do 
with objective life conditions, but also with the conflicts which shape experiences. 
That is especially important for the understanding of coping strategies women 
develop in their life courses. Whether women are able to combine various form 
of work or not depends on the objective and subjective possibilities to deal with 
controversial life conditions. The fact that women’s work is an ensemble of different 
social practices does not only imply double or triple burden, but also the capability 
level, time pressure and the necessity to change priorities when switching between 
different working places is an extremely hard psychological effort, e.g. attitudes 
factory or a firm. In the first case you must have the ability to let time flow playing 
with the kids, in the second case you are not allowed to waste time.
A special conflict in women’s work biographies is discontinuity. Women more 
often are forced to interrupt their careers, because there are phases where duties in 
the family are prevalent. Although the unemployment rate of men is increasing in 
countries where male dominated industries (e.g. mining and steel industries) have 
been abolished, we can recognize that women more often are fired or put off to a 
lower position when paid work is generally shrinking.
Changes in the ensemble of women’s social activities and shifts of their positions 
in the labor market, unemployment and migration are evident indicators of alterations 
due to national and international economic, political and cultural developments. We 
have a lot of data which prove such alterations. But they are aggregated on such a 
high level of objectivation that they are too abstract to see the conflicts these changes 
cause.
The balances women have built up in the past while dealing with domestic 
unpaid and market-mediated work have to be deconstructed and reconstructed when 
alterations in the combination of their social activities occur. Shifting from areas of the 
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does not only touch income and social prestige. In any case, a revaluation of 
positive and negative aspects within the new situation has to be undertaken in order 
to regain routine. So the need to reorganize balances in changing constellations is a 
challenge and a strain in women’s biographies.
I draw the following conclusions from these considerations: only if we know 
something about the personal importance the different forms of work have in women’s 
lives, only if we know in which ways women assess their divergent practices and 
how they find criteria defining pro and contra in each part of their work, can we 
look – together with them – for measures to improve their living conditions.
The following approach is won by doing biographical studies. Between 1980 and 
1986 I made – in cooperation with colleagues and students – 60 in-depth-interviews 
with working class women (Becker-Schmidt et al., 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985).
Some years later I worked out together with Angelika Wetterer a similar approach 
by interviewing female and male social scientists.(Becker-Schmidt & Wetterer, 
conflicts of female and male computer programmers (Schachtner, 1993). Later our 
approach was used to guide a gender oriented study in the Life History Project at 
corresponds with results of other independent studies. Beyond class and country 
specific constellations one common trait you can see is that women react with 
ambivalence to contradictory demands they are confronted with in paid and unpaid 
work. They assess the different forms of work by comparing and contrasting them. 
The deficits experienced in the private sphere are compensated by experiences in the 
public sphere and vice versa. I will give you three examples.
A working class woman I interviewed some years ago articulated a dilemma she 
cannot solve. She wants to have a family and to participate in the labor force at the 
plates, which form a piece for television receivers) is extremely monotonous and 
she cannot renounce. There are intrinsic motivations which drive her to persevere 
with the working place in the factory. She loves her little daughter and seems to 
without my colleagues, without the feeling that I am a good worker and co-worker 
possibility to assess her work by holding the norm. For her it is a satisfying feeling 
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I can see what I have done, I can compare my performance with the performances of 
the others – at home nobody comes and gives me a feedback for my work. You have 
do it tomorrow. In the factory that is impossible. On the other side: when I leave my 
firm, all work there is done. When I come home and see the laundry from yesterday, 
is angry that she has to take more responsibility for the domestic work than her 
soup, so that he and our daughter had something to eat, when my mother could not 
be at home at noon. But then he burned the soup. So next time I had to write a note 
Monika Goldmann and Ursula Muller had interviews with sales-women. For 
that I need regeneration time for me. But then there are my husband and my child. 
An extremely long work day, bad regulation of breaks, bad climatic conditions, the 
need to stand the whole day – those are the burdens sales women have to bear. On 
see special conflicts: the pressure to be polite to clients with bad behavior and the 
obligation to sell things even knowing that they do not fit to the clients.
Ambivalence is the result of these contradictions. The positive experiences, 
contrasted with the isolation at home, stimulate the desire to hold onto the job. The 
negative experiences nourish the wish to stay at home (Goldmann & Müller, 1986). 
Christel Schachtner pointed out another ambiguity which programmers articulated. 
They are proud to fulfill a creative profession. They like to develop programs suitable 
for their clients. They are fond of the logical procedures they have to deal with. Team 
work is highly valued. But there is always the fear of not catching new developments 
and becoming old-fashioned. Team work and competition lay very close together. 
Female and male programmers are threatened by the next generation, which is 
younger and fitter than them. Female programmers are aware of a special problem: 
handle private problems with the same logic as computer programs.
Before representing a summary of results won in studies dealing with women’s work 
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1. We have to avoid a theoretical short-coming, when we want to bring together 
socio-economic conditions and cultural traditions which frame women’s indoor 
and outdoor work (capitalist norms of performance, gender-based division and 
and the psychic dynamics which unroll in view of attracting and deterring 
dimensions of labor. Although both levels – the objective and the subjective 
one – are reciprocally mediated, they do not follow the same logic. We cannot 
grasp contradictions and incompatible issues which are specific for the outer and 
the inner realities of a person, if we derive subjective reactions directly from 
objective constellations or if we see objective conditions without any relation to 
human actions.
2. We have to take into consideration breaks and imbalances in biographical 
processes.
3. Similar living conditions do not necessarily imply similar psychological reactions. 
So we have to search for analogies and deviations with the same attention while 
studying the work experiences of divergent social groups of women. Ambivalence 
seems to be a common trait in this field. But the pro and contra, which give 
the different forms of work their special weight, varies from case to case and 
the disposition of women to cope with ambiguity differs from person to person 
as well. One woman may hold together negative and positive aspects of her 
various social activities following her experience that staying at home is too one-
dimensional for her. Another may split her ambivalent feelings by forgetting the 
pressure of paid work at home or letting behind her family troubles while working 
in the public sphere. A third may harmonize the pain of double burden in order 
to stick to an internalized double orientation. A fourth may give more weight to 
the negative dimensions of professional work just to get rid of the impression 
of being tom up. And we know situations in developing countries where the 
gaps between processes of modernization in the market-mediated world and the 
traditional structures in religion and family are so insuperable that women perish 
who try to bridge them. Those divergences depend on country, class and ethnic 
specific contexts as well as on socio psychological back-grounds. So we cannot 
construct a universal theory or develop an omniscient compendium of empirical 
data which represent all kinds of biographies. But we can conceptualize relatively 
complex models which are suitable for an exemplary approach and which are 
open for modifications forced by comparison.
4. 
belongs to the European philosophy which is signed by andro-centric and bourgeois 
concepts of a rational subject which masters reality. We have to see that even 
when individuals do have the feeling of personal continuity and undividedness 
their personality is stamped by non-identity: there is no consciousness without 
unconsciousness; we are often confronted with a divided will; we have to give up 
plans we have identified with and to cope with unfulfilled wishes. Beyond this: 
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subjects don’t want to be simply and solely individuals. They need communities, 
connections and forms of cooperation.
5. 
competition. The organization of labor has to serve the accumulation\of surplus 
value. Of course, people work for money. They are instrumentalized for money 
and they instrumentalize themselves for money. That’s unavoidable in market-
mediated world-systems. But we should not oversee intrinsic motivations which 
are addressed to work. Even under work conditions with alienating effects, certain 
1: motion and emotion 
stimulated by corporeality and practical-communicative spirits. Production and 
services done for others are connected with the idea of consumption, not with the 
intention of profit making.
So remnants of liveliness and social commitment survive. These moments of human 
This reflection emphasizing the divergent importance of labor for employees in 
comparison with employers is especially important for the understanding of women’s 
work.
As their social activities are embedded in private and public contexts there is 
a constant flow of meanings loading both forms of work reciprocally with hopes 
and disappointments. This reciprocal loading is nourished by the changes between 
the indoor and outdoor working places and the memory of activities performed in 
former life phases.
Domestic tasks, subsistence work and child care include corporeality and 
community – at least under the condition, that community is not reduced to the 
core of a two generation family, but encompasses a wider horizon of kinship and 
neighborhood. Work organized in such contexts has its own weight as long as it 
secures the existence of a family. But modernization and rationalization which 
hallmark globalization processes do not only alter the labor market. These trends 
penetrate into privacy, too. The family loses more and more of its former functions: 
production of goods, socialization of the next generation after childhood, connecting 
the private with the public in acts of hospitality, mediation of cultural practices. On 
in comparison with domestic work it is paid and gives the wage-earner the role of a 
bread-winner.
So the prestige of domestic work is weakened. This development provokes women’s 
decision to look for market-mediated work which promises a salary, recognition as 
a co-worker, as a producer of goods for a common use and as a member of a public 
space.
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These aspirations rush together with the rules of profit oriented labor: limitation of 
corporeality, regulation of sensuality, fragmentation of actions. But these experiences 
lose their harshness in comparison to the degradation of women as housewives, their 
isolation at home and their dependence on the bread-winner.
The discrepancies between expectations and the shocking reality may be 
especially hard in contexts of migration or getaways from rural to urban areas with 
different work traditions.
Let me finish these general reflections with a last methodological consideration.
If we want to acknowledge work experiences women make going from one status 
passage to the other and switching between different working places, then we should 
let them be the experts of their everyday lives. That means: we have to listen to 
them and not to follow our own ideas constructed through the optics of lenses which 
this bias. Scientists have to bridge the gap between theoretical and methodological 
knowledge, which is necessary for the conceptualization of an investigation, and the 
experiences of those they want to interrogate
the in-depth interviews. It must be open for all aspects of domestic and professional 
work including their reciprocal relations.
There is a tendency in the traditional main-stream of social research, which is 
oriented around the principles of natural science, to look for consistent results. 
view of women’s living conditions, which are characterized by controversial 
structures and demands, we must be aware of unstable reactions that correspond 
incompatibilities. So the interviews must be conducted to allow women to express 
objective inconsistencies in a contradictory way. They should have the opportunity 
to change their perceptions according to altering contexts and to see situations from 
different angles.
approaches. First: in retrospect, we have to grasp the influences of the past. Former 
events have another meaning seen from the present balance than they did years ago. 
Second: It is necessary to focus the interviews on the most important issues which 
mark women’s present work life: family and professional career. But – and that’s the 
as isolated parts, discussed one after the other. As they are interrelated within the life 
courses and as experiences alter their content following altering contexts women must 
be encouraged to change their perspectives. Working women talk about domestic 
tasks in another way when they see them from the angle of outdoor labor and not 
market-mediated labor gain other facets when discussed in the context of domestic 
ambivalences which occur are results of two psychodynamic processes: the one can 
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be seen as a reaction to immanent frictions women are confronted with in all their 
work areas; the other is shaped by contrasting them. Women try to bargain the costs 
and advantages of the two possible decisions: to stay at home or to combine paid 
and unpaid work.
Women’s Work: A Model for the Analysis of Complex and Multi-dimensional Social 
Problems
Let us remember the connections women’s work biographies are embedded in. 
Figure 4.1. A summarizing model
In the following passages I want to show interdependencies between objective 
and subjective life conditions and the psychodynamics due to discrepancies in both 
contexts.
In order not to overcharge the formalized summary, I chose a simple model which 
deals only with two dimensions of women’s work: domestic and work in firms.
I will begin from the perspective of a present stage and add then a short 
biographical retrospective.
I have pointed out the contradictions women have to cope with within the family 
and professional work.
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Let’s repeat the incompatible issues of firms.
In all profit-oriented firms, two contradictory claims can be found:
accumulation of profit (dimension Production of commodities for the 
This implies two other contradictions on the level of work performance
The organization of labor has a strict time regulation,  
but requires through performances
high outpur under timepressure no waste, skilled work
The profit-oriented arrangement of cooperation causes
competition (challenge of  
personal ambitions)
solidarity (reciprocal) help to lessen 
bad working conditions
The structural contradictions lying on a more abstract level are recognized via 
controversial demands. They cause ambivalence.
The institution “family” which frames domestic work is marked by structural 
contradictions, too.
family as a private realm (degrees 
of self-determination domestic 
work the satisfaction of human 
needs)
family as institution which is 
responsible, for public affairs 
(maintenance of the population by 
procreation and the regeneration of 
domestic work societal necessary 
work
underestimated, unpaid work
promise of leisure time second working place for women
privacy as sphere of intimacy isolation
In the private sphere women are also confronted with controversial demands  
due to structural contradictions which cause ambivalences.
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to accept gender-based division  
of labor
performing paid work, just like the 
husband
to be responsible care work 
although
family life is a shared goal of a couple
promise of leisure time second working place for women
We have to be aware of two dimensions of contradictions:
We have recognized incompatibilities within family and firm, but also those 
regeneration of life; paid/unpaid work; private/public.
So we can reconstruct the positive and negative aspects of ambivalences.
Outdoor work means
time pressure feeling to be a good worker







being part of relationships domestic work is vanishing while it is 
done
satisfying human needs
being one’s own mastress being surrendered to patriarchal 
authority
In addition we have to consider the following dynamics.
First: experiences made in the firm affect women’s attitudes towards the family 
Interactions taking place in the private sphere serve as measurement for human 
behavior in the firm. And vice versa: forms of recognition experienced in the firm 
are standards for behavior in the family. My interviewee encounters her husband 
with a self-confidence she has won in the firm. One day he didn’t want to help her 
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Second: there is a correspondence between the evaluation of paid and unpaid 
work which is faned by comparison and contrast. The results of comparison and 
contrasting decide on the weight the different forms of work are assessed with.
When interpreting interviews I had with working women I stumbled upon a 
mechanism to deal with disguised conflicts which belonged to former life phases. 
The conflicts had to do with dreams or wishes which could not be realized at the time 
they occurred. Although they were of great relevance for the interviewed persons 
they disappeared. But by reading their life stories very thoroughly I could find traces 
of them in other life passages. The wishes had changed, but certain motivations 
a mental operation through which past experiences, impressions and desires, which 
must be suppressed out of inner or outer reasons in the life span when they emerged, 
are reactivated later on. That what seemed to be lost reappears in a new significance 
and in new psychic dimensions. It is as if the dreams and desires had wintered in 
the realm of the unconsciousness and waited there until the time is ripe for their 
fulfilment. The wishes do not reappear in the old form but better adjusted to the outer 
and inner reality. Freud assumed that there are situations in our biographies in which 
we do not understand why we are not allowed to do this or that. So we have no target 
for resistance. Growing up, we learn to cope with obstacles. The conflicts which 
could not be solved in former life phases can be solved later on and the suppressed 
desires can then be accepted. I adhere to Freud’s explanation that experiences are 
reinterpreted retrospectively when a state of consciousness or a context of meaning 
has been established which allows us a more productive exposition with the old 
The mechanism of deferred action makes new assessments possible and in turn 
also releases new impulses to act. From the present falls light into the past and the 
energy bound in the unconsciousness is freed for the future.
I will give you an example taken from a case study.
She would be an employee of a tourist agency and drive people through foreign 
countries.
age gender based segregation of work was not yet mentioned. But as she recognized 
that her dream was an offence to her teacher she forgot about it. But the wishes 
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which had driven the dream stayed in her, unconsciously. The desire to move, to 
have adventures and to be free remained unimpressed.
As a teenager, she dreamt of having a motorcar, a black leather suit and a boyfriend 
sitting on the back seat.
When she had a boyfriend who was accepted by her parents her father financed 
a motorbike. But the friend drove the motorbike and after an accident the fun was 
over. The dream of a motorcar representing the old desires had to be deduced 
disappointment: Women are not allowed to do the same as men do. There is a gender-
order: not women but men drive busses and motorcars. This knowledge transformed 
her drives: the wish to transgress gender-orders joined the desire to be mobile, to 
experience motion and adventures.
work, she passed the park of transporter vehicles. She decided to get her driver 
license for a fork-lift truck. She got it. But as she was a woman she was only allowed 
to drive a little fork-lift truck. She convinced her colleagues who worked together 
with her in the park to let her drive a bigger one from time to time. One day she 
appeared in her boss’ office and showed a new license: one for a bigger transporter. 
At last she got the permission to drive it.
We see: psychoanalytically oriented social science can help to find hidden 
potentials in women’s biographies which can be reactivated and which can stimulate 
motivations concerning vocational training or emancipation from patriarchal power 
structures within the private and public sphere. When we wish to encourage women 
to go their own way in an independent manner, it is perhaps helpful to know that 
dreams constituted in former times, let’s say childhood, are not lost when women are 
forced to give them up. They are laid down in a realm where they are not controlled 
by the principles of reality: that’s the psychic space of unconsciousness. As the 
unconsciousness holds contact with the consciousness, old dreams can be modified 
with the development of a person. So I think that dreams are relevant forces for the 
will to change unjust life conditions.
NOTE
1 This is no anthropological remark. We know from the Nazi-regime, that the human basis of living 
labor can be denied to a degree that exploitation implies killing. But the capitalist has to respect 
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3. EVERYDAY LIFE AND THE SOCIETAL 
UNCONSCIOUS
In social science theory and empirical social research, in which I include social 
psychology, there is scarcely any discussion of the phenomenon of everyday life. 
precious discovery that both theoretically and empirically helped to develop cross-
disciplinary social research.
Today there is a critical need for this type of research. Everyday life presents a jumble 
of societal, political and psychological problems; antisemitism, racism, populism, 
nationalistic and patriarchal prejudice, the media game with its fake news, etc. all 
appear as phenomena of everyday life. They penetrate the consciousness of everyday 
life, condense into cognitive and emotional patterns in our everyday experiences 
that exert ever more influence on the political and social agency of political parties, 
groups and individuals. This also includes the systematic trivialization of horror 
stories about Nazism in Germany from 1933 to 1945.
Everyday life is a difficult societal, political and psychological terrain which 
stages of a destruction of liberal and social democracy. Sociological and social 
psychological research into the authoritarian personality on a psychoanalytical basis 
(Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswik, Levinson, & Sanford, 1950), which took place in the 
psychology research in the field of the psychology of prejudice, such as Allport’s 
relevant. Particularly important for the understanding of the contemporary 
rejection of everyday life in the USA and Europe is Erich Fromm’s comprehensive, 
psychoanalytically-based work Arbeiter und Angestellte am Vorabend des 
Dritten Reiches (translated as The Working Class in Weimar Germany by Barbara 
Weinberger). This study shows how rapidly well-established political (democratic 
and socialist) ways of thinking and attitudes in difficult times can be manipulated 
into right-wing radicalism and populist consciousness and agency. Everyday forms 
of consciousness become unstable and receptive to aggressive propaganda.
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The dispositions to learning, to education and to identity development which 
pervade our everyday consciousness are being reshaped and discouraged by regressive 
mechanisms of repression. Out of the darkness of a societal unconsciousness rise 
archaic phantasies of violence, which had already seemed to have been overcome since 
their domination of the propagandistically manipulated everyday life consciousness 
in Nazi Germany. Nationalistic ideologies again seem acceptable and presentable. 
Modern everyday life consciousness reveals many faces. The backward-looking ones 
1976).
In referring to forms of everyday life consciousness, we do not envisage fixed and 
structured forms. The image is rather that of a container with porous, perforated 
walls into which all kinds of intellectual rubbish can sink while driving out well-
considered thoughts, or of the emergence of a type of intellectual hodgepodge. Such 
everyday life consciousness easily escapes critical reflection. Yet it also has its own 
wilfulness. We often find an approach to a form of dogmatic philosophizing, setting 
up ideological assertions proclaimed with excessive eagerness; these are wrong and 
obscure, mostly uttered angrily and provocatively, yet almost unshakable. That is the 
nature of fake news.
Everyday conversations are characterized by a seemingly self-evident use of 
language. The participants mostly assume that the words they use are understood 
in the same way by the others. There is little discussion around the meaning of 
assume that they inevitably understand everything in the same way as the speaker. In 
everyday conversation, the participants tend to mutually confirm what is and what 
is not, what ought to be and what ought not to be. Talk in an everyday context 
reflection. Truths are asserted, not sought jointly. What is sought is agreement with 
the assertions. We mostly find language games of gossip and chit-chat about immoral 
and moral events. Such language games satisfy a malicious pleasure by degrading, 
unveiling and exposing, while pretending to be serious criticism. Such degrading, 
unveiling and exposing may be understood as psychological defence mechanisms 
and the repression of truthfulness and serious insight. These mechanisms also 
create an unconsciousness instead of a critical acknowledgement of societal reality. 
life is a glittering mosaic of practical activity, tempting consumption, tediousness, 
sleepiness, insipid daydreams, but sometimes also a flash of an idea about what is 
not, but could be, a wickerwork of shadowy prejudices, opinions and vague hopes. 
Opinions, prejudices and ideologies connected by segments of various religions 
together provide the mosaic of everyday life consciousness. It is not an individual 
consciousness, but belongs to groups, collectives, cultures, and entire societies.
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For many people, everyday consciousness is not at all self-evident and unproblematic. 
It has a powerful unconscious side, which social psychologists and psychoanalysts 
I would call the areas of repression found in most members of a society 
‘the societal unconscious’. These elements suppressed from people at large 
represent content that must not become conscious for members of the society if 
the society with its particular contradictions is to function smoothly. (Fromm, 
1962, p. 96)
concept of ideology with the Freudian concept of repression. For Freud, repression is 
a mechanism where the individual makes something unconscious, while Fromm sees 
it as a mechanism whereby society makes something unconscious. A society develops 
social and moral laws, norms and rules that sanction and prohibit (consciousness of) 
those elements which would disturb the smooth functioning of society. Such elements 
are filtered out by means of opinions, prejudices and ideologies. Fromm writes about 
be universal, common to all people. Others, like causality, may be valid categories 
for many, but not all, types of conscious perception. Yet other categories have even 
less general validity and vary from one culture to another. In any case, perceptions 
can only become conscious if they can be related to and fitted into a conceptual 
system and its categories. This system is itself a result of societal developments. 
Every society uses its ways of life and its types of relating, feeling and perceiving 
to create a system of categories that determines the forms of consciousness. This 
system could be said to work as a societally conditioned filter. A perception can only 
prejudices and ideologies, as described above, are just such filters for everyday life 
consciousness. These filters are inserted into in social and political frameworks that 
prescribe possibilities and constraints for everyday thoughts and feelings. This takes 
Each society defines, according to its development, such frameworks that make it 
difficult to expand the horizon of experiencing and thinking, and difficult to take 
charge of one’s own thoughts and uncover one’s deeply personal feelings. We might 
also call these ideological frameworks that take a hold in societies. Where such 
frameworks are lacking, they tend to be frantically sought after.
Their aim is to provide a sense of security in societal coexistence. Cognitive science 
Cognitive scientist Elisabeth Wehling has illuminated these partly conscious, partly 
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through language. They first assign a meaning to facts and then arrange them by 
relating the information to our bodily experiences and our accumulated knowledge 
about the world. In this way, frames are always selective. They highlight certain facts 
and realities and let others fall by the wayside. They thus evaluate and interpret. And 
once they have been activated in our heads, in e.g. a public debate, they will guide 
and the political game with its fake news represent a broad field of framing. The 
US President Donald Trump has entered the political stage as a master of populist 
the 1930s and 1940s. Today’s political struggle in Germany increasingly involves 
thinking and imagining and the social mechanisms of repression and drive them into 
the unconscious. In this form of regulation, Trump’s policies attempt to suppress the 
politics of globalization and multilateralism with nationalist phrases and bilateral 
deals. In the long run, this will probably not succeed. This is because the ideological 
filter of nationalism is no longer self-evident enough. One self-evident frame in 
business is the distinction between employer and employee (in German, literally: 
given and taken. Those who possess the means of production are described in natural 
filter that barely allows for consciousness or critical reflection, unless in an ironically 
we may ask, does framing filter out conscious and unconscious parts of thinking 
and acting? Fromm would probably seek to understand framing as a process of 
adaptation to the constraints and opportunities of social reality. Framing is the result 
of the socialization of individuals into society. This socialization begins, as Fromm 
understands it as a psychoanalytical social psychologist, in the earliest mother-child 
relationship, and as we know today, even in prenatal developmental processes in 
the womb. The physical and psychological development of an individual can never 
be completely separated from his/her social development. It is an interdependent, 
differentiating developmental process which Fromm addresses as a basic, bodily, 
emotional, and cognitively intimate social relationship, unlike traditional Freudian 
psychoanalysis, which would examine it as concerning the development of a single 
individual. Fromm’s research perspective is genuinely social-psychological, not 
individual-psychological.
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SOCIALIZATION OF THE SOCIETAL UNCONSCIOUS
would like to refer to the psychoanalytical socialization theory of the psychoanalyst 
and social researcher Alfred Lorenzer (see Salling Olesen & Weber, Chapter 12). 
Similarly to Erich Fromm, Alfred Lorenzer has a theoretical orientation towards 
Fromm also belonged to this institute in his early days and played a major part in 
the development of psychoanalytical research in the institute. Lorenzer also sees 
the constitution of human consciousness and its differentiation into conscious and 
unconscious from the early stages of psychological development as a social process. 
Fundamental to the forming of the psychological structure of each individual is the 
initial symbiotic, emotional and cognitive relationship of the mother-child dyad, 
which becomes differentiated in the course of the child’s development. This process 
of interaction between child and mother. The early symbiotic stages of development, 
when the child experiences the mother as part of itself, include phases of separation 
of the dyad, in which the child can gradually experience itself as a being that is 
independent of the mother. This process of socialization is a process of agreement 
on continual new forms of interaction that differentiate the mother-child dyad, to the 
point of detachment of the child from the mother to become a separate individual. 
This socialization (which involves language development) also causes the 
differentiation of consciousness into conscious and unconscious parts. Thus, forms 
of interaction that have become obsolete in the socialization of the child are not 
they attach themselves to forms of interaction, a relational context of lactation and 
weaning, play, strictness and force, conflicts and reconciliation, whims and fancies. 
Freud’s analysis, where the child enjoys making things disappear and finding things. 
Such forms of interaction shape the everyday life of the mother-child dyad and the 
family. In the mother-child dyad, the ability for everyday life is socialized with all 
its apparent self-evidence and contradictions. Consciousness has its foundation and 
genesis in everyday family life, an everydayness that continues into the working 
lives of adults and is decisively effective in the general societal and political reality, 
as characterized above.
Everyday life is a story of relationships that settle in the societal unconscious, and it 
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this research needs a psychoanalytic orientation without any therapeutic intent. Its 
findings should rather enlighten a political and social practice which aims at the 
improvement and enrichment of human coexistence. Such research can learn much 
from individual psychology-oriented psychoanalysis, which still today draws on 
Freud’s therapeutic experience and his theoretical (meta-psychological) elaborations, 
but later differentiated into different schools. All these psychoanalytic schools can 
inform social research of the societal unconscious. However, such research must 
develop a methodology appropriate to its research topic. Its methodological setting 
is not the therapeutic conversation with a couch and armchair, a patient forming 
associations and an interpreting analyst. Its method is the open interview where 
Alfred Lorenzer has developed an independent interview method of this type, 
which he called deep hermeneutics (as presented elsewhere in this volume by 
Salling Olesen & Weber, Chapter 12). These interviews are not about tapping into 
information and knowledge. They consist of a mutual exploration by interviewee 
and interviewer; here the interviewee’s words have priority, but the interviewer 
should not hold back his views on the topic either. It should not be a heated argument 
based on fixed points of view, but an exploratory conversation. The interview 
partners will tend to become a research team. The aim is to discover and analyse 
the frames and ideological filters of the societal unconscious of everyday life. Deep 
empirical hermeneutics of social research. In every empirical research project, the 
methodology has to be justified in relation to the object of study. There are now 
Denmark, the UK and Germany. In Denmark, it was Kirsten Weber in particular 
whose research promoted the study of everyday life with its unconscious aspects. I 
dedicate this essay to her memory.
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QUALIFICATION
On the Social Psychology of Adult Education and Learning  
in Everyday Life
individuals, employers and society. A cool-headed academic approach should, 
however, not jump to such demonstration without reflecting on the nature of more 
traditional benefits – such as motivation and learning. The historical framework for 
giving substance to the benefits of education are more complex than ever before, 
as current internationalisation and (discourse of) globalization does indeed point 
lifelong development of capacities and attitudes. And is it, one may ask, subjectively 
exclusively a benefit to engage in such processes? Even in Denmark, who possesses 
a well developed system of general and labour market education, motivations are not 
always so positive as the tradition of enlighten ment would assume.
For the structural paradoxes behind the expanding and programmatically 
optimistic adult education sector are of course perceived more or less directly by 
participants. In Denmark we empirically register considerable enthusiasm about 
education – often with women – or downright refusal of it – often with men, if the 
more mixed and complex motivations can generally be found, and in this chapter I 
shall indeed focus on two populations, whose subjective motivations for participating 
explicitly ambiva lent both cognitive ly and emotionally. And whose contradictory 
motivations were constituted by perceptions and experiences deeply personal and 
individual, yet collective and historically significant. This chapter was written for 
.
EMPLOYMENT DEMANDS EDUCATION
So my empirical material, the texts to be discussed, are two. One is produc ed in 
a thematized group discussion by a group of adult men – long term unemployed 
skilled workers along with ex-UN soldiers out of a civil job – who went through 
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a two year training program me for jobs within care. They did so with a view to 
obtain permanent employment as wardens in a psychiatric hospital – by tradition a 
man’s job. The other text is produced in a group interview by a mixed gender group 
within social pedago gy. They completed a two year part time programme especially 
designed to match their job, which they kept during the entire period of training, but 
which they would lose if they did not complete the training.
Both texts were produced as empirical data in evaluation projects concerning the 
respective educational programmes.1
So the empirical populations are exemplary objects of the current function of 
in the jobs available, but to furthermore constitute the space where fundamental 
changes of work identity and general future orientation may develop. The subjective 
journeys of the skilled painter or welder and his class-mate, the soldier just returned 
from Kosova, towards identification with the professional standards of the caring 
professions – and the shifts of life perspective of the hairdresser towards becoming 
a social worker, are considerable ones.
So the explicit ambiguities voiced to the researchers2 were to be expected. 
Both groups – and their colleagues – had good reason to be concerned about their 
future employment, income and social status. They were explicitly dependent 
on the specific economic organization, designed to keep them on track, of their 
programmes. The instrumental attitude was forever popping up … interrupting and 
disturbing the agreed agenda, which was that of subjectively relevant and societally 
to the labourious psycho logical processes harmonizing the basically compulsory 
participation with the self-identity as autonomous adults, of managing the competing 
motivations of infantilisati on and boredom versus the obviously interesting – at least 
occasionally! – substance of the educational discourse and the subjective need to 
attribute some kind of meaning to the perspective of doing this job for a considerable 
number of years, if not for the rest of one’s life.
The fact that the educational programmes were subject to evaluation probably 
accentuated the perception of this implicit motivational conflict.3 The participants 
did not think of themselves as contributors to educational evaluations or to any other 
major political problems, and anyway the message to research subjects4 is always 
a double one: in the context the research subjects are the most important people 
on earth, the chosen, those receiving attention – while at the same time they might 
immediately and with no special effect on the research agenda be substituted by 
somebody else.5
The subjective conflict outlined is interesting and its analysis can yield considerable 
inspiration to improvement or renewal of educational settings. The focus of this 
even in the relaxed and permissive context of research interviewing and discussion.
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It may be argued that such outbursts belong to ordinary human communication 
and that they should be condoned. Every text production comprises irrelevancies, 
and is it not the function of the researcher to sort this out, to get the discussion 
back on the track, to condense the objective and impartial? In my approach: Not 
necessarily so! The very organization of the research group building on existing 
social organization aims at bringing out the explicit as well as the implicit substance 
and the legitimate as well as the illegitimate psychological energies immanent in 
 
(Becker-Schmidt, 1987), that factual and functional attitudes and opinions are products 
of multidimensional subjective processes that are cognitive, social, emotional as well 
as physical – and furthermore that the group processes contribute to the exposition of 
this complexity. The irrational, even the idiosyncratic, surplus is an invaluable spur 
to research. This is a point highly relevant for our conceptions of learning, e.g. in that 
it approaches the everyday situation in education where teachers and administrators 
often face diffuse complaint (cf. Weber, 2001b). I shall return in some detail to 
the theoretical frame work, once I have presented the texts and my provisional 
analyses.
 
immediately after a practice period in the hospital departments – life the following 
passage6 occurs. It is one out of many where the perception of women become the 
defining theme of the discussion, and where the men in education for social- and 
7 they overtly and explicitly detest:
first place [I was in KW]. There were two men there, and I saw very little of 
them, and the rest … they were women. It’s just a bit strange, to sit there, 
among all those women, and to hear nappy-talk, and birthings, and all the time, 
the women are, but it sort of scares you a bit, that there are just so many women 
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sitting there, you … you don’t really have anything grand to contribute, you 
Loud laughter around the table.
Several people make confirming noises.
and year in. There’s a bloody lot of resources there that just … and fuck the 
Lars: It’s also because there are some departments that are very particular 
And it’s psychiat ric people around here, people that you cannot just treat like 
the regular staff. In that there women’s department that I was in. Erh … and 
a … we only had that half hour break the whole day. And a, it [the work KW] 
was all about sitting and drinking coffee and chatting with patients and the like. 
And then, you know, I liked it, to go upstairs to play table tennis [with patients 
KW], in order to, sort of, get some exercise, you know. It was rather nice, you 
know, to just, like … instead of sitting down all the time. But they wouldn’t 
have that. I was to sit down and have my break along with the rest of them, 
because, as they put it, it was about … and it did happen too, that they talked 
Peter sighs audibly.
Facts and Fiction
If we look first at the factual content of the passage the first striking thing is the very 
first reply by Mads, the willing admission that the most provoking thing about practice 
periods in psychiatric departments is not the psychiatric patients, the sometimes 
that 
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the women have so much power
medical profession, the doctors, occupy the executive layers of the organization, 
both administratively and medically, and the statistical truth is that doctors are 
most often men.8 The next striking thing is that the concrete exemplification of the 
alleged exertion of power is women who sit and talk – in general cultural terms 
that is the most powerless of images! Sitting, not moving; talking, not acting; self-
contained, not directed against others. Furthermore the power talk is about children 
and childbirth – the latter certainly in a fundamental sense a powerful thing, but as a 
topic of conversa tion one could hardly think of a less belligerent one.
Further on in the passage a number of allegations are made about the staff wasting 
a lot of time on their job, not caring about the patients, being overly obsessed with 
negotiated rights such as regular breaks, and even being bossy towards patients as 
well denying trainees their breaks and lying about their professional commitment, 
alleging to speak professionally when in fact they are chatting about themselves. 
Of course we are in no positions to deny that these accusations may be true, but the 
assembled recriminations seem more fit for a political vendetta against the growing 
public sector than for a discussion of the learning experience of would be social and 
health assistants. Which is what is actually is.
On the other hand the passage conveys a culturally plausible image of female 
work place culture, which is indeed what the interviewer hears and interprets as an 
experi ence of exclusion on behalf of the men. This active definition of the initial tale 
is accepted – even to the degree that the men state their own innocence: they do want 
to talk! And to the degree that examples of explicit humiliation is given: a man has 
been denied the right to stand up and leave the table, he has been put in his place as 
if he were a child.
So on the referential level the passage is about women who talk about women’s 
things and who do their job poorly, and about oppression and humiliation of men by 
women.
Communicative Dimensions
As the transcription hopefully communicates the passage was spoken with dedication 
and eagerness. Mads’ opening answer is somewhat reluctant, only speeding up 
fact means very much so, and furthermore Mads’ comes up with a proper linguistic 
situation, attributing a connotation of active giving birth, instead of just referring to 
childbirths as events of the past, and maybe even signifying that – at least for him – 
new experience is being formed in the situation. His experience is immediately 
staff disregarding the patients is about taking the space for their own eating, and the 
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So the general characterization of the women’s talk has to do not only with activi-
ties that are culturally connotated as belonging to a women’s realm of experience, it 
also specifically about body, reproduction (babies sucking, women eating and drink-
ing, food-recipes, babies’ faeces), intimacy (mother-child dyade, sore nipples), and 
decorating the body (clothes and make-up) with a view to looks and possible seduc-
tion.
The general perception of the women is of their number (all those women, so 
many women), power and possession of space (the women’s department) and the 
notion of their (in)activities is its all-consuming nature (all that cuckoo, all this time, 
every morning, all year round, day in and day out, bloody lot of resources, all about 
sitting and …, sitting down all the time) – concerned about themselves.
The general image of the men, on the contrary is that they are few, and not seen, 
contribute (or feel they don’t). When Peter introduces the patients’ perspective he 
not only offers a rational and professional framework for the dissatisfaction of the 
men, he directly inverts the psychologic states of the staff and the patients in that it’s 
much in the same way as the men themselves, and their liberty to move about are 
even envied and sought for (in joining the table tennis).
As the men are thus denied their space they focus on and specify what they are not 
able to do: they are not able to contribute anything grand (as implicitly a man should 
presumably do) and they are not allowed to be physically active (rationali zed into 
to talk (i.e. do as the women do), to feel, to think, to be there. Paradoxically, what 
happens in the group discussion is actually that the men adopt the female standard of 
talking about themselves as well as mutually confirming their professional interest – 
taking on what is formally the women’s obligation.
The conclusion of the passage holds special interest: The statement that the female 
say that, wouldn’t 
emotional content of the communi cation immediately causes it to be censored.
Threatening Femininity
During the passage the emotional experience of being threatened, excluded and 
belittled, as well as being exposed to women’s intimacies, is supplemented by a 
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rational and professional concern about the patients. In the context, however, it is 
obvious that the patients are not analysed in their own right, but serve as objects of 
projection of the men’s own perceptions and needs. The total image is that of the men 
being surrounded by and engorged by female passive-active flesh to an extent that it 
becomes necessary to break away, to get up and out. If the interpretation of the men 
collectively wishing to be reborn out of this institutionalized womb, the perceptual 
version of the scene of their labour market integration, is perhaps a dramatic one, it 
is, none the less, the one that emerges to the empathic reader sympathising with their 
lively and indignant communication.
As space for articulation of needs is denied they return in a rationalized (re)version. 
Accordingly the experience of women as strange and powerful self contained bodies 
is collectively confirmed, only to be stored in the experience of each man, ready to 
be activated in other situations of confrontations with women.
 
OF PASSIVE CLASSMATES
During the group interview on possible improvements of the education for social 
work in youth clubs the following passage occurred.9 It is just one example, and a 
fairly moderate and well argued one too, of participants talking derogatorily about 
their fellow students. The textual reproduction does not signal the speed of the lines 
or the vibrating anger of the group, nor does it catch the vehemence of the initial 
statement by Anna – on the factual surface she is simply stating:
when you start, that is on the first day, and people introduce themselves … 
and it happens both here and on other courses … you often hear that people 
are subject to rehabilitation [i.e. being supported by labour market authorities 
because of physical or social handicaps KW]. And it is maybe 15 or 20%, that 
represent, in a class, that actually is that. It’s not as if there’s any wrong in that, 
mind you, and I do agree that it’s a fine thing to be social and to help a lot of 
people, but I do have a feeling that if you can’t become anything else, or if you 
are unable to keep the job you once have, then you can always become a club 
pedagogue [Danish: Klubpædagog, the name of the un-skilled social workers 
in youth clubs KW]. And I can’t help feeling that the education sort of falls 
cannot be combined with our profession, then I think it’s wrong. And there is 
much debate about it around, actually!
back ground is so mixed. And of course there are some that are not so used 
to these here things. To formulate things verbally or in writing, that is – you 
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can feel that, it’s all very different, and the teachers must pay attention to the 
differences. And sometimes you feel that it’s … a bit heavy … there must be 
wrong if it were only a few, but it’s many (…) And there’s nobody around to 
look after people who maybe have a hard time. But I do think that the general 
do not have enough points, but who get in because of their background. It is 
have problems with yourself, and then have to work with other people who 
consider our way of working an important part of the life of young people. We 
are there to help them, and to guide them, and to instruct them, and it simply 
cannot be right that there are some people who have problems themselves, 
and who cannot tackle their own problems, and then to go in and work with 
children and youngsters (…) And for anybody to just come in from the street, 
apply for a club job, and the get it, because we need staff. That’s dangerous, I 
this. It’s not that they are dyslectic, it’s not that. (…) You can get a diploma 
here even if you have a severe alcohol problem. There are people here who 
have really grave problems with themselves … with alcohol or with other 
on to this because I need the 10.000 kroner every month. And there’s no other 
Facts and Fiction
If we look, firstly, at the factual content of the passage, of the presentation of the 
educational context, a number of lines are arresting: The fact that some participants 
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are subject to rehabilitation is verifiably true, but the registered number is exagger-
ated. Another stated fact is that some people are allowed in especially because they 
are handicapped, which is formal ly and empirically not possible. A third is that any 
nutcase can get in from the street and that you can get a diploma in spite of alcohol-
ism, intimations that are basically unfounded.10 On the whole the college is given 
little credit: It has few resources, it lets people in against rules, it accepts general 
dissipation, and hands out diplomas at random! This contrasts heavily with the 
explicit satisfaction with the education evident in other parts of the text.
So the impact of the passage is that the group – as opposed to the college – is 
concern ed with a potential dilemma well known in education, namely how far a given 
education should accept participants that need special attention for social and health 
reasons, and that it is so concerned that some exaggeration is needed to convince the 
interviewer. The group is aware of this dilemma. Several lines meet with envisaged 
contradictions that they are discriminating people who do not deserve it, i.e. the bad 
backs and the dyslectics. The concern is on behalf of the status of the education, of 
the profession, and of the children and youngsters in the clubs.
Now, skilled and professional labour is actually in great demand in the Danish 
11 Furthermore the 
club sector by tradition recruits non-professional staff, and so it is vulnerable to 
general stigmatisation when staff problems occur – which invariably they do, as 
Kenneth confirms. So the arresting point here is not so much that the group points 
to a problem, but that in the public and administrative eye they are themselves the 
very population that is problematic
for their – societally important – job of socialisation and integration. That is why 
Danish municipalities demand that they complete the education programme that is 
the subject of our interview. Whether the individual participant suffers from a bad 
back or is recover ing from drug abuse, whether he or she is in education – and 
working in the youth club – because he or she fell out of university, because the 
building industries are down or hairdressing is not much of a business these days – 
these facts are immate rial – both in the public eye, in the bureaucratic sense and 
as far as the educational measures are concerned. And contrary to the assumption 
of the group there is no documented covarian ce between rehabilitation, dyslexia, 
alcoholism and having problems with oneself.12
The concluding line, Val’s accusation that the rehabilitating colleagues are strictly 
instrumentally, economically, motivated, is also strange. For it is generally agreed 
that more or less everybody in this education are dependent on upholding their 
with adult lives and obligations.
important, and that youth need reliable adults! But social advisors, school teachers 
and other professional groups would smile, to say the least, at the club pedagogue’s 
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ambitious self-understanding. Youth clubs do work with fringe groups, but much 
everyday life in youth clubs comprise a number of relaxed leisurely activities. 
13 Actually 
comradely and loyal companion – undisturbed by professional distance, defying 
control and disciplin ary dimensions of the job. This collective understanding of the 
sector is confirmed throughout the present project, and although it may be said to 
make a virtue out of necessity, it appears well founded in the subjective experience 
of the staff. If this syndrome is perhaps also nurtured by subjective and objective 
inferiority, it is at least a popular one … but it is remarkably absent in this passage. 
Here we meet professional concern only.
One interesting feature of the dialogue is the way factual corrections are turned 
around and used to opposite ends: The group denies the fact that the rehabilitating 
colleagues are allowed in along the general rules (as suggested by Kenneth) and 
it refutes the possibility that they might themselves be capable of assessing their 
competence (as imagined by Peter). Both attempts at modifying Anna’s initial 
definition of the problem are used to further degrade the colleagues.
caring professions, concluding that they are only in it for the money, anyway. The 
preoccupation with the psychological resources is a valid and recurrent debate all 
over the social and health sectors, and it does possess its own relevance in this 
short-term educational programme. But there is little, if any, reason that this general 
problem should arise in the context of the discussion.
So even at the surface level, where the text is confronted with the reality it refers 
to, the text has little value of information. In a positivist sense the group is not 
reliable. On the other hand the group is remarkably at ease with itself, it is in relative 
agree ment – it is obviously telling us something important.
Communicative Dimensions
So how does the group go about it? Which features in their way of talking and which 
figures of speech convey the message to us? As above, the lines are spoken rapidly, 
with a high level of dedication, and there is a generally positive and corroborative 
atmosphere. People are eager and responding, almost echoing, and the energy grows 
As it turns out Anna’s opening statement sets a theme, and also launches a 
pattern of formulation that are kept up by the group during the paragraph. Anna 
repeats a lot. She uses a number of parallel, slightly droning sentences, as well as 
literal repetitions. She feels, even if she allegedly doesn’t want to – thus calling for 
explication of this conflict between emotion and rational argument. The theme is 
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that of the others, developed as a definition of intruders. The imagery of intrusion is 
supplemented by that of the education falling down, and the general framework of 
right and wrong is introduced.
into 
the introduction is echoed all through: they make the space heavy, they are allowed 
in wrongly by the system, they go in the work, and they get into this, until at last 
they are wanted out – of the education, to prevent them from getting out in the 
workplaces.
might fall on her and bring her down. This is no error of translation, she actually 
uses this slightly awkward, very concrete image. Combined with the inevitability of 
literally modifying, but substantially augmenting. It is echoed in the space getting 
The theme of right and wrong is paradoxical from the outset: Anna distinguishes 
in the peculiar way that something is wrong (the number of participants in rehabilita-
right. It is within this paradoxical framework that she must modify her statement, 
too many. She accelerates the discomfort by denying her own reassurance of the 
right, that she thinks wrong, you cannot do that much right, too much right makes 
wrong, and she substantiates her point by alluding to the (too small) resources of 
the college, again ending up in a down falling image, this time of the education 
dropping. The wrong is first substantiated by Kenneth, modified (into difference) by 
Des, enhanced by Kenneth (into totally wrong), civilized as well as dramatized (into 
not acceptable as well as downright dangerous) by Val, and confirmed (it cannot be 
danger: the intruders are nut-cases, they come in any number, their problems are 
severe and really grave, and the problem is alcohol as well as other things, intimating 
drug problems. The culmination of the definition of the wrong is the explication of 
the attitude of the others. They are dishonest, they are in the education on pretence.
Do Not Degrade Us!
the (insider) group as called upon by Anna’s anxiety, as opposition to the others, 
who represent the explicit danger of the club-pedagogues being considered of no 
hierarchies of the social and health labour market, a much wider problem with no 
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direct connection to a possible number of misfits in the education. This is made 
 
part of the education, she 
is indeed within it in the very interview situation, so if the education is degraded, 
she is herself degraded. The unconscious thematic collusion of the group is: We do 
not want to be degraded. And at this point the more vicious attacks on the others 
(Kenneth’s remark and Val’s denunciation of their morals) have become legitimate. 
So the real danger is one facing the group itself, and the unconscious danger is 
amount of daily alcohol intake are not uncommon – neither with the population in 
general or with the low-skilled segment with an unstable labour market position 
that the group represents. Although in the interview situation the individuals come 
out as winners, there is no reason that they should not be as ambivalent facing the 
challenges of their job of social work as anybody else, and their labour market carriers 
are probably as mixed.14 In structural terms the group represents one layer or level 
in a Chinese box, where income and cultural status form the objective foundation of 
individual and collective inferiority, substantiated by the imagined shortcomings of 
other professional groups.15
So as a result of the interview we have gained two results, neither of which are 
directly relevant to the evaluation project: One is that it takes very little to bring 
out an intolerant and aggressive attitude towards people with social problems in the 
club pedagogues to be – the exact opposite of what the educational impact should 
social workers to their jobs. I.e. the group manages to produce the exact opposite of 
their more or less conscious intention. Another is that the club pedagogues-to-be are 
in serious need of recognition. Below I shall discuss how and why the educational 
setting and the position of being a student may contribute to these two states of mind.
capacities as participants in an educational setting that was being explored and 
evaluated. They brought into the research setting not only their shared experience 
of the educations, but also the general experience of their everyday life and their 
respec tive life histories. In this respect they are representative16 of the unskilled 
popula tions that in current years are more or less willingly training or retraining 
labour market experience is a mixed bag: this segment of the labour force is the one 
to immediately feel ups and downs of trades and the general economy. Participants’ 
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experience comprises a number of contradictory motivations. The jobs headed for 
are much wanted, if not for their content then for the income. The road to get there 
is, however, paved with a number of imposed regressions, the structural position 
of a pupil perhaps being the most basic and at the same time the most challenging.
So the general background of experience is contradictory – jobs wanted, training 
unwanted, followed by training accepted, and infantile position unwanted.17 We 
are not surprised that there is an explicit need to let out some steam of aggression, 
for these adult pupils have surely had a number of reasons to be angry along their 
ways, and have not been offered appropriate arenas for voicing their experience and 
putting it into words.
The group communication will implicitly and sometimes explicitly appeal to each 
participant to search emotionally and cognitively for the shared experience of the 
group.18 Of course the experience of the research setting is immediately shared, as 
is the implicit subjective pressure to contribute. The interview situation bears some 
structural resemblance to the teaching, which holds its own kind of pressure, and 
the teaching in its turn refers to the work situation, which holds another kind of 
pressure. It may even be argued that the interplay between these levels of experience 
of pressure is in itself anxiety provoking and will produce regressive resistance. So 
if there is anxiety around it is sure to be exposed, and as we have seen in the texts, it 
does, and it is managed by means of collective rationalization.19
So voicing shared experience referring to any of these levels invariably brings 
referred to only. The challenges of social work and dealing with patients have long 
ago activated emotions, strategies of action and understandings from other phases 
of the life course, from family settings as well as from other workplaces. In the 
commu nication a gradual and intuitive selection of experience suitable in the group 
common production of meaning. This does not happen randomly, but not in a purely 
rational manner either. Contributions are formed in a subjective navigation between 
the reservoirs of individual experience and the theme perceived developing in the 
group. In this respect the research setting actually reproduces a characteristic of 
everyday life communication, where the attitudes and emotions of people are often 
not articulate until they are offered a communicative arena, until they are voiced in 
a social situa tion. The group thus develops its own explicit meaning, drawing on 
dimensions of experience, and indeed formulations, from the individual participants, 
who in their turn have contributed, not what they are, who they are, or what they 
think, but what this setting and communication allowed them to feel, remember and 
articulate – and avoid. The meaning developed by the group is not simply the sum 
of the attitudes and opinions of the participants, nor are the participants victims 
communicates shared experi ence, not exhausting ly so, but relevant and carefully 
voiced dimensions of experience.
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The two empirical populations have produced texts that explicitly and implicitly 
voices the need for personal and professional recognition by superiors and by society. 
patients and for the reputation of the education for social pedagogic work in clubs – 
thus legitimizing not only their demand for recognition, but also their apparent 
emotional state of readiness to perceive degradation and humiliation.
In both cases, however, the groups verbalized their messages in a roundabout 
manner by abusing a specific population of others, indeed they collectively con-
structed the female nursing staff and the rehabilitating colleagues respectively, not 
only as less able populations, but as morally corrupt as well. The images produced 
and confirmed each correspond depressingly well with a number of cultural 
cliches active in popular or populist political rhetoric and in everyday folklore. As 
recognizable figures they serve to simplify and thus make bearable the complex and 
multitudinous experience of everyday life, and as organizers of subjective collective 
energy they contribute powerfully to corrupting political civilization and gender 
of the respective training programmes. They have certainly nothing to do with 
neither the formal curriculum nor with the intended communication of workplace 
culture or general political implications of being public sector social service staff. 
They even disavow the professional ethos that they serve to establish in the texts.
So have the educations been counterproductive? Is the educational outcome 
that poor? And are the individuals so politically blind (labelling socially deprived 
groups) and so male chauvinist?
Hopefully not. My exposition of the regressive images in the collective 
unconscious of the groups is on the one hand a research produced artefact that – 
on the other hand – exposes a potential of subjective energies, organized within 
cultural disposition to employ reductive sche mes of understanding in complex 
and challenging situations is reproduced. The interpretation has focussed on the 
frightening aspects of the collec tive subjectivity – with good reason, I should think – 
but the texts themselves comprise reference to the contradictions reacted to. There 
discussion and beyond the aggression of the men in the psychiatric hospital we can 
actually detect some sound observation of a routinized and (too?) highly gendered 
workplace culture.
So the scapegoat figures of munching women and morally corrupt colleagues 
are also inversions of a general humanist and/or professional ethic – the claim that 
education and social work should be for the benefit of the users – children, youngsters, 
patients, etc. In fact random elements of such ethics are employed to construct the 
villainous images. And in present day institutionalised and bureaucratic public sector 
such ambitions, however fragmented they stand, are no irrelevant agenda.
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My general line of arguments has been that the interplay between lacks of 
recogni tion at different levels of experience is decisive in producing the defensive 
reductions. So the experience at classroom level does come into it.
So what characterises the classroom experience: A double agenda of accepting 
to be a pupil and a curriculum of welfare state legislation, psychology, pedagogy, 
cultural studies, etc. – very much about the very situation that is reacted to, but 
in both training programmes, in abstract and general terms. Indeed the men in the 
hospital faced a number of physics and chemistry lessons at the level of 7th grade, 
but that was difficult enough. And although teachers strive to meet the subjective 
describing the context of the education in terms of subjects and disciplines, not as 
experienced problems.
In educational terms these analyses thus point to the relevance of problem-
oriented curricula, and to the need of explicitly reflecting the background experience 
and the subjective motivations of participants within the framework of education. 
It also reminds us that teachers should respect that subjective motivations are only 
one version of the multitudinous sensations and perceptions that adults possess – 
aggres sion may be an integral part of regressive defences as well as progressive 
orientations.
Finally, as stated at the outset of this chapter, a number of the mixed and function-
ally inappropriate motivations are in fact embodiments of the economic and societal 
paradoxes that constitute everyday life in and around education: Adult pupils, soldiers 
in nursing, men in women’s jobs – are empirical evidence of contradictory demands 
of modernization, rationalization and labour market development. If they appear 
irratio nal, history is irrational, and a rational appropriation process will reflect it.
The general framework of my interpretation is that of a psychoanalytically oriented 
social psychology, that acknowledges preconscious and unconscious dimensions 
and dynamics in everyday life communication. It also appreciates participants’ life 
history experience, the everyday life experience and the interplay between these 
subjective reservoirs.
In contrast to the well known clinical psychoanalysis, this approach is concern ed 
with general cultural patterns of subjectivity, where a potential of politics of repres-
sion as well as of liberation is stored. Of course collective subjectivity is constituted 
by the interaction of individuals, and by the collusion of individual drives and 
dispositions. It might, for example, be productive to see the aggression of the men 
in the hospital as collectively re-iterated scenes of primary socialization, where 
are under regressive pressure, they are infantilised and denied their status (and 
identity) as men. It is likewise interesting to consider the discriminating and rigid 
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if abstract aggressor – in momentary need of more specific, tangible and realistic 
ideals. Such deepening of the current analysis is indeed possible, but the procedure 
might create the impression that I was aiming at a redefinition of the educational 
setting into a form of collective therapy.
Although I am sure that educational settings are often the arenas of subjective 
liberation, including liberation from inner compulsions, the therapeutic fallacy 
(Alheit, 1994) is not mine. The primary socialization of participants is only relevant 
in this context insofar as it is activated and becomes decisive in the interaction, in the 
production of the meaning of everyday culture – including that of education. In that 
context the energies and search processes of participants must be respected – indeed 
they cannot be substantially changed without counterproducti ve effects. They must 
find their own – devious – ways (cf. Weber, 1995).
Learning and socialization is always a progressive-regressive process, and it 
always activates the inner resources of the learner. So the focus of the educationally 
relevant analysis is on the interaction with reality and on how it is voiced.
So a social psychology that draws on the tradition of psychoanalysis faces the 
theoreti cal challenge of understanding subjective energies not as natural instincts or 
fateful drives, but as energies organizing reality. This is the ambition of the German 
social psychologist Alfred Lorenzer, who defines drives with a view to societal and 
interaction al logics meeting with the individual in primary and secondary socializa-
tion, shaping subjectivity but also being changed by the specific ways in which the 
logics are appropriated (Lorenzer, 1970, 1972). The concepts of ambivalence as 
defined by the Hungarian psychoanalyst Sandor Ferenczi: inner ambivalence stems 
thanatos (Ferenczi, 1972), as well as the whole tradition of object relations theory 
(e.g. Winnicott, 1987) point to the same concern for the outside world. With Lorenzer, 
however, it is an explicit point that unconscious processes themselves are not just 
products of individual repression, but societal ly produced ones. Life history is thus 
an ongoing process of socialization, not just an adaptation of individuals to reality, 
but a dynamic continuation of society and culture as such: Subjectivity is society in 
a specific historical and social mediation of individual sensation – bodily, emotional, 
cognitive perceptions – with language as the primary medium. The approach has been 
succesfully developed into a psychoanalytically oriented understanding of culture in 
general, comprising not only literature and media analyses, but also understandings 
of architecture, physical space in general, etc. (Lorenzer, 1986). Theorizing everyday 
life is a well established tradition in cultural studies and sociol ogy, and the very 
concepts of every day life is developed into a theory of late modern consciousness 
of experience, adapting to necessities, repressing socially illegitimate sensations 
consciousness of everyday life point to the fact that attitudes and opinions may be-
understood as pragmatic and situated – individual or collective – subjectivity, thus 
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positivist registration of attitudes. Together with Birgit Volmerg and the Institute of 
empirical studies, comprising workplace experience and experience in public space 
Integrating a Marxian analysis of society – the separation of private and public 
sphere and the logics of production and reproduction – with psychoanalytical social 
women’s experience in work and family life. Becker-Schmidt applies the Ferencian 
concept of ambivalence as well as concepts of identification processes to the field 
of girls’ and women’s lives, and she contributes substantially to a gender-specific 
and historically sensitive understanding of socialization (e.g. 1995, 1998; see also 
Chapter 4, this volume).
The brief account of the approaches hardly do them justice, but they each served 
as inspiration to the analysis presented above. The theorizing of learning settings 
gains by a societal dimension that can see actions and attitudes, not as individual 
fallacies or shortcomings, but as valid reactions to complex and partly invisible 
logics. Before concluding this chapter I shall elaborate somewhat the underlying 
understanding of our media of communication – language.
Language as an integral dimension of interaction and bodily experience has been 
theorized by Alfred Lorenzer, who sees the dynamics of subjectivity – of inner 
nature – and societal structure  as authentically experienced bodily interactions, 
established as interaction-forms. They constitute the basic socialization, and they are 
progressively differentiated and refined as language is introduced. Only language 
also serves to render some interaction-forms acceptable, while others remain 
as bodily perceptions, pre-verbal – but none the less psychologically active. The 
basic epitome of the interaction-form is the mother and child, the dyad – not only 
because this stage in socialization holds importance, but also because it serves to 
illustrate the dialectic of refinement and deprivation that socialization is about. No 
verbalization, no establish ment of symbolic interaction, takes place without leaving 
them systematically. Pre-verbal interaction forms melt into the symbolic ones as 
interaction-forms and language relate. Lorenzer ses this process as a potential for 
later reflected experiments (in the psycho analytic sense: Probehandlun gen) of action 
and expression.
Lorenzer’s ambition is to theorize language, interaction and bodily experience in 
the context of their mutual societal settings and functions. The concept of language 
game, which stems originally from Wittgenstein, situates language practically and 
societally. The language game is a complex unity of the actual use of language, 
its practical functions and the general understanding of its life world. It mediates 
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subjective and objective structures, and its genesis is indeed the constitution of the 
relation between individual and society. Language and consciousness are integral 
parts of societal praxis, and language games are accordingly the medium of subjective 
structuring of reality. In this sense individual subjectivity is societal from the outset.
In an intact language game the agents share pre-verbal interaction-forms as well 
as its specific verbalization, in language becoming a symbolic interaction-form – in 
short: that agents understand each other and empathically share explicit and implicit 
mean ings.
Lorenzer introduces the concept of disturbed language to understand the 
of symboliza tion – putting subjective structures to language – may, in specific 
situations, that recalls and activates inner conflict, cease to work. The capacity of 
expressing subjective experience is lost facing the confrontation of contradictory 
and irreconcilable interaction-forms. Pre-verbal interaction forms that have never 
been integrated into the language games at all may well be part of such conflict, 
although they are systemati cally left over to the unconscious. In such cases language 
is unfounded in experience, the words stand stripped of authentic meaning. Lorenzer 
uses the concept of sign about this language with no foundation in interaction-forms. 
Accomplished symbolic interactions may also be broken up for psychodynamic and/
or societal reasons, the word stripped of its symbolic meaning, but still representing 
dynamic inner scenes – which, in their turn, may be activated without access to 
relevant means of communica tion.
Language games will not only echo interest and power relations in the social 
situation, they will also develop meanings of their own, register and comprise factual 
as well as implicit cultural and psychologi cal meaning. They are dialectical unities 
of the use of language, everyday life as it is in fact lived practically, and the attitudes, 
opinions and ideologies it develops and makes use of. In the research situation we 
game we have also a symbolic life world.
In the language game subjective structures are mediated with reality, with 
social and societal structures. When the appropriation of reality demands 
emotional or cognitive accommodation the language becomes vague, which gives 
congeniality, of indefinite allusions that comprise a variety os different sensations 
and recollections. To each individual words and concepts possess an aura of implicit 
meanings founded in earlier experience, and in interaction and communication these 
meanings are sorted out and established as new collective formulations, that merge 
with the general cultural reservoir – confirming and changing culture. In this process 
factual information and authentic experience may find words – become symbolized – 
but as we have seen they may also be censored, withdrawn, only to sink back into the 
pre-verbal consciousness of individuals and institutions.
The club pedagogues certainly go through a process of negotiating and sorting 
out the relevant phrases before their implicit aggressions are finally focussed on the 
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the psychiatric hospital immediately share both a vocabulary and a cultural image 
of femininity. The former are bringing together vague anxieties stemming from 
number of different settings, whereas the latter have recently faced much the same 
challenges, which they can therefore readily communicate. Maybe the common 
gendered experi ence contributes to the immediate collusion in the male group. The 
talk with the other wise tabooed sexual connotations – not only implicit in the men’s 
perception, but certainly in the workplace culture as well as in society in general.
On this background we may look at the text as a frozen version of specific 
interaction. We may look at the referential level, which is immediately understood 
because words refer to recognizable objects and situations, and where the cultural 
the texts each possess a referential value that is unknown to the interviewer or 
discussion leader, and which he, in his turn, tries to come to terms with – as Steen, who 
does not personally share the emotional content of the communication, translating 
into the more general concepts of workplace culture. Of course the interviewer may 
simply get new informa tion, but in the texts above, we are given to wonder, because 
the information we get does not agree with our existing knowledge of the field: We 
are cognitively as well as emotionally aroused. We think we know, for instance, that 
the administrators of the club education are not reckless – and we are disturbed by 
the prospect of alcoholics in social work. We react on behalf of the general cultural 
framework: this cannot or should not be so.20
So we move on to other potential sources of information in the text, to the commu-
nicative dimension and to be empathic on the communicative level as well: How 
does the mode of communication add or detract from the phrases, and which figures 
of rhetoric are employed?
do they talk about what? In this process new structures of subjective meaning, 
embracing implicit meanings as well as explicit ones, are formed, and we approach 
a motivational and perhaps an experiential, perceptual understanding.
Such understanding might inspire adult education to some abstaining from 
directing the learning processes towards specific curricular goals, and to a critical 
reflection of the relation between teaching and learning in general. People learn what 
they want to learn – and their rich ambitions of being recognized themselves as well 
as changing the world for the better are much easier developed if they are allowed 
to – and supported in – sorting out their ambiguities and reflecting on them.
NOTES
1
interplay between adult education, every day life and life history (Weber, 1997c, 1999b; Andersen, 
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2000; Salling Olesen, 2000a, 2000b). The Danish evaluation reports are Nielsen and Weber (1997), 
Weber (1997a), Lund and Weber (2000), as well as Weber (1997b) and presentations of analyses in 
English are Weber (1996, 1998, 1999a).
2
3 The evaluations were financed by the County of Western Seeland and by the Ministry of Social and 
Health. Each in their way they were characteristic measures of the current transfor mation of the public 
and political discourse falls without the scope of this chapter, see, however, Weber (2001a).
4
from Hollway and Jefferson (2000). It signals the dynamic and autonomous status of the people 
involved as opposed to the status of objects under positivist scrutiny.
5 The methodological implications of this double bind is a research field in itself. Likewise the different 
modes of text production, the informing group interview (cf. e.g. Kvale, 1996) and the thematized 
fields of interest. In the present context, however, only the fact that the texts are group produced, and 
the fact that they comprise culturally significant outbursts of aggression, are looked into.
6 The group discussion leader is Steen Baagøe Nielsen, and the passage is translated from the evaluation 
report (see above, pp. 139–140).
7
innovations of a highly derogatory nature – from other group discussions of the men  in the project.
8 This is actually changing in Denmark. The medical profession presently recruits a majority of women, 
but firstly this has not yet changed the work-places, and secondly it is still true that executive positions 
are held mainly by men. I.e. a horizontal gender barrier has been moved, but a vertical one remains.
9 The interviewer is Uffe Lund, and the passage stems from the background material of chapter 5 of the 
evaluation report (see above, p. 57 ff.).
10 The verifications of these facts with the administrative authorities of the college is solid. The 
identification of factual faults or inconsistencies in the communication is not motivated by any drive 
course evaluators and researchers should not communicate gossip and rumour as such, but in this 
approach gossip and rumour communicates something important besides their factual irregularities. 
So we take it on face value, we test it against the reality that we know something of, but which we may 
also learn about.
11 This is due to the educational policies of the liberal government in the 80’es, which restricted access 
to human service training and education considerably.
12 In fact some of the texts in this project could support the opposite thesis: A number of the rehabilitating 
colleagues appear lively, intelligent and well motivated participants with a realistic attitude to their 
handicap. Whereas some of the university drop outs could be said to signal problems of self esteem, 
and some of the skilled workers to manage the shift from production to social work less than well. 
But these are mere assumptions, associations in the research team, who have obviously been severely 
provoked by the group’s unanimous problem identification. In it inherent in our approach not to 
censor such associations, but to register them, and to confront them with the text. You can say that at 
first we serve as a screen on to which the allegations of the group are projected. And next we react, 
and serve as a complementary mirror. Neither the construction of the group nor the associations of 
dimensions of experience.
13 Not even the professional educations of 3½ or 4 years’ duration – such as those of pedagogue, nurse 
or school teacher – can claim proper professional identity in the strict sociological sense, and when 
employability (Weber, 2001a; Salling Olesen, 2000b).
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14 The life history of the group was not focussed on in the interviews. But we know what they are doing: 
Anna’s task in the leisure centre is in the kitchen, where she bakes with the school children every 
afternoon; Kenneth dropped out of technical college and has made a career of working in the national 
organization of youth clubs, thus so far making further education unnecessary; Des is an immigrant 
with ten years of unskilled social work behind him, specialising in computer games and music; Peter 
is young and has no education or labour market experience other than that in the social project he is 
employed in; Val has an education as a teacher of textile work, i.e. she is working beneath her status, 
but indeed she does run the sewing workshop in her workplace.
15 Thus traditional profiling school-teachers-pedagogues, pedagogues-unskilled staff, unskilled staff-
unemployed, etc. are well known. Of course they have their objective foundation in different status of 
the societal tasks, of income and status, but they are often voiced with more vigour than the objective 
differences would vouch.
16
populations may well mirror their social strata. Within the context of the club education the groups 
have been composed with a view to comprising the most characteristic empirical profiles – gender-
wise and by educational background. The men in the hospital are simply those allocated from the 
Seeland. Both populations are plausible examples of unskilled adults in education. For a discussion of 
17 At an individual level, with each adult man or woman it is of course much more complex. Some adults 
actually want the training, but not the job. Class and gender form different foundations for handling 
the dilemma. But in a strategy of theorizing the motivational conflicts one has to simplify, in this case 
by stating a common structural dilemma.
18 The underlying references here are the tradition from Pollock onwards, the group therapy (Foulkes) 
and communication in groups (Bion).
19 The analysis might at this point be extended in terms of exposing institutionalised defence mechanisms, 
cf. e.g. Menzies-Lyth.
20 Of course the individual characteristics of the researcher come into this process, both in the face to 
face interaction and in the interpretation. So we should reflect our idiosyncrasies and, our loyalties as 
well as our theoretical perspective in terms of transference and counter-transference. For a discussion 
see e.g. Hunt (1989) and Andersen (2001).
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5. THE MILK LADY
A Nurturing Identification Object
This chapter presents results from the research project conducted as part of my PhD 
dissertation. Divided into two parts, the chapter begins with a contextualisation 
of the research project, which concerns students who use an alternative channel 
to enrol in a profession-specific education as a social pedagogue. The concept of 
non-traditional adult student is also defined. For readers unfamiliar with the Danish 
system, a brief description is provided of the profession of social pedagogue as well 
as the Danish practice of Validation of Prior Learning (VPL). Next, there is a short, 
introductory presentation of the life history research approach.
The second part of the chapter involves an analysis of a student enrolled in a 
professional bachelor degree programme. The case focuses on a non-traditional 
adult student who changed careers. Her name is Hanna and she was accepted into 
the programme on the basis of VPL, and is studying to be a social pedagogue. 
The analysis examines how Hanna while contributing to and benefitting from the 
emphasises her relationship with her mother as important to her choice of education. 
The way she paints her future, the role as a professional she anticipates and her 
experience of the degree programme appear to expose some contradictory aspects, 
which call for an interpretation of her relationship with her mother, who worked as 
the milk lady at Hanna’s school when she was growing up.
The notion of the non-traditional student originates from the Anglo-Saxon term 
non-traditional adult student (Alheit, 2017) and is currently defined in multiple 
ways, though there appears to be a general European consensus on a common 
understanding of the term. Crosling et al.’s (2008) international study Improving 
international access and retention studies to identify non-traditional students: (1) low 
socioeconomic status, (2) disabilities, (3) first in family to participate in higher 
education, (4) mature age and (5) minorities and refugees, which is also a recognised 
non-traditional adult student, however, must be used with caution as it is imprecise 
and defining it with precision is not possible since various students are considered 
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traditional by some but non-traditional by others. The VPL students under study in 
this chapter are primarily mature-age students, including Hanna, studying to be a 
social pedagogue. In the Danish context, these students most often have a vocational 
educational background. In recent decades, policymakers in Denmark emphasised 
prior informal and non-formal learning in the effort to provide additional educational 
opportunities for non-traditional adult students (Aagaard & Dahler, 2010).
Since the end of the twentieth century lifelong learning has developed into a global 
political agenda (CEDEFOP, 2016). Despite consensus concerning the potential 
of lifelong learning on, for example, overall joint interests and visions, the group 
of stakeholders are far from clear-cut (Field, 2008). In general, lifelong learning 
is a field of political processes in constant motion (Salling Olesen, 2002, p. 4), 
influenced by business interests, concern for individuals’ personal development and 
also local interests of e.g. education institutions. Learning opportunities in working 
life and education are central to lifelong learning and are based on a constant review 
key interests for our study are the learning potential, capacity and adaptability 
of individuals to become competent while simultaneously increasing their self-
awareness and sense of dignity as a responsible citizen (Singh & Duvekot, 2013, 
p. 16). Salling Olesen (2017, p. 37) points out that lifelong learning as an imperative 
can be viewed as a response to the overriding pressure put on people concerning 
plasticity and readjustment that stems from capitalistic functionality.
VPL in adult education has a strong tradition in Denmark and the other Nordic 
countries, though approaches vary regarding policy development, systems, solutions 
and practical implementation. In 2007, a crucial year for the acknowledgment 
and development of adult education in the context of lifelong learning, adults in 
Denmark became entitled to have their prior learning, i.e. what they know and can 
do, recognised and validated (Aagaard & Dahler, 2010). A new law about lifelong 
upgrading of education and skills (Danish Ministry of Education, 2007) obliged 
providers of adult and continuing education to offer people an assessment of their real 
competences in relation to the objectives of one or more of the subjects or modules in 
The 2011 an Executive Order on Professional Education replaces the term 
assessment of real competencies with a more individualised approach, individual 
assessment based on information about the applicant’s overall knowledge, skills and 
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is an A-level examination.
These developments and current conditions involving VPL mean that non-
traditional students like Hanna now have a greater chance of applying for and being 
accepted to university college degree programmes as a social pedagogue.
The social pedagogue profession is specific to Denmark and a few other countries but 
to some extent analogous to pre-school teachers in a large number of other countries. 
Comparable positions in out-of-school care include social workers, educators, play 
workers and recreation instructors. The pedagogue degree programme provides 
children and young people in e.g.: day nurseries, day care centres, pre-school classes, 
recreation centres, school-based leisure time facilities, after-school clubs and in 24-
hour service institutions); in institutions for children, young people and adults with 
reduced psychological or physical capacities; and in family centres and child and 
youth psychiatric hospitals for adults with social problems (homelessness, substance 
abuse and mental disorders (Bupl, 2016).
To gain insight into the career changes of students who undergo an individual skills 
life history makes it possible to examine the individual subject – experienced from 
the lived life, contemporary experiences and future perspectives – and how they 
of psychosocietal interpretation does not involve a causal understanding of career 
development but seeks to interpret the complex, dialectically subjective processes 
that unfold and lead to the educational situation.
Across Europe, recent decades have witnessed a considerable expansion of 
in higher and adult education (EU, 2011). Non-traditional students’ stories are seen 
as a relevant way to gain knowledge regarding the formation and transformation 
of identity in education (Bron & Thunborg, 2016). The focus on biographical and 
life history research is part of a more general trend across the social sciences. The 
biographical approach has become an increasingly recognised tool for examining 
partly fuelled by dissatisfaction with surveys and other traditional research methods, 
which tend to marginalise the individual perspectives and subjective experiences of 
learners (West et al., 2007; EU, 2011).
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history have been developed, inspired by experience with biographical research in 
education, sociology and other disciplines (Salling Olesen, 2016, p. 11), as well as a 
general inspiration from critical theory, which is also known as the Frankfurt School. 
One of the leading Danish contributions to the field of life history research is the 
psychosocietal approach, a neologistic term, which is a combined theoretical and 
methodological approach that Henning Salling Olesen and his colleagues developed 
(2007, 2012, 2013a) and which is applied in this chapter. Salling Olesen (2016) states 
empirical research process and the epistemic subject […] Paradigmatically this is a 
mediation or synthesis of critical theory of society and the symbol interpretational 
The theory of subjective experiences conceptualises individual psychological 
development as the interactional experience of societal relations. These experiences 
and encounters with the external sphere produce an inner psychodynamic as a 
conscious and unconscious individual resource (ibid.). The psychosocietal approach 
embraces the life history perspective, where biography is used not to understand the 
specific individual but to learn about individual subjectivity and its psychological 
and societal dimensions by integrating a theory of subjectivity and a hermeneutic 
interpretative methodology to explore the lived life experiences. The psycho-
societal approach is interdisciplinary, emphasising the dynamic interaction between 
the individual and the environment, thus integrating the psychological and social 
dimensions of experience.
To avoid reductive constraints in the interpretation, three levels of awareness are 
maintained, as illustrated in Figure 5.1, which shows what we are attempting to 
identify, i.e. learning processes, the subjective analysis of experience and the identity 
process in a specific profession. This heuristic research approach was developed 
to examine the experience of professionals and professional development. In my 
research it was however used as inspiration on a more general level.
The triangle in the centre illustrates the research areas of relevance for this chapter. 
The three circles in the model represent relatively independent dynamics that are 
mediated in the specific learning and identity building of individuals. The items 
listed in the circles, but outside the triangle, are beyond the scope of this chapter 
but will be touched upon briefly as they are pertinent to my research field but can 
also be understood as widespread structures in society that must be recognised and 
described on their own terms (Salling Olesen, 2006).
Individual life history, placed in the top circle, represents the individual or non-
memories, school experiences, relationships and work. Life history is not the focus 
in and of itself but is used as an aspect of interpretation to reveal the complexity of 
subjective processes. As the items not in a circle in the centre of the triangle illustrate, 
individual subjectivity is formed by and as an interplay between the individual (and 
his or her life history) and social and societal (historic) factors in the broadest sense. 
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The circle on the left involves the societal division of labour, which consists of the 
educational institution, tasks involved in being a student, fellow students and the 
teachers. The circle on the right represents scientific institutions or the theory base 
of the professional field, and the wider cultural framework of thinking around it.
In order to understand the interviewee’s experiences and how they are brought to 
the surface and revitalised through new (mainly study) experiences, I employed a 
semi-structured interview approach focusing on narration (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009, 
p. 173) inspired by various life history approaches (West et al., 2007; Salling Olesen, 
2013a, 2013b) and structured by an infinite number of themes but also left open 
to allow spontaneity and free association (Hollway & Jefferson, 2007: 36–39). I 
draw on the interpretation approach developed in connection with the International 
The group works with concrete empirical material among others inspired by the 
hermeneutic (interpretational) understanding that is used in psychoanalytical 
2012). The particular value of these ideas mainly becomes evident in reflecting a 
research practice that involves subjectively engaging in the interpretation and tracing 
aspects of social relations that are not immediately visible and that may not even be 
Figure 5.1. Heuristic research model (from Salling Olesen, 2007)
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Although the theoretical complexities will not be delved into further, I shall just 
describe the specific analytical procedure used in this study (Gripsrud & Mellon, 
2017). The various stages involved in reading a text draw on various aspects of 
experience, including: common sense understanding; immediate physical reactions 
of comfort or discomfort; and the sensuous and dramatic patterns of group dynamics. 
the case study on Hanna in this chapter:
What is said? In other words, what is the text about?
How is it said?
Why is it said in this particular way?
communication. What is said corresponds to the propositional meaning; how it 
is said corresponds to both the meta-communicative meaning and the pragmatic 
meaning, while why it is said in a particular way can be differentiated into the 
manifest intentions and the hidden, excluded intentions. The manifest intentions 
might be obvious, but it is possible that the interviewee may employ an unconscious 
strategy that can only be understood when we, as researchers, are aware of our 
own feelings, such as irritation, confusion and shock (Urwin, 2012), but also of the 
transference and countertransference of our own reactions (Hollway & Froggett, 
2012). The responses of the interviewee and the researchers represent a mirror of the 
unconscious (scene) (Hollway & Volmerg, 2010; Weber, 2001).
An important point in terms of how to act as a participant in the interpretation 
process as Weber (1995, p. 132) mentions, is that the researcher is not outside the 
process; on the contrary, the participant, i.e. the researcher, is also a significant factor 
in the process, which is why spontaneous reactions should not to be suppressed as an 
unprofessional disruption but rather seen as a source of critical reflection. Awareness 
of these aspects in the interpretation process is necessary and acknowledging them is 
crucial because they can influence the outcome.
As presented in the introduction, my focus is on how a non-traditional adult 
student, Hanna, who began as an VPL student enrolled based on an individual skills 
new professional identity, for example, how she contributes to the study environment 
that she is part of and what future perspectives she sees as a social pedagogue. First, 
I present a summary of the portraits derived from a content analysis of the interview 




At the time of the interview, Hanna, married with two children aged 11 and 16, was 
49 years old. She had been in the bachelor degree programme for social pedagogues 
for almost one year before participating in the interview. Until early adolescence she 
grew up in one of Denmark’s larger cities with her parents and two younger siblings, 
a brother and a sister. Her childhood home, which was located close to a cemetery, 
is described only briefly. Stories about her school, however, are highlighted. From 
first to tenth grade, she attended a primary school located at the city’s harbour. 
she remembers going to school as enjoyable. Despite describing school as pleasant, 
were difficult in relation to her classmates. Her father, for example, worked at the 
cemetery and her mother was an unskilled worker. Her descriptions of her father 
are very modest, often stated in a neutral or critical manner. Her mother, in contrast, 
multiple places, for instance, in a nursing home and in various kitchens, until ending 
as a milk lady at a school. While still young, Hanna trained to be a relaxation 
therapist and initially got a job as a day care helper but was fired because she was 
not a professionally trained child minder. She later worked at a care home at a time 
when no skilled physical therapists were available but was later dismissed because 
she did not have the right professional certification. Next, she worked in a day care 
centre as an assistant, hired due to her background as a trained relaxation therapist, 
even though this was not a specific job category at the day care centre.
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As the portrait of Hanna shows, and as is evident in the interview, going to school 
was a topic she talked about a great deal, but the associated thoughts and feelings 
also occupied her. Her time at school is described in contradictory terms, with school 
viewed as a good place, where she learned something, but is also simultaneously 
seen as a source of discomfort, where bullying took place and where she did not 
learn very much. This ambivalence presents itself both as the desire and lack of 
desire to go to school. Another significant topic involving dynamic psychosocial 
processes in relation to her school years concerns her mother and an immediate, 
in the narration, which helps to clarify more complex (and contradictory) aspects in 
the empirical material.
Hanna presents her mother in a positive light, for example when she talks about 
how her mother gave birth to a child at a very young age that she had to give away 
but nonetheless managed to care for through life. She also mentions the courage her 
mother showed in resisting the wishes and expectations of her family. For instance, 
at one point she chose to move in with a man at the other end of the country, which 
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mother was a good mother. For example, she and her mother made an effort to rein 
in her sister when she was smoking too much hash. When her parents divorced, 
Hanna’s mother was strong and generous, inviting Hanna’s father to attend holiday 
events.
A closer examination of Hanna’s story shows some cracks, for example, when her 
mother began working at Hanna’s school, where she was very popular, when Hanna 
was in ninth grade. Hanna’s initial description is favourable:
[…] and there she was, the milk lady, in her final working years. And she 
somewhat turned into an institution for many of the youngsters. They often 
came down to have a chat with her. She had a sort of a little house there, just 
like this, with milk and … a small shop. They came down to chat with her. 
They really liked her.
the milk lady and had responsibility for not only distributing the milk but also 
served as a likeable hub, around whom the school’s children gathered daily. In the 
story about her mother’s relationship with her classmates challenges the idealistic 
description Hanna presents by also portraying the resentment she felt toward her 
mother’s nurturing behaviour, which she felt did not extend to her. As mentioned 
previously in this chapter, there is a dialectic dynamic at play in these processes. 
This includes the mother’s role as the milk lady, where she nurtures the students and 
gives them approval, even the ones who, at least according to Hanna, were part of 
the reason that she experienced unpleasant situations at school.
Hanna’s idealised narrative about her mother as being kind and well-liked in 
mentions her disappointment concerning the attention her mother bestowed on the 
other pupils. Her narrative describing how popular her mother was may be a bit of 
an exaggeration and an idealisation of what happened.
This reduction can be understood as a ‘security principle’, where opportunities 
of everyday consciousness, which involves many types of defence mechanisms. 
Hanna’s idealisation of her mother must be seen in light of the social conditions that 
Hanna grew up with: an absent father, who apparently had alcohol problems, and a 
mother who worked a great deal and took care of practical tasks in the household.
In the following statement Hanna describes the attention, or lack thereof, that she 
received from her parents:
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They were very, well … everything is going well, that’s great … they had no 
ambitions on my behalf in any way, that’s … that’s actually something that 
I missed sometimes, that they … I wasn’t able to talk seriously with them 
about what I wanted to do and what I was good at. They just thought … that’s 
great … that’s what you want – just do that. And you know … we never talked 
other like that.
Hanna uses the pronoun ‘they’ to discuss her parents and does not call them mom and 
dad. This passage and other statements indicate that it is easier for Hanna to mention 
her mother’s more negative roll and actions by using the more distant ‘they’ – though 
there are only a few examples of this. Hanna desired greater participation from 
her parents when she was a child, wishing that they had taken the time to discuss 
with her and show an interest in her and her activities. She felt that they did not 
acknowledge what she did and that they did not have any ideas or show any interest 
in speaking with her about what she should do. Now an adult, Hanna imagines, 
however, that they perhaps spoke nicely and in positive terms about her to their 
friends. This positive desire can be interpreted as another attempt not to break with 
examples, perhaps indicates that the difficulty or difficulties Hanna experienced as 
a child created barriers that make it hard to develop new understandings of her own 
experiences. There are subjective circumstances that contribute to solidifying the 
but that also leads to directing or projecting the problem(s) elsewhere, for example, 
toward the classmates or herself.
relation to the mother’s role and which allow new understandings to occur. Hanna 
mentions that at one point her class teacher, a woman, became her friend. Unlike 
with her mother, she does not describe the teacher as having a wealth of outstanding 
abilities, but in terms of the positive influence the relationship had on her. The 
teacher, who was childless, also plays a role later in Hanna’s life. She also wanted to 
talk to Hanna, for instance about the problems that later occurred in the family. The 
teacher’s interest in Hanna, which is described as caring, is thus put into perspective 
in contrast to her parents’ alleged role. Hanna explains that the teacher’s kindness 
was important during a rough patch in her life.
Some of the familial challenges Hanna later faced transpired due to the harsh 
circumstances that arose some years after her parents’ divorce. Her mother’s financial 
situation was apparently poor and the family was abruptly evicted from their home 
during Hanna’s final year in school, an information that Hanna suddenly mentioned, 
without providing the details, while talking about her time in school:
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[…] You mean where I went to school? In ninth, tenth grade, yes, in fact 
something terrible happened in my family, because … we were thrown out of 
our home, evicted. A really traumatic experience. At that time we moved from 
Valby to Nørrebro and later on to Vesterbro, where my mum got a flat. And 
that’s …
This story, which came as a surprise at the end of the interview, is an indication that 
the mother was not the perpetually nurturing milk lady; in other words, she was 
unable to provide for her family. This experience was presumably, in Hanna’s words, 
a highly distressing experience, one that, in a classical sense, Hanna is unable to 
Hanna breaks away from the predominantly positive narrative about her mother 
as the happy, encouraging milk lady who has time for everyone, with a few, brief 
stories. In this way, the aforementioned everyday consciousness also contains a 
sense of hope due to the ambiguity present because it is possible to avoid habitual 
behaviour and put new themes in motion. New sides of Hanna appear.
The interpretation of Hanna’s childhood, youth and school years, in addition to 
her experience, appears to influence the way she perceives studying to be a social 
pedagogue and perhaps also her choice of degree programme.
When Hanna originally applied to the social pedagogue programme via the 
individual skills assessment channel she wanted to avoid receiving any credits that 
exempted her from any teaching and internships because she wanted to experience 
everything the programme had to offer. She had various reasons for choosing the 
social pedagogue programme. On the one hand, she already had a job in an after-
school programme and collaborated with primary schools, but not as a trained 
pedagogue. In order to protect herself against being fired due to a lack of formal 
education, she explains that the reason for her choice of programme was to be able to 
document her abilities – and what she wanted to learn. Her desire to get a degree and 
thus obtain formal credentials was also possible due to a school reform implemented 
in Denmark that involves the increased presence of trained pedagogues. Hanna’s 
stories also communicate her interest in learning something new, for example, new 
theories and novel perspectives on teaching, and via her new knowledge, the ability 
to challenge the practices that she thinks are so familiar.
Hanna describes the teaching in the social pedagogue programme as academic 
and extremely difficult, but also explains that she is happy with her choice and that 
the programme has become easier along the way. This is especially true because she 
works in a disciplined way, which she says she does more now than when she was 
young.
Hanna’s study group sees her as well-functioning when they work together, even 
though it can be a bit of a puzzle to organise everything. She sees herself as the 
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participant with the most experience. While working on their various mandatory 
she accepts that but expects herself to do her best.
Her career change, from relaxation therapist, to studying to be a pedagogue, 
does not immediately appear to be a big one. However, even though Hanna has 
professional identity. Hanna’s future work prospects are to head a preschool at some 
point. In other words, she would like to work as a pedagogue at an elementary school 
and head up the first graders (comparable to kindergarten). Hanna combines her 
previous training with the new, which is a recurring topic among most VPL students 
(Mellon, 2016). In addition she is pleased to be in a role where the children perceive 
her as doing a good job and where she feels she is a success. During her internship 
Hanna also experiences new ways of approaching education.
[about the internship] I did a programme like that. It was so much fun. And 
I also spend a great deal of time … doing massages with the children and 
that’s … a big hit, [the children] enjoy it immensely and really like it. So I 
spend a good deal of time on exercise and massage in a variety of ways. Well, 
I actually spend a large amount of time on well-being, the well-being of the 
class.
One of Hanna’s driving forces is to be recognised and loved by the children. Hanna 
the internship have led to new reflections on what an educator’s role is, initiated by 
new discussions arising due to the new role of pedagogues in elementary schools. 
The prospect of one day becoming the head of a kindergarten is also appealing.
where Hanna’s mother had the role of being a popular figure who all the children 
adored. Apparently Hanna would like to be popular just as her mother was, as Hanna 
saw it at any rate. A recurring topic, on the other hand, which was also mentioned 
in her description of her childhood, is the importance of talking to one another, for 
example, in the form of the emotional and attentive relationship that Hanna had with 
her own class teacher. The issue of relationships appears both in connection with the 
pedagogue degree programme and during adolescence, where she talks about her 
upbringing, the divorce, being evicted and her mother meeting another man.
[on changes in her family life] I think that it’s more the life experiences you 
bring with you that play a role when you work with people – that you have 
personal, first-hand experiences. Because I have, in fact, been interested how 
people interact and how people talk to each other and that kind of things […]
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Hanna mentions how life experiences, i.e. her own experiences, significantly affected 
her own awareness of what a lack of conversation and care means. What today would 
be described as negligence in certain pedagogical contexts, or at least detrimental 
from a mental health perspective (National Board of Social Services, 2017), has left 
its mark and is a part of her reflections on her educational choices and goals. Hanna’s 
interest in conversing, talking and having a caring relationship with children has 
apparently not changed since she began to study, but her degree programme appears 
to have helped fulfil a desire originating at both a professional and a personal level 
that involves her professional identity and the continuing struggle to define herself, 
CONCLUSIONS
This analysis focuses on a single case in a multi-case study with a non-traditional adult 
student, who made a career change. She was admitted via an alternative VPL channel. 
The overall analysis of Hanna centres on two main themes: (1) her relationship with 
as a pedagogue. The analysis demonstrates how Hanna interprets her life story in 
light of her present choice of education and being a professional pedagogue. Part of 
seem to indicate that Hanna has been affected by the lack of care and concern in her 
The two main themes that emerge during Hanna’s interview, i.e. Hanna’s mother 
as the milk lady and Hanna’s experiences and reflections as a student, indicate that 
Hanna also wants to be a nurturing milk lady. This interpretation shows that the 
desire to repeat the positive story about being a good mother – regardless of whether 
her mother actually was a good mother or not – plays a role in Hanna’s choice of 
profession: being like the milk lady, nurturing and making everyone happy. Another 
aspect concerns being a competent, professional pedagogue, someone the children 
look up to. The mother’s norms involving doing something for others appear to 
represent a form of socialisation that I would define as normative pressure that cannot 
out various aspects of everyday life that intrude upon and permeate the entire layout 
of one’s psyche. What we perceive as conscious and (mostly) reasonable choices 
also contain an unconscious dimension filled with ambiguities and revisions, which 
the analysis also examined. In other words the norms that influence people’s actions 
and that are rewarded and praised by one’s self if they are exercised will have this 
type of invisible power and a hidden dimension that can be difficult to grasp and hold 
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Hanna’s life stories and experiences serve as a projection screen where the mother 
and the milk lady become a guide for Hanna’s current endeavours. It also represents, 
however, the challenge of recognising and accepting the projections, of developing 
a more realistic and ambiguous professional identity.
In conclusion, I would like to point out one issue that concerns a specific aspect 
of my analysis. While interviewing Hanna, hearing about the family’s eviction 
refrain from doing so? Was it due to a sense of modesty, an overwhelming feeling 
of empathy and the matter of confidentiality, causing me to doubt whether I could 
morally continue, or was it the need to maintain the positive atmosphere? This issue 
caused me to reflect on my subjectivity as a researcher but will not be delved into 
further in this chapter, though it is pertinent to mention Weber’s (1995) perspective 
is that subjective and objective idiosyncrasies clash and manifest themselves as 
new meanings. The interpretive findings cannot be isolated from the interpretation 
process, and should not be, but must be understood in tandem with it. As a result, 
according to Weber’s (1995, p. 136) perspective, the researcher is inextricably 
interwoven into and coloured in various ways by the interpretation of the material 
and the findings. The analytical results in this chapter are therefore based on a 
psychosocietal approach and the method of interpretation previously described was 
developed through interpretation processes that coloured my professional subjectivity 
as a researcher. The dialogues and interpretation processes in the collective field of 
research, for example, in the Dubrovnik method, have nonetheless contributed to 
refining the task of interpretation and are one perspective from among the wealth of 
knowledge that the individual informant’s empirical data contribute.
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6. WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BECOME  
A CHURCH MINISTER?
Life History and Imaginations of Future
In the following, I will show how the psychosocietal approach has contributed to the 
life-wide perspective on students of theology and their constructions of themselves 
as ministers (Finholt-Pedersen, 2018). Halfway through my PhD, I became familiar 
University with its theoretical approach to understanding learning and professional 
identity; this eventually became the main theoretical perspective in the analysis and 
interpretation of the data in my dissertation (Salling Olesen, 2006, 2017; Laursen, 
Moos, Salling Olesen, & Weber, 2012).
The psychosocietal approach theorizes professional identity development 
and learning as a process where new learning is always based on previous life 
experiences. Drawing on psychoanalytic interpretation of subjective experiences 
and cultural phenomena, where psychological dynamics are seen as produced by 
societal relations and representing an inner psychological modality of culture, the 
psychosocietal approach understands learning as taking place through the patterns 
of interpretations already established in the learning subject. In this perspective, 
learning is understood to be both biographically situated and taking place within the 
specific context of the learning subject (Salling Olesen, 2007).
In the following, I will show how this theoretical approach contributes to a multi-
layered interpretation of two of the interviewees in the dissertation, Aksel and Ingrid, 
and particularly how their constructions of themselves as church ministers may be 
interpreted in a life history perspective, understood as their subjective processing of 
cultural meaning and social conditions.
The starting point and focus of the interpretations was therefore the students’ life-
historical experiences, understood as their specific individual mediation of their social 
conditions and historical circumstances, generating the individual’s subjectivity that 
unfolds itself in consciousness and engagement later in life (Salling Olesen, 2007). 
In order to achieve this, I carried out hermeneutic interpretations of the students’ 
life history narratives, guided by the conceptual framework of psychoanalysis and 
knowledge of the societal, historical and cultural contexts of these students.
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The aim of this chapter is to demonstrate how the psychosocietal approach 
to interpreting students’ subjectivity, both on an individual and a societal level, 
enhances understanding of their learning development (Salling Olesen, 2007).
Initially this PhD was planned as an inter-disciplinary project involving psychology 
and professional ethics. I was particularly interested in studying how the development 
of virtues for working life takes place in students of law and theology during their 
education. Twelve students of theology were interviewed three times over a period 
of about 15 months. The students of theology were students in the three schools 
educating Lutheran ministers in Norway: the Norwegian School of Theology in Oslo, 
the Faculty of Theology at the University of Oslo and VID Specialized University, 
which has incorporated the School of Mission and Theology in Stavanger. Fifteen 
law students were interviewed, but due to the huge amount of data, these interviews 
were omitted from the study.
The theology students certainly addressed many ethical topics regarding their 
future work in the interviews, but it was not their development of virtues that caught 
my attention as I started to analyse the interviews. The observations that struck me 
most were the students’ reflections about their future ministry as a subjective conflict. 
The students were reflecting on themselves as future ministers in a life-historical 
perspective, addressing their future identity as a continuation of past experiences at 
home, at school, and in other contexts.
Another observation of note was that the students, in spite of their different life-
historical experiences and backgrounds, articulated themselves in similar ways and 
within a specific theological discourse.
I also observed many inconsistencies in the students’ articulations about 
themselves. These contradictions appeared far too significant to be ignored and I 
therefore wished to include them in the analysis and interpretation. I searched for 
new theoretical perspectives that could embrace them, instead of ignoring them. 
Individual interpretations and the virtue perspective seemed insufficient, and I 
started to use the psychosocietal approach as the main theoretical foundation for my 
include the different aspects of the students’ socialization and subjectivity:
In which ways do life-historical processes of socialization play a part in 
theology students’ development of a professional identity as a minister?
 
I will demonstrate how the students’ individual mediation of their social conditions 
and historical circumstances generated their individual subjectivity by presenting 
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one of the main topics in the interviews with Aksel and my interpretations of it. 
A strong ambivalence and insecurity unfolds when Aksel reflects on himself as a 
future minister. On a referential level, Aksel discusses the role of a minister in the 
context of the historical role and the general conceptions of the role in Norwegian 
society; however, my attention is focused on how Aksel’s ambivalence and insecurity 
regarding the role of a minister may be interpreted in a life-historical perspective.
Aksel was raised in a religious family; his father is a Lutheran minister and he 
himself took part in church activities for children and young people. Aksel is not able 
to articulate clearly why he has decided to become a minister. When asked about his 
choice of career, he explains that what he now says about becoming a minister at 
the end of his studies must be understood as a rationalization of his reasons when 
he was 18. Another explanation is that as long as he, as the son of a minister, sees 
no need to distance himself from the Christian faith, joining the clergy is an obvious 
choice. Aksel has known many ministers since his childhood, many of his friends 
are ministers, he is happy to study theology and he has met several ministers during 
the practical component of his theology course; however, in spite of all this, his 
conceptions of being a minister are strikingly ambivalent and he appears to be deeply 
insecure about the role of a minister.
One of the conspicuous observations in the interviews with Aksel is his theoretical 
way of speaking about himself. He describes and explains himself through a 
theological discourse, positioning himself as a liberal theologian as opposed to 
associated with feelings and experiences. Liberal theologians such as Aksel are 
perceived as intellectual and as preaching about a loving and life-giving God. This 
polarization between pietists and Aksel himself as a liberal theologian is found in all 
the three interviews with Aksel.
Aksel’s ambivalence and insecurity about the role of the clergy is expressed in 
who abuses his professional power to present his own thoughts as God’s thoughts. 
Aksel’s description of the caricature of the pastor is contradictory. He describes a 
strongly problematic role as a member of the clergy, representing both the historical 
role and current conceptions of the role in Norway. At the same time, he affirms 
that this role does not really exist in today’s society. Following this, when Aksel has 
firmly distanced himself from the caricatured pastoral role, he explores the pietistic 
pastor in more detail:
The pastor who has a suppressed sexual life and wants to tell the congregation 
how things should be, but he himself, inside he feels insecure and so on, and 
breaks down.
This pastor is described with distance and contempt. But more broadly, Aksel 
attributes to the clergy a huge responsibility for the people they meet, involving 
both their religious development and a general psychological foundation for life. 
He sees these demands as almost impossible to meet without hurting others. In spite 
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of these perceptions of the role of a the clergy and its unrealistic demands, he also 
emphasizes that many people do have great trust in ministers on an individual level, 
which does not correspond to the general negative cultural conceptions of the clergy.
This ambivalent and insecure image of the clergy is related to Aksel’s descriptions 
of himself as a minister; he is deeply concerned with the importance of being himself 
as a minister, but is not really able to convey what this means to him. Instead he 
expresses himself on a theoretical level, searching for theoretical concepts to settle 
this concern, but without success. At first, Aksel’s concern about being himself as a 
minister appears to be general and obvious, but in a life-historical perspective on the 
interviews with him, it appears to have a deeper personal meaning.
Aksel’s concern circles around the fear that his family will experience a split 
between his person as a minister and his person as a family member. He deals with 
Aksel’s great concerns for years, which he discussed in all three interviews, and 
is also part of the polarization between pietists and liberals. As a young man in his 
home church youth group, Aksel wanted to go to the pub, but the pietists in the group 
argued that this would not be acceptable according to good Christian leadership 
standards. Now, years later, living in another city and not having the same group 
he dwells upon this topic, but does not sort out if he can go to the pub or not, and 
or whether he has to submit to the pietists’ opinions about how he should live his life.
The liberal theologians’ view of God, in contrast to that of the pietists, is also 
striking when Aksel speaks about his parents.
Well, er, the image of God, er, many researchers believe this is related to 
how your upbringing has been, and I had a great, nice upbringing with nice 
parents, and that, in a way, has given me security, and given me a good image 
of God, … er, intellectually I like to think that it has to do with role models 
in the Faculty of Theology who have shown me an inclusive and loving God.
In Aksel’s narrative, pietists are associated with feelings and experiences, unlike 
the intellectual liberal theologians. Being a liberal theologian, he does not make 
decisions based on experiences or strong feelings. As an intellectual, he reflects and 
makes decisions based on well thought out rational considerations. Further, pietists 
are associated with the abuse of power and an image of God as controlling, in contrast 
to the liberal view of an inclusive and loving God. Against this background, I found 
it notable that Aksel speaks about his meeting with the inclusive and loving God at 
the Faculty of Theology as a new experience compared to his childhood, while he 
also emphasizes that he received a good image of God at that time.
Aksel’s description of his childhood gives the impression that he has not reflected 
much about it, and may be interpreted as containing an emotional simplification, 
expressed in the formulation nice and secure childhood. Aksel’s descriptions of his 
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childhood and of his experiences in the Faculty of Theology represent a break, not a 
continuation, in his narrative. First he assures me his childhood was nice and secure, 
and gave him a good image of God, but then he goes on to explain that it was in 
the Faculty of Theology he met the inclusive and loving God. This apparent lack of 
continuity between his childhood and his time in the Faculty of Theology seems to 
contradict his statement about his childhood as only nice and secure.
Considering Aksel’s insecurity and ambivalence reflecting on the role of a 
minister in a life-historical perspective, the dichotomy between the pietists and the 
liberal theologians in Aksel’s narrative seems to represent more than just different 
Christian traditions in Norwegian society. One possible interpretation is that this 
dichotomy can function as a defence system, giving him a language to handle 
difficult experiences. Pietists could then represent earlier experiences of power 
abuse now being articulated in Aksel’s doubt as to whether he can be a minister or 
not. This theological discourse interpreted as a defence system could then represent 
his own personal insecurity, still unconscious to him but now expressing itself in 
a desire to tell others how to live, as the caricature of the pastor does, in order to 
protect himself from his own painful feelings of insecurity.
 
Let me now turn to some of my observations in the interviews with Ingrid and her 
constructions of herself as a minister, interpreted in a life-historical perspective. 
Ingrid is well familiar with church life and many of her friends are also studying 
theology. As a future minister, Ingrid hopes to give people an experience of being 
valuable and loved by God. When Ingrid states her decision to become a minister, it 
appears to be the most obvious choice. However, when the interviews are examined 
more closely, her choice of becoming a minister seems both ambivalent and 
contradictory – and not so obvious after all.
When Ingrid talks about her decision to become a minister, I am struck by how 
haphazard her decision to study theology appears. She speaks as if she ended up 
studying theology by accident. Ingrid tells me about her original plans to spend 
a year as a volunteer in a Christian organization in northern Norway and then to 
take a master’s degree in leadership studies. However, things did not work out as 
she had planned. She was unhappy in the North and after some difficult months, 
she decided to give it all up and leave the volunteer job. She describes this as a 
fundamental experience since this was her first time ever to give up on something. 
She had nowhere to stay, no job and had not been accepted for any courses that 
semester. Her friends told her she could still be enrolled in the School of Theology 
and she decided to do the first year of a bachelor’s degree in theology and then move 
on to leadership studies.
On a referential level, it seems to be almost by accident that Ingrid is to become 
a minister, but in a life-historical perspective, some observations in the interviews 
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point in another direction. From early childhood, Ingrid was conscious of becoming 
a minister and stated this at the age of eight. She used to play being a minister and 
when she went to church with her parents, she paid careful attention to the minister, 
imagining how she would like to perform the tasks herself. Some of those ministers 
appeared very boring to her; she used to think it was important to have creative 
ministers, and as she liked to draw, she had the idea of incorporating drawing into 
her work as a minister.
Ambivalence also occurs as a striking theme in the case of Ingrid, when her 
decision to become a minister is examined more closely. In spite of her awareness 
about becoming a minister as a child, as a young adult, she is remarkably uncertain. 
She describes her insecurity about becoming a minister as a struggle between 
feelings and rationality. Her rationality tells her she does not like studying theology, 
but her feelings tell her theology is exciting and that she should continue studying 
the subject. Ingrid had difficulty in deciding whether to continue to do theology 
and become a minister and it was not until her father gave her his support that she 
decided to do so.
Ingrid’s ambivalence about becoming a minister is articulated in terms of two 
significant themes in the interviews. As a minister, she imagines she will be able to 
express her feminine traits, to be a woman and to become a calm and peaceful person, 
not always the one who fights for what she believes is right, as she describes herself 
in the interviews. From an early age, Ingrid has paid attention to women ministers 
and she says that the fact that these women are ministers touched her in a special 
way. One of these female ministers is a friend of her parents she has known all her 
life. Even though this friend lived elsewhere and they did not go to her services, the 
fact that this woman was a minister, she tells me, was of great importance to her from 
an early age. Talking about the female ministers she has met as a young adult, Ingrid 
emphasizes these women’s expression of their feminine traits as crucially important 
to her.
It’s very much like, they have, that someone have given me the feedback, and 
that has meant a lot, er, yes, (silence) yes, about style, that you’re dressed 
nicely, that’s actually been very important to me, (laughter) that you’re not 
like dressed in a rubbish bag, just because you’re a girl and a minister, and 
don’t have to cut off your hair, like, be tough and so on, I find that very nice, 
it’s fun, that you don’t have to be a grey mouse, or, or, become masculine to 
be a minister, one of them I met, she was wearing black shoes and had a black 
skirt just above, right above the knees and nice tights, and a nice black top, 
her hair all over, and a lot of make-up, she was about 60, and in high heels, 
and a real lady, I think it was really great that someone really had the guts to 
be a real, a real woman, but that’s maybe, not, more those kinds of things than 
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more the everyday life or obvious stuff maybe, mm, … yes (silence) I think 
it’s legitimiz- legitimizing my choice in a way, that I can be myself, and I can 
be a minister …
The expression of her femininity and her desire to be a real woman is one of the 
main dynamics in Ingrid’s reflections about her future as a minister. Furthermore, 
this is also a significant theme in her life history that she mentions as having to 
do with integrating her thoughts and emotions. It is through counselling sessions 
offered by the student chaplain at her school that Ingrid has become aware of this. 
am I, why am I here and how have I become the person I am today, and therefore 
aware of past experiences, particularly an experience of being harassed by one of her 
school teachers. Ingrid says she was an active and engaged child, but was told by the 
teacher: You must restrain yourself, and she considers this to be another fundamental 
experience with regard to her further development. She understands this experience 
to be the reason why she became cognitively strong and a person who stands up and 
fights for what she believes is right, at the expense of relating to her feelings.
In defending herself against the teacher’s harassment, Ingrid took on a tomboy 
role to express strength and did not allow herself to show weakness or insecurity. In 
retrospect, she thinks being a tomboy appeared to be an easy solution to the situation 
but not the totality of the person she was. In this way, the tomboy role also shielded 
her from figuring out how she, as a girl, could integrate her feminine and masculine 
of the interviews, she is searching for a way to integrate her femininity into a new 
role where she can both be a woman and express her abilities. In this life-historical 
perspective, Ingrid’s constructions of herself as a minister appear to be a way of 
expanding the tomboy role that has now become too small for her.
The life history approach seeks to bridge the gap between the individual life course, 
the societal context of the individual’s life that determines his/her experiences and 
the discourses framing that life and narrated by the individual (Salling Olesen, 2007). 
Ingrid’s struggle can obviously be interpreted in the light of gender stereotypes 
and a social environment not allowing a girl to be autonomous and assertive. The 
tomboy is a temporary compromise, which must be resolved in a new way in the 
understanding of the role of a female minister. The psychoanalytic interpretation of 
cultural phenomena sees psychological dynamics as produced by societal relations 
and representing an inner psychological modality of culture, i.e. society plays a role 
on the inside, not only from the outside, of students’ subjectivity (Salling Olesen, 
2006). In this perspective on cultural phenomena, emotional and cognitive processes 
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are seen as closely interwoven and as aspects of the subjective processing of cultural 
meaning and societal conditions. This can also be revealed in a close examination 
of male students’ constructions of themselves as ministers in light of the social and 
implicit meanings associated with the role of a minister.
THE SOCIAL AND IMPLICIT MEANINGS ASSOCIATED  
The role of a minister exists within a socio-cultural context and is deeply involved in 
societal processes and structures. Historically, the clergy belonged to the aristocracy 
and the vocation is still associated with a male role. The relationship between the 
historical and present roles is not a linear process; the historical role was associated 
with formal and informal power, whereas in modern society, ministers are left 
without any kind of power. Some of the topics standing out in the interviews with the 
male students are related to their representations of the historical powerful clergy; 
the power they themselves will possess as ministers is an important issue for them. 
They express intense insecurity and ambivalence when thinking about themselves 
as powerful ministers.
The male students articulate an omnipotent role; as ministers they imagine that 
they will literally become almighty. They are fascinated by and fear the idea of being 
a minister. They position themselves in relation to the power associated with the 
role and seem to be trained to reflect on the powerful minister, being well aware of 
the illegitimacy in professional power abuse in today’s society. I am struck by their 
understanding of power of the clergy as mainly negative, abused to repress others.
An important issue for them in connection with these concerns is the historical 
role of the clergy and the formal power and authority involved, especially the 
pietistic pastoral role, as represented by the caricature mentioned by Aksel. This 
pastor, according to Aksel, told others how to live, especially in the sexual domain, 
as a cover for his own insecurity. Furthermore, the male students speak about how 
the very role of the clergy may lead its members to harm others.
These perceptions of the power associated with the clergy may also be understood 
as articulations of the social meaning associated with the vocation, expressing 
something that transcends the actual role (Salling Olesen & Weber, 2012, section 62). 
The meaning exists in the connection between the individual dynamics and the 
socially shared meaning. To identify this relationship in the context of the clergy, 
I feel that Aksel’s caricature of a pastor serves as a good example.
The caricature of the pastor as a person with double standards presenting himself 
as a good moral person, telling others how to live to compensate for his own 
insecurity, and abusing his professional power to fulfil his personal needs, makes 
intuitive sense. Although we believe that this does not represent the truth about most 
pastors, the caricature may still exemplify a meaningful articulation of implicit and 
subtle meanings in our cultural perception of the role of the clergy – which the 
students also have.
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In the analysis and interpretation of the interviews with Aksel, I interpreted 
his uncertainty about the role of a minister as a misinterpretation of his personal 
insecurity expressed in his mention of the problem of the historical role of the pietist 
pastor. Interpreting the male students’ uncertainty in light of the social and implicit 
meanings associated with the role of the clergy, understood as part of a cultural 
discourse, contributes to and expands the life-historical interpretation of their 
individual constructions of themselves as ministers. In the discourse in which these 
students understand themselves, the role of the pietistic pastor figures as a social 
representation of the authoritarian clergy. In this perspective, the social and implicit 
meanings associated with the role of the clergy may be interpreted to represent the 
male students’ unconscious wishes and personal need for power, to compensate for 
their personal insecurity, producing intense ambivalence and possibly affecting their 
agency. Their role as ministers becomes important to them, as something they fear 
but also need, and it contains their unconscious wishes and needs.
THE FEMALE STUDENTS OF THEOLOGY AND  
between male and female students in how they articulate their subjectivity in relation 
to their future vocation. The female students express their thoughts and experiences 
of the role of a minister as women, and in relation to how they have been perceived as 
girls in their childhood and as young women. The male students, by contrast, do not 
articulate their subjectivity in relation to their maleness. The topic of power is absent 
from the interviews with the women, but notably present in the interviews with the 
men. Based on these differences, it is interesting to reflect on Ingrid’s constructions 
of herself as a minister, not only in her individual life perspective, but also in the 
way in which a societal perspective may expand and supplement the interpretations 
previously made in the life experience perspective.
value and women’s possibility to become ministers may be seen as a contemporary 
and today there are many women in the clergy. In 2016, 406 of the 1273 ministers 
in the Norwegian Church were women. Of the 202 ministers under the age of 40, 
08/11/2017). However, the role of a minister is still perceived by many as a male role 
and Ingrid has made a challenging professional choice even today. In this broader 
societal perspective where ministers are associated with a male role while women are 
might be understood as an expression of her struggle to come out of the tomboy role.
In a material perspective, Ingrid’s construction of herself as a minister may 
be considered an expression of a step out of female subordination. An approach 
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from subordination and have the opportunity to construct themselves as men do. In 
spite of the fact that Ingrid will take on a traditionally male role as a minister, her 
From an early age, the female and male students are socialized differently, as I 
explored in the analysis of the interviews with the male students, who are socialized 
in perceptions of the powerful minister. Ingrid’s ambivalence between being a 
woman and autonomous can be interpreted as an expression of women’s socialization 
to subordination, articulated as a discourse where women are perceived as little, a 
been strong in childhood and should be understood as part of their upbringing and 
repeated in their educational environment. Due to these cultural differences in girls’ 
and boys’ socialization, the female and male students’ constructions of themselves 
as ministers are not comparable.
I mentioned above how Ingrid was expected by the teacher to restrain herself. This 
might be interpreted as an expression of the girl child’s socialization to subordination 
took on a tomboy role to survive as a different girl. In a life-historical perspective, 
this was interpreted as a way of restraining her from expressing herself as a girl.
At the time of the interviews, Ingrid interprets the emotional conflicts she is 
struggling with as her private conflicts, articulating them within a life-historical 
framework. She understands the solution as lying in her ability to connect her 
feelings and thoughts and to come out of the tomboy role. This puts her in a state of 
mental conflict and she continues to struggle in the tomboy role that has become too 
small for her, while searching for a new role where she can integrate and embrace 
this societal situatedness that Ingrid as a young woman is trying to come out of 
the tomboy role and find a new role where she can be autonomous. In this societal 
perspective, Ingrid’s constructions of herself as a minister might be interpreted as 
her search for a new role; taking on a male role associated with power may be seen as 
a search for a role where she can integrate being a woman and being autonomous. In 
this way, she is attempting to produce a new gender profile (Salling Olesen, 2005).
Ingrid struggles to grasp what it means to her to be an autonomous woman. She 
constructs herself as autonomous by taking on the role of a minister, but is left with 
no language to articulate what this means, other than talking about female ministers 
who appear as sweet, dressing in a feminine way and wearing make-up. She thus 
seems to remain in the ambivalence between being a woman and being autonomous.
Ingrid’s way out of subordination appears to be more complex than taking on a 
male role. Ingrid’s construction of herself as a minister may in a societal perspective 
be understood as a continuation of the existing structures of subordination of her 
childhood. Furthermore, she seems to be trying to come out of women’s subordination 
within the structures of subordination. This places Ingrid in a psychodynamic sphere 
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socialization to subordination. She seeks autonomy within the social order she is 
socialized into, trying to construct herself as autonomous in a male role associated 
with autonomy.
CONCLUSION
These examples have shed light on how the psychosocietal approach provides an 
in-depth interpretation of the socialization of theology students, examining how 
one may theorize the dialectic relationship between the subject and the society 
in which the subject is constituted. This perspective reveals the complexity of 
learning processes, as well as possible barriers to learning and processes involved 
in the development of an identity as a minister. Based on the concepts of life 
history, subjectivity and experience, the psychosocietal approach offers an in-depth 
understanding of the processes of identity construction in students of theology. The 
life-historical perspective explores how one can theoretically connect individual 
students’ integration of their previous experiences and orientations with the 
theological perspectives and understandings of their future profession they meet 
in their educational institutions. Theological education is placed within a lifelong 
perspective and studied in light of the opportunities it provides in all aspects of life, 
not just the clergy profession.
The life-historical socialization processes active in the development and 
establishment of a professional identity as a minister can be understood as different 
forces producing a dialectic result consisting of a particular historical subject in a 
particular social situation. These forces, which are active in individuals’ constructions 
of themselves as ministers, are partly related to the individual life experience, which 
is socially constituted, and partly related to the specific situation in which the subject 
is active. This gives rise to a wide range of contradictory notions among the students 
about the role of the clergy and their ideas for the future, which are important for 
their orientation horizon and thus their development of life strategies.
The concept of life history derives from a critical theoretical tradition and 
opens up the interpretation of the data in light of how the socialization of theology 
students into the clergy is embedded in broader societal processes, such as the 
example of this is how female subordination should not be limited to an isolated 
challenge for theological schools or the Church, but must be understood in the wider 
societal context where these schools and the Church are situated. In this way, the 
psychosocietal approach provides insight into the subjective learning process as not 
limited to the institutional sphere of education, but also understood in the broader 
social context of theology students and theological institutions.
This critical perspective particularly illustrates the ways in which the educational 
programme promotes or constrains opportunities for the individual theology student 
to develop a professional identity as a future minister in modern Norwegian society. 
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An example of this is the theological discourse where the positioning between pietists 
and liberals functions as a psychological defence reaction to the students’ insecurity 
and fear of the role of the clergy and hinders them in expressing themselves in a new 
role as a minister.
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7. A PSYCHOSOCIAL STUDY OF COLLEGIAL 
RELATIONS AMONG SECONDARY SCHOOL 
TEACHERS IN TIMES OF REFORM
is on teachers’ collegial relations at a Danish upper secondary school in the context 
of a major educational reform.1 My interest is centered on the minority among the 
teachers who were critical of the reform and the repercussions their opposition had 
for the traditionally unified collegiate group.
Since the 1990s the educational sector in Denmark has been in a process of 
modernization with the object of transforming the school system both organizationally 
and pedagogically. In this, there was a move away from a traditional view of the 
general gymnasium as center of Bildung where the aims of the education were 
defined in terms of enlightenment and personal development to an orientation 
towards the competitive demands of the labour market and economic productivity 
(Korsgaard, 1999). Along with this development, New Public Management was 
introduced with an emphasis on leadership to create clear strategies, efficiency and 
control in the educational system (Greve, 2002; Jacobsen & Buch, 2016). A small 
minority of teachers was being promoted to take up the newly established positions 
in the enlarged school management team. However, there was still a substantial 
number of teachers working at the same level, about 70 or 100 at most gymnasier. 
In terms of psychosocial organizational theory, they form a well-defined group in 
an institutional context where they share a primary task, meet regularly face-to-face 
and form emotional bonds which, however, are rarely put into words (Bion, 1961; 
Lading, 2006, 2010; Visholm, 2004). The group is further inscribed in a profession 
that provides it and the individual members with an identity, which, ideally, builds 
up a sense of social legitimacy and personal self-esteem. A reform has both new 
professional and personal meanings and exposes the fact that there is not just one 
professional identity, but several identities (Day et al., 2006).
Å. H. LADING
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The first piece of my research was undertaken in 2002–2003 at a time when the 
Ministry of Education offered selected schools a possibility of testing reactions in the 
schools to the educational reform before it was to be implemented in the gymnasie 
system as a whole. Whether these schools would accept or reject becoming test 
schools was put to the vote in the teachers’ council, which is an advisory organ where 
both teachers and management are members and attendance compulsory. Central in 
the reform was that teachers had to work part of their time in interdisciplinary teams. 
The teams had two overriding aims: one was pedagogical. Across their different 
disciplines teachers were to organize interdisciplinary projects for students, focusing 
on their active exploration of real-world problems. The other was making teachers 
cooperate around their classes. The reform contained other changes, but it was the 
obligation to form interdisciplinary teams, which created the biggest controversies 
among the teachers, and this is the theme I am concerned with here.
The Ministry of Education and the school managements presented teams and 
the new project pedagogy as ‘progressive’ in journals on education. Inspiration 
came from influential thinkers in modern educational theory, and among them 
especially Oskar Negt (1964), John Dewey (1938) and Henning Salling Olesen 
(Olesen & Andersen, 2015; Salling Olesen, 1971). In primary schools and at the 
implemented, and professionals in the ministry found that the turn had now come to 
the gymnasie schools (Lading, 2006). In the media, university teachers praised the 
ideas of the reform, but more traditionally minded educational researchers objected 
that they had little to do with the learning realities in the gymnasie schools. They 
claimed that students and pupils should learn the basics of the individual disciplines 
before they could embark on interdisciplinary project work (Iversen, 2002; Schmidt, 
1999; Nicoll & Olesen, 2013).
Empirical Investigation
My research project was carried out at three test schools. As I was aware that 
different opinions of the reform among all parties in the process, I also expected 
that at the individual gymnasier, teachers would disagree about its perspectives and 
about the prospects of becoming a test school. I also imagined that some, perhaps 
many, teachers would be concerned that the reform would interfere with teachers’ 
traditional individualistic professionalism which was based on identification with 
one teacher, one subject, one class, in one room and with much freedom in both the 
choice of teaching methods and professional focus. Differences in views would, I 
assumed, affect the collegial relations and the group dynamics in the relatively close-
knit professional group. I was particularly interested in the experience of teachers 
who were critical of implementing obligatory professional team and project work 
in the gymnasie system. They represented a deviance from the dominating political 
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discourses on progressive pedagogy, and I wondered how their points of view were 
represented in discussions about the reform. In the following, I shall refer to these 
teachers as ‘critics’ and those in favour of the reform, as ‘reformers’.
There were many similarities in the teachers’ reactions at the three gymnasier 
I visited, but at Stjerneborg gymnasium, the reform created the biggest conflicts. 
For this chapter, I have therefore chosen the dynamics of this collegial group as an 
extreme exemplary case (Flyvbjerg, 2006).
Seven years after I had concluded my first study, I had the opportunity to explore 
how teachers in the same schools saw their collegiate relations after the reform 
had been introduced in 2005. In the second part of this chapter, I am presenting an 
analysis of Stjerneborg gymnasium as a follow-up to my first piece of research.
Recontextualization
Modernization has subjective and contextual sides to it, which are dealt with by the 
people involved in the process. It takes place in the everyday lives where interpersonal 
relations constitute a complex mixture of planned and unplanned incidents which 
take on different meanings dependent on persons, groups, time and place (Lading, 
2004, 2006). In order to understand the specific teachers’ reception of the educational 
modernization process, it should be emphasized that educational ideas and strategies 
are mainly produced in institutions outside the schools, in pedagogical and business 
universities and in governmental research units. These institutions have their own 
agendas, which are negotiated with governmental educational policymakers. They are 
then introduced to the gymnasie system where the aims are expected to be turned into 
professional routines in the day-to-day work, but this process takes place in the very 
different cultural and practical context of schooling (Bourne, 2003). The official 
educational discourse as stated in government policy documents is confronted with 
the schools’ traditional institutional forms and cultures and implies a process where the 
‘outside’ educational ideas are recontextualized by the ‘inside’ with their spoken and 
unspoken agendas. The process of recontextualization as such not only interferes 
with pedagogical practice, but with teachers’ sense of the meaning in what they do 
and affect their experience of their value for students and in a wider perspective, for 
society at large.
In the first part of my chapter, I am focusing on a specific moment in the 
recontextualization process where a teachers’ council has to decide for or against 
testing key elements in the educational reform. As most teachers have limited 
experience with what team and project work may imply, their vote is based on what 
they imagine will be the outcomes. They exist in what I, with a reference to David 
Armstrong (2005), shall call their reform-in-the-mind. When I visited the school 
again, teachers have had experiences with the teams, and ‘the-reform-in-the-mind’ 
had been confronted in their everyday lives with ‘the-reform-in-practice’. How the 
teachers as a group deal with their potential differences of opinion in this respect 
is part of the recontextualizing process in the ongoing practice in the school. In the 
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following, I shall be looking into this process through the lenses of psychoanalytically 
informed psychosocial thinking.
Psychosocial Thinking
Psychoanalytically informed ‘psychosocial’ research is a reference to studies where 
concepts of the psychic, the social and societal are deeply interconnected. The 
ambition is to situate the microanalytic studies in analyses of societal courses of 
events. A key point is that conscious as well as unconscious emotions and affects are 
seen as contextual and not only experienced individually, but embodied in groups, 
Inspirations are critical theory, open systems theory and object relational theories 
mainly drawn from the tradition of the Tavistock Institute of Human relations 
West of England (Clarke & Hoggett, 2012). For the present chapter, I rely on studies 
by Graham Dawson (1994), Wilfred Bion (1961) and Isabella Menzies Lyth (1961). 
In different ways, they include the concept of social defense against anxiety in their 
analyses: Dawson traces it in the overall regulation of our everyday lives, Bion in 
small groups and Menzies Lyth in organizations.
The Everyday Regulation of Peoples’ Lives
Graham Dawson is an English cultural analyst with a background in the Birmingham 
school of cultural studies. He follows a tradition begun by Henri Lefebre’s (1968) 
phenomological analyses of everyday life which were later elaborated by Thomas 
narrative and psychoanalytic theories. He focuses on how people try to reach ‘relative 
psychic comfort’ when dealing with their everyday tasks in a cultural praxis. He 
describes how there is
[…] deeply embedded in everyday life, a creative activity in which everyone 
engages. Even the most mundane of narratives is an active composition, created 
through formal arrangements into a whole. In composing a story of the day’s 
events, for example, a complex process of selection, ordering and highlighting 
gives prominence to some events over others and interprets their significance, 
thereby making sense of an objective world. At the same time, the telling also 
creates a perspective for the self within which it endeavours to make sense of 
through, contained, repressed. (Dawson, 1994, p. 22)
Dawson points out that the meaning made of anxiety-provoking experience relies on 
culturally accepted narratives or discourses in the context. When interpreting their 
significance, unconscious processes such as defensive activity are activated, but 
also possibilities of confronting the difficulties. However, in his analysis Dawson 
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disregards the importance of group dynamics for the ways in which individuals 
Bion (1961) has shown how people 
become emotionally dependent on the group and that they under pressure develop a 
‘group mentality’. Group members form a set of shared assumptions of themselves 
and the world, thus defining correct behavior, status structures, accepted rituals etc. 
by the individual in ways of which he is unaware, influencing him disagreeably 
(1961, p. 65) and this prevents what he defines as ‘containment’ (Bion, 1962, 1963). 
The concept refers to the more positive aspect of group functioning where the 
group forms a ‘container’ for ‘troubling, disturbing aspects’ of living that Dawson 
mentions. Ideally, they can be contained, that is reinterpreted, sorted out and given 
new perspectives in the group. Still, there will often be inner and outer threats against 
the group’s containing capacity. If the threats are experienced as overwhelming, the 
group may defend itself against its dissolution by regressing to more primitive states 
of mind. Bion distinguished between group functioning as a work group and a basic 
assumption group while stressing that groups alternate between these states. In the 
first case, the group deals with the complex realities surrounding its tasks, in the 
second it is dominated by regressive feelings whose psychic rationality is creating 
unity through excluding individualities and loosing contact with reality.
Contrary to Bion, Menzies Lyth is oriented towards organizational and institutional 
analysis. Her most famous case dates back to the 1950s when she was consultant 
to a hospital where there were dissatisfaction and a big turnover among the nurse 
trainees. It illustrates ways in which difficult emotions were experienced or avoided, 
managed or denied, kept in or passed on in the organization. In her analytical process, 
Menzies Lyth first considered the overt problem as the ‘presenting symptom’ and 
reserved her analysis to after she had diagnosed it in the first place. The immediate 
symptom was the nurse trainees’ irrational ways of dealing with patients. Looking 
into what this practice could be a symptom of, she found that that the young nurses’ 
primary task included close contact with illness and death, and it activated feelings 
of helplessness, sorrow and fear of dying. The unconscious defenses against these 
anxious feelings were part of the organizational life, and in agreement with Bion, 
Menzies Lyth pointed out that the defense mechanisms did in fact not alleviate the 
feelings that were the undercurrents of the defensive activity.
The Teachers’ Tasks
Secondary schools and hospitals are clearly different, but my point here is that they 
share challenges in their daily face-to-face contact with people, which activate many 
feelings that are hard to cope with (Hoggett, 2014; Lading, 2004). In the teachers’ 
case, authority is a key issue. Teachers must act in roles of authority when teaching, 
evaluating and examining students (Lading, 2007), but in relation to the school 
management their authority is destabilized by the more hierarchical New Public 
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Management system in the organization. At the same time, traditional authority 
structures in society are losing their legitimacy. Students’ respect for their teachers 
are based not on their position, but on the way they present themselves as persons 
(Ziehe, 2001; Lading, 2006, 2007).Whether the individual teacher succeeds in 
making herself popular or not, she can never be sure of how her interaction with the 
students will turn out in the long run. The personalized relationship causes everybody 
to be at risk and as such, it is a shared condition. Defenses against the anxiety that the 
precarious position activates are unconsciously built into the professional culture, 
and is further enhanced by the changes introduced in the reform. Menzies Lyth 
argues that
[c]hange is inevitably, to some extent, an excursion into the unknown. It 
implies a commitment to future events that are not entirely predictable and to 
change within a social system implies change in existing social relationships 
and in social structure. It follows that any significant social change implies 
a change in the operation of the social system as a defence system. While 
this change is proceeding, i.e. while social defences are being re-structured, 
anxiety is likely to be more open and intense. (1993, p. 22)
At the psychosocial level, the traditional individualized system in the schools served 
as defenses against colleagues’ and leaders’ potentially critical eyes. In teams, each 
person is out in the open and has to negotiate her ideas with her colleagues. Although 
most of the teachers at Stjerneborg voted for the reform, it could still be felt as an 
anxiety-provoking challenge whose specific outcome could not be predicted and 
therefore imbued with both positive expectations and fears.
Following Menzies Lyth’s process of investigation, I was first looking out for 
data showing signs of what was going on in the collegial group at Stjerneborg. In 
accordance with classic psychoanalytical clinical methodology, I chose to work 
floating attention both in the research objects and in myself (Hollway & Jefferson, 
2000). Analytically, my focus in the first place was on what seemed incongruous or 
irrational in the light of organizational aims and interests. This I saw as the overt 
‘presenting symptoms’ of the psychological state of mind in the collegial group. At 
the level of interpretation, I followed three steps (Salling Olesen & Weber, 2012, 
context. Then I attempted to open my mind to free associations concerning what 
people were saying and doing and how it was enacted while simultaneously writing 
my associations down. I was specially looking out for what surprised me, for lack 
et al., 2017; Hollway & Jefferson, 2000). The last analytical step was critically 
examining my immediate responses and ordering my material thematically as well 
as finding theoretical concepts that could add meaning to what I had before me 
(cf. Salling Olesen & Weber, 2012; Hollway & Jefferson, 2000). In accordance 
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with the hermeneutic and psychoanalytical stance inscribed in the methodology, 
I went back and forth between these levels and incorporated references to them in 
the interpretation process centered on what happened and why.
My empirical observations began with my presence at the teachers’ council meeting 
at Stjerneborg gymnasium. It was to be unstructured and as unobtrusive as possible 
(Bernard, 1998). Being a former gymnasie teacher, I felt that my presence did not 
attract much attention. I immediately felt at home when I entered the common room 
with its modern design furniture and people dressed very much like me. I knew the 
unwritten rules for participation in the council meetings. In order to make the most 
of some often boring hours, one talks in a low voice with others, correct students’ 
exercises, read a paper or jot down doodles on a piece a paper, listening halfheartedly 
school was going to be put to the vote. When it came up, the whole room seemed 
to stiffen. Teachers stopped whispering to their neighbours or correcting students’ 
essays and looked up. Two teachers in a row took the floor and gave arguments for 
becoming a test school. The first one was chairman of the council. He argued that by 
the reforms were to be introduced to all gymnasier. He added that interdisciplinary 
do what students are supposed to do: work together and create projects where the 
for their future studies and careers. Then another teacher stood up, presented the 
particularities in the test process and added that there was an economic incentive 
behind it all as the government had promised extra financial resources.
While the teachers were speaking for the test school, I noticed several in the 
audience looking resignedly at others across the tables. One of them got up and in an 
annoyed tone asked if ‘we’ really had the time and energy to spend time on a reform 
us who are not entertained by sticking to their own subjects and are ready to give them 
added that somehow entertainment would be the guiding principle in the future and 
the end of the gymnasium as an academic institution. Students would start working 
with projects before they even knew the basics of the individual disciplines. With no 
other interventions, the meeting ended before the interval by a show of hands. There 
were 48 for, 22 against and 8 pass, so the proposal was carried through. During the 
interval, there was a celebration of a teacher’s 50s’ birthday with snacks and wine. 
A colleague made a very amusing and learned talk, and people were chatting and 
laughing loudly. I did not hear anyone referring to the vote.
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In my notebook afterwards, I wrote that at the meeting, teachers opened up 
to what could have developed into a professional and nuanced discussion of the 
opportunities and negative aspects of the reform, but the discussion petered out. 
The two reformers seemed sure of their victory, the critics that they were losers in 
the game. Overall, it was remarkable that only five out of about 70 teachers – who 
are used to argumentation and speaking up in the classrooms – came forward with 
their opinion. It was significant, too, that in spite of the formally defined aims of 
New Public Management, not anyone from the management presented their views 
on the subject.
Group Interviews
I had put a note up in the common room, asking people who were either in doubt or 
against the decision to become a test school to contact me in order to participate in 
two group interviews. Ten volunteered and for practical reasons I ended up with six 
who met for the first time five days after the council meeting. I followed Hollway 
and Jeffersons’ recommendations for open interviews (2000, 2008) and started out 
as the openness seemed to be confusing and even seen as a way of hiding what I 
really wanted to hear.
The first person to speak voiced his dislike of a pedagogical method being forced 
upon the school from the outside:
[…] all our work is focused on nuancing the learners’ knowledge about and 
experience of the world, and if our work is standardized, the everyday life at 
the school is impoverished. All these concepts, team building etc. which really 
are not Danish, press us into specific forms […] we feel that it is a devaluation 
of the school that we feel belongs to us ….
There is a strong emotional content in what this teacher saw as a split between ‘them’ 
is ‘impoverished’ and so is his job. Although he referred to ‘us’ and ‘we’, he also 
to ruin the gymnasie school. For him the professional autonomy was the key issue, 
They referred to alliances between ‘certain’ teachers and the management. There 
was especially one person the interviewees saw as in a secret alignment with the 
headmaster and who was referred to as the alpha male. He was described as an 
informal leader in the collegiate group, and one who silenced nuanced discussions of 
the reforms. Most exchanges, the teachers said, about what was going on therefore 
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elaborated on his views and stressed that people
[…] dare not say what they think. They vote for experiments they do not want, 
they … I say this on behalf of new teachers, for I have been here so long, I 
can manage – but the young ones have considered leaving because they do not 
want to be called ‘reactionary’.
According to this teacher, colleagues refrained from voting against becoming a test 
school out of fear. The double communication – voting for something that one does 
not believe in – created an even more ominous atmosphere in the collegiate. He 
reformers indirectly used threats of social exclusion to intimidate others to further 
their own position. Teachers feared being excluded from influence and sociality if 
they were positioned as against so-called progress. In the situation, the crucial theme 
was the power to define one’s own professional, political and personal identity. The 
critics felt humiliated as they were looked upon as ‘old school’, as ’reactionaries’ 
and thus inferior. Anger was personalized and the ‘alpha male’ and those who were 
seen as his allies were blamed for the changed collegial relations.
As a contrast to these views of the state of affairs, I recalled my experience of 
togetherness at the personal celebration at the council meeting. It seemed then as 
if teachers, in spite of their differences, identified themselves with each other and 
wanted to keep up good contact. Therefore, it surprised me to listen to the critics’ 
experiences only five days later. I took into account that the teachers, who volunteered 
to be interviewed, were the ones who would be expected to feel most mortified by 
the process. Still, when speaking informally to other people in the staff room, I got 
the impression that the antagonisms among the teachers were indeed very heavy.
Symptoms and Interpretations
The diagnosis of the collegial tension in the gymnasium based on my empirical 
investigations is the lack of public debates on the complexities of the coming reform 
and reasons for different points of view. Moreover, a further symptom was the 
ostracizing of individual teachers’ personal identity resulting in fear of exclusion of the 
collegiate group. To overcome the frustrating reality, teachers split up into subgroups 
where they each created simple oppositions between good and bad pedagogical and 
organizational development. Instead of a mutual exchange of criticism, difficulties, 
apprehensions and doubts, the situation encouraged personalization and splitting, 
the projection of all the bad parts onto the opposite subgroup while keeping the good 
ones for one’s own. Everybody knew that the management was for the new reform 
and saw becoming a test school as a possibility of being noticed by the ministry. 
As one teacher said, he would like to hear them (i.e. the leaders) say so. But the 
management blended into the collegiate group and according to the critics, used 
hidden strategies, which were parallel to the teachers’.
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The suppression of disagreements and lack of responsiveness can paradoxically 
be interpreted as attempts at keeping a favoured group together. Out of fear of 
losing the common ‘we’, the teachers held their silence publicly and talked about 
the others privately. As it was, each part was cornered by the group dynamics 
where organizational and pedagogical issues turned into personal conflicts. The 
collegiate group became a basic assumption group. The opposing subgroup was used 
in defensive splitting as the vehicles for projections, and the possibility of a full 
awareness of the actual issues was overridden by strategies for the management of 
psychic conflict (Dawson, 1994, p. 37).
GYMNASIUM
In 2009 I had the possibility of going back to Stjerneborg gymnasium. Although 
seven years do not count as much in a working life perspective, the societal context 
had changed considerably during this time. In the first years after the millennium, 
the Danish economy was booming and there was generally an optimism regarding 
economic growth in the future and the rate of employment was high. However, signs 
of a financial crisis showed in 2007 and escalated in 2008 and in the following years, 
the job market became unstable and there was a general sense of insecurity in the 
work force.
In 2005 the reform was passed in Parliament and became the juridical foundation 
for all gymnasie schools. It had become part of the everyday working lives and I was 
curious to see how the group had developed. Were there traces of what Hargreaves 
called ‘Balcanized relations’? Could one still talk about an oppositional minority? 
Had former antagonisms been passed on?
This time I was observing activities in the staff room over one week. I placed 
myself at different tables and fumbled with my papers while observing what was 
going on around me. Later I made two group interviews with five former critics 
as well as two newly appointed teachers. The group interview was repeated twice 
although the teachers found it hard to find the time for it. I started out with an 
interviews.
Thirteen new teachers had been appointed and seven had retired since I was 
at Stjerneborg. This in itself made the staff room appear different, but it was not 
only because of the mixed age group. Teachers as a whole were busier, coming into 
Groups had meetings in the sofa arrangements and only a few sat down to rest with 
a cup of coffee. At lunch people talked loudly to one another, but often they left 
busy railway station hall, and the atmosphere seemed to be full of nervous energy. 
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This impression was reinforced when the teachers discussed their working life in the 
group interviews.
The two young interviewees told me that they had heard about collegial conflicts 
they did not feel people were on unfriendly terms. One said that as a newcomer, 
she was welcomed by her professional subgroup, but she had only got to know the 
the newcomers said, it would be between new and old teachers. But the important 
problem for especially the young ones, was the workload:
I have small kids, sometimes they cannot fall asleep early, and then I have not 
enough time to prepare my lessons, or I must work longer than I want to. I need 
more sleep, but how is it possible? My husband is a teacher, too, and we try 
hard to be efficient, to organize things so that our two little boys do not feel that 
they are in the way, but sometimes we have to tell them that we cannot do this 
and that together because one of us has to work even at weekends.
Here the young teacher describes problems with the life-work balance in her job. 
However, the others in the group insisted that it was not just the young ones who 
more lessons to prepare, papers to correct, and informally, students demanded much 
individual attention because of personal and educational difficulties. However, 
teachers also stressed that they liked the time together with colleagues. Overall, there 
was a positive view of the atmosphere in the collegiate group, and the older ones 
among the teachers said that they could partly thank the newcomers for that. One 
mentioned that it made a difference that ‘the alpha male’ had left the school for a job 
elsewhere, and the others did not contradict him. To my surprise the critics were not 
altogether against the teams, but one said
I used to – as you know – to be fed up with all these team and project ideas, but 
now the reform has become part of our normal working obligations, I am still 
not satisfied with it, but somehow you get used to it.
As a group, the interviewees commented on teachers in the teams who were less 
cooperative. One said
Some colleagues are more ready to follow up on what we have decided than 
others, but we are disciplined, most of us. We have to. I like people to be 
reliable because in the teams we are dependent on each other.
In the same vein, a critic remarked:
Efficiency is ‘in’ (laughing), it really is. Count me out if someone has not done 
what she was supposed to do […] I do what I am paid to do and I won’t be set 
back by people who don’t care to organize themselves.
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The critics insisted that they were ready to work with colleagues outside their own 
circles, and the main criterion for being a ‘good colleague’ was reliability, not 
ideological correspondence. They agreed that there was more work to do compared 
to the beginning of the century and that they had learned from their young colleagues 
to closely observe the formal regulations and be paid for extra work. Back in the 
1990s a new collective agreement had been introduced in the schools which implied 
would be paid individually for them. However, it seemed that it was not until much 
later that it was internalized in teachers’ ways about their job, and it certainly played 
a role in 2009.
At the end of the group interview, I asked the teachers directly if people felt 
hesitant about speaking up at the council meetings about especially the workload, 
interactions in the teams and what could be done about the personal problems 
among the students. They told me that the school had special councilors who 
helped individual students, and thus transferred responsibility for the well-being 
of students to specific teachers, but still they worried about how they could help 
their troubled students. Three critics were convinced that speaking publicly about 
as these things affected people differently and had no common long-term solutions. 
They added that they did not want to end up in a situation as the one in the past, but 
the young teachers and two other critics were sure that this would not happen today. 
discussions indicated that the young as well as the senior generation had resigned 
themselves to the existing state of affairs even though they did not think the demands 
were fair.
The group as a whole seemed more regulated, more individualized and more 
or progressive did not crop up, neither did specific pedagogical issues. So the-
reform-in-practice was not evaluated in the collegiate group, but each had her own 
experiences of how things were working out. The atmosphere in the collegial group 
was, as I have shown, explicitly described as ‘friendly’ and old animosities were put 
aside. Nevertheless, there were indications that there were certain disagreements in 
the group, and that the description of a very harmonious group was an idealization 
of the state of affairs. The focus on people who were not ‘reliable’ or unprepared 
indicated problems in some of the teams. When one critic said he had resigned 
the old and the young members of the collegiate group, and this did not receive any 
comments either. I was surprised that the critics did not come up with more details 
about their relations in the group, and about how there former status as a minority – 
and one that was overridden by the reform – had affected their views of their work. 
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to be something that everybody could agree on.
Many of the teachers I had met in 2002 had started their careers in the 1970s and 
early 1980s where in society as such there were hopes for improving conditions for 
the diverse mass of students coming into the gymnasier. The job was associated with 
political and pedagogical perspectives and the traditional organization of the schools 
did not stand in the way for individual group experiments. The demands that all 
teachers were to work together and around similar projects changed that. Conceived 
as ways of making use of different competences and professional perspectives in the 
collegiate whole group, it did change the everyday lives of the teachers and students. 
But the reform also opened up to individual dominance and splitting into subgroups, 
leading to mutual suspicion and fears. As a professional group with a common 
primary task, teachers were unable openly to discuss the complexities of their job 
and the substance of the future reform. The changes in the organization of the school 
and its pedagogical outlook involved further top-down regulation from both the 
Ministry of Education and the school management as well as collegial negotiations 
in the teams. The contrast between the teachers’ explicit and implicit views of the 
collegiate group suggests that in order to achieve ‘relative psychic comfort’ there 
were negative feelings about how things had developed, that the teachers did not 
want to talk about or get into contact with. Imbedded in the collegiate culture, I saw 
their silence as a paradoxical defensive activity against the anxiety that the attack 
on teachers’ autonomy and the divisions in the group created. On the one hand, 
public silence represented a wish that conflicts, if they are not voiced, will disappear 
and the group become a safe haven, on the other hand, public silence encouraged 
hidden communication and distrust. In the present case, colleagues formed a basic 
assumption group where fighting each other became the central activity in an attempt 
to ban individuality and evade the intricate realities.
The collegial relations in the organization, I revisited, had improved. Old struggles 
seemed to have evaporated. The critics were determined that collegial conflicts 
should not again arise, and the young ones thought of conflicts as belonging to the 
past and the more fussy older generation. However, new conflicts loomed under the 
surface and discussions on this and other relevant themes were not on the public 
agenda. A culture of silence was passed on to the collegiate group at Stjerneborg 
gymnasium from earlier times, but as a form of unconscious social defense it had 
taken on a different meaning. In 2002, people were personally taken up with the 
principles governing the future of the school, whereas in 2009 teachers appeared 
less interested in the ideological aspects of it and at the same time, they put more 
emphasis on their identity as wage earners.
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The teachers’ focus on having a peaceful everyday contact with each other suggest 
that again they found differences were a hazard to collegial harmony. Good working 
relations meant being able to rely on each other’s support in the effective exercise of 
one’s duties, but not having discussions on the overall perspectives in what teachers 
were doing. The everyday challenges of communicating with the students as well as 
coming to terms with colleagues in the teams in a stressed environment made the 
immediate concerns more imperative.
pedagogical perspectives: would it contribute positively to learning and teaching in 
doing a good job under the new circumstances? In this way, the original conflicts 
incorporated both professional and personal identity issues, and this was why they 
turned into personalized attacks. The intensification of the teachers’ work had later led 
to more individualistic strategies for survival. The collective financial agreements, 
intensification of the professional demands, and possibly also a more precarious 
labour market were reasons for the young generation to introduce a different attitude 
to being a gymnasie teacher, which disseminated to the group at large. My resumed 
empirical investigations thus showed that the culture of achieving relative psychic 
comfort through collegial silence in the public room had remained an element of the 
collegiate group mentality. Although collegial peace was won, the situation seemed 
to me to be more alarming. It indicated that what teachers wanted to be silent about 
was the threat of loss of meaning in their work.
It was not possible in my studies to explore what would have happened if teachers 
and management had in fact spoken up about their views of the reform and the 
intensification of their job as well as their feelings about each other. I am not blind 
to the fact that this could have created many difficulties, too. However, openness has 
to be learned, and dealing with it also has to be learned and inscribed in the cultural 
practices in the schools. How such a situation could come about, will have to be 
researched in a future project.
NOTE
1 Here I shall refer to the Danish upper secondary school by its Danish designation: i.e. as gymnasie 
in the singular and gymnasier in the plural. I am here dealing with the general gymnasie which in 
contrast to technical and commercial gymnasier is aimed at providing general education and study 
competences in the humanities and the natural and social sciences with a view to being able to go 
through college, university and other schools of further education. It takes three years to complete. 
gymnasie 
the schools encourage an even bigger intake of youngsters. The teachers all have master degrees from 
and practical pedagogics before becoming full time teachers.
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8. EFFECTIVE LEADERSHIP?
A Case Study in Work Psychodynamics
Based on a psychodynamic analysis of a leadership interview, the chapter discusses 
how public modernisation initiatives have put educational leaders on terms where 
they handle their leadership roles by drawing on special forms of defence. It is 
asked if the demands for ‘effectivity of leadership’ can trigger defensive patterns 
of interaction that are counterproductive rather than effective – at least if effectivity 
means the ability of the leader and the employee to handle the increasing complexity 
caused by modernisation.
In recent decades, Denmark and the other Scandinavian countries have been 
the public sector that are meant to improve efficiency. In the field of education, the 
measures range from actual educational reforms to initiatives on finding new ways 
to harness existing resources. A recurrent theme has been the issue of leaders and 
leadership, which has increasingly come to the fore – how do educational leaders run 
schools and how do they manage to implement initiatives effectively?
The context in which these leaders find themselves is marked by both 
decentralisation and recentralisation. On the one hand, leaders have had a greater 
influence on, and responsibility for, school finances and the recruitment of students 
in connection with parents’ (partial) right to choose schools freely. On the other 
hand, the relative autonomy and the teachers’ freedom to choose their own teaching 
methods have been challenged by standardised state-wide tests, and both national 
and municipal governments, parents, the press and competing schools have been 
allowed to monitor how schools perform by data from a Data Warehouse, where the 
Ministry keeps records of each school’s graduation grades, ability to balance social 
differences, student well-being and so on (Møller, Iversen, & Andersen, 2016). Both 
trends of de- and recentralisation may be regarded as an extension of New Public 
Management – the dominant management trend in welfare areas of recent years.
It is not hard to believe that this new situation engenders a complex kind of 
pressure, which forces leaders and employees to account for many different, but not 
necessarily convergent, considerations. It causes an increased pressure for learning 
for all in the staff. A number of studies have emerged over time, which investigated 
whether management actually functions properly and how leaders handle pressure 
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(Hansen & Boje, 2016; Møller, Iversen, & Andersen, 2016; Wiedemann 2016; 
2012), but studies on the 
subjective behaviour of leaders and how the leader facilitates necessary organisational 
learning are under-represented. This behaviour is the focus of this chapter.
Based on a case analysis, I describe an ambitious leader’s attempt to deal with 
for efficiency derived from increasing work intensity: While the leader is expected 
to meet a range of different expectations of various interests, pulling him in different 
directions, he must create a unifying focus for the staff.
situation he is put in by his management work. Out of interest in psychodynamics, I 
go on to ask whether the leader’s attempt to handle the contradictory circumstances 
of reality ends up exacerbating the contradictory nature of the situation. Is the leader, 
in his efforts to act as an effective leader, going to counteract the development of the 
reflexivity enabling the organisation to handle the new conditions?
The chapter thus relates to the tradition of studying leaders and organisations that 
are already established
leadership can stem from certain personality traits or a lack of competence, which he 
believes can bring out paranoid traits in organisations that should otherwise perform 
well (Kernberg, 1980). Moreover, according to Kets de Vries, leadership personality 
the fantasies of organisation members (Kets de Vries & Miller, 1984). Kets de Vries 
mentions that conversely, however, some situations can bring out certain personality 
traits in the leader (Kets de Vries, 1992).
I do not take my point of departure as the leader’s personality, but instead address 
how the management-induced conditions might add to certain work psychodynamics, 
which are part of the particular patterns in the leader’s interactions with others. 
Although the chapter’s focus is on the leader’s situation and leadership work 
psychodynamics, it also takes an interest in the dynamics of the interaction between 
the investigated and the researcher(s). This project called for special methodological 
significant amount of space.
My interest in the dynamics between leaders’ particular work situations and their 
subjective behaviour meant that I applied a particular perspective to the psychoanalytic 
tradition. The leader’s behaviour is not seen in the light of recollections of one’s 
life story or traumatic experiences, as is common in classical psychoanalytic 
studies. Instead, the task is to understand a particular form of interaction between 
the individual and the world around them, while focusing on how the employment 
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situation in an interplay with the individual life history mobilises or actualises 
subjectivity in a particular way 
The case works off of an interview, while therefore also incorporating the process 
that occurred in the interpretation of the interview, i.e. the initial interaction that took 
place between the interviewee and the interviewer, as well as later on between the 
case and the analysts. The actual interview which the case takes as its starting point is 
primary and immediate interest is generally in what knowledge the researcher can 
obtain about and via the interviewee in connection with a given phenomenon. The 
interview analysis is different in this case, however, because the methodology also 
the interpreter(s) of the interview. The basic psychoanalytic-inspired assumption at 
play here, is that the interaction does not reproduce intentionally misleading patterns 
in the interviewee’s behaviour towards his world and his professional life. For this 
part of the interpretation, I refer to the psychoanalytic-therapeutic discussion on 
transference and countertransference, and it should be noted that I did not subscribe 
to any therapeutic intent (Casement, 1985). I will elaborate on this later.
Communication and Interaction
The assumption is that the interviewee not only communicated intentionally and 
consciously on the facts of the case but also sought to organise his story in a way 
that influenced his listener to take on his version of reality. This is a well-established 
phenomenon in the field of narrative theory (Bruner, 1990), but it is also a matter 
situation where the patient subtly tries to get the therapist to display a particular 
behaviour in order to relieve the patient’s anxiety (Sandler, 1976). Freud terms the 
phenomenon ‘transference’ – the process in therapy where unconscious desires and 
fantasies, which originate in other situations, are brought before the therapist. Freud 
found that transference also affects the analyst’s fantasies of, and attitudes towards, 
the person being analysed, which he termed countertransference (Freud, 1992).
Projection is included as a mechanism in both transference and countertransference. 
Projection essentially stems from the desire to break down a threatening part of the 
self by projecting it on another person. The projection mechanism, however, rarely 
appears on its own. The concept of projective identification describes an extension 
of the concept. The mechanism is discussed by Ogden, among others, in a series of 
steps that begins with the subconscious fantasy of getting another person to have or 
bear certain feelings on behalf of oneself. The sender of the projection puts pressure 
on the other person in their interaction to get him or her to think, feel and act as an 
extension of the motive behind the projection. Provided the other person gives in to 
this pressure, the sender is then relieved of the projection once he or she is able to 
identify the threatening feelings in the other person (Ogden, 1982; Visholm, 1993). 
In the slightly longer term, however, the process entails limited interaction, as it 
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takes place on the special premise which is the reason for the projection: to create a 
form of interaction as a type of defence against certain threatening feelings.
Although the ensuing interaction can be traced back to the original projection, it is 
not a one-to-one relationship between the original projection and the result because 
the projection that is sent is enveloped in the receiver’s feelings and fantasies, and 
thereby becomes a part of that person’s countertransference. These dynamics are of 
key interest to the analysis conducted here.
Transference and countertransference have been the subject of further therapeutic-
methodological discussions, which are of significance here. Freud considered 
countertransference mainly to be a disturbance to therapeutic work that ought 
to be eliminated, but later approaches to the issue relativised this and found that 
one must, in part, regard countertransference as an inevitable aspect of the overall 
communication between patient and therapist, and partly – and of key importance in 
this context – as information that provides deeper insight into the motives belying 
the process (Heimann, 1950; Casement, 1985; Igra, 1989).
From Interaction to Interpretation
The transference and countertransference phenomenon also occurs in the interview 
more deeply understanding what is at stake for both the sender and the recipient: in 
this case, the interviewee and interviewer (Hollway & Jefferson, 2000). Detecting 
A methodological framework that supports this distance references Alfred 
Lorenzer’s work and was developed
Psychosocietal Analysis (Salling Olesen & Weber 2012; Hollway & Volmerg, 2010). 
The method is, for instance, put into practice in a model that works at three levels: 
what is said, i.e. the immediate content of the level of expression, how is it said, 
i.e. a level that focuses on the pragmatic level of the interview, and finally why is it 
said that way? At this third and final level, one looks for the unconscious strategy 
which directs the two previous levels – the depth-hermeneutic understanding of 
what is at stake in the interview. The method adds a significant element regarding 
the organisation of the process, in which the same empirical data is met by several 
individual reactions. Hence projective processes can be reproduced in the group 
setting and a be an object of renewed interpretation. For a further review of the 
method see Salling Olesen and Weber (2012).
To begin, one might ask what knowledge you
through an interview, or what story a leader tells about his or her practices. Here, 
one can argue that leadership today is, to a significant extent, communication. Linda 
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Smircich and Gareth Morgan discuss management as a social process in which the 
leader succeeds in defining reality for those being led in ways that seem trustworthy 
to them (Smirchich & Morgan, 1982) – management of organisations is just specially 
institutionalised forms of this generally described process. The interest in so-called 
narrative leadership, or leading by telling stories of leadership motivations and 
intentions, can be read as an expression of the same (e.g., Boje, 2001; Downing, 
1997; Charniawska, 1997).
The task of this case analysis is thus to shed light on another layer of communication, 
namely the unconscious, affective interaction that is part of communication and that 
has the intention of persuading the listener about a particular perspective on reality. 
The purpose is to examine whether there are special motives or intentions related to 
the communication which limit or restrict the receiver’s learning, apart from what 
I mention with Smircich and Morgan. Here, the communication is between the 
interview and the analysts, that is to say, the analysis group and me, and the interest 
is not centred as much on the leader’s perspective on reality as it is on the form of the 
interaction. Against this background, I assert that there is a significant relationship 
interviewed educational leader. For the same reason, the analysis will focus on the 
ego establishes against (anxiety about) failure and powerlessness in this connection.
The interviewee has been the leader of a medium-sized primary and lower 
he now has yet another school to manage. I have asked him to talk about the school 
and the development tasks he envisions.
What Is Said?
Below is a very brief description of the educational leader’s response to my
about school and his development tasks.
He notices that the increased workload forces him to work as a more generalised 
or strategic leader – to lead through leaders, he says emphatically. He talks about 
time constraints because the department heads at the ‘new’ school have to get to 
know him and learn how he thinks. For example, they need to know that he is very 
careful with the school’s finances, to build up some room to manoeuvre – something 
that people at the ‘new’ school apparently are not used to. However, it is not just the 
school and its department heads that must adjust to him. He will have to get used to 
the fact that parents and students at the new school do not know him as well as those 
much more and more extensively.
He describes the new school for which he is responsible as well-run – stresses 
that it is well-run! – but there have been some cases of protracted sick leave that he 
attributes to some ‘strong teachers’ having left the school and some – possibly more 
vulnerable – teachers having stayed behind. As a countermeasure, it is therefore 
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urgent to promote what he calls a robust environment. He explains that the school has 
struggled with bad figures (grade point average, statistics of student well-being and 
absences and socioeconomic reference1) and attributes it to disadvantaged students 
that come from stressful environments in that part of the city. He adds that to be fair, 
they managed to improve some figures before he stepped in – and he emphasises 
that it is a school characterised by the kind of cooperation between teachers that 
goes beyond that normally seen. On the challenging side, it should be mentioned that 
student enrolment has been declining, and this development appeared at the same 
time as he was appointed, giving rise to speculations among teachers and parents of 
there being a secret plan to merge the school with his old school. Is it possible to 
keep the school and one of the parents’ highly valued primary school departments? 
These reactions put him in a difficult position because his personal opinion is that 
the school, out of consideration for employee resources, would gain from a merger.
Whether an actual merger with his ‘old school’ will happen depends not least on 
local applications for enrolment. He is, in fact, in an odd situation. On the one side, 
he must work to build a reputation for his new school that can stabilise the in-flow of 
applications and save it. At the same time, he is met with suspicion among teachers 
and parents that his real interest is bringing the school under the old school he has 
led for a longer amount of time, with the financial and staff resource gains that could 
be an issue in the longer term!
How Is It Said?
The analysis in this section applies to the interview’s pragmatic and meta-
communicative level. This section is divided into three parts. The first is my initial 
analysis of the interview, the next section covers my response when re-listening to 
the interview, and the last is the analysis group’s response.
I observe that the educational leader speaks energetically and emphatically. There 
are not many breaks in his speech, and I notice that I often have to interrupt him for 
clarification, because the information is apparently too succinct for me. Especially 
when I re-listen og re-read the interview I feel it is overloaded with information – 
much is said within a short span of time, and the educational leader often switches 
focus: between individuals, locations, tasks and conditions. He has just spoken of 
himself, and then he has moved on to the new school’s department heads, and before 
you know it, he is talking about the vulnerable or strong teachers and then on to the 
parents. The same applies when making mention of the two different geographical 
locations where he acts as leader. He describes his work in several organisational 
fields, each with its own tasks, rapidly moving between these responsibilities. 
He briefly mentions the challenge of changing from the job’s hands-on level to a 
more generalised, strategic level. He briefly talks about the different organisational 
conditions for the two schools and briefly about the special architectural conditions’ 
practical importance for the teachers’ cooperation. I notice that many current 
buzzwords from both national and local leadership discourse find their way into the 
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interview: from generic leadership discourse, commonly used expressions, such as 
to lead through leaders, to be conscious of one’s communication task, the need for 
close economic follow-up, to maintain some room for manoeuvres, and to work for 
organisational resilience. However, the newer leadership or management discourse 
in the education field also leaves its mark here: generating data, performing at 
student welfare, a keen focus on ‘the school’s figures’. As something consistent, I 
observe that he clearly strives to be nuanced, so that the ratings appear to be the 
results of analyses of both the ‘pros and cons’ of situations or conditions: The school 
he now manages is a well-run school, but there are some cases of long-term sick 
leave. He acknowledges that there are a great many educational developments that 
have been started but some of the teachers may not be strong enough to follow up on 
the developments. The local department heads at the new school are already referred 
to as ‘we’, but to become a fully-fledged ‘we’, they must learn to understand the 
leader’s thinking so that they can lead more independently. It is not only a school 
with poor figures. He acknowledges that the school has struggled with poor figures 
and disadvantaged students and, therefore, has learned much but on the other hand, 
it is still challenged if it is to survive as an independent entity.
His nuanced style gives one the impression of a leader with an analytical view 
who identifies an important task but also demonstrates having the surplus energy to 
acknowledge working with any weaknesses. Thus, with this style, he is portrayed as 
both a competent and significant person in the world in which he takes action: At 
the school where he has now been assigned, he can recognise it as a school that is 
making good progress but, 
for a world that has become more demanding. He must, therefore, challenge the new 
school in an appropriate manner
clearly someone who has the ambition and insight into how to succeed in doing so. 
Therefore, he will teach the department heads better financial monitoring, therefore 
he will teach his management team and teachers that he has the strategic vision 
and role, and therefore he must enable them to handle the job that by and large he 
performed before: He must show the school and himself that people can lead and 
be led through communication. Thus, in each instance where doubts are expressed, 
analytical thinking.
The many words and concepts drawn from both the current generic leadership 
discourse (economy, organisational structure and leadership), the current national 
educational management discourse (data, ‘the school’s figures’) and the local, 
municipal school discourse (utilisation of resources, school mergers) portray him 
as well-informed on more recent leadership discourses, and his succinct flow of 
information gives the impression of efficiency.
All in all, the interview discourse fits nicely into the popular image of a 
competent, effective leader, cf. for example, the Agency for the Modernisation of 
Public Administration’s brochure entitled Good Employer Behaviour (phrases as 
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clear strategy, efficient staff resources, focus on results, trust-based management; 
Moderniseringsstyrelsen, 2015).
My reaction when re-listening to the interview and the work using the transcript 
was significant. It struck me when re-listening to the interview that I evidently go out 
of my way to support the leader. My replies seem to be very obliging and supportive 
and not neutral or investigative: I make a point of emphasising that I understand (and 
even sometimes firmly), giving affirmation throughout and signalling complicity. 
I do, for example, interrupt by making an inside joke, referring to a matter in local 
politics. When I ask for clarification about a potentially critical matter, I apologetically 
stress my
mentions some cases of long-term sick leave, where I almost apologetically on his 
me: What was it that made me 
abandon a neutral, investigative role?
The analysis group’s immediate reaction was just as significant but appeared at 
My notes show that the group evidently found it difficult 
to follow the content of the interview. A few of the group members broke the rules of 
method – that I should remain silent – by trying to have me elaborate on the logistical 
and organisational patterns at the school (even though they appeared in the preface 
to the transcript). The person who played the role of interviewer during the reading 
audibly sighed several times while reading his part. At one point, the group began 
to respond in an openly critical manner, even hostile, towards the interviewee. One 
of the group participants wondered continually – even almost indulgently mused – 
over the exchange of words about sick leave, which, as I mentioned above, it is, of 
course, a matter for management to address cases of long-term sick leave! Another 
participant reacted critically to the leader’s idea that the department heads must learn 
to think like he does so that they can lead independently (!) on the basis of his ideas – 
apparently without him explaining what he specifically wants?
It was relatively clear that these were emotionally charged reactions, but the 
verbalisations point in many directions and the group found it difficult to conclude 
the phase ‘what is said’. Nonetheless, the phase ended abruptly with a remark from 
one of the group members, who pointed out that a less negative and more empathetic 
approach to the analysis work, where one empathises more with the interviewed 
leader’s problem, was indeed also an option!
Why Is It Said That Way?
it pose
the interview played out: How can we understand the form of interaction that 
occurs in the group? Like any other observation, one can view the interview as an 
example of attempts at impression management (Goffman, 1959). Here, however, 
the impression management seems to have an ambiguous effect on the surroundings.
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I have described how the interviewed leader envisions himself facing a new and 
challenging task. You can understand if the task is met with ambivalent feelings – on 
the one hand, a fear of helplessness, powerlessness and total or partial failure, and 
on the other hand, the desire to overcome the challenge, a fantasy of omnipotence. 
Ambivalent feelings are well documented reactions when confronted with the duties 
in one’s role – Zaleznik describes them as fundamental to a leader’s experience 
of reality, not least because the expectation from his followers is that he exudes 
an ability to overcome the challenges (Zaleznik, 1966). In Goffman’s words, one 
might imagine that the pressure on a leader about facework is considerable (see also 
In an extension of this argument, it makes sense to examine the interaction using 
the concepts of transference and countertransference and the psychoanalytic-inspired 
perspective on unconscious influence via projective identification.
The Ambiguous Response
I previously mentioned that each recipient’s response to the same projection differs 
since the projection is enveloped in each recipient’s fantasies. It is still crucial that 
responses can be traced analytically back to the same projection. The following sets 
out to examine the interviewer’s and the analysis group’s responses, respectively, in 
this light.
The interaction established between the interview and the interviewer can 
readily be described as a reaction against the backdrop of one of my perceived 
fears of potential helplessness and failure. In this way, my supportive manner is 
understandable, where I ‘help’ the leader, so to speak, not to feel powerless by 
almost putting words in his mouth (‘that’s not a matter for management, though’, 
see above). I withdrew from my neutral investigative role since a more or less 
unconscious interaction was being established, a collusion where I try to compensate 
for a threatening sense of helplessness (Willi, 1975; Jakobsen & Visholm, 1988). 
Thus, the collusive relationship results in a kind of mutual seduction – it shields the 
leader from experiencing a threatening reality but at the same time dislocates the 
interviewer’s neutral investigative role.
In relation to the interpretation group, a different pattern appeared. Their response 
can be described
more about the organisation’ were raised. 
the many attempts to break the rules – which the group was familiar with, regarding 
the framework for analysis – would seem to indicate that there was something more 
at stake: One could see the group’s response as an unconscious guard against a feeling 
of powerlessness, which an immediate sympathy for the leader could evoke. Next 
was a phase where the group’s irritation with the leader (or possibly with the leader’s 
and my collusive relationship) became apparent. The next instance of aggressive 
irritation could be seen in response to the educational leader’s way of dealing with 
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the threatening reality, as he sought to protect his ambivalence by trying to appear all 
on long-term sick leave not being a problem for management: According to my notes, 
the wonder that was expressed was almost marked by indignation, directed just as 
much at me
as a neutral investigative interpretation group either but instead was characterised by 
what Bion calls a basic assumption group, where individuality is reduced according 
to a common, unconscious collective agreement (here a fight-flight group; Bion, 
It occurred as a group member went against the distinctly expressed emotion by 
urging participants to look at the leader’s reaction as a response to a difficult task that 
could have been expected. Here, the interpretation group sought to restore a more 
distanced and neutral investigative stance.
development of psychoanalytic therapy was involved with countertransference, 
explains that countertransference often proceeds in the three phases described here. 
In the first phase, the analyst has some control over his emotions, but reacts with 
confusion to the material for transference; the second phase is often characterised by 
the analyst’s loss of perspective, which leads to his dismissive and hostile responses 
to the patient. The third phase takes place when the analyst recognises his response 
precisely as countertransference.
Conclusion: Where, in his countertransference, the interviewer evidently 
immediately reacts in a helpful and supportive way and thereby reflects the pole of 
helplessness in the interviewee’s ambivalence, the interpreting group responds in its 
shared transference as immediately hostile to the interviewer’s pole of omnipotence 
(and the latent violence within an omnipotent feeling’s intention of control and 
triumph). Here, the response is directed towards the power and dominance that are 
at stake. Through the concepts of transference and countertransference, one can see 
the widely varying manifestations of responses to the same basic feeling of (fear of) 
helplessness.
Manic Defence as Unconscious Action
It is important to emphasise that we are dealing with a person whose actions at 
first seem to meet the expectations of efficiency that others have of him. At the 
same time, the analysts’ response suggests that interwoven with the verbal content 
of the level of expression, more about the leader’s ambivalent relationship with his 
task is communicated than what can be observed in a simple content analysis. It 
is recorded by both myself and the interpretation group, and it appears as initially 
opposite responses. In understanding this conflict, I will introduce the concept of 
manic defence.
Manic defence refers to the Kleinian psychoanalytic tradition. From a 
psychogenic perspective, the manic defence is regarded as a defence against the 
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sorrow that follows the individual’s general maturation, a maturation that means 
we have to live with the risk of even the certainty of losing security. Manic defence 
is described in contrast to (constructive) resignation over one’s limited abilities to 
restore (fantasised) security. Using the defence mechanism, one seeks to put off 
or banish sorrow and associated feelings of powerlessness – of course, with the 
risk that the defence mechanism will at some point break down. Klein specifies 
that manic defence fundamentally consists of ideations of omnipotence, denial and 
idealisation – omnipotence with a view to controlling and ruling over objects, but 
without caring for them on a deeper level, denial about wiping the mind clean of 
dependence on others and the idealisation of holding on to everything good in the 
world and oneself by refusing awareness of anything threatening (Klein, 1992; 
own 
vulnerability asserts itself (and therefore describes it as often occurring in midlife 
crises). Control, triumph and devaluation of others become a special (albeit frail) 
way of confirming that one is alive.
I find Winnicot’s warning against understanding manic defence based on 
generalised symptoms to be of particular importance. Instead, he argues that 
manic defence must be understood as a particular ‘economy’ or dynamic, a certain 
unconscious way of handling the outside world: Can one understand a particular way 
of dealing with the outside world as an attempt at keeping the experience of defeat, 
failure and chaos at bay (Winnicot in Khan, 1975)?
In my use of the term, I will not emphasise manic defence as pathology but view 
it as an extension of Winnicot’s suggestion: as a particular way of dealing with the 
reality that occurs as a universal form of psychological emergency management, and 
which particular circumstances in a stressful world can induce. Put another way, the 
term can be defined as a universal, subjective disposition that can be awakened in 
certain situations and which means that the individual is engaged in a particular 
form of interaction with his/her surroundings.
In light of this understanding, the leader keeps the challenging and immanent 
threat of defeat and failure in his surrounding environment at bay by identifying with 
a particular leadership discourse and its expectations for leaders and management. 
Striving to that end, he orchestrates the world around him – he does it unconsciously 
to those involved with this project, whether it is to the party that helps and supports 
him or to the party that confirms his view that the world must be actively controlled. 
In this is the projective identification process. A psychodynamic is established, which 
is understood here as a subjective response to specific and distressing conditions. 
How this particular response is a natural form of interaction for management to 
seize upon ‘under modernised circumstances’ is the subject of the following 
section.
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Peter Gronn speaks in the same vein of the complexity that New Public Management-
inspired modernisations generate, of particularly ‘greedy’ management work, and 
against the background of a particular character expected of the leader, which he 
describes as ‘the heroic leader’ – the person who must be able to overcome the 
greedy aspect of work. According to Gronn, schools, hospitals, local authorities etc. 
are facing a growing number of tasks, not least in relation to resource cuts (Gronn, 
Here, I will add an issue that accompanies the generally peaked 
modified procedures and routines constitute a burden, but there is also the fact that 
the public organisation, for better or for worse, is open to voiced concerns from 
different groups that can demand to be heard. Partial free choice of school means, 
for example, that parents’ comments are given new importance for the educational 
leader and the strategic management of the school. The same applies to ‘the school’s 
figures’. The school’s figures will be a platform for monitoring for both state and 
municipal governments and groups of parents. The heightened interest in national 
and local political profiling means greater pressure on, and speed of, implementation, 
which may also call upon teachers to speak up. However, the interests that the voiced 
concerns represent may very well point in different directions and have different 
ideas of efficiency. Does efficiency mean complying with budgets, bringing up the 
school’s grades or improving well-being? Not all of these voiced concerns will be 
new but the legitimacy, which the New Public Management-inspired decentralisation 
and recentralisation entails, means that their conflicting content will be intensified 
and fragmenting impact will be greater. Adding a new level of expectations for the 
educational leader. The educational leader must not only be able to create sufficient 
cognitive coherence for himself in this tangle of interests but must increasingly 
communicate such coherence. He must increasingly be able to convince others that 
this coherence is a reality which is valid above all other possibilities.
subjectivity. One can imagine that it entails an aggravation of what, as a universally 
human phenomenon, Goffman terms facework and impression management – 
preoccupation with controlling the impression the individual leaves on others 
(Goffman, 1959). The different voiced concerns and the legitimacy with which they 
demand attention from the leader of the public organisation mean that the pressure 
on the leader’s ability to be able to engage in interaction with them is greater. The 
leader must increasingly be able to convince others that the coherence that the 
leader has formulated is that which is valid above all other possibilities (see my 
previous citation from Smircich and Morgan). One must imagine that manic defence 
is a subjective response to this pressure – as a particular ‘subjective economy’ 
meant to keep the threat of failure at bay but, at the same time, designs the relation 
between leader and staff member in a particular way, a way that can even be seen as 
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counterproductive from the point of view of the leader whose aim is to enhance an 
efficient approach to the new, surrounding conditions.
Probably, new voices, close to the core processes of the school, have gained 
legitimacy with the New Public Management-inspired modernisation. These voices 
call upon increased professional and organisational reflexivity. The emphasis on 
developing organisational capacity, vigorousness and distribution of leadership (also 
mentioned in the interview with the leader) is a sign of this: capacity, vigorousness 
and distribution of leadership refer to or presuppose organisational and professional 
competence, an ability to decode continuously and reconfigurate demands that are 
often discordant, but these voices propose, so they appear as manageable tasks.
However, the manic defence seems to counteract this learning process. Though 
the projective identification the interaction actively defines the employees as actors 
who position themselves in unreflected pro and con attitudes. Ironically this goes 
against the learning process that seems more and more necessary as an answer to the 
complexity of modernisation.
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9. THE USES OF OBJECTS
Reflexive Learning in the Epistemic Museum
Drawing on the author’s own research in socially engaged museums and the spirit 
of Kirsten Weber’s work this chapter echoes her interest in the societal role of the 
arts, and in the scenic and life historical dimension of adult learning. It considers 
the museum from a psychosocietal perspective as an epistemic space and site of 
object relating whose value lies in storing, conserving and presenting artifacts 
through which the museum visitor can realise a relationship to a shared culture. 
This chapter concerns education and learning in contemporary museums in its 
instructional, interactive and epistemic modes. It considers these alternatives in the 
light of the often unacknowledged role of the museum as a cultural repository where 
socially unconscious phenomena can find symbolic form through the man-made and 
natural objects with which the sensible world is populated. It suggests that the locus 
of reflexive knowledge produced in the epistemic museum is in the generative 
interaction between the museum visitors and museum contents and it is here that the 
societal contradictions in which the institution is enmeshed are disclosed.
In dedicating the chapter to Kirsten Weber I am referring to a conversation that 
developed over the years that I knew her in which we struggled to bring into dialogue 
British and Continental intellectual traditions. Key influences for Kirsten included 
the social psychology and theory of consciousness of the Frankfurt School – in 
particular as represented by Theodor Adorno; and feminism, especially through 
Alford’s work; Anglophone psychoanalytically informed feminism was informed 
by different sources: on the one hand the Post-Freudianism of Juliet Mitchell, on 
intersubjectivity and recognition. For me, however, many of our most useful 
conversations were about Alfred Lorenzer and I have a vivid after-dinner image 
of the two of us by the bookshelves in her home, poring and puzzling over one of 
his particularly convoluted texts. With her knowledge of both German and English 
developments (Salling Olesen & Weber, 2012; Weber, 2012).
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Psychosocietal Analysis, through which I first met her, in order to work intensively 
with alternative modes of hermeneutic interpretation. The network, that still meets 
annually in Dubrovnik is grounded in an interpretation group practice which was 
drew inspiration from Lorenzer’s theory and method. The Dubrovnik interpretation 
groups have experimented and evolved over the years, and variations in the practice 
have been explored, enriching the encounter between these intellectual traditions and 
others, very much in the spirit of Kirsten Weber’s own outlook and trajectory. I have 
taken what I have learnt from these groups into the field of research in the socially 
engaged arts and culture that now occupies much of my time. It has influenced the 
way I interpret visual and performative art and its practices, and the artefacts of 
material culture. It was Kirsten herself who presided over a session in which we 
interpreted photographs and in which I made my first move in this direction.
As a non-German speaker the network offered an ‘apprenticeship’ in this 
previously unfamiliar research practice and Kirsten generously provided the 
conversational context in which I came to understand it a little better. Her interests 
were wide, but converged with my own on matters of politics, learning, and ‘high’ 
and ‘low’ culture. In bringing these conversations to bear on how we can discern the 
socially unconscious aspects of a cultural institution and its contents – in this case 
through museum based learning – I am presenting ideas on a subject which I am 
certain would have engaged her, though I cannot pretend to know that she would 
have agreed with me.
What do we keep stuff for? In particular what lies behind the cultural inclination 
to select, collect, conserve and display objects and keep them expensively in 
museums for public benefit?1 The regional Museum, known as The Harris, local 
to the university where I work in Preston in the North West of England, is home 
to a permanent collection and runs temporary exhibition programmes housed in a 
late 19th century building, resplendent with neo-classical portico and pediment of 
appears from the front aspect to be a massive plinth. In fact the portico is for the birds. 
A side entrance allows access to human visitors via a gloomy, atrium tucked away 
underneath. Once inside, the museum offers a monumental setting, with rotunda and 
grand staircase of four stories, rising 120 feet to the lantern that surmounts the roof; 
the walls are embellished with stucco friezes. It is as if the visitor must be chastened 
and over-awed, the better to abase her before the high culture she is about to receive.
Following Adorno (2002) we might consider that the import of the cultural 
institution lies less in its overt function than in what it reveals of societal contradictions 
by virtue of its own dynamic relation to the social and political context, and the 
public it ostensibly serves. This changes over time and in its current form The Harris 
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has become a site of struggle between on the one hand the modernisers who want to 
put culture at the heart of local regeneration, so transforming the museum into a civic 
hub; on the other, the conservationists who hope to preserve an emblem of Victorian 
civic pride intact for the edification of future citizens. In the febrile political climate 
of Brexit, the museum is also enmeshed in tensions between cosmopolitanism 
and provincial retranchement, and between sentimental nostalgia and the manic 
optimism of populism.
There is much in museum curation and education, as well, as in the contents of 
institutions such as The Harris, that enables us to reflect on what we unconsciously 
value as a society, what we repudiate, and how these change through processes which 
at the time are themselves socially unconscious. I became interested in how cultural 
institutions relate to their publics, when it occurred to me that part of what they do is 
offer a space for the contemplation of what we might tacitly know, but have not yet 
conceived – or what we might call the ‘unthought knowns’ of cultural life (Bollas, 
1987). The function of the museum is as much to hold the line against a collective 
forgetting through memorialization (Mack, 2003) as it is a repository for the evolving 
symbolic life of city, region or nation. Museum collections may literally ‘hold’ tacit 
or disavowed cultural knowledge until there is an interpretive community ready and 
willing to receive it. Such is arguably the case with historical records of slavery or 
setting the museum can provide, we encounter objects that stimulate associations, 
thoughts and feelings whereby the unthought known can find symbolic form in 
material culture and be recognized. In this respect the educational function of the 
museum is not so much to inform us of culture as to hold up a mirror to it so that, as 
Winnicott (1971) would have put it, each generation discovers for themselves what 
is there to be found. As individuals when we visit a museum we encounter an array of 
objects into which we can project self-states and aspects of our habitual relations to 
people and things. They may become objects of identification and identity formation 
(Newman & McLean, 2006). They may also offer an aesthetic third (Froggett & 
Trustram, 2014) around which we can elaborate new symbolisations.
In this chapter, rather than approach the knowing and learning that takes place in 
museums from the field of museology, I take a psychosocietal perspective drawing 
on psychoanalytically informed traditions of thinking on culture from Britain and 
Continental Europe that converge on the problem of our relation to the sensible world. 
of consciousness, can be apprehended through the collections that a museum houses. 
Museology in general has been more concerned with what we can ‘see’ than with 
what is ‘hidden’, although the accent on visual display has begun to change as the 
‘post-museum’ seeks out new opportunities for encounter and communication with 
its audiences (Barrett, 2011). This opens the door to a psychosocietal perspective 
that asks what emerges in the space of interaction between museum-going publics, 
museum contents (including its personnel), and the society on whose behalf this 
work is done. I shall give an example of the interpretive potentials of material 
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objects followed by a brief overview of the educational function of the museum in 
its instructional and interactive modes. This will help to clarify its epistemic role 
(Born & Barry, 2010; Muller et al., 2006; Miettinen & Virkkunen, 2005) in enabling 
a public interaction with its objects that produces reflexive cultural knowledge.
In 2010 a series of radio programmes, fronted by the Director of the British Museum, 
Ian McGregor, captivated mass audiences by presenting a ‘History of the World in 
100 objects’ selected from the museum’s vast collections2. With an object per fifteen 
minute episode, and a web-site that recorded the text and enabled viewing of the 
selected artefacts on-line, it was a tour de force of museum pedagogy that enabled 
the public to encounter each object in terms of the cultural attributes that have made 
it meaningful over time. For example, a Victorian stoneware tea set, dating from 
the 1840’s and partially overlaid with silver work, is understood not only through 
its materiality and its aesthetic, but through the layers of signification that expose 
the intricate mesh of social relations, military forces, geo-political administrative 
and legal powers, along with a household gender order and rituals of decorum, 
conviviality and probity enacted in the 19th century bourgeois parlour. Nor is this 
to forget the promotion of tea in the service of temperance to divert the labouring 
classes from their habitual alcoholic beverages, thereby enhancing the discipline of 
industrial capitalism’s burgeoning workforce.
The success of the series lay in the artfulness with which it enabled the ordinary 
to ‘read’ each exhibit as a text, understanding it as embedded in social practices and 
historically produced. The tea set might once have been celebrated simply as an 
instance of expanding market production, which combined with the craftsmanship 
of its silver overlay, indicated a new compromise between utility and refined taste in 
an affluent and aspirant middle class. Nowadays it would just as likely be associated 
of the history and social relations that underlie tea drinking, McGregor offered 
‘instruction’ in the importance of tea production, trade and consumption, which we 
can further elaborate, and also illustrated the scope of the curator’s trans-discipinary 
repertoire. Audiences could consider a tea set as a domestic object that stood at 
an intersection of global geo-politics, so that within its symbolic presence in the 
household was an implicate class-based, gendered and racialized social and political 
order. By thinking in this way about a material object, resonant because it is a special 
make imaginative comparisons between ‘then’ and ‘now’ – bringing to attention the 
temporal compression of contemporary working lives that invades the home, so that 
the tea set as a focal point of interaction disappears, to be replaced by a box of mass 
produced bags and an electric kettle. The ‘Fordist’ erasure of ceremonial tea-making 
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processes comes to light through this juxtaposition, and with it the distinctive 
performative idiom of the domestic tea time – or what in British workplaces once 
constituted the tea-break – a social interlude and point of contestation in labour 
relations.
We understand through these comparisons a politics of the workplace and the 
home which is entangled with a changing aesthetic of living in the sensible world, 
that finds expression in objects of mundane, as well as artistic creation. These 
and noise, that simultaneously determines the place and the stakes of politics as 
a metatheoretical level and describes broader epochal shifts between aesthetic 
‘regimes’. The contents of museums offer the opportunity to discern more localized 
consciously interacted with the objects that they collect, conserve and present, and 
how we apprehend their unconscious uses as distillates of unacknowledged past and 
potential experience.
Besides the tea set’s status as a manufactured item (the stoneware) we regard 
it as a crafted aesthetic object (the silver overlay) – in either case embodying the 
sensuous symbolic interaction forms that are materialized in process of moulding 
and making it, and in its ritualistic social uses (Lorenzer, 1972, p. 50).3 In a domestic 
setting the set is evocative of intimacy and the relations, harmonious or fraught, 
that can typify patterns of habitual family interaction. In my own family there is a 
teapot surmounted with a little silver bird that was gifted to my daughter as a child 
by her grandmother. The pot was in use in the grandparental home, and for the small 
child was invested with a fantasy of continuity and stability in a household that 
was becoming increasingly disordered through dementia and frailty. It served as a 
transitional object (Winnicott, 1971) insofar as she chose it as a receptacle for her 
illusion of reliability, supported by the potential space4 of the family teatime – an 
interlude of shared ‘play’ in afternoons that were otherwise fractious with inter-
generational discontents. At the same time the teapot maintained a real existence 
of its own, durable but dented with the imprint of clumsy handling from more 
boisterous and carefree times.
with this sample in a chosen setting of fragments from external reality (Winnicott, 
1971, p. 51).
Lorenzer and Orban – perceiving the close correspondence between transitional 
is part of the scene, the realisation of one moment of the interaction form which is 
able to become independent and concrete, in the light of which the emergence of self 
At stake here is a transformation of the object from its status as ‘container’ 
of sensual symbolic interaction forms that derive from its material nature to the 
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biographically specific interaction forms that arise from personal uses of a cultural 
artfact – thereby composing a familial ‘scene’ in which a relationship to the cultural 
field is enacted. Similarly, the potential spaces of the museum gallery offer an array 
of ‘evocative objects’ (Bollas, 2009) in which this transformation can occur so that 
the possibilities of symbolization are multiplied – or rather, the galleries can create 
the conditions – spaces of containment5 – under which objects become evocative for 
the people who attend to them, so that they can be creatively used and transformed 
(Froggett & Trustram, 2014).
There are a number of ways of conceiving the educational function of the museum. 
It can offer an authoritative, didactic space imparting a cross-disciplinary knowledge 
of cultural forms through the cognitive processes of museum interpretation; or, if we 
acknowledge the museum’s socially unconscious functions, it can be a site of scenic 
experience (Lorenzer, 1986) for the visitor who becomes reflexively enmeshed in a 
matrix of interaction forms with objects that are available for symbolization6; or it 
can be a potential space where material objects become the containers of unconscious 
phantasy (object relating), and the museum itself functions as an institutional 
container that allows unconscious cultural material to find symbolic form. In this 
mode it can offer resilient and evocative objects (Bollas, 2009) that we endow with 
vitality, selecting, using and ‘releasing’ them so that they act back on us by virtue of 
this chapter.
The radio series, probably one of the most successful the BBC has ever produced, 
was not only instructive, it was also interactive insofar as it was accompanied by 
on-line pedagogic resources for schools and adult education. In a move designed 
to intensify public engagement, individuals and local and regional institutions were 
invited to upload objects of their choice. All of this activity potentially offered rich 
data to anyone with an interest in material culture, whilst the selection and display of 
objects revealed preferences and prejudices in curatorial practice, and by extension 
those of the society on whose behalf the museum exhibits.
Museums have long been regarded as places of public education, both formal 
and informal. The learning that takes place within them has been progressively 
reconceptualised in line with their changing social role throughout the last hundred 
years or so. The public museum, as opposed to the private collection, dates from 
the mid 18th century, aligned with the progressive emergence of a public realm. 
examples. The public museum gathers strength with the modernist project, the 
growth of trade and the rise of the merchant classes, coming into its own with the 
consolidation of nation states and the colonisation processes of the 19th century. 
Both the anthropological and the art museum played a part in the cataloguing and 
documentation of cultures, and the self-assertion of an imperial world order. The 
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museum’s educational mission was to purvey a view of national progress as much 
for the ‘civilisation’ of the working classes as the self-congratulation of a newly 
powerful and wealthy bourgeoisie. To this end museums pursued their educative 
mission as a form of public address (Barrett, 2011). Bordieu (1984 [1979]) argues 
that despite the avowed aim of edification, they remained inaccessible to those who 
lacked the cultural capital to fully benefit from their store of knowledge and artistic 
achievement (Bordieu & Darbel, 1969 [1990]).
Well into the second half of the 20th century museum pedagogy developed in 
symmetry with the role of the professional curator, becoming implicated in the 
co-option of an authoritative view of culture into a wider project of governing 
(Bennett, 1995). The function of the museum educator was to maintain a flow of 
information and curatorial interpretation from museum to a public with whose living 
for 
the people, they were certainly not of the people in the sense of taking any interest 
(1977), Bennett (1995) and Hooper-Greenhill (1992) see museums as engaged in 
disciplinary practices, implicated in the formation of subjectivity and mediating the 
relation between the individual and the state. The dominant exhibition aesthetic in 
gallery, reverential atmosphere and oak-framed display case – ensuring that the 
visitor – a viewer in an ocularcentric institution – was kept at a respectful distance. 
In the instructional museum – education, an activity where there is direct transaction 
with the public – has been largely subordinate to collection and conservation. In 
the UK it is staffed by a poorly paid and overwhelmingly female labour force, who 
until relatively recently mediated the knowledge flows in a one way direction, 
positioning the public as recipients and spectators. The interaction between viewer 
didactic educational model the idea that one might be able to read the unconscious 
lives of cultures through museum objects is incoherent, insofar as this can only be 
achieved through an active and self-reflexive interpreting consciousness.
The 1990’s played a crucial role in helping to dislocate a largely positivist and 
unified view of the nature of the knowledge dispensed by museums. Foucault 
(Hooper-Greenhill, 1992, 1994) was influenced by post-modernist and post-colonial 
 
(Clifford, 1999) – a cultural meeting point of different spatial trajectories and practices 
where the museum object can only be rendered intelligible in conjunction with the 
communities who have a stake in its origins, ownership and uses. Technological 
developments played an important part – making literally possible Malraux’s idea 
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(1967) of a ‘musee imaginaire’ which, as Barrett (2011) points out, loses meaning in 
establish a conceptual space for human faculties: imagination, cognition, judgement 
 
p. 107). Hooper Greenhill (1992) lays emphasis on the museum’s re-birth as a ‘post-
museum’ where a visual culture of display gives way to one of communication, and 
where notions of a homogenized ‘public’ are increasingly replaced by stakeholder 
‘communities’, ‘audiences’, or ‘visitors’, sometimes conceived as consumers. 
This is not the place to review the extensive debate about the democratic status of 
‘community’ versus ‘public’ (see Barrett, 2011, for an overview of how it relates 
to museums). A change in terminology does not in and of itself reposition the 
people who use museums in relation to the institution and its educational activities. 
‘Community’ carries positive associations of an embodied and affective relationship 
between people and place – and stands as a counter-point to the individualization 
implicit in the visitor/consumer, but this can be a romanticisation. What defines the 
relationship between people and museums is the nature of their interaction which 
may range from a participant opportunity whose parameters are largely defined by 
the institution, to an epistemic role whereby knowledge and learning is in some 
degree co-produced (Froggett et al., 2019).
The de-centering of the museum as locus of authoritative cultural knowledge 
was accompanied by the rise of constructivist education theory (Hooper-Greenhill, 
1992, 1994). In the context of museum education constructivist pedagogy departs 
from an idealist epistemology (Hein, 1995) and the principle that knowledge and 
meaning arise in the knower. Hence, rather than conveying systematic knowledge, 
the role of the museum and its educators is to create the settings and opportunities 
for interaction with the museum collections that correspond to the specific needs 
is encouraged, along with the use of technology for uploading photographs, and 
video – a form of user-led curating. The justification is anti-elitist, in the sense of 
blurring the distinctions between high and popular culture – so that the instructional 
model is abandoned in favour of ‘discovery’, and even entertainment. Alternatively, 
justify any public investment in culture, museums take on an ever widening array of 
additional functions. Hence we have seen a variety of in-house and outreach activities 
set that naturally falls within the province of social work or health work, and can 
even border on the therapeutic (Froggett et al., 2011).
Instruction and interaction do not exhaust the educational functions of the museum 
and its objects. The third possibility is of an epistemic role in which the museum 
setting enables the self-reflexive experiencing of objects in such a way that they are 
related to, understood and used to bring into awareness the unthought knowns of the 
sensible world by linking personal and cultural life.
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Different museum practices do of course co-exist in the contemporary museum. We 
could posit a continuum with the authoritative, systematic, instructional museum 
of display at one end and the placeless, heterotopic contact zone at the other – 
universalistic conceptions of the public are abandoned in favour of a differentiated 
view of who is accessing the collections or building, and for what purposes. The 
authoritative role of the curator declines in the interactive museum as knowledge is 
dispersed into various modalities of exchange between the museum and its interested 
communities. In theory the museum does not so much address these communities as 
provide the settings and circumstances of access which may be virtual or real, and 
which provide opportunity for a learning experience.
In the History of the World in 100 objects we see a number of these modes available 
simultaneously. The accounts of the objects were elegant achievements of curatorial 
expertise, yet in the delivery of the programme we experience a museum ‘without 
walls’, dependent on broadcasting and multi-media, where interactive possibilities 
range from simply listening in, to following up the online documentation, to 
engaging in blogs and debates, and finally to a form of audience co-curation whereby 
selection and decision-making about significant and evocative objects are made 
by members of the audience themselves. There was little doubt in this particular 
endeavour that the weight of authority remained with the host institution, but the 
democratizing direction was clear, and the choices made by the public will no doubt 
occupy historians and social scientists for years to come. In principle the reflexivity 
could have been pursued further. The teapot could have become a stimulus for a 
community led investigation of contemporary tea-drinking rituals within the social 
settings where they naturally occur, giving rise to a co-produced analysis of what they 
reveal of everyday sociability as it is lived (or neglected) today. Such a project (not 
directly connected with the radio programmes) was in fact undertaken in Blackpool 
in 2016. Wabi Char, took inspiration from a 16th century tea making ritual and was 
commissioned from artist Caroline Jupp as part of the LeftCoast Creative People 
and Places Programme, funded by Arts Council England to bring art to areas of 
cultural under-investment. It drew together a cultural exchange around everyday 
tea-drinking practices among different communities in the town, including people 
Drivers of change are often external to the museum sector itself and developments 
and debates within museology. As a public institution the museum always stands 
at an intersection of a number of cultural and policy cross-currents. By way of 
illustrating the recent fate of museums in the UK, I return to The Harris which, 
since its founding, has been largely dedicated to the curation of its collections, but 
is now considering its future civic role as an anchor institution for the city. This 
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widening social remit, typical of many regional museums, has gathered impetus over 
the last two decades and is hailed by some museum professionals as a long overdue 
democratisation. In the UK, it is both impelled and constrained by the economic 
austerity that has been imposed on the sector since the financial crisis of 2008. One 
of the most noticeable impacts of austerity (fully intended by successive neo-liberal 
governments) has been the phenomenal contraction of the local state and the decline 
of municipal authorities, whose funding has been cut by up to 40% in comparison 
with pre-2008 levels, with further reductions foreseen at the time of writing. In this 
situation cultural institutions have begun to step in to fill at least part of the gap – the 
civic deficit that results from the withdrawal of public amenities and the degradation 
remit to increase their chances of survival. Supported and part-funded as they 
generally are by Local Authorities, they have been particularly vulnerable since 
cultural facilities tend to be regarded as dispensable in harsh economic times, unless 
like the big national institutions, they contribute significantly to a tourist economy. 
as service providers in priority areas like health offers some hope of continued 
investment.
The expectation that museums sustain educational and civic functions, whilst 
justifying their funding in terms of mass appeal, new audiences and social impact has 
had paradoxical effects. On the one hand it has introduced principles of consumer 
demand and satisfaction; on the other it has led to new strategies of engagement 
with disadvantaged visitors or communities who lack cultural capital. Some of this 
work has been very challenging and it has not been universally welcomed among 
museum professionals – why would one train in conservation and curating in order 
to work with mental health problems or addictions? In a study of such initiatives 
in North West England, Froggett et al. (2011) found that the strains entailed were 
stretching some staff well beyond their comfort zones. However, the effect has been 
to re-position curating and education as relational and reflexive practices, enmeshed 
in the tensions produced by the institution’s changing social role. This stretches 
the curatorial mind-set. In a workshop with post-graduate student curators at the 
most valued and exhibited was empathy. An interesting outcome of this shift of focus 
towards human relations has been to cast into relief the object relational potential of 
museum collections and exhibitions, though this has so far been little investigated 
(see Froggett & Trustram, 2014, for an exception).
The following example is taken from research into a programme that operated 
across six of the UK’s North West regional museums, and specifically from work 
undertaken in The Harris.7 Although individual projects supported by this programme 
were largely led by museum educators the overall objective was to develop health 
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and well-being initiatives targeted at specific communities who would not normally 
access museum services. In most cases there were no clearly prescribed health 
outcomes, the aim was to see how museum practice could be extended to become more 
inclusive, and how learning to make use of the collections could benefit participants 
who had chronic and enduring ill-health, and sometimes severe disabilities. Work 
was group based and ranged from people with mental health, alcohol and substance 
misuse problems, to dementia and disabling or life-threatening physical illness. Some 
of the projects were delivered on museum premises, others in the institutional health 
or care settings where people were living. Group numbers were small (normally 
between six and twelve) and invariably included intensive work which involved an 
element of creative activity in a carefully designed containing space. In this sense 
most groups enjoyed something of the intimacy and security of a therapeutic setting 
in which they could develop skills in art or craft, or simply appreciate what the 
museum had to offer. Without exception projects aimed to help people gain in self-
confidence, social skills and enrichment. The staff leading the groups all intuitively 
tried to create a space which was both of the museum and apart from it – a ‘third 
space’ (Muller et al., 2015) which is neither a space of everyday social interaction nor 
a didactic space, but a potential space, in the Winnicottian sense, in which cultural 
objects came ‘alive’ for the participants, who through their conscious or unconscious 
use of these objects forge a personal relationship to a shared culture
In The Harris the physical setting for this space apart took the form of a small 
room, normally used for educational purposes, which offered respite from the 
overwhelming architecture of the building and its cornucopia. The group in this case 
had been recruited with the help of a hostel for men with multiple problems related to 
homelessness, including unemployment, alcoholism and mental ill-health. The aim 
was to take them to see a temporary digital installation by Simon Faithfull, entitled 
as a stimulus for a group exercise in creative writing, led by performance artist, Chanje 
Kunde. It became clear from the outset that the promise of sandwiches and tea (this 
time as gift, or bribe) before the visit was actually the principal attraction, and after 
these had been consumed two of the recruits disappeared. At this point the omens 
were not auspicious – with one or two of the participants presenting as dishevelled, 
distracted and possibly drunk. However, they did agree to be accompanied through 
the galleries to view the work, which was in three sections on large digital screens.
The first part, in black and white, consisted of line drawings of urban crows created 
by Faithfull on his palm pilot, as he travelled the world observing how the birds take 
on the characteristics of the human populations among whom they live. In cities 
crows are scavangers, unloved, uninvited, often aggressive, and regarded as avian 
vermin that foul the spaces they invade. The group were distinctly unimpressed, 
that crows carried unfortunate associations for people who have lived unwanted 
to give the work further consideration. In the creative writing session that followed 
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the crows were not mentioned – it was as if ‘crap’ had emphatically been evacuated 
from the experience.
white film of about 20 minutes, devoid of obvious aesthetic appeal, yet the group 
was intrigued and watched it through from beginning to end in rapt concentration. Its 
subject was the artist himself, again armed with his palm pilot, attempting to follow 
the meridian line, regardless of obstacles, in a trajectory that – ridiculously – took 
him across ditches, along river-beds, over high-wire fences and through someone’s 
kitchen window. Later in a jointly composed poem, the group wrote
The World didn’t seem to care 
Just like Tony Blair
Things might slow you down, keep going
Every paragraph is worth knowing
Doubts disappearing through a window
Life’s journey keeps on flowing through …
The poem emerged via a method whereby Chanje asked for impressions and 
comments in associative manner, and no particular order. The words were captured 
on flip chart paper and crafted into poetic form with the active participation and 
agreement of the whole group. The lines showed how they related the artwork to 
Sticking to a chosen path (the Meridian Line) which has no real counterpart in 
the material world, whilst navigating the obstacles of nature and the orderly lives 
of others, made existential sense to a group familiar with homelessness. They 
appreciated the rueful humour and pointlessness of the artist’s effort, and the dogged 
attempt to keep going that spoke to them not only of their situation, but of the state of 
through’, regardless of the world’s indifference. The psychosocial reality that the 
participants shared as a group found expression in the cultural text they produced. 
It was articulated in relation to an aesthetic object which they appropriated for their 
a resonance for them.
It is worth pausing to consider what was happening here in terms of Winnicott’s 
depiction of transitional phenomena which he defines as
… an intermediate area of experience, unchallenged in respect of its belonging 
to inner or external (shared) reality, [that] constitutes the greater part of the 
infant’s experience and throughout life is retained in the intense experiencing 
that belongs to the arts and religion and to imaginative living, and to creative 
scientific work. (Winnicott, 1971 p. 14)
Here Winnicott was concerned to identify the location of cultural experience and the 
conditions under which it takes place in what he calls the third (intermediate) area of 
experiencing, characteristic of play. Affirming that the experience
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and answers that it happens in the potential space between the individual and the 
There is a certain instability in the group’s interaction with the film depicted 
above. It is initially strange to them (experienced as not-me), then it intrigues them, 
that it takes on the character of a ‘me-extension’. So close do they feel to the artist’s 
experience that they continue to relate to it as if it were their own, overlaying it with 
the association of an uncaring world, though there is no suggestion of this in the film 
itself. The potential space that would allow the work its otherness has collapsed in 
the process of identification. The experience becomes one of fusion with the object 
which means that although they enjoy it, it ceases to have an independent existence 
of their definitive life experiences, the process in some measure re-affirms their 
marginalisation. I say ‘in some measure’ because this moment exists in a continuum, 
as we shall see, but it illustrates the difficulty with strategies of learning which depart 
from what is perceived as primarily relevant to the subject.
Alternatively, the object ‘objectively perceived’, would have carried layers of 
signification for the group that reached beyond their situation. The film could have 
been understood as an exploration and critical commentary on the relation between 
the virtual and the real, and the seductions and perils of literalism in translating 
digital bearings into the material world, of confusing reality with simulation. Besides 
the virtues of persistence it spoke of the absurdity of obstinacy, and how defiance 
or disregard of objective constraint can be either an act of revolt, or consignment to 
an autistic mode of existence. Of course these aspects of the film could also have 
been related to the lives of the group but they gave no sign that such interpretations 
were meaningful to them. Instead their subjective appropriation was selective. They 
projected into the object and identified with it, and in so doing they formed a relation 
to it (and to the institution that delivered it to them) but they were not challenged 
by it and in the lines they wrote, they positioned themselves as victims. As a highly 
stigmatised group there was some truth in this, but it was not a route to a broader 
cultural engagement.
The third screen was produced by the artist after a trip to the Arctic Circle in the 
hope of seeing the auroraborealis, which, in the event, never appeared. Instead, he 
filmed the reflections he saw in his own eye which, hugely enlarged on the screen, 
produced an image that the group – to judge by their exclamations of surprise and 
pleasure – found ravishing. A telescope satellite dish, seen from a distance, floated 
in the pupil, enclosed in the subtle irridescent ring of colour that is the beauty of a 
human iris. It was a visual meditation on the nature of perception and the mind’s eye 
as a filter for reality; on the different modes of looking and seeing that are available 
to us; and on how carrying on in the face of disappointment, rather than dogged 
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persistence, may entail first the acceptance, then the transformation of failure. The 
group responded to it affectively and aesthetically and when it emerged in the poem 
that they produced together it was distilled into the words
Northern lights in my eyes,
A light for every time I’ve tried
This thought is self-reflexive rather than merely self-referential. It’s emotional 
weighting is very different to that of overcoming obstacles in the face of an uncaring 
world. It acknowledges both the world beyond the self and the symbolic distillation 
of the Northern Lights into commemorations of personal trials and disappointments – 
failure is neither projected onto others, nor disavowed, instead of victimhood there 
is the effort to take responsibility and self-forgiveness. In Kleinian terms (Klein, 
1940) this would be regarded as depressive anxiety in which one fears for one’s 
own destructiveness, but out of love of the world, rather than its repudiation. The 
potential space between the individual and the environment is held open and with 
it the possibility of transformation. The image is neither a subjective object nor an 
object objectively perceived, but a transitional object (Winnicott, 1971) from an 
intermediate area of experience, not merely related to, but ‘used’ and then ‘released’ 
as a cultural object to live a life of its own.
Winnicott’s distinction between object relating and object use is an important one, 
because it identifies the transformational potential in transitional objects, which are 
the first objects and proto-symbols that, as infants, we co-opt and manipulate for 
our own purposes, thereby unknowingly gaining access to a cultural order. In object 
relating the observer projects into the object or the setting, appropriating elements of 
it for the expression of parts of the self, so that it becomes meaningfully cathected. 
In object use the object is placed beyond omnipotent projection, ‘surviving’ as a 
subject. This is why the group were able to be nourished by an aesthetic experience 
from the third screen and were thereby connected to a shared culture and able to 
partake in the sensible world of which the artwork is a part.
Cultural experience arises through the finding of transitional objects throughout our 
lives and museums offer bountiful collections of objects for this purpose. Our group 
completed its process with the aesthetic transformation of a visual artwork, used as 
a transitional object, into linguistic form through poetry. This is a form of language 
replete with sensual symbolic interaction forms that arise in sensory experience of the 
material world. The interaction forms are irreducibly social, even though their social 
character may only become fully evident in language. Lorenzer and Orban (1978) 
take Winnicott to task for referring to ‘subject’ and ‘object’, ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ as 
if separable – but the ‘as if’ is critical and in ‘The Location of Cultural Experience’ 
(Winnicott, 1971) subject/object is a heuristic device that describes perception of the 
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object and its relation to the subject rather than its ontological status. Winnicott’s 
is formed. What they agree on is the transitional or intermediate nature of culture 
that delivers a sensible world to us in its spatial and temporal modalities through our 
interactions with it.
There is an unconscious cultural content in these interactions in the sense that 
Lorenzer’s view if the sensuous symbolic interaction forms embedded in language 
maintain its vital connection to the world – as is most likely in literature or poetry. 
The authoritative museum interpretation that addresses its audience is less likely to 
achieve this than the reflexive co-option of visitors in an experiential and interpretive 
process (see Froggett et al., 2019, for an example of visual matrix workshops with 
museum that honours the intermediate nature of culture through the potential spaces 
it creates. In these spaces socially produced unconscious material that appears 
personal to the individual becomes bound to the shared symbolic repertoires of 
culture where both physical artefacts and the language with which we speak them 
establish a felt relation to the social world.
The learning process in the epistemic museum is generative – it is a cultural 
production with personal emotional resonance, and it is the socially unconscious 
aspects of the museum experience that account for this generative nature: over time 
and as conditions ripen, we uncover the symbolic potentials of objects, as they 
disclose to us the contradictions embedded in the social relations of their production 
and use. Thus ‘provoked’ we re-interpret them to find layers of signification that 
were not previously available to us. This is an embodied and aesthetic process, as 
much as a cognitive one, in that it invokes a full range of sensory and affective 
capacities. At a personal level these objects activate the transitional phenomena that 
allow us to creatively discover for ourselves what is there to be found, allowing us to 
dwell among the paradoxes of the hidden and visible world and of ‘inner’ nature, so 
that the knowledge thus produced is in a continual process of dynamic emergence. 
The museum then becomes an institution to whose care we consign the objects that 
matter to us, to reflect our sensibilities back to us, so that we can locate ourselves 
sensuously in a time and a place. From this vantage point we apprehend our relation 
to other cultures, past and present, and the potentials and limitations of our own.
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10. PSYCHOANALYSIS, FUNDAMENTALISM, 
CRITICAL THEORY AND THE UNCONSCIOUS
Adult Education, Islamic Fundamentalism and the  
Subjectivity of Omniscience
other, and otherness, through a psychosocial and psychoanalytic lens. I suggest 
fundamentalism is a defensive orientation to experience, finding diverse expression 
in our contemporary world, although its various forms have much in common. 
Whether in the defensiveness of some academic thought, or Islamic fundamentalism, 
market/neo-classical or Marxism, it can be a defence against the anxiety of not 
knowing or being unable rationally to find complete answers. The defensiveness 
works at a primitive, or early, pre-intellectual and largely unconscious level. I 
draw on auto/biographical narrative research into Islamist groups, and the history 
of workers’ education to illuminate the conflict between fundamentalism and a 
democratic education. The latter attempts to keep dialogue going, with diverse others, 
developmentally, despite various attacks on the process. The former to close dialogue 
and learning down. I draw on critical theory and notions of self/other recognition 
to explain this. Note is made that critical theory itself was concerned with certain 
fundamentalisms that stalked positivistic social science as well as strands of Marxism. 
perspectives emphasising knowing as a relational, uncertain dynamic, shaped in part 
by our internal world. The dynamic encompasses unconscious anxiety around not 
knowing and relying on others. The capacity to live in doubt and uncertainty and to 
recognise how much in fact we need others for self-knowledge, are crucial for richer 
epistemological experience, as well as for a democratic education and building social 
solidarities.
I have drawn on ‘psychosocial’ understandings, combining psychoanalysis and critical 
theory, as well as the work of John Dewey, to interrogate Islamic fundamentalist 
groups, and, comparatively, the history of workers’ education in one particular city. 
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This to explore the struggles surrounding democratic education in diverse places and 
spaces, including in the academy itself. I examine processes of self-other recognition 
in contrast to paranoid-schizoid modes of functioning, in which unwanted parts of self, 
culture and thinking are split off and projected on to the other in largely unconscious 
ways. The world gets divided into good and bad, pure and impure, self and other, truth 
and apostasy. There is also the tendency towards omniscience, that we as individuals or 
whole groups have the truth and nothing but the truth and that our stories are sovereign. 
John Dewey (1969) makes a crucial distinction between such dynamics and processes 
of democratic education, in which, in the best of practice, there is openness to the 
other and the other of different ways of seeing. Experience in some groups, however, 
like those of racists or Islamic fundamentalism, is of closure towards otherness, and 
ultimately to the self and experience of those involved. It is further suggested that 
depth, can grab at ideas promising truth and nothing but the truth. Fundamentalism 
fully penetrate reality and its compulsion to construct unified systems of knowledge. 
Psychoanalysis, alongside the work of critical theorists like Theodor Adorno and Axel 
Honneth, helps us move beyond fantasises of total knowledge into new and diverse 
subjective, intersubjective and symbolic democratic learning possibilities.
imagination, to interrogate manifestations of fundamentalism in lives, as well 
best of adult education. The former may represent, in its closure, the antithesis of 
democratic learning. To examine these processes, I draw on research into the rise 
of racism and fundamentalism, as well as the historical role of adult education, in 
what is now a post-industrial city in England (West, 2016, 2017a). I take the city 
as emblematic of wider processes in many similar communities across Europe and 
Williams’ compelling phrase, for democratic experiment and self/other recognition, 
a social movement that is now much weakened (Williams, 1989; West, 2016).
The theoretical sweep of the chapter encompasses the interplay of culture and 
psyche, drawing on the work of Donald Winnicott as well as Honneth, and Adorno. John 
‘a cooperative contribution to social reproduction’, and what inhibits this. Honneth 
argues that the mature Dewey provides ‘an alternative in the end of work society’ 
where we can ‘no longer assume the form of a normatively inspired restructuring of 
the capitalist labour market’ (Honneth, 2007, p. 236). Honneth seeks to establish the 
role of self/other recognition in building social cooperation in a reframing of critical 
theory itself, beyond left Hegelianism and the illusion of a revolutionary proletariat. 
This is set alongside the pervasive and powerful dynamics of disrespect and, I 
add, unconscious defences against our anxiety in the face of the other. I include, 
drawing on Melanie Klein’s work (1975), collective as well as individual defences 
of splitting and projection on to the other what we most dislike in ourselves. Splitting 
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involves paranoid/schizoid modes of functioning: of self-idealisation while aspects 
of ourselves we most dislike, such as greed, neediness, laziness, misogyny, and the 
capacity for violence can be ejected into others. Maybe our cultures are also idealised 
while the culture of the other is demonised. But the demons most properly belong 
to us. I suggest that intimate biographical vulnerabilities, alongside social disrespect 
and exclusion, combine to create the powerful attraction of the Islamist group (or the 
racist gang) and of totalising ideas. We get seduced by narratives of certainty that 
seemingly offer compelling, omniscient fantasies. We can also feel recognised in a 
gang of our own where we have somewhere to call home, with superior stories to 
explain in, and against, a frightening world.
The best of adult education, on the other hand, was grounded in an ethic of 
diverse ways of knowing. It generated processes of reflexive self-other recognition, 
including towards bigotry as well as awareness of the complexities of knowledge 
and a sensitivity towards difference. Although there were fundamentalist tendencies 
in workers’ education too: some, if by no means all, of the autodidacts in the history 
of British popular education could be rigid and uncompromising in their views, 
fuelled by dissenting ‘religious’ beliefs. Their adoption of versions of Marxism 
was driven, as we will observe, by an intolerant defensiveness towards those who 
thought differently (West, 2017a). In recent writing, I focused on the history of 
workers’ education in the city where I was born, in the light of growing racism and 
Islamic fundamentalism now. I suggest similar processes of dialogical, democratic 
education are urgently needed in struggling multicultural contexts (West, 2016, 
2017a). I conclude the chapter by challenging the idea that rationality and conceptual 
knowledge can fully penetrate and comprehend the reality of the world. And, in the 
psychoanalytic couch (West, 2017c).
Distress in the City
In 2008, I was very troubled by the rise of racism and fundamentalism in the ‘post-
industrial’ city of my birth, Stoke-on-Trent, in the English Midlands. In 2008/9 the 
racist British National Party (BNP) was strengthening its presence in parts of the city 
the Municipal Council by 2010 (West, 2016). There were incidents of racial violence 
and outbursts of Islamophobia. The economic base of the city had long since 
unravelled and its politics were in chronic crisis, with low levels of engagement in 
voting. The traditional employment base of the city – coal mining, iron and steel 
production and pottery – had either disappeared altogether or drastically declined. 
Long-term structural unemployment was endemic (West, 2016). The financial crisis, 
funding, added to the feelings of distress and neglect. Moreover, workers and adult 
education, once important in the city, was marginalised, although a body like the 
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Workers Educational Association (WEA) continued to do important things, albeit 
from a fragile resource base (West, 2016).
Trent’, England’s twelfth biggest city, ‘is just one industrial city too many’ (p. 17). 
Yet this city was once home to vibrant pottery, mining, and iron and steel industries. 
Hundreds of thousands of plates, cups and saucers, all packed safely with straw 
in barrels or wooden baskets, were sent to food markets in India, Ceylon (now Sri 
Lanka), Canada, Australia, New Zealand and America. In 1925, 100,000 workers 
notes that wages were never high in Stoke, but cheap labour came to the area from 
places like Kashmir and the Punjab in Southern Asia in the 1960s. Low wages in 
But when outsourcing gathered pace, many of the descendants of those whose 
grandparents had migrated were left in a jobless limbo. Having a job matters for 
cultural as well as economic reasons, particularly for young Asian men: to be the 
head of the family and support its members is a strong cultural as well as economic 
imperative. I use Stoke as a representative case study of tendencies across many 
other similar post-industrial communities in Europe, and in the rust belt towns of 
the United States. The distress, anger and bewilderment of many of those who live 
to put matters right, such as Donald Trump; in Britain, or especially England, this 
found expression in the ‘Brexit’ process, fuelled by fear of the other, whether the 
immigrant or the bureaucrats of Brussels. It was a rage against neglect, disrespect 
and even abandonment (with its primitive or early psychological connotations), with 
calls for a Trump-like father figure to put England first (West, 2017b).
Auto/Biographical Narrative Interviewing in a Clinical Style
I should explain the nature and purposes of my auto/biographical narrative research 
and the historical analysis. I interviewed over 50 diverse people, from white working 
class and Muslim communities, working in what I call a clinical style, informed 
by psychoanalysis. The stories people tell are always a reconstruction of events, 
afterthoughts, rather than the events themselves, while the powerful discourses of 
a culture and unconscious processes of wanting to please or appease circulate in 
stories. These may be seen by some academic commentators as of little relevance to 
any bigger picture of, for instance, democracy in crisis or the rise of fundamentalism – 
‘fine meaningless detail’, as one historian graphically framed it (Fieldhouse, 1996). 
Yet, I suggest, we better understand the nuances of people being attracted to the 
BNP, or radicalized, or even the attractions of fundamentalist versions of Marxism, 
This is its especial power.
For one thing, the general – or bigger – picture is always there in the particular, 
in the narrative resources people draw on to tell their stories. We are storied as 
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well as storytellers. Stories can constrain as well as liberate, as a bigger picture – 
of neo-liberal assumptions, say, or of the actions of the Western world – grip 
accounts. People can also internalize the negativities about ‘people like us’, whether 
emanating from the mouths and projections of politicians, policymakers or the mass 
media. Those targeted may be single parents struggling on minimal welfare benefits, 
as chronicled in my earlier work in other marginalized locations (Merrill & West, 
2009). People can feel themselves to be the objects of society’s disdain, caught in 
the gaze of the judgemental other and constantly needing to justify themselves. 
Those on the margins easily internalize negative projections, or feelings that they 
within wider cultural dynamics, as organised working-class power has waned, of 
shifts in the representation of working class life; from the begrudging respect of 
Alan Sillitoe’s classic film, Saturday Night and Sunday morning, to the television 
pornography of Benefit Street, where working class people are represented as 
morally feckless, narcissistic and downright lazy (West, 2017b). Those on the edge, 
living in marginalised communities, have also to learn to deal with many and varied 
authority figures day by day: the social worker, the job centre assessor, the head 
teacher, the health visitor and of course researchers. They can have well-rehearsed 
stories to tell, while ‘professionals’ like social workers, lawyers, and teachers can be 
the targets of especial disdain and even hatred. They can be experienced as agents 
of oppressive forces in the world, of hard, neo-liberal economics and the neglect of 
many communities (West, 2009, 2017b).
I suggest too that people are not simply aggregates of certain sociological, cultural 
or economic variables; or products of what we might call the social unconscious. 
They, we, are living beings with our own stories to tell of our lives, and of what 
it feels like to exist in specific conditions, or to experience disrespect on the street 
in particular ways. While much socio-cultural experience is similar, and overall 
patterns discernible, not everyone experiences the world ‘out-there’ in identical ways. 
Society, culture and economies are mediated through relationship, in families and 
be reduced to a mass. In his writing on ‘culture as ordinary’ (Williams, 1989), Williams 
observed how the advertising men and women held the same essential, dehumanising 
view of the masses as the authoritarian left. Expensively educated people were ‘now 
in the service of the most brazen money-grabbing exploitation of the inexperience 
of ordinary people’ (Williams, 1989, p. 6). ‘The old cheapjack is still there in the 
market … he thinks of his victims as a slow ignorant crowd. The new cheapjack 
is in offices with contemporary décor, using scraps of linguistics, psychology, and 
sociology to influence what he thinks of as the mass mind’ (Williams, 1989, p. 7). 
But Williams’ scorn was not confined to the marketing men and women. He was 
angry with those of his friends who talked about ignorant masses … ‘one kind of 
Communist has always talked like this, and has got his answer … at Budapest’ (in 
the 1956 Hungarian uprising). He insisted that Marxist interpretation of culture is not 
acceptable while it insists that people should think in prescribed ways. ‘It is stupid 
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and arrogant to suppose that any of these meanings (within cultures) can in any way 
be prescribed: they are made by living people, made and remade, in ways that we 
cannot know in advance’. The Marxist interpretation of culture, he argued, could 
never be accepted so long as it retained a directive element. This is the insistence that 
if you desire socialism, you must learn to write, think and learn in a prescribed way 
(Williams, 1989, p. 8). Williams’ idea of the purpose of adult education was to create 
a culture of shared meanings, open to the influence of all, in relationship. The purpose 
meanings people give to experience, and the emotional and unconscious dynamics 
involved, drawing on psychoanalytic insights as well as critical theory.
I suggest that the meanings embodied in narratives also have validity in their own 
terms, however difficult and distasteful these might be. The racist and fundamentalist 
involved, and some appreciation by them of the relevance of research. The point of 
historical and educational imagination: of people as psychosocial agents, if often 
unconsciously, rather than marionettes on a predetermined sociological or for that 
matter psychoanalytic stage. People make, as well as are made by history, however 
distasteful the outcome might seem.
My research sought to illuminate some of the seductions and insecurities fuelling 
racism and fundamentalism on a white working-class estate, the place where I was 
born, and in areas of the city where Muslim people live. The 50 or so participants 
in the study were in the main ‘ordinary’ people: some were community activists 
and or ministers of religion. The sample in technical terms was opportunistic as 
well as purposeful – I asked officers of the City Council for names of people that 
might be helpful to my work and they in turn facilitated contact with others. As the 
research developed, the sampling became more theoretical, as I interviewed specific 
individuals who were attracted, say, to Islamism or racist gangs.
Winnicott, Honneth and Dewey helped me make sense of the many stories. 
Axel Honneth (2009) refers to Freud’s anthropological idea of how we are born 
prematurely in comparison with other mammals and depend absolutely on the other 
for survival and well-being; and on feelings of being loved as a basis for human 
flourishing (Honneth, 2009; Winnicott, 1971). Honneth writes of Freud’s great 
anthropological insight in recognising the psycho-biological fact that humans are 
carried by the mother for much less time than other mammals. From this experience 
of ‘premature birth’, the human is heavily dependent on a protective environment 
from the beginning. Anticipating Winnicott, Freud (1953/1974, p. 278) speaks of the 
young child’s need for the other; for love, in short, a term Freud rarely employed. 
Anxiety and fear of abandonment and associated vulnerability are laid down in 
memory in feeling, which can be re-evoked in later stages of a life when seemingly 
alone, vulnerable or despairing about the condition of self, families and communities.
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Axel Honneth (1995, 2007, 2009) also interrogates the role of groups in 
generating a second category of recognition, which he calls self-respect. This is 
when people feel accepted and that they belong, with rights and responsibilities, as 
in the good adult education group. Self-esteem provides Honneth’s third category of 
recognition. It happens when individuals feel recognized because they are seen to 
contribute to a group’s wider well-being and development (Honneth, 2007, 2009). 
But processes of recognition can be aborted, as the other is experienced, consciously 
and unconsciously, as a problem to be expunged in processes of psychic splitting, 
idealisation and paranoia. The anxieties evoked, in Kleinian terms, induce paranoid/
schizoid modes of functioning, which, to repeat, are self-protective strategies in 
which destructive feelings are projected onto the external world and the other. The 
world and the other become in turn invested with persecutory powers. Splitting, after 
all, is an attempt to protect the self or group from difficult feelings and thoughts, by 
expelling them (Klein, 1975; Frosh, 1991).
Islamic Fundamentalism in the City
The people of South Asian origin who settled in Stoke came from places like 
Kashmir, Pakistan and Bangladesh. They make up about 50 per cent of the city’s 
ethnic minority population and in 2011 numbered just over 9000 (Burnett, 2011). 
Some of these people talked about constant experiences of disrespect and everyday 
‘fuck off home’ by white clients. The sense of everyday disrespect was amplified 
by stories of actual physical violence: an Asian man was killed, and others injured 
vulnerability and defensiveness – paranoia even – and may reinforce the tendency 
for people to congregate among their own in particular areas. Disrespect also ignites 
the feeling that other people’s behaviour is wrong, grounded in some normative ideal 
of justice violated.
numbers, but they exist. The Islamist and would-be Jihadist groups offer the three 
types of self-recognition, described above: self-confidence, respect and esteem, 
but this is followed by scapegoating narratives, and splitting and the stereotyping 
of difference. The perception of others becomes a self-motivated distortion and 
idealization of self and one’s culture: the pursuit of material wealth or pleasure, for 
instance, or the sexualisation of women and a capacity for racism and violence are 
projected onto the other of the white working-class estate.
between the generations have suffered, as male initiation rituals between fathers and 
the villages from which people had migrated in the last century, as a way of staying 
in touch with lost communities. The trouble was that these imams could be poorly 
educated, barely able to speak English with any fluency. Second, third and fourth 
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generation Muslims, educated in English schools, could treat them with contempt, 
not least for a lack of Islamic scholarship. Narratives of the ‘Christian’ neglect of 
Orthodox) support for the ‘Christian’ Serbs, were relatively compelling, filling 
some of the existential as well as intergenerational vacuum. In the 1990s actions 
by the West, standing back as Muslims were slaughtered, as at Srebrenica, were 
essentially seen to be anti-Islamic acts rather than racist, given that these Muslims 
were white. Certain young people inwardly digested stories of Muslim humiliation, 
and of older generations failing to speak out, and of collective trauma, and the need 
to fight back in ways parents and grandparents had failed to. The political became 
deeply personal, as well as cultural, fuelled by the toxicity of Islamophobia as well 
as intergenerational and familial fracture.
A community leader I call Aasif, (the names used are pseudonyms) talked about 
these issues:
… you had groups like Hizb ut-Tahrir taking advantage of the situation in 
Bosnia … with what’s happening with the Muslims … arms not being allowed 
Christian Serbs; it was a them-against-us kind of debate with groups like Hizb 
ut-Tahrir … talking about the male Muslim section of Muslim community 
at that time; the youth, low education achievement, low aspiration … no job 
opportunity … perfect audience … you can recruit easy … It’s nothing to do 
with the colour of your skin; this is not racism; this is a target on the Muslim 
community because these Muslims are white … I can remember some of these 
Hizb ut-Tahrir members who in the early ’90s, pulling the youth away from 
the parents as well.
From this perspective, Bosnia was a trauma, in which scales fell from collective 
eyes: it led to increased politicization and provided a mythic rationale for 
fundamentalism (Varvin, 2012). Groups like Hizb ut-Tahrir (or Liberation Party) – 
, in the Arabic – exploited these feelings. Hizb ut-Tahrir is an international 
pan-Islamic political organization commonly associated with the goal of all Muslim 
countries unifying into one Islamic caliphate, ruled by sharia law. Hizb ut-Tahrir was 




was sent down to prison … Came out of prison and he was within a few weeks, 
he was, he had transformed into somebody who was a practising Muslim now 
to hear him … later on when we realized he was part of Hizb ut-Tahrir, but at 
that point to see somebody change so dramatically was wow, he made a real 
positive change … you couldn’t explain to your parents why you wanted to … 
your parents who came in the early ’60s … came when they were young … so 
very little … religious … education … so they didn’t have … opportunity to 
knowledge on to the youth, to their children; so the parents relied upon the 
groups like Hizb ut-Tahrir. We can offer you Islamic information in your 
language, that’s what attracted a lot of people in Stoke-on-Trent on topical 
issues.
several narratives pieced together, rather than directly from the person concerned. 
But there were patterns in the various stories to help piece together a biographical 
of this, combined with a radical purpose: ‘we understand how you feel, we feel the 
an active member of a radical group when he left prison. He ran youth discussion 
well as interpersonal and group level; by imaginative projective identification with 
heroes and causes from the past, that speak to present needs, however perversely. 
Narratives that offer meaning and divine purpose in lives, in the company of past as 
well as present Islamic martyrs.
The pedagogy of radicalization exploits the vacuums and meaninglessness in 
specific lives, giving people a potential place in history. It involves stories and 
appeals to action, rather than textual hermeneutics. Narratives of twelfth-century 
demoralise a more powerful opponent. The victory of the Muslim armies, against the 
Crusaders, led by the King of Jerusalem, Guy of Lusignan, in the twelfth century’s 
Battle of Hattin, is interpreted as the outcome of a protracted process of small-scale, 
hard hitting attacks in various locations. Past struggles are reinterpreted in the light 
of the present in the struggle against the new and powerful crusaders of the West and 
its client states. Heroism and martyrdom are called for in what is a very different 
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may speak in the language of theory, the jihadi groups act through stories and doing 
(Hassan & Weiss, 2015; West, 2016).
Thus, Islamophobia and everyday disrespect, when mixed with national 
politics, foreign policy adventures and intergenerational fracture within Muslim 
communities, draws individuals towards Islamism. Powerful forms of recognition 
are provided, which operate at a primitive emotional, as well as group and narrative 
level. Individuals feel understood and find purpose, meaning and legitimacy in the 
group, the process is impregnated with misrecognition, and with dialogical and 
narrative closure. Ironically, there is alienation from self and experience too. The 
capacity to engage openly and reflexivity with experience, in all its messiness, is 
solidarities and cooperation depend, are stifled.
Workers’ Education: Building Dialogue across Difference
Workers’ education once thrived in the city and provides a model of how self/
other dynamics can strengthen rather than fracture across difference. The first 
ever workers’ university tutorial class took place in Stoke in 1908, when 30 or so 
worker students met each Friday evening, over a period of years, with their tutor, 
University of Oxford. The classes were free from prescribed curricula, and its 
members could explore issues in their working lives from the perspectives of history, 
of some of these was high, although by no means all (West, 1972; Goldman, 1995). 
Interestingly, the Marxist Social Democratic Federation formed the nucleus of 
the first group of students, who were potters, miners, clerks, shop assistants and 
school teachers. Many came from non-conformist religious backgrounds: from 
families, in short, that could encourage them to think for themselves. The Social 
Democratic Federation was formed in 1884 under the leadership of Henry Hyndman 
who was the son of a businessman and became a journalist as well as political 
agitator. The Federation was strongly opposed to the British Liberal Party of the 
time, and its programme was progressive, calling for a 48-hour working week, the 
and the nationalization of the means of production, distribution and exchange by 
a democratic state. But some members of the SDF, according to historian Stuart 
Macintyre (1980) held an extremely ‘mechanical version of the materialist 
conception of history’ in which the whole of human life ‘was controlled by economic 
forces independent of human volition’ (p. 17). Education, politics and consciousness 
could become very rigid in their economic doctrines (ibid.). That rigidity played out, 
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on occasions, in the tutorial classes (West, 2017a). We can interpret this as another 
manifestation of fundamentalism – of having the truth and nothing but the truth, 
forged in a community of true believers. Psychoanalytically, once again, this can be 
regarded as a defense against complexity and the anxiety of not knowing. Tawney 
himself was aware that the same spirit of non-conformity that drove some of the 
worker students could narrow viewpoints and bring a tendency to over-proselytize 
that made it difficult to dialogue and take on board different perspectives (Goldman, 
1995).
of relationship and recognition in workers’ education: between tutors and students, 
among students, but also in relation to the symbolic world in challenging bigotry and 
fascism. Such education offered working-class people avenues into leadership roles 
in local and national politics and served to radicalize and motivate them in personal 
as well as political ways. Surveys of students showed that most were taking part in 
trade union activity, cooperative societies, local authorities, religious and political 
bodies. They were building both a workers’ education as well as a broader social 
democratic movement.
forms of bigotry. In one telling account, Nancy Dobrin, born in 1914, wrote that 
home where learning was not valued, where there was either ‘a row or an order’. 
She read little but later joined a WEA class and read avidly, although she admitted 
that she went to the class partly in search of a man. Nancy became a writer herself. 
She described working for a German Jew during the Second World War, wondering 
what on earth he was doing there and why couldn’t people like him go home. 
Later, in another class, she met her future husband, a German Jewish refugee who 
described himself as a Christian Communist. This was a relationship formed in the 
spaces of workers’ education, where literature – from Lawrence, Tolstoy and James 
of their schooling. Agency can take many forms: in the everyday, in families and on 
the wider democratic stage (Dobrin, 1980).
In certain respects, Nancy’s story resembles those of later adult students, such 
as Brenda, in my own research among non-traditional adult students at university 
in the 1990s (West, 1996). Brenda found recognition of self and experience in 
relationship with certain tutors and students as well as in literature. Brenda could 
relate to fictional characters, such as an abused but resilient woman in a novel by 
Maupassant. The character, so to speak, became part of Brenda’s internal object 
relational world through processes of projective identification – finding aspects 
of self in the fictional or actual other – and imaginatively experiencing their lives 
and internalizing some of their strength and resilience. These dynamics can be 
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incorporated into a more developed and nuanced theory of recognition, embracing 
the imaginal and the symbolic, actively engaging emotion as well as mind. Like 
Nancy, Brenda learned to play with ideas and feel valued for it. Nancy learned, like 
many other adult students, a more democratic sensibility in the tutorial classes and 
2010, pp. 274–275).
Dogmatism and Its Roots
But dogmatism existed in the tutorial classes. It is interesting that some worker 
students admired tutors like Tawney, who remained steadfast as well as respectful 
even when harangued by a fundamentalist student. Leftist fundamentalists sometimes 
from the Social Democratic Federation and later the Communist Party, though not 
Das Capital with religious fervour. The other 
students admired how Tawney remained respectful in the face of agitation. One 
recalled a particular Marxist – the SDF could dominate the first tutorial classes – 
challenging point after point by reference to classic Marxist texts. Tawney took it in 
his stride but insisted that there were other points of view. The student accused the 
tutor of hopping around from twig to twig, like a bird, and a sense of bad temper 
pervaded the room. Tawney insisted that everyone, including his challenger, take 
tea together afterwards and tell stories, read poetry and sing songs. This enabled 
The local secretary of the SDF became so alarmed at the effect of the classes that he 
instructed his members to leave for fear of ideological contamination. They refused, 
because they were excited at being able to interrogate ideas in a liberal way, from 
different standpoints (Goldman, 2013).
Interestingly, there is a contemporary re-evaluation of Tawney’s contribution to 
theorizing the role and practice of inclusive university education and in building 
a more effective political democracy and social solidarities (Holford, 2015; 
Goldman, 2013; West, 2017a). Tawney emphasized the moral and spiritual in human 
betterment, which could be embodied in the tutorial classes in ways inspiring ideas 
of fellowship and service. The aim of the tutorial classes was to make university 
assumptions about the purpose of higher education for individual social mobility. 
Tawney was committed to a liberal and humane view of education for everyone, 
forms of social cooperation and mutual understanding. Holford (2015) suggests 
skills and mobility. Communities should not be privileged or discounted because of 
their wealth or poverty and universities can be active agents in communities via, for 
instance, adult education. Moreover, Tawney represents a more constructivist view 
of knowledge: the classes were classes, not lectures, and ideas were explored and 
developed in discussion. The processes of education were democratic – students 
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engaged in research and discovery by using original source material like historical 
documents, rather than being the passive recipients of received wisdom. I suggest 
too that Tawney was especially good at containing the many anxieties of worker 
students, by keeping the dialogue going, despite assaults made upon it and by 
recognising, in authentic ways, diverse contributions. This of course mirrors the 
containing functions of the psychoanalytic process itself: creating good enough 
space where it is possible to digest difficult ideas. Containment is not confined to 
psychoanalysis but can be part of educational experiences, as people negotiate who 
they are, have been and might be, always and inevitably accompanied by anxiety, in 
the transitional space of an adult class (West, 1996).
We can better appreciate the dynamics of classes like these, derived from the 
testimonies of the worker/students themselves, and drawing on a developed theory 
of recognition. We can build nuanced understanding of the importance of dialogue, 
of play, and of self/other recognition and of subjectification processes encompassing 
the interplay of inner and outer worlds. Nancy and Brenda projected and then 
introjected aspects of self and experience into their imaginative life, that enabled them 
to better recognise and engage with others. They learned more of what we can call 
a democratic sensibility, or cosmopolitan ‘subjectification’, which they describe in 
 
West, 2012). The reality of these ‘object relations’ dynamics in adult education cannot 
be proved in an absolute sense: but their utility in illuminating change processes is 
convincing. Workers’ education, I suggest, once afforded forms of recognition for 
ordinary people, in which they felt accepted, listened to, respected as well as treated 
capable people with stories to tell and ideas to offer, and a capacity for reciprocity.
Conclusion, Fundamentalism Recognition and the Psychosocial
Fundamentalism or the fundamentalist instinct, I suggest, takes many forms, and 
leftist modes of thought. Critical theorists such as Adorno (1973) challenged 
progressives to consider the failure of left Hegelian philosophical thought and its 
false predictions of inevitable proletarian revolution. Adorno thought the failure – 
including the resilience of capitalism and the rise of Nazism – posed a philosophical 
and epistemological crisis for them and for a positivist social science, including 
Marxism, that ignored the subjectivity of the observer. Adorno insisted that the 
crisis, in the spirit of psychoanalysis, de-centred the rational subject in relation to 
drives and pre-intellectual dynamics impregnated our subjectivity and relationships 
and thus our philosophical engagement with the world. Conceptual knowledge, 
as psychoanalysis has taught, is insufficient when building insight into self/object 
dynamics. We must examine our desires and potential illusions in and beyond our 
supposed rationality: the origins of perception lie in part in early or pre-intellectual 
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experience, including the potential defences of grandiosity and omniscience, forged 
in early dependence on others. Adorno, drawing on Freud and Nietzsche, recognised 
a tendency to invest in certain kinds of thinking in order to repress other thoughts, 
in early experience and in childhood cathexes, with their panoply of fears, longings 
and loss. Interestingly Adorno thought the subject’s loss of omniscience and the 
illusion that reality could be fully and rationally penetrated, rendered the search for 
unified systems of conceptual knowledge impossible. But this could then liberate 
the subject to engage with subjective feelings and the senses, leading to enhanced 
sensitivity towards what is non-identical, to diverse ways of seeing, and the domain 
of the other. There is considerable democratic as well as inter-subjective potential as 
well as relief in challenging the grandiose, omniscient rationalist fantasy that we and 
our philosophical schemas can and must fully represent reality.
In a different vein, the research into radicalisation processes and workers’ education 
enables us to refine Honneth’s normative concept of recognition. It encompasses, as 
Honneth suggests, self-recognition at an intimate emotional, relational, group but 
also, we can add, at a narrative, unconscious and imaginal level too. These processes 
take us beyond words or discursive understanding. Primitive, emotional forms of 
communication, in a tutor’s warm response or encouragement, enable people to feel 
understood, cared for, loved even as well as legitimate; or their opposites, when 
dismissed and disparaged. Embodied, memory in feeling, as Klein (1975) called 
struggles and troubles were understood and new narrative resources, or myths, were 
available to make sense of a whole. All of which enabled him, however delusionally, 
to work with other alienated young Muslims, to care for them in a way that he was 
cared for and to offer an all-encompassing narrative truth. Those young people no 
doubt felt recognised in turn by someone they admired, because he spoke to their 
concerns (and with an authority, it should be noted, grounded in actual visits to the 
and those of Muslims in the past. Such narratives explained the suffering of Islam 
and the need for heroic struggle against crusaders, then and now. The dynamics, 
however perverted, provide existential meaning and the promise, for some, of entry 
into Paradise. Fundamentalist dynamics like these, I suggest, are not ‘other’. When 
we feel out of our depth, vulnerable, exposed and or excluded, we can grab at stories 
that apparently offer total solutions, an answer to everything, including our deepest 
anxieties. This applies in academic life as much as formal religion, in, for instance, 
the continuing adherence to neo-classical economic theories in many university 
economics departments, despite their failure to explain how and why people acted as 
they did in the 2008 financial crash. The omnipotent fantasy has been that rational, 
mainly mathematical theories explained everything of how economies worked, 
grounded in a myth of the rational, calculating homo economic subject. People can 
continue to cling to such Zombie economics, as a largely unacknowledged defence 
against their anxieties, doubts and fears that they do not really know or that others 
might know better (West, 2017c).
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John Dewey (1969) especially enables us to differentiate between the narrative 
and self/other closure of the Islamist group and the openness of democratic adult 
to realize what she might be: she finds herself by participating in family life, the 
economy and various artistic, cultural and political activities, in which there is free 
give and take with diverse others. This fosters feelings of being understood and 
creates meaning and purpose in the company of others. Dewey suggests that good 
and intelligent solutions for society, and diverse groups, depend on relatively open, 
inclusive and democratic types of association. In scientific research, for instance, 
the more scientists freely introduce their own hypotheses, beliefs and intuitions, the 
better the eventual outcome. Dewey applied these ideas to social learning: intelligent 
solutions are the result of the degree to which all those involved participate fully 
issues, in inclusive (and I might add self-reflexive) ways, that societies really thrive 
(Honneth, 2007, pp. 218–239). Honneth concludes that Dewey’s normative idea 
of healthy dialogical democratic society was grounded in a psychosocial ideal of 
cooperation, rather than politics or communicative competence; in an openness to 
complex experience which challenges how we think, feel and act. Dewey offers the 
case of a ‘robber band’ as one example of closure to otherness and ultimately to 
truth. Honneth uses the example of a Nazi band of brothers to make the same point. 
The process involves collective as well as individual defence mechanisms while 
it is difficult to prize apart the socio-cultural from the personal unconscious. We 
should grasp the importance of both, in dynamic relationship, when considering the 
We are left with a problem of how to live in doubt and uncertainty, beyond 
rationalist illusion, whether as critical theorists, historians, biographers, economists, 
or adult students. Maybe we need to cultivate subjective negative capability, echoing 
the poet John Keats and Adorno’s framing of his project as negative dialectics. Some 
tutorial class students learned negative capability rather well. Keats thought that 
or mysteries and doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact and reason. The 
language is not immediately clear, it is more suggestive and idiosyncratic. Obviously, 
the word ‘negative’ is not being used pejoratively but to communicate a notion that a 
person’s potential can be defined via recognition of what he or she does not possess. 
Essential to literary achievement, Keats argues, is a certain passivity, a willingness to 
let what is mysterious or doubtful remain just that (Hebron, 2017). It might be better 
to break off from a relentless search for knowledge or complete conceptual truths 
and contemplate instead ‘a fine verisimilitude’ or the spirit of truth seeking; open to 
what we do not know, and our doubts, in the company of others. The fundamentalist 
seeks to annihilate these under the banner of certainty. We should recognise our 
uncertainties and the anxieties these bring; and our need for diverse others, including 
someone like Tawney, for cultivating better, more reflexive and inclusive knowledge 
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of self and the world. Psychoanalysis, combined with critical theory, foregrounds 
us, as learners, academics or analysts, there remains the perpetual struggle between 
grabbing at the allusions of certainty – conceptual or otherwise – or recognizing a 
shared fallibility and need for others in the personal, relational and epistemological 
experiment called democratic adult education.
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HENNING SALLING OLESEN
11. CULTURAL IDENTITY, LEARNING AND SOCIAL 
PREJUDICE
The Politicization of Subjectivity in Former Yugoslavia
worked regularly at annual workshops in Dubrovnik, gradually developing a practice 
of deep-hermeneutic interpretation. The main ambition of the methodology is to 
track the societally unconscious subjective dynamics in different areas of everyday 
life by means of psychodynamic analysis applied on everyday life interaction. 
However, for work in this location, the experience of the war that followed in the 
wake of Yugoslavia’s dissolution formed an overwhelmingly strong and an inevitable 
challenge for understanding the social psychology of those relatively abstract national 
and religious identities and differences that are the drivers in identity-based politics. 
So for this case the research group has departed from its usual terrain working to 
interpret the dynamics of the conflicts several times. Unlike the rest of our activity 
we have worked on the basis of secondary accounts and reports, which are however 
also abundant. This chapter will present some of the reflections on this work.
At the time, around the millennium, the extreme events in the conflict seemed 
predominantly pathological in the sense that they seemed entirely disconnected from 
could extremism and endless cruelty happen in a modern civilized part of Europe? 
It became in itself a challenge to our interdisciplinary group of people from social 
and humanistic sciences to be able to understand the connections between ordinary 
people’s everyday life and their readiness to take part in a civil war in the name 
of national (ethnic) and religious identity, and in many cases be direct actors in 
atrocities against former neighbours and members of the local community.
mediated through the (individual) subjective process of socialization, consciousness 
building and action. We wanted not only to understand which mechanisms 
empowered political leaders and were utilized by them in the deliberate attempts 
to politicize subjectivity, but also their ‘background’ processes of societal change 
and cultural development. We wished to investigate how subjective processes are 
part of social interaction, being the object of historical circumstances, while they 
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themselves provide fuel for political processes in one direction or another – which is 
a matter of political psychology.
We did also find interesting theoretical inspiration in psychoanalytically informed 
research of cultural identities that addressed these types of issues, and our aim was 
to situate these ‘mechanisms’ in a historical context of societal development and 
cultural encounters. One of the first central inspirations was V. Volkan’s concept of 
group, and people act individually on behalf of the large group. While distancing 
himself from an individual psychological explanation of the significance of the 
group, e.g. in the form of a father figure or a motherly agency for caring, Volkan 
especially focuses on the significance of the large group identity for social relations 
within the group and for the engagement of group members in conflicts with other 
groups (Volkan, 2001, 2009). Volkan himself has a life history association with 
a nationality conflict, being born in the Turkish minority in Cyprus. He is now a 
prominent psychiatrist in the US, and has engaged in a number of initiatives for 
conflict resolution and dialogue between implacable groups around the world. His 
theory is in general that the belonging to a particular group, e.g. a nation, will remain 
a lifelong constitutive element in individual identity, while other elements of identity 
are added during the life course. He understands the constitution and significance 
of this group identity within the thinking of object relations theory. Within this 
conceptual framework, conflict behaviour of large groups is described as a reaction 
which defends group members or the group as such against humiliations or threats. 
This conflict behaviour is reparative, it is about defending the very identity, including 
its recognizable separation from other group identities. Volkan connects conflict 
behaviour with the psychodynamic level via the theory of socialization: while the 
child gradually develops tolerance of ambivalence, it will integrate some of the 
externalizations, or splittings, that characterize early childhood, but this integration 
will never be complete. The incompletely integrated elements then remain in the 
individual psyche as potential material for defensive reactions, and Volkan argues 
that group identification is psychodynamically based on these elements. Violations 
of the identity of the group or mere threats against it activate unconscious dynamics 
which shape particular current perceptions and reactions in a way which can only 
be understood as feelings of a general threat and a defence of the identity as such.
This context of understanding identity and culture has interesting implications for 
theoretical discussion, e.g. in sociological theory, and for ‘contemporary diagnosis’: 
What are the specifics of our contemporary society, where are we heading? In this 
discussion, the increasing significance of subjective orientations seems to be one of 
the few consensual aspects. Such a ‘holistic’ theoretical approach to the links between 
subjectivity and social action cuts across research topics such as peace and conflict, 
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political reorientations in a post-nation state setting, lifelong learning, migration and 
cultural integration, change processes in communities and organizations, which are 
all also interrelated fields. However, this approach is important for understanding 
identity as an emotional dynamics which organizes feelings, relations and 
consciousness; it may encompass aspects of learning as well as defensive rejections 
of certain insights and experiences, i.e. an ongoing process of identification(s).
In my own research, this concept of identity is empirically grounded in studies 
of the subjective aspects of wage labour and (un)employment and the subjective 
handling of changes in working life, which reveal crucial identity processes in 
everyday life (Salling Olesen, 2001, 2007; Salling Olesen & Weber, 2001). Work 
identity and professional identities inform and reflect the subjective meaning of work 
and of specific professional roles and practices. The study of identification processes 
offers fundamental contributions to the theory of learning. In this context, I also see 
the opposite possibility: a theory of learning (and resistance to learning) may help us 
the politicization of identity. Although different contexts and domains obviously 
have a different subjective status, I think this indicates the sense in connecting 
(comparing) the examination of those challenges to everyday life practice, which 
may or may not elicit epistemic processes and social experiences to form the basis 
of identity building and sudden strong new identifications – in extreme cases leading 
to hostility to others and violence.
In my learning theory framework identity appears as a product of and also an 
active element in the subjective process of experience building (Salling Olesen, 
than a stable coherence of self and social practices, once and for all established 
through socialization, and inscribed in a stable cultural framework, ‘identity’ refers 
to a temporary relationship between individual experience and social practices 
in which the individual is engaging, while learning is an intended or unintended 
and unrecognized dimension of this experiential process. At any one time, this 
relationship may provide a more or less contradictory framework for dealing with 
new challenges and knowledge and relating new practices to habitual ones. This 
identity is generally a dynamic and contradictory relationship because conditions are 
contradictory, as are the subjective driving forces.
Intercultural relations and cultural exchanges always challenge identity. In the 
best case, this implies learning and development for each party involved. But not 
necessarily. A fundamental point of departure is that everyday life experience 
is located in a field of tension between potentials for learning and the inclination 
towards defence. Intercultural relations occurring in this everyday life are interpreted 
within the consciousness building rooted in everyday life, and very often this means 
integrating them in patterns of recognition and routine which do not affect the 
consciousness of everyday life, which in itself is an active form of defence. The 
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production of a stereotypical consciousness as a (collective) defensive reaction 
to handle overwhelming demands as well as life historical anxieties in everyday 
life. Automatic assumptions about unknown phenomena to which one relates by 
coincidence or through external circumstances occur all the time in everyday life. 
However, sometimes they engage more emotional energy and become a cognitively 
defined idea, a fixed orientation in relation to strangers and unknown realities. 
When it results in inability to recognize people or phenomena in a differentiated and 
The psychodynamic theory may help to understand the origins of social prejudice. 
The production and emotional charging and strengthening of specific cognitive 
patterns and ideas may be interpreted as a collective defensive action in order to 
handle the fragility and emotional burden of social life. The conception of the large 
group identity as a combination of a strong identification with one’s own group and 
the application of specific attributes and intentions to a hostile picture of another 
group makes it understandable that this identification may solve problematic and 
challenging aspects in one’s own identity process. The need for such a defence may 
have many reasons, combining social ruptures and contradictions and life historical 
subjective experiences. But focusing on the active nature of this mechanism 
also points out that there is an alternative way of handling these experiences and 
conditions which depends on alternative identifications – and the claim here is that 
this is the social psychology core of the political process. In this way of conceiving 
identity and identification, the fundamental alternative is between learning, i.e. 
understanding not only social reality but also your own subjectivity, and meeting 
challenges through the production of social prejudice.
The power of identity politics depends on the ability to mobilize socially and 
collectively irritations and unresolved conflicts on different levels within an 
identification and possible social practice. A critical study of the subjectivity 
of cultural conflicts should examine the interrelations between experiences and 
conflicts between a level of individual life history and emotionality, a level of 
everyday social practice and moral orientation, and a societal/political level, Only 
by uncovering the channels of dislocating energies between these levels can we seek 
to distinguish between the manipulative use of identity politics and legitimate claims 
of recognition (Fukuyama, 2018).
The dissolution of former Yugoslavia and the very complex and rapid development 
of violent conflicts and hostilities is a thought-provoking exposition of the new 
relevance of the theme of interculturality. In a short span of time, we experienced 
dramatic (re)construction of cultural and political identities, largely defining 
themselves in opposition to each other. This did not happen spontaneously. There 
is hardly any doubt that this process was driven forward and the contradictions 
deliberately nurtured by some of the political forces in the region, and a political 
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science analysis might stop at examining these political forces and the interests behind 
them. This aspect involves important international geo-politics which I will leave 
aside here, and also socio-structural factors that I will partly return to. But the focus 
here will be on understanding the social and cultural circumstances and the level of 
everyday life which produced and enabled this political process and also developed 
a new political reality. Here we are not only interested in the identifications which 
atrocities committed in the name of cultural identity (ethnicity, religion), the killing of 
neighbours and ethnic cleansings, call strongly for all possible attempts to understand 
out of complex life experiences. This seems to be an important adjustment to the 
ways of understanding and evaluating the process which appear in national(ist) 
history writing (itself one of the collective identity productions) as well as to the 
rationalistic manner of the ‘international community’ which finally condemns but 
basically does not care to understand the dynamics. We want to understand the 
conflicts in endogenous concepts, as a complex of historical rationalities and emotions 
that have been dislocated, partly deliberately, partly by the difficulty of most actors 
in understanding themselves and their own feelings. Democracy, tolerance and 
humanity depend on a better understanding of what happened: a practical piece of 
reconciliation, of ‘never again …’.
The political history of the Balkans is complicated but a broad overview of the 
cultural and social elements involved is necessary for understanding the identity 
politics. Yugoslavia was rather artificially constructed as a unified kingdom after 
World War I, composed of bits and pieces from the Austro-Hungarian Empire 
(Croatia, Slovenia and parts of Bosnia-Hercegovina) and the existing kingdoms 
of Serbia and Montenegro. These kingdoms were not very old but had been under 
Ottoman rule, Bosnia as a genuine part and the others paying tribute. In spite of the 
absence or fragility of nation states, these affiliations have had some implications. 
The Austro-Hungarian parts seem to have been influenced by industrialization and 
and Montenegro were orthodox, whereas Bosnia was Muslim. The population was 
ethnically heterogeneous and there were various mixed regions. Beside Muslims, 
there were both Serbs and Croats in Bosnia, Slavonia around the Danube was a 
total mix of Serbs and Croats, Vojvodina was mainly inhabited by Hungarians, and 
Krajina in Croatia was inhabited by Serbian peasants who had been given a piece of 
land as a reward for their participation in the war against the Ottomans.
World War II activated many of the differences and contradictions in this 
patchwork country. But the successful resistance to the Nazi-German invasion 
established a new political leadership centred on the communist partisan movement. 
allying with the Axis powers. The base of the partisan movement went across ethnic, 
religious and other divides, and after the war a federal republic was established with 
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the intent of eradicating the many divisions by merging and bridging between the 
nations and religions, while also recognizing the problems involved, as can be seen 
new Yugoslav national ideology emerged, later called Titoism because it projected 
this intention on the former partisan leader, later president, Marshall Tito. With the 
successful rejection of Stalinist domination from 1953, a leading role in the group 
of non-aligned countries, and an industrial development attempting to create a 
grew into a powerful unifying symbol both domestically and internationally. The 
economy was originally a typical state-directed command economy, but after the 
break with the Soviet Union a model combining market economy and socialist self-
management was launched and formalized in a party decision in 1964. This gave a 
new momentum for the idea of Yugoslavia as a third way in the environment of cold 
war and systems competition, and both the economic and cultural modernization 
distinguished the country from the rest of the socialist world. During the process 
of modernization, free migration took place; the mixing of peoples accelerated 
and ethnic differences seemed to lose their importance. In Bosnia, which had the 
most mixed population, 25% of all marriages in the 80s were of mixed ethnicity. 
The public culture was generally secular. People were not very religious, neither in 
terms of beliefs nor practice. International influence on communications, culture and 
consumption was very strong. One never heard any significant reference to ethnicity, 
except as a historical element of regional origin within the nation state. Serbo-Croat 
was, until the late 80s, seen as one language, though written in two alphabets. 
However, the country also remained very heterogeneous, with strong regional 
differences in development, and as the authority of the partisan movement from the 
war faded away, it became more difficult for the communist party to maintain control. 
In everyday life there was an ambivalent relationship to the communist party and to 
centralism, which also included the usual resignation in socialist countries regarding 
hidden usurpation by the elite and the party. After a period of increasing wealth 
stimulated by loans, foreign debt was a heavy burden, and the ability of the regime 
to recover after Tito’s death was low (Potts, 1996). In spite of ambitious attempts 
to create a new model of socialist self-management, the traditional party-controlled 
power structure also remained dominant. Nationalism was repressed, especially 
royalism, but also ordinary democratic criticism was added to potential enemies of 
identification increasingly seemed to be ‘the old system’ and ‘the identity of the 
former generation’, de-legitimizing the regime and the federal state.
It seems clear that the unity of Yugoslavia was already being discussed in Croatia 
and Slovenia, by e.g. liberals, reform-oriented communists, technocrats of the well-
developed industry, and of course by the right-wing nationalists. In 1970/1971 there 
was an uprising in Croatia which played out as a national resistance against Serbian 
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dominance. It was silenced by traditional repression. A dramatic shift took place 
in the late 80s. After Tito’s death, critical voices seemed to be heard more openly, 
while at the same time the economy was worsening, inflation was accelerating, and 
the wish to leave Yugoslavia was growing in Slovenia and Croatia. A convergence 
between demands for democracy, liberation of the most competitive parts of 
business, and Croatian nationalism was challenging the regime and also the unity 
of the state. Nationalism started to flourish openly. The demand for democratization 
and modernization was converted into a demand for national independence in 
great speech in 1989 in Kosovo Polje, which he declared to be core homeland of the 
Serbs. He shifted the focus of identification of the regime from its socialist history 
from partisans to modernized self-management, over to a Serbian leadership with a 
history dating back to the battle against the Ottomans. This was the trigger for the 
emerging nationalist will to dissolve Yugoslavia to come out into the open.
Before that, the regime had already met Albanian demands for minority rights by 
the inclusion of the province of Kosovo in the Serbian state, violating the constitution 
national rights in the institutional arrangement, but a specific regional autonomy). 
the Serbs in the defence of the Slavs against the Ottomans indicated the end of Titoist 
nationalist key to justify Serbian rule in Kosovo, but he triggered off a nationalist 
wave in both Serbia and Croatia. The right wing in Croatia openly harassed people 
of Serbian origin in the republic of Croatia, and also campaigned against the ‘left 
wing’. A new paramilitary republican police force in Croatia soon started to develop 
into an army parallel to the federal army, with weapons imported with the financial 
support of Croatian diaspora. In Serbia paramilitary militias were established, partly 
on the basis of Chetnik groups, partly by nationalist political leaders who recruited 
of harassment, anxiety, preventive violence, and later ethnic cleansing started to 
work on local levels in the minority communities in Krajina and Slavonia, later in 
Bosnia-Hercegovina and Kosovo – but probably never really in the country as a 
whole (see e.g. Liversage, 1996; Vulliamy, 1994). People who had been friendly 
neighbours lived in fear of attack or even killed each other in the name of ethnicity 
and religion.
The political mechanism rests on the combination of strong identification (Croats 
seem today to be very Catholic, they go to church and confess) and the construction 
of complementary social prejudices about the other nations (‘The Serbs are lazy 
These prejudices were justified by historical legacy: all the hatred was allegedly 
there from ancient times, and was never really reconciled. All the nationalist forces 
and mutual prejudices had been controlled by Tito and when he passed away they 
surfaced again. Suddenly everybody seemed to assume that the modernization of 
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the country had taken place without really influencing fundamental identities and 
without any ‘civilizing’ effect.
This historical explanation seems to be a reduction, which is itself part of the 
construction of prejudices. On the one hand, it makes sense to describe the political 
process and warfare in terms of a regression to conflicts and identities from before 
World War II, and also to describe Titoism in terms of a temporary, idealized 
construction which was bound to fade one day. But it seems unlikely that the 
intermediate process which relativized the ethnic and religious differences did not 
leave any effects. Besides the identity construction emerging from a collective war 
heroism, Yugoslavia, unlike the east European communist countries, went through a 
social and cultural modernization process which was similar to the rest of (southern) 
Europe. In spite of the authoritarian political structures, there was a demand within 
the communist party which urged for democratization of the political system during 
the 70s and 80s, more or less in line with liberal critics of the regime outside the 
party. There was the attempt to design a new version of socialism with worker 
self-management and market economy, and experiments with direct democracy in 
Alegre and elsewhere, but still important. Yet the nationalist forces prevailed. 
Later in the conflict, external European policy obviously accepted the nationalist 
agenda of division; Germany promised recognition of Croatian independence 
without minority guarantees, followed by the EU, and a coalition of the regime and 
more or less criminal interests took over and accelerated the process, and as the 
conflicts developed it was a self-fuelling mechanism (war psychology). In general 
the identity politics, defining identity by ethnic, religious and national adherence, 
legitimized violence and built up social prejudices in an environment which was 
by and large in a modernization process, but also in a very fragile social situation. 
identity policies in the first place became the dynamics of the process: What are 
the emotional sources of social prejudice and identity politics? Could it possibly 
psychosocietal approach.
In the mutual escalation of the Yugoslavian conflict in the second half of the 1980s, 
nationalist discourses played an increasing role, especially in Croatia and Serbia. In 
Croatia, this had been a political factor in the post-war period. In the late 1960s and 
early 1970s, there was a strong call for independence in Croatia, which included 
left-wing criticism of the communist regime, democratic voices looking to the 
west and downright nationalist right-wing forces. Without neglecting this, it seems 
particularly interesting to investigate the Serbian identity dynamics in the 1980s. 
Volkan has contributed an incisive analysis of this (Volkan, 2001). In the following, 
I will discuss this analysis with the twofold interest of developing some aspects of 
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it, and of elaborating on the relation between psychodynamic and societal/historical 
perspectives.
Volkan has analysed the development of the Yugoslavian conflict and particularly 
Serbian nationalism, within his framework of large group identity (Volkan, 2001). 
Large group identity is activated when the group as such or group members are 
exposed to a violation or a threat; this situation is likely to produce a collective 
defensive reaction similar to splitting, in the form of prejudiced imaginations about 
other large groups and a reinforced identification with one’s own group. Volkan 
applies this analysis to Serbian references to the famous battle of Kosovo Polje on 
28 June 1389. The real history was that Serbs (and several other people from Bosnia, 
defeated, but they were able to delay the consecutive surrender of Serbian kingdoms 
to the Ottomans. This battle is a myth in Serbian history, and the date of the battle (28 
June) has been the occasion of the staging of significant later events: a secret treaty 
in 1876 with the Austro-Hungarian Empire about fighting the Ottomans, and more 
spectacularly, the assassination of Prince Ferdinand in Sarajevo in 1914. Volkan 
argues that this myth in fact rearranges historical facts; the real battle and the heroic 
deeds which are celebrated were separated from the real surrender of Serbia under 
the Ottomans by some forty years. However, precisely the fact that they have been 
integrated into the construction of the myth colours our understanding of the social 
function of the myth: it epitomizes a Serbian self-understanding of being the real 
defenders of Christianity against Muslims and also the identity of being the heroic 
He argues that this trauma has been celebrated and told and trans-generationally 
reproduced over centuries, strengthening the large group identification of Serbs.
In the recent conflict it was deliberately used in the nurturing of Serbian 
of the nominated date of this battle, 28.06.1989. At this time the dissolution of 
Yugoslavia was lurking, and the federal leadership had already, contrary to the 
constitution, included Vojvodina and Kosovo in the federal state of Serbia. In 
Kosovo the conflict was between the majority of ethnic Albanians and a Serbian 
minority, and Milosevic’s message was clear: he pronounced Kosovo the heartland 
of Serbia with reference to the battle 600 years ago, and he spoke (for the first time 
I think) of using armed force to maintain the unity of Yugoslavia. This speech was 
highly relevant to the development of the conflict. In Croatia and Slovenia, it was 
perceived as a direct claim for the leadership in the name of Serbian nationalism 
rather than the communist party, the partisan movement, etc., as institutionalized in 
the federal state, and it pushed the desire for independence/separation forwards in 
The nationalist agenda was not entirely new, and there could of course be rational 
republic. Yugoslavia was in deep economic crisis, the legitimacy of the communist 
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of a connection between Muslim Bosnians and Turks/Muslims which recalled the 
historical colonization of the Slavic peoples by the Ottoman Empire. This narrative 
was being spread in many forms, feeding anxiety and aggression, suggesting but not 
stating explicitly (and thus open to debate) that a new contemporary conflict was 
approaching. In Volkan’s analysis, the main way of appealing to Serbian large group 
identity was the reference to the historical war against the Ottomans and the battle 
of mythology on a semantic level (Barthes, 1957), in this case obviously activating 
unconscious identifications and projections.
party conference in Kosovo in 1987, where the conflict between the Albanian majority 
and the Serbian minority had come to a head, describing his reaction as a kind of 
clad in the ‘armor’
in the form of a nationalist policy. This can be seen in line with Volkan’s more 
general analysis of the dialectic between the identification of members with the large 
group and the constraints it places on the leadership. Volkan has a long record of 
assisting in difficult arbitrations in fixed conflicts around the world, and he sees how 
the psychological carriage castle lays constraints on leaders who are forced to or are 
seeking to reach a liveable handling of hostile relations between two different large 
groups (Volkan, 2009). One might say that he implicitly applies a perspective of 
political leadership that may seek to mobilize the large group identity as a political 
of being a child of a dysfunctional family may well be correct, but it seems reasonable 
the power of the myth, and thereby the chance to shift his political base into Serbian 
nationalism. By activating the myth of the trauma from 1389 he ignites a fire, but the 
fuel for this fire is contemporary and societal.
If we see the trauma not as caused by the historical events and simply historically 
remembered, but as a reproduction of meaning in identity processes over centuries, 
we must seek to understand not only the psychodynamic mechanism of defensive 
that have been subjectively mediated in it at any time in this transmission, including 
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the contemporary context. There is no doubt that Serbian nationalism also existed 
as an undercurrent in Serbian society in the days of Titoism, and this could be 
new political range, and so far his individual conviction is important. But from a 
damburst, where national and religious identification could become all-pervasive. 
What were the societal circumstances that enabled the shift? And especially: What 
were the subjective experiences of these societal factors in the broad masses of the 
people to which he gave a political direction? And of course at the end of the day: 
Could they have been interpreted differently, leading to more a peaceful handling of 
the societal difficulties and the divisions in the population?
Why is the understanding of the subjective dynamics of ordinary people important? 
Because, on the one hand, it provides an understanding of the conditions for the 
social prejudices that the manipulative leader can work with. But also because the 
potential for alternatives to the development of social prejudices must reside in the 
same subjective experience.
I shall attempt a modest approach to some of the historical circumstances that may 
have been involved in some of the most emotional and extreme aspects of the identity 
politics, related with gender and sexuality.
The history of the western Balkans in the 19th and 20th centuries is, like that of 
many other European regions, a history of people tossed around by empires and 
attempts to construct or reconstruct states on the battlefield. The conglomerate state 
of the southern Slavs was born to accommodate many historical identities and it may 
seem plausible that the history of Yugoslavia is about the success and failure of this 
construction. The dissolution of Yugoslavia was implemented as a (re)construction 
of national and religious identities that allegedly had a background in history. 
Similarly to the Serbian identification with the chosen trauma, Croatian national 
history is claimed with reference to a short period of the Middle Ages when the area 
coat of arms is now part of the national flag. And this identification does not even 
have the same continuity as the Serbian one.
But the history of Yugoslavia is also a history of uneven European modernization. 
In spite of being a divided periphery and tossed around by the empires which 
contributed large numbers of poverty migrants worldwide, these countries also 
icon, was a precursor in atomic theory at a time when Croatia did not exist as a 
nation state, and Nicola Tesla, who competed with Edison concerning the electricity 
system in the USA (and won: AC became the dominant form of power network), 
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was born in the Serbian community under Austrian rule in the region that became 
later a controversial Serbian minority in Croatia. It seems that the Slavic part of 
the Austro-Hungarian Empire has to some extent been the experimental scene for 
early industrialization, whereas those regions that were under Ottoman rule until the 
Balkan wars in the early 20th century were left in peace as long as they paid tribute 
to the Sultan, and hence remained less affected by modernization.
The socialist republic established after World War II was part of the Eastern 
bloc in the first phase, but broke the bonds with Stalin even before the cold war 
divisions became all-pervasive. It was created on the basis of the communist partisan 
movement across all the divisions of ethnicity and religion, and the multicultural 
heterogeneity was carefully balanced in the institutional structure, respecting most 
ethnicities, religions, nationalities and languages. The historical remnants of the 
different past within the two empires left a certain difference between the northern 
and southern parts of the country, but the federal republic secured financing from the 
more wealthy parts of the country in the form of investments in the southern regions. 
Especially after the break with the Soviet Union, the new Yugoslavia underwent a 
modernization process, based on industrialization, a liberal market economy and 
western cultural influence. The ethnic and religious differences seemed to fade 
and were overshadowed by differences between industrialized urban and rural 
agricultural communities. This rapid modernization was similar to elsewhere in 
Europe and the communist power monopoly was hardly more totalitarian than the 
regimes in several southern European countries. Nevertheless, when confidence in 
a progressive unified Yugoslav state crumbled, it elicited national (and religious) 
identifications. We have seen similar situations where identifications with more 
or less real historical past events have become drivers of political processes, and 
this fits well with the theory of large group identity presented by V. Volkan: in 
crises, belonging to a large group produces stronger identification and reinforced 
delimitation and hostility with regard to others. The obvious political translation 
of this collective defence mechanism is the idea of ethnic cleansing and separation 
of people based on which large group they belong to. This mechanism remains 
active even at a relatively low level of conflict; recently attempts to finally settle the 
separation of Kosovo from Serbia are taking place as a negotiation about exchanging 
two regions so that each nation can get its nationals inside its own state, i.e. negotiated 
ethnic cleansing. There is probably an automatic vicious circle in a conflict: much 
of the mutual and accelerating ethnic violence can be seen as reactions to actual 
experiences of violence once the theme has been played out, or based in more or less 
war was driven by a particular aggression, especially in Bosnia, an aspect of specific 
cruelty which pursued the annihilation of the other population, cf. the massacre in 
Srebrenica. Obviously it was rooted in very fundamental feelings, such as anxiety 
and a feeling of potential annihilation if action is not taken.
But which contemporary experiences make these events comprehensible? It 
seems that a focus on gender can be a key to understanding some of the emotional 
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dimensions of the forms of conflict. Especially in Bosnia, but also in the rest of the 
conflict, there were many sexual violations, including sexual humiliation of both 
women and men of the other side, systematic rape, and a deliberate aim at ‘ethnic 
warfare’ by making women pregnant. These phenomena go far beyond the level of 
all ‘ordinary’ war psychology phenomena of drunken and undisciplined soldiers in a 
civil, undeclared and lawless war, which is of course the general context. According to 
there was a direct reference in Serbian propaganda to the reproductive capacity of the 
Bosnian Muslims – a rhetoric known from campaigns preceding genocide elsewhere 
but also from the general demonization of immigrant groups today.
To understand these phenomena it is especially interesting to bring in a historical 
context of masculine identity. On the one hand, some of the ideas of national and 
ethnic identity are closely related with masculine forms of identity building even in 
times of peace, most obviously in the Serbian nationalism of Chetniks, who identified 
themselves as soldiers or fighters. These groups formed and probably dominated the 
Serbian militias. But one might also see a masculinity identity of an agrarian society 
in the territorial forms of domination inherited in ethnic cleansing.
On the other hand, some of the forms of conflict have very clear sexual aspects 
of domination (in extreme cases, in systematic rapes and ideas about bio-warfare). 
It seems obvious to see these phenomena as indicators of a threatened masculinity 
which was not only reserved for subcultural social outcasts, and not only a 
process which undermines such traditional male roles.
With modernization, masculine identities go through a fundamental change. The 
detachment from means of production and the location (the land), internalization 
of the abstraction of time and instrumental action, wage labour as the form of 
social reproduction, etc. have to be learned, and have been learned with capitalist 
modernization (Vester, 1974; Willis, 1977). This process also took place in Yugoslavia, 
in a rapid development, but in different contexts – in some regions, especially in 
the south, the development was extremely uneven between industrial plants and 
cities, and backward agriculture. New gender relations also evolved, such as women 
entering the labour market, and the cultural gender relations rapidly modernizing, 
by adopting the role as breadwinner and wage labour – but when economic decline 
more broadly deprives people of this vision of a future, then it hits back. In this sense 
the modernization process may have paved the way for the regressive reaction to the 
economic and social decline. National identification and the accompanying social 
prejudices render legitimacy to a regressive masculinity, and maybe to a restauration 
of masculine identity as a ‘solution’ to many other identity problems, which had not 
been well accommodated in the previous years.
Many young men migrated to Germany, Scandinavia and elsewhere, and those 
who stayed were vulnerable. It seems as if the social base for Serbian militant 
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nationalism is an extremely regressive masculine culture, which found pride in 
the old Chetnik warrior traditions. This type of potentially violent masculinity was 
activated and legitimized, first in supporting their fellow Serbs in Krajina, then 
intervening in/creating a civil war in Slavonia and finally in escalating the violence 
in Bosnia (and later also in Kosovo). In a division of labour which the Federal 
Army – also dominated by Serbian officers, but for some time defending the federal 
state and maybe also faithful to the Titoist constitution – the militias performed the 
illegal and aggressive work that the army would not (openly) take. The militias, 
which were nothing but criminal gangs and frustrated but armed young men, played 
a significant role in creating anxiety and defining conflicts as nationalist conflicts.
Serbian nationalism has a certain mix of this archaic warrior culture and a peasant 
culture, which had a strong tradition of self-defence in relation to the Ottoman 
Empire, fostering a warrior ideology, which in its core is a territorial defensive 
ideology. But in this situation it became the spark that ignited the flames. I believe 
that the ethnic Serbs in Krajina were from the beginning just anxious about their 
situation in a possibly independent Croatia, because they already saw the nationalist 
nature of this new state. At the time of detaching Krajina within Croatia, all within 
Croatia was strong and visible. In this situation the Serbs regressed into territorial 
self-defence, easily recognized as peasants defending their land. But they then 
received more aggressive support from Serbian militia groups. The mechanism of 
large group identification explains how self-defence is converted into more active 
and aggressive agency by people who had previously been peaceful citizens.
I consider that the right wing in Croatia could, though a little more subtly, also be 
seen as a specific regression in gender relations: the restauration of authoritarianism 
went hand in hand with the strong confessional turn to Catholicism and the diaspora 
building national armed forces. I think the fuel of these cultural shifts could also be 
understood in the context of a blocked development of the wage labour masculinity; 
an economic crisis and unemployment found a satisfactory explanation in the idea 
that the (lazy and backward) southerners were receiving all the money with the help 
of a rotten regime in Belgrade, which had already even declared the Serbs to be the 
leading force of the country. Croatian mainstream nationalism contains a superior 
self-understanding in relation to Serbs and other Balkan peoples.
Troubled masculinity is not the only societal potential for the strong development 
of a large group identity in Volkan’s sense, but it is clearly one of those vulnerabilities 
that can be reinterpreted by splitting and social prejudice, and it became also an 
automotive dynamics in accelerating the cruelty of the warfare.
CONCLUSION
My intention is not to ‘explain’ the dynamics of a cultural conflict through the 
masculinity issue. But it provides an interesting ‘window’ into the link between 
psychodynamic processes and societal circumstances. Masculinity seems to illustrate 
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the crossroads of a historical learning process and those temporary subjective 
processes of dealing with one’s own life that form the ground for politicization of 
subjectivity. The actual history was the activation of a particular psychodynamics 
in a specific historical situation. But had there not been a heritage of obsolete 
masculinity – out of phase with a modern, intercultural reality – that could be ignited 
as a power strategy, the crisis in Yugoslav society might have taken another turn. We 
can compare with e.g. Portugal, where the army with a hope for a democratic future 
overturned the dictatorship in 1974.
In the wider context of how to understand identity politics, it seems that Volkan’s 
theory of collective defence mechanisms and the dynamics of large group identification 
in combination with an analysis of contemporary societal conditions and people’s 
subjective handling of critical conditions may enable deeper understanding of a 
phenomenon which seems hardly understandable. The analysis that horrible identity 
politics have their background in changing gender relations and threatened masculinity 
insight into the psychosocietal processes whereby ideas and practices that used to be 
limited to very marginal groups under certain circumstances can become mainstream 
identifications. It is also related to much less spectacular forms of defence: families 
are divided, and public rhetoric and consciousness become explicitly revanchist. The 
politicization of subjectivity is in no way bound to be such a murderous regression; 
understanding its dynamic genesis is however the first condition for reflecting on and 
integrating feelings that might otherwise become destructive.
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12. SOCIALIZATION, LANGUAGE, AND SCENIC 
UNDERSTANDING 
Alfred Lorenzer’s Contribution to a Psychosocietal Methodology
The chapter is a guided tour to Alfred Lorenzer’s proposal for an ‘in-depth 
hermeneutic’ cultural analysis methodology which was launched in an environment 
with an almost complete split between social sciences and psychology/psychoanalysis. 
It presents the background in his materialist socialization theory, which combines 
a social reinterpretation of the core insights in classical psychoanalysis – the 
is based on a transformation of the ‘scenic understanding’ from a clinical to a text 
interpretation, which seeks to understand collective unconscious meaning in text, 
and is presented with an illustration of the interpretation procedure from social 
research. Then follows a brief systematic account of key concepts and ideas – 
interaction forms, engrams, experience, symbolization, language game, utopian 
imagination – with an outlook to the social theory connections to the Frankfurt 
School. The practical interpretation procedure in a Lorenzer-based psychosocietal 
research is briefly summarized, emphasizing the role of the researcher subjects in 
discovering socially unconscious meaning in social interaction. Finally an outlook to 
contemporary epistemological issues. Lorenzer’s approach to theorize and research 
the subject as a socially produced entity appears as a psychosocietal alternative to 
mainstream social constructivism.
In their important and influential book The Social Construction of Reality, Berger 
and Luckmann (1966) seek to create a holistic social theory, which recognizes the 
social significance of human agency and consciousness by synthesizing the macro-
societal perspective of knowledge sociology with G. H. Mead’s micro-perspective of 
ban recent attempts to synthesize Marxism and psychoanalysis:
There is a considerable irony in the fact that, of late, neo-Marxist theoreticians 
have been seeking a liaison with Freudian psychology (which is fundamentally 
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incompatible with the anthropological presuppositions of Marxism), completely 
oblivious of the existence of a Meadian theory of the dialectic between society 
and the individual that would be immeasurably more congenial to their own 
approach. For a recent example of this ironic phenomenon, cf. Georges Lapassade, 
p. 218, note 25)
Symbolic interactionism, inspired from phenomenology, and action sociology 
primarily sees society as conscious and meaningful agency in the life world and 
Berger and Luckmann (1966) argue that knowledge sociology provides the 
understanding of how agency makes up the foundation for societal structure through 
a process of sedimentation and/or reification. Obviously they see Mead’s social 
psychology as the concept best theorizing the subjectivity of agency. Their account 
of socialization is almost exclusively about the societal imprint on the individual 
agent – cf. the reference to Mead. The role of subjectivity in history (and B&L’s 
theory is actually also a historical account of the emergence of society) remains 
be the proper alternative to the alliance they despise (p. 230, note7).
They continue, in another note:
There is a fundamental dichotomy between the conception of man as a self-
producing being and conception of ‘human nature’. This constitutes a decisive 
anthropological difference between Marx and any properly sociological 
perspective on the one hand (especially one that is grounded in Meadian social 
psychology) and Freud and most non-Freudian psychological perspectives on 
the other. (p. 220, note 7)
It is a bit strange, in view of Berger and Luckmann’s ambitious project, to launch 
such theoretical demarcations in a note. I tend to see these comments as symptoms 
of a latent awareness of a problem – a stone in the shoe – a problem that has not 
been thematized before but presses itself into the horizon of Berger and Luckmann’s 
otherwise extremely embracing and integrative work.
The point about Freud is beyond dispute, but also obsolete. Apart from the one work 
mentioned we may after all assume that most of the psychoanalysts that European 
Marxists approached in the 1960’s already theorized psychodynamics socially, and 
were politically and theoretically committed to an emancipatory thinking in which 
human agency and consciousness was essential (e.g. Mitscherlich, 1963). Berger 
and Luckmann might also have noticed, at the opposite side of the gorge, Erikson’s 
(1950) development of a cultural psychology as an attempt to understand the 
dialectic between the individual and society on a psychoanalytic ground – although 
in the first place limited to child socialization and kept within a developmental 
psychology framework. In Europe the ethno-psychoanalysts simultaneously 
analysed the dialectic between individual and society in the remote Dogon-culture 
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a result of cultural environment – later generalized into a revised psychodynamic 
theory (Parin, 1983).
These comments from 1966 remind about the fundamental challenge connected 
with the conception of subjectivity and the relation between individual and society in 
a social science landscape where the disciplinary domains separated knowledge of the 
individual from knowledge about society. It may also reflect an enduring prejudiced 
tendency to see psychoanalysis as a closed community, not recognizing the very 
fundamental ongoing discussions between Freudian psychoanalysts and several 
re-interpretations of the origins of the inner psychic structures. In this landscape 
it appears even more remarkable, that Alfred Lorenzer developed a theory which 
took the challenge to develop a social reinterpretation of Freud’s basic ideas on a 
materialistic ground which might easily be mistaken for a biological and deterministic 
in the way Berger and Luckmann (1966) obviously see the psychoanalysis.
When we have focused on Lorenzer within a broad and multiple tradition of 
combining a Marxian analysis of society (Frankfurt School critical theory) and 
psychodynamic theorizing of the subject it has two interrelated reasons. One is 
that he has been particularly productive for the development of a methodology 
focusing on language at the same time as maintaining a clearly materialistic view 
on the body as well as on the socio-material structure of society has provided a key 
contribution to theoretical and epistemological issues of social science, that have 
become articulated much later. We shall come back to this at the end of this chapter.
Alfred Lorenzer (1922–2002) came from the background of being a medical 
psychiatrist, trained in psychoanalysis on a Freudian background. As a doctor and 
taking to task the Frankfurt School of thought and its critical theory. Understanding 
subjective structure as influenced by societal conditions increasingly came to 
dominate his theoretical thoughts. As early as 1970, he criticized the psychoanalytical 
concept of ‘symbol’ (1970a), placed it in a linguistic science context (1970b) 
epistemology (1974) and cultural analysis (1986). The red thread of his contribution 
is to provide a ground for a social interpretation of the basic psychodynamic forces 
without giving up the radical insights in Freud’s theory. The first step in this chain 
from psychoanalysis to societal theory was an interactionist theory of socialization 
(1972) in which he reconceptualized these psychodynamic forces which in classical 
psychoanalysis since Freud were seen as biological, result of natural drives. 
Lorenzer established a dialectical theory according to which they were results of the 
social interaction, in the first place between infant and mother (caring person), and 
thereby also enabled an understanding of the unconscious – the most radical element 
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in psychoanalysis – as a result of the symbolic interaction. The following works 
developed methodological ideas for an endogenous understanding of the subjective 
took in meta-psychological and cultural theory.
The point of departure in Lorenzer’s relevance to current theoretical, social 
and political issues is the Copernican turn of the Freudian theory which had been 
initiated by a number of psychoanalysts: In continuation of Freud he analyses the 
development of the structure of personality as ‘representing experiences of bodily 
interactions’ (1972, p. 17). But whereas Freud saw their impact in the psyche, as 
predominantly distortion, disturbance and blocking of (biological) drives in the 
subject Lorenzer sees these social interactions and the bodily experiences of them as 
a dialectical shaping of the drives into a subject, and the resulting psychic dynamics 
as highly social phenomena. The individual sensual experiences of social relations 
and meanings in immediate interaction are connected with the wider social world 
in the form of symbols. The issues of psychotherapy, disturbances of the psychic 
development, were reinterpreted as disturbances of the possibility to symbolize 
individual sensual experiences in socially recognized language. Lorenzer’s critical 
reinterpretation of the psychic disturbances are expressed in the early book titles ‘Kritik 
of theorizing the psychodynamic aspects of societal relations. Symbolic/cultural 
meaning (for the individual) is seen as a complex mediation of social interaction 
and sensual experience, and has conscious as well as unconscious aspects. Later 
Lorenzer developed further his key concept of ‘interaction forms’ to understand the 
inner, pre-linguistic experiences of practices and relations. These interaction forms 
are connected with the socially recognized language to form symbolic interaction 
forms, and the developing of capacity for symbolic production can be seen as an 
integrated aspect of socialization. This understanding of the early socialization 
process enables Lorenzer to see language, interaction and bodily (drive) processes 
in their wider societal context – and we can add an epistemological perspective: In 
the context of a constructivist social science it enables us to see how ideas about 
societal relations are embodied in the individual socialization. Lorenzer’s thoughts 
on the role of language in subject constitution build on the theorem of language 
games, which he took up from the works of Ludwig Wittgenstein and developed 
further. Language is anchored in concrete social practice in a dialectic unit of 
language use, everyday life practice and view of the world (Weber, 2010). Language 
games are thus defined as the interface at which subjective and objective structures 
which addresses the constitution of the relationship between individual and society. 
Looked at in this way, language and awareness are inseparably linked with social 
practice. If the constitution of language games is seen as integral to the development 
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of subjective structures under objective conditions, then the individual subject can 
be understood and deciphered using its ex ante social reference.
Lorenzer’s contribution to the methodology gains a wider perspective by theorizing 
the genesis of the correspondence between unconscious dynamics in the subject 
and unconscious or unintended dimensions of societal and cultural processes. What 
is in the first place mainly a material theory of socialization – which unlike many 
other theories does not see the social shaping of the individual as assimilation to 
social structure – is in the second place a radical epistemology of societal dynamics. 
Lorenzer’s theory of language games and his meta-psychological and methodological 
notions are closely linked with the search for opportunities for epistemic reconstruction 
of suppressed social relationships, which are (societally) imprinted in the (many 
individual) psyches and in their interaction. Lorenzer in brief draws the attention 
to the hermeneutic methodology of psychoanalytic understanding. The immediate 
inspiration is offered by an interpretation of interaction and cultural meaning in a way 
inspired by psychoanalytic interpretation, namely ‘scenic understanding’ whose further 
methodological foundations and methodical implementation will be taken up further 
in this chapter. Lorenzer separates the methodological principles of psychoanalysis – 
simultaneous attention, free association and the concepts of transfer and counter-
transfer – from the clinical context of doctor-patient relationships, and transfers them 
to social and cultural scientific practice. He thus emphasizes the methodological 
experience as opposed to direct transfers of theoretical models since, in his view, these 
cannot be transferred from one field to another.
The socialization theory was Lorenzer’s first distinguishing contribution. It builds 
the theoretical foundation for the development of a psychosocietal interpretation 
method with inspiration from the psychoanalytical interpretation of individuals. 
During the 1970’s his work was widely cited and read both in Germany and abroad 
(notably the Scandinavian Countries) and today, his ideas continue to inform a 
1971, 1972, 1974, 1977, 1986, 2006; Prokop et al., 2009). A number of Scandinavian, 
especially Danish, researchers have published work directly referring to this tradition, 
or using the methods more or less in accord less in accordance with it, most of it 
published in Danish. For an overview see Weber (1996, 2007, 2009, 2010); Salling 
Olesen (2004, 2007a, 2007b, 2011) and Weber and Salling Olesen (2001, 2002). 
However, Lorenzer is little known outside German speaking communities. To the 
best of my knowledge, only one small example of his work has been published 
introduced, translated and posted in the internet (Lorenzer, 1981; Schaffrik, 2002). 
But ‘in-depth Hermeneutic analysis’ remains largely unfamiliar to English-speaking 
audiences. When we in a joint research network explored the parallels between 
this tradition and pioneering work in the Anglophone psychosocial research (e.g. 
Hollway & Jefferson, 2000), the language based a-symmetry was obvious and it 
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seemed imperative to provide access to some of the non-Anglophone research 
tradition to a wider audience.
In the following we will concentrate on the methodological impulse from 
cultural analysis in social research. In a late stage of his work, in the key text in 
‘Kulturanalysen’ (1986), he coins the notion of ‘Tiefenhermeneutische Kulturanalyse’, 
which focusses on the systematic reconstruction of unconscious meaning dimensions 
in analysis of literary texts. This text played a significant role in the intensive 
multilingual discourse in our research network between Danish, German and British 
researchers, of which half were non German-speaking, facilitated by a translation 
(by Mechthild Bereswill and Christine Morgenroth, unpublished). The book as a 
whole is a collective work with a number of case studies, mainly on literary texts, but 
also one (by Søren Nagbøl) extending the horizon to architecture. ‘Kulturanalysen’ 
(Cultural Analyses) summarizes the contribution of his interaction theory extensions 
of psychoanalysis from the 1960s and 1970s and may be read as the key text to 
the complex meta-theoretical ideas that have proven useful in empirical studies in 
many areas of social life under the general heading of ‘Tiefenhermeneutik’ (in-depth 
hermeneutic).
Lorenzer believes this is where what he calls the ‘hard and provocative work’ 
the position of psychoanalysis between differing disciplines against whose borders 
it grates. The ‘conflict potential’ of a psychoanalytic approach traditionally arises 
from revealing the social constraints a subject faces, but, more importantly, how 
desires and past experiences may influence e.g. cultural productions like literature. 
Lorenzer here emphasizes the difference between a therapeutic and a social or 
literary discovery process: ‘Where therapy is concerned, the origin [of the subject] 
is investigated by asking: how did the conflict arise in the case of this individual? 
with? The focus is on the conflict between unconscious desires and conscious values’ 
(ibid., p. 67).
In fact the notion of conflict in the last sentence might be a bit misleading in 
translation – in Lorenzer’s German text it reads ‘Auseinandersetzung zwischen’, 
which implies ‘intensive interrelation’ or ‘interaction between’ in the sense of 
connecting rather than a conflict between two independent opposing parties, or in 
philosophical terms: It is an intrinsic rather than an extrinsic relation. In Lorenzer’s 
thinking the relation between the conscious and the unconscious levels of the 
subject is more complex than just being a conflict. They are both influenced by 
experiences in the past, and conscious and unconscious dynamics interrelate in the 
ongoing processing of cognitive and emotional aspects of experiences. Unconscious 
dynamics which refer to contradictions experienced in the past (and hence of cultural 
and societal nature), which may have become unconscious, while their conflictual 
meaning may have been transferred to another content are particularly important in 
the original therapeutic context. But the very existence of unconscious dynamics 
which are of cultural and societal nature, and that they remain in interaction with 
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meaning making and conscious engagements in the present is the important insight 
for interpretation of social interaction and cultural meanings. Lorenzer and his 
colleagues eventually demonstrates this potential in interpretation of arts products, 
but the insights in societal nature of the subjective processes opens a door to interpret 
from empirical research of a wide range of more profane social practices and spheres.
Alfred Lorenzer’s introduction article ‘Tiefenhermeneutische Kulturanalysen’ in the 
book Kulturanalysen (1986) is as close as he comes to spell out a methodology. 
Basically he points to the hermeneutic (interpretational) nature of the form of 
understanding which is used in psychoanalytical therapeutic practice, generalizes 
it in what he calls the ‘Scenic Understanding’, and comments the nature of this 
transformation. The particular value of these thoughts mainly become evident in 
reflecting a research practice by means of researchers subjectively engaging in the 
interpretation, tracing aspects of social relations which are not immediately visible 
and may be not even conscious for social actors. For this reason we developed an 
interpretation process example of a text which had been presented in the research 
group. In the following this sample scene and our interpretation of it will be used 
passages of Lorenzer’s text. As it usually is the case the interpretation process became 
an interaction with the text which transcends the obvious meaning of the text, and 
hence becomes part of the interpretation in itself. We took up a brief scene presented 
in the Dubrovnik workshops by our British colleague Joanne Whitehouse, who used 
the reality TV program Big Brother, which has sparked heated debate not just in 
methodological and meta-theoretical reflections using an empirical example from 
the discipline of cultural studies to show what scenic understanding might mean for 
empirical analysis.
We analyzed the reaction of a female viewer as portrayed in the following scene. 
We interpreted the scene as a representation, not as a factual account that can be 
read at face value, and not as a transparent subjective expression. We assumed that 
such representations are based on shared cultural experience and provide us with 
access to subjective and social dynamics, which we attempt to reveal with the aid of 
Lorenzer’s thinking.
The structure of this type of program is a closed group who is monitored in their 
interaction, and the viewers are invited to vote about who should be sent home 
at each stage of the show, An interviewee, Lou, reported (to Joanne) that she had 
been watching an episode of Big Brother. One of the housemates, Jonny, offered a 
second housemate, Adele, a cup of coffee. Adele refused in a friendly fashion but 
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The interviewee, Lou, was so outraged by what she took to be Adele’s two-faced 
behavior that she decided she would vote to have Adele evicted from the show and, 
moreover, that she had to do this straight away. Because her own phone was out of 
order she rushed from the house to use a public phone box on the corner of her street. 
Unfortunately, the phone box was occupied and, feeling increasingly frustrated, the 
interviewee started banging on the phone box door telling the person using it to 
At first glance the text we looked at irritates and confuses, displays a remarkable 
amount of emotion and contains a variety of action and interaction levels which all 
run together. It may also provoke normative reactions in the interpreter, not least 
as regards the contested TV format that attracts large numbers of viewers. The 
scientific and popular controversies concerning a program like Big Brother thus 
point to underlying issues of subject and society in the context of social change: on 
the one hand the age-old discussion about how much influence mass media has in 
how the contents of the media engage with the subjective issues of the audiences.
emotionally loaded reaction in the context of a medially presented group player 
game. The structure of the constitutes a dual scene: contestants in the containers and 
contestants in front on the TV enter into a relationship with one another whereby the 
players. In other words, the publicly celebrated relationships between the inhabitants 
of the container give the viewers a chance to enter into a relationship which forms 
the basis for their decision on whether or not to vote for or against a particular 
contestant.
There are several simplistic interpretations of the scene which are near at hand 
(and the interpreting group did not evade the temptation in the first place): we 
could interpret it as a confirmation of a culturally pessimistic standpoint concerning 
the increasing degeneration of the mass media, or in a more or less psychological 
sense as an expression of a threatened if not damaged subjectivity which comes to 
light with the loss of key self-determination skills. Although different in focus they 
don’t leave much space for understanding subjective agency. In a way they treat the 
social agent as a patient and diagnose his/her vulnerability for social conditions. 
Alfred Lorenzer provides the theoretical arguments for avoiding such premature 
classifications. In Lorenzer’s work, we read that apart from the manifest and latent 
meaning levels ‘texts’ house an unconscious meaning dimension which we can enter 
as readers, as observers or as researchers.
The impulse in psychoanalytical therapy is to change the patient who is being 
analysed. In the reader-text relationship the opposite is the case. Here it is 
the reader/analyst who is subject to change. If the reader as an interpreter 
acknowledges the emotional power of the text and does not stand in awe of it, 
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his consciousness will be changed – at least, this is the case if he does not abuse 
the text-reader relationship by simply reading into the text a pre existing and 
well known version of psychoanalysis. (Lorenzer, 1986, p. 28)
This distinction takes our attention in another direction. We concern ourselves 
with the emotional power of the text and thus with the relationships it offers to the 
readers. How do we as interpreters take up this offer? How do we react to Lou’s 
description – normatively, amused or intrigued? This line of thinking may be easily 
accepted when dealing with ‘fine arts’ – it resonances discussions about the criteria 
scene led us away from commenting and classifying the actions in the actual text per 
relation between the Big Brother-show and its viewers, in this case to Lou. What 
is it that makes her act so impulsively? If we go by what she says, then contestant 
Adele’s two-faced attitude is what made Lou want to vote Adele immediately off the 
show and head out to find a telephone. According to Lou, Adele’s behavior, which 
she describes as two-faced and underhandedly aggressive, sparked her unbridled 
anger; she is openly aggressive and attacks another person within her action radius.
The theoretical distinction of Psychoanalysis is the theory of the unconscious 
(Freud, 1915). It is actually a more complicated theory about levels of (un)
consciousness with grey zones and displacements, which in Freud’s version is a 
precondition for the therapeutic process as well as for the interpretation of dreams. 
The first methodical issue is to gain access to this level, not with an individual 
therapeutic aim, but in order to understand its social meaning. The interpretation of 
texts, be they literary works, field notes or excerpts from interviews, also constitutes 
various interaction dynamics overlay one another and create a new scene in which 
we as interpreters become involved relative to those dynamics. We find Lou’s 
extreme over-reaction difficult to understand and tend to distance ourselves from it.
Lorenzer goes on to say that literary texts contain a provocation which goes 
beyond individual and biographically specific reception patterns and points to 
societal, collective motives and meaning substance:
The provocation lies in content in the text itself. As such, its impact goes beyond 
the individual, it is perhaps societal-collective (gesellschaftlich-kollektiv), 
possibly even spread over many epochs. The unconscious in literature under 
consideration, is a collective unconscious, although admittedly not in Jung’s 
sense. It consists of praxis figures (Praxisfiguren), which – as it were – 
demand to enter consciousness, and contains forms of life (Lebensformen), 
whose access to general consciousness has been barred and whose value, 
translation)
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In interactionist (social) reinterpretations of psychoanalytical theory, including 
Lorenzer’s theory of socialization, the unconscious level is just as much as the 
conscious a result of life history experience of social interaction. For the same reason 
the unconscious is assumed to contain a potential for social imagination which goes 
beyond the actual state of consciousness – either because it contains interaction 
experiences that have later been excluded from consciousness, or because it contains 
anticipating ideas of something ‘emerging’ which has not yet been realized in social 
These not-yet-conscious (Noch-nicht-bewusst) praxis figures – as Bloch 
says – generate a utopian potential. It is the work of hermeneutics to reveal 
this utopian potential and, in so doing, to take a stand against petrified 
depth hermeneutics to characterize this approach? The answer is: because the 
practice of in-depth hermeneutics is the distinctive feature of psychoanalytical 
interpretation. … The in-depth element of the hermeneutic approach is 
only to be found in psychoanalysis and underlines the central subject of 
Lorenzer’s understanding of the critical and utopian potentials in the unconscious 
articulates an important dimension in the thinking of critical theory or Frankfurt 
social imagination and utopian ideas. And since this thinking is based on materialist 
assumptions it means that imagination is endogenous, i.e. must be discovered and 
articulated from within societal reality, as it is condensed in Adorno’s argument in 
the positivist dispute:
But if theory is not to fall prey to the dogmatism over whose discovery 
scepticism – now elevated to a prohibition on thought – is always ready to 
rejoice, then theory may not rest here. It must transform the concepts which 
it brings, as it were, from outside into those which the objects has of itself, 
into what the object, left to itself, seeks to be, and confront it with what it is. 
(Adorno, 1969/1976, p. 69)
reveal endogenous potentials for societal change through a critical analysis of social 
realities themselves. Change does not come from above or from outside. But whereas 
Habermas first of all sees the key in deconstructing observation and reflection of 
‘petrified social relations’ and the societal institutions which make up the guises of 
in socialized psyche, in the dynamics between the conscious and the unconscious. 
And this brings the argument back to the text:
Does this imply that the unconscious is the sole aim of psychoanalytical 
interpretation and that every ‘manifest/apparent meaning’, every deliberately 
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intended meaning of the text the author makes, has no significance? Indeed 
not, such an approach would not justify the title of a psychoanalytical literary 
and cultural analysis. This collection of analyses shows that the manifest 
meaning in no way can be seen as a ‘ladder’, which can be put aside in the 
moment you have reached the goal ‘deep down there’. (Lorenzer,1986 p. 29, 
our translation)
Lorenzer’s theoretical deliberations point to socially taboo, degenerate lifestyles 
and utopian moments of social practice which while being unconsciously maintained 
also emerge to influence [our] conscious, for example with the help of literary texts. 
Their provocation, according to Lorenzer, lies in the fact that they transport aspects 
of a collective unconscious which forces itself into the conscious. On the one hand 
Lou’s arguments concerning Adele’s two-faced behavior lines up seamlessly with 
the socially accepted meaning pattern of good or bad behavior. But the emotional 
charge ‘beyond the boundaries of language’ in the vehement desire to be rid of the 
other woman goes far beyond such socially acknowledge configuration. To have 
Adele thrown off the show, Lou is prepared to throw an unknown stranger out of the 
telephone box.
So what is it that forces itself into consciousness? The TV show (cultural 
meaning) elicits unconscious desires and identifications (interaction forms) which 
influence the agency and produces an intense ambivalence. The reconstruction 
of this ambivalence helps to reveal the unconscious in the text. We will address 
the interpretation procedure in more detail later. For the time being, however, we 
will stay with the relationship between manifest and latent meaning and read what 
Lorenzer thinks:
… the distinguishing feature of psychoanalytical cultural analysis as an ‘in-
depth hermeneutic’ is about the recognition of an independent level of meaning 
below the meaning generating level of language symbolism. While the 
manifest meaning resides in the socially recognized figures of consciousness, 
a level of unconscious interaction forms (Interaktionsformen) is pushed into 
consciousness on the level of latent meaning. It is certainly the case that this 
level of meaning, ‘excluded by consciousness and social consensus’, is one in 
which psychoanalysis was originally interested, and which Freud counted to 
parapraxes. But, at the same time, the manifest text-meaning is still important – 
as the counterpart to what is concealed-forbidden. Manifest- and latent-text 
meaning construct a contradictory pair, which psychoanalysis must seek to 
resolve [aufzuheben hat]. (Lorenzer, 1986, p. 29, our translation)
For cultural analysis, when unconscious interaction forms are pushed to the 
consciousness it means that the latent meaning of a text offers a potential access to 
understand collective dimensions of the unconscious. Manifest and latent meaning 
are dialectically related because language use point to non-verbal or pre-verbal 
dimensions of social interaction as Lorenzer describes in the concept of ‘unconscious 
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interaction forms’. It does not mean that we can simply identify the unconscious and 
the non-verbal: unconscious meanings are in the text as latent meaning or meaning 
potentials.
If we look at the construction of the show – and numerous other shows of the 
same type – as performance of interaction, and at the same time an invitation to 
interaction with the viewer the point is that the show invites the viewer to exert some 
kind of control in the limited world in the container – and in this case make a moral 
judgment on the behavior of the figures in the show. However, he/she can only do 
it in the dichotomous form of voting out or in. You are not only invited to make a 
regressive simplification of complex issues, you are forced to do it, if you want to 
participate in the interaction. So the relation between the inner logic of the show and 
the seemingly extreme actions of the Lou – and in the second place the evocative 
power of the text in relation to the interpreting researchers – might be a key to trace 
the unconscious meanings. Lorenzer’s attempts to characterize the unconscious:
The unconscious is a non-verbal, non-symbolic system of meaning, which is 
contrary to individuals’ linguistic order … It is
‘autonomous’, because it comes into existence within specific and concrete 
mutual exchanges and is therefore the inscription of this particular ontogenesis.
‘systematic’, because from the first moment in a life-history, one memory trace 
follows another each becoming interwoven with the other (organismisch)
‘meaning’-full (full of meaning) because the engrams are simultaneously the 
sedimented forms of past social interplay and drafts for that of the future. 
(Lorenzer, 1986, pp. 46–47)
In this framework Lou’s disturbingly excessive action that lends the scene structure 
can be interpreted as systematic and meaningful in the context of biographical 
patterns. Autonomous elements prove to be the physical action, leaving the 
house, the purposeful movement in space, the hammering against the door of the 
telephone box. The TV show seems to set a subject’s past interaction experiences 
in motion, which defy any language based symbolization yet remain registered 
as a bodily experience of social interaction. The reactivation of these interaction 
forms happens not in the sense of simple repetition of old conflicts, but as part of 
a dynamic interaction between old, past and new, current interaction experiences. 
The unconscious meaning of the scene points to something which is unexpressed 
and yet symptomatic. In the first place it evaded the perception of interpreters and 
gave way to irritation and premature classification of the subjectivity of only one 
actor in the scene (Lou). This individual psychological interpretation saw impaired 
ego functions: reality checks and emotional control are rendered ineffective and an 
archaic breakthrough of revenge impulses.
But if we look at the scene in the context of its multilayered structure, a structural 
double bind comes to light which neither the contestant in the container nor the 
voting viewer (like Lou) can escape: friendly, polite and civil behavior stands in 
diametric opposition to the competitive nature of the game and the dilemma it entails. 
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Against this backdrop, Lou’s rather excessive reaction can be seen to perform the 
role assigned to her by the TV-show. But they may also encompass anticipations 
of future behavior and interaction scenarios – imaginations about a transparent 
and preferably dominance-free communication – her reaction is a response to the 
unfulfilled desire for civility towards others, which Lou believes Adele is failing 
to demonstrate. Paradoxically she is driven to the opposite extreme and resorts to 
violence herself.
This interpretation of the unconscious in the text refers to experiences prior to the 
development of the ability to symbolize, yet they retain their effectiveness in scenic 
arrangements. But it does not mean simply that unconscious/conscious is the same 
as pre-language/linguistic – the relation is more complex:
The term ‘configuration of practice figures’ (Gefüge von Praxisfiguren) refers 
to the following characteristic. The interplay from which memory traces 
(interaction-forms) emerge is nothing but the exchange of gestures, bodily 
movement, and socially shaped and significant body processes: it is ‘practice’. 
Every interaction-form is part of this practice, and therefore encompasses but 
goes beyond language. Practice as a whole is to some extent, submitted to the 
rules of language, but also partly resistant and reluctant, or is part of something 
utopic not-yet-conscious, i.e. part of human behavior that has not become 
encompassed in language. (Lorenzer, 1986, p. 47, our translation)
But how do we store these non-language-related memory traces, and how can 
we approach them in the interpretation? The following section explains Lorenzer’s 
theory regarding the constitution of the scene in the context of intra- and inter-
subjectivity and the role played by the body and language. The following section 
returns to the methodological implementation in ‘scenic understanding’.
At a very early stage in his theoretical writings, Alfred Lorenzer meant that interaction 
experiences become embodied during the embryonic phase and the first few months 
of life. Thus, through the body’s senso-motoric reactions, they help to shape specific 
and later-life experiences. Such interaction patterns which become ingrained in the 
body stand for an entire lifetime in a constant dialectic with the discursive demands 
The start of this development in very early childhood is both a physical and a holistic 
process based entirely on sensory perceptions. In Lorenzer’s own words, this means 
that:
The ‘visual’, ‘tactile’, ‘acoustic’, denote modes of sensory reception, which 
are directed by the central nervous system from the periphery of the body 
and which are then stored in precisely defined ‘areas of the brain’ […] The 
inscription of these visual, tactile and acoustic impressions happens via 
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‘engrams’. These engrams are ‘memory traces’ in Freud’s terms. Although this 
process is common to all infants, of course, the engrams of a single person are 
the memory traces of his or her experience as a particular individual. They have 
an individual profile. Just as Freud (1891) pointed out, in front of his time, in 
his book on Aphasie, that cerebral physiological functions and ‘psychological’ 
content cannot be separated it is obviously the experiences of the memory traces 
which are codified as engrams. And this means that the contents of memory 
(which is, of course, social) modifies the brain’s physiological structures of 
the nervous system. And of course the memory traces combine into ideas of 
objects. And like the sensual impressions – visual, tactile, acoustic – combine 
into an idea of object, likewise will the objects that are perceived in different 
situations combine to form definite and concrete scenes. But this is expressed 
inaccurately: Of course it is the scene which is the immediate subject of the 
infant’s experience. An awareness of individual objects only emerges from the 
scene gradually, and may later, in differing situations, combine to form well 
defined poles and stable figures within the scenic Gestalt. (Lorenzer, 1986,  
pp. 41–42, our translation)
Memory traces are non-verbal references to life practice, of experiences. These 
experiences are based on the efforts to achieve pleasure and avoid un-pleasure. 
Lorenzer emphasizes the ‘bodilyness’ of these processes. Lorenzer’s theory of 
the language development and the notion of scenic understanding are actually in 
this sense coming close to contemporary cognitive science and the new synthesis 
between ‘human’ and ‘biological’ understanding of the brain (Lorenzer, 2002). 
Looked at today, he anticipates a paradigm shift: the current overriding view of the 
brain as a holistic system of complex information processing processes (Peled, 2008; 
Leuzinger-Bohleber, 1998). In memory research, embodied cognitive science has 
moved away from the notion of the human brain being a kind of computer designed 
to process information. Memory is now understood as an active process involving the 
entire organism and based on senso-motoric emotion coordination processes which 
occur in direct relationship with constantly adapting re-categorization processes. In 
Lorenzer’s terms, this means that a child’s early experiences of stimulus response 
games with its mother and other close individuals are retained as memory traces, as 
specific interaction forms. They are a lasting, natural impression of genuine social 
interaction forms in the subject. This is what Lorenzer calls ‘socialized nature’.
But how do single memory traces become a configuration of many which evolve 
into life experiences and a complete life world? The notion of the scenic primacy 
takes shape step by step through alternating and mutually constitutive interactions 
moves from one way of seeing the development of consciousness – as a combination 
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of sensual elements into images of objects – to another, more holistic, in which 
an undifferentiated scenic experience oriented by the subject-to-be – gradually 
evolves through differentiation to become more detailed and stable object images, 
and it seems as if the self-correction is a trace of this theory development. The new 
conception aligns with empirically based knowledge about infancy development 
(Stern, 1985).
The process described always involves bodily processes:
If we take bodily processes into account, three aspects of the scenic become 
apparent
1. The imprint of situational experience (Situationserfahrung) is assimilated by 
an internal ensemble of tactile, acoustic etc. receptors. Likewise the receptor 
ensemble depicts the panorama of real impressions in the internal scenic 
composition of the engrams.
2. Even if not from the first moment but very early these situational engrams 
repeatedly go beyond the inevitable dialectic that exists between bodily sensations 
and their counter-impulses. The memory trace (Erinnerungsspur) is more than 
sensorimotor experience formation is to be found in the banal fact that the stimulus 
is sure to provoke its reaction. For example, the noise of a mouse ‘results’ in the 
cat turning its head.
3. And the foundation for all this is in, the scenic unity between the ‘inside’ and 
‘outside’, between the organism and its environment …. This interplay is the 
foundation for everything. It remains the basic model, from which we will also 
later have to depart. (Lorenzer, 1986, p. 43)
The scene is thus shaped by the bodily referent inherent in it from the outset. A 
child’s earliest perception, no doubt while still in the womb, is a holistic experience. 
The perceptive instruments are an ensemble of receptors which give the external 
world in intra-psychical space a scenic structure. The bodily processes described 
by Lorenzer should not, however, be seen as natural or ingrained reflexes, even if 
nursing mother whose milk production is activated the moment her child cries and 
not when the hungry child starts to suck at her breast. The baby’s interactive need, 
the stimulus, is perceived and understood by the mother as a holistic experience, and 
her body responds immediately – holistically, scenically and faster than it could ever 
be triggered by any conscious decision. But they are learned in social interaction.
Hence, this describes the scenic unit between the organism and its environment. 
human experience, it remains both active and necessary one’s whole life long and 
constitutes an ever-more discerning ability to take in new experiences.
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Let us concentrate on the original experience: the scenic interplay and its effect 
on human development. This interplay, whether occurring within pre-natal, 
against the background of ‘ananke’, the basic human state of vulnerability. 
Humans in particular are dependent on a constantly flowing and satisfying 
exchange with their environment. This is very obvious at the outset of life, 
but it continues thereafter …. This state of dependency keeps this interplay 
going and pushes it in the direction of the satisfaction of needs. Long before 
this compass orientating us to the satisfaction of needs is laid down, there still 
is the source of the drive towards exchange and interplay: the first fundamental 
content of this drive is directed towards satisfying interactions and the defense 
against unsatisfying and damaging ones. The drive is therefore the urge both 
to accept and seek out specific interactions fulfilling and satisfying needs. It is 
The need for human contact evolves from this. Sexual needs bear witness to 
these bodily origins. (Lorenzer, 1986, p. 44)
Lorenzer defines drive as the ensemble of all efforts to achieve satisfaction. 
This satisfaction is only achievable in social relationships – also for the most 
basic biological needs. The active search for satisfying interaction with the social 
environment, including specific individuals with whom a relationship is formed, 
shapes a structure of ‘specific interaction forms’. It is the memory traces of satisfying 
experiences which, in interplay between ‘internal’ and ‘external’, achieve their 
maintains the biological dimension of the drive theory by emphasizing the pleasure-
unpleasure principle. At the same time he integrates the theory into a new view 
of early social interactions whose ongoing importance he develops in the interplay 
between the internal and external, between biological needs and the social forms in 
which they can be satisfied and are reconfigured.
This dialectic gives rise to the life-long development dynamic of the subject in 
interaction with other subjects and the world.
But at what point does language come into the game? The early pre-verbal, 
scenically stored interaction experiences, the ‘specific interaction forms’, gradually 
include verbal images which appear in the interaction. Simple (presymbolic) 
interaction forms and spoken words, which are in themselves holistic and situated 
entities of meaning, defined in social interaction, are the material for the development 
of a symbolic level. Alfred Lorenzer takes up this link between interaction form and 
verbal images, as a process of symbol-building and emphasizes that:
Again: word and interaction together construct the language symbol. Therefore 
I have called this a ‘language symbolic interaction form’ (Sprachsymbolische 
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Interaktionsform). When word and interaction are joined in this way, practice 
is – via language – fully at our disposal. (Lorenzer, 1986, p. 50)
The ‘power of language to regulate practice’ when oriented outwardly encompasses 
what we term ‘action’ or ‘conscious perception’. However, the ‘power of language 
to regulate practice’ when oriented inwardly, also encompasses ‘internal reflection’, 
‘conscious emotion’ etc. In relation to the task of psychoanalysis, we can now begin 
to see what is meant by ‘language destruction and reconstruction’: the separation 
of the unit of language and practice and conversely the therapeutic attempt at their 
restitution (p. 51). Only when a complex of sounds has found its appropriate place 
in the context of the language-sign, and the syntactic level of language links with 
the pragmatic and semantic nature of language, only when this is accomplished has 
a full language figure (Sprachfigur) that corresponds with the scenic practice figure 
been established (1986, p. 52).
When the interaction form in this way is symbolically expressed and thus gains 
access to the conscious it enables reflection on one’s own behavior and provides the 
conditions necessary for reasoned tentative action. Only with language does this 
become clearer: language symbolic interaction forms integrate social practice in a 
more comprehensive and differentiated organization framework.
This notion leads directly to the concept of the language game Lorenzer 
developed after Wittgenstein. The latter defined the language game as a dialectic 
unit of life practice, language use and world view (1953). Wittgenstein’s language 
game notion was in fact primarily critical to previous philosophical ideas of 
language and scientific statements, seeing language meaning as a result of language 
use and the social practices in which language use is inscribed. Lorenzer expands 
this notion by incorporating unconscious dimensions which were not addressed in 
Wittgenstein’s concept. He sees the language games not as mere conventions but as 
dynamic result of a negotiation between language user with different experiences 
and practices, and hence based in these social practices. With Lorenzer’s extension 
it means that this negotiation also involves non- and pre-verbal experiences and 
also harbors elements that are products of a destroyed symbolization of experience. 
Language as an instrument of symbol-building is not simply based on the pre-
symbolic interaction form, but actually contains it. For this reason the pre-symbolic 
interaction form remains virulent one’s whole life long, is inseparably linked to 
from the language symbol spectrum, seeks out other-than-verbal ways of finding 
expression. Today, it is not only clinicians but also social researchers who describe 
this form of active expression as ‘enactments’. They are the unconscious, soulless 
repetition of interaction experiences that the subject, either in times of great need or 
in response to emotional pain, has tended to separate, disassociate or repress. While 
they cannot, therefore, be integrated into the individual processing and development 
process, they nonetheless shape that process.
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If, as described earlier, the early interaction experience cannot be symbolized 
it still remains an action-driving component of the individual-subjective structures 
and their experience forms. How it differs from symbolized, verbal forms is seen in 
the subject’s inability to reflect on those experience forms. The subject is not able 
to draw upon practice through language. At the same time, as Lorenzer repeatedly 
symbolic forms. The ability to express one self verbally and pre-verbally involves 
many other aspects. The language game as a concept to identify conflict dynamics 
in this dual perspective of social and individual is presented in one of Lorenzer’s 
earlier works as follows:
The term ‘language-game’ is productive in a number of ways:
a. As a category it refers to human ‘character’ rather than describing human behavior. 
More precisely, the model of the language-game characterizes individual structures 
as sedimented versions of concrete interactions (as symbolic interaction forms), 
including the basic elements of both language and action.
b. Understanding the constitution of the basic elements of language and action renders 
visible the individual structure as the outcome of a specific production process 
called ‘socialization’. This enables us to see configurations of consciousness, as 
well as early drafts of future action (Handlungsentwürfe) as a synthesis of nature 
and societal practice.
c. When integrated into a theory of individual structures, the model of the language 
game – embracing its constituents practice and language – provides us with a 
active making of configurations of consciousness as they emerge in practices 
(both being realized in concrete interactions) (Lorenzer, 1977, p. 34ff).
The term language game thus refers to three dimensions of the social: the individual 
structure of the subjective, the socialization process and general Social practice. In 
Lorenzer’s work, we learned that individual structure is expression of real interaction 
experiences from early life onwards. Social experiences in their ongoing production 
process constitute behavioral patterns which can be generalized. Through conscious 
verbal action, these also bring a social practice to light on which they are also based. 
Language games can thus only be understood in their social context. They assume 
a common practice-based agreement on meaning and are always the result of social 
practice Lorenzer, 1970b). If the language game is the link between a specific 
interaction form and a language figure, then potential disturbances and interferences 
in the language game can be identified. The symbolic unit is dissolved when it is 
subject to repression.
When the word is separated from the interaction engram the latter once again 
becomes an unconscious interaction form. The word, for its part, loses its 
relation to sensual practice, it becomes emotionless, an empty sign. Thus the 
interaction engram becomes unconscious again losing all the characteristics 
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which it had gained from its relation to the word, i.e. through its introduction 
into the meaning system of language. In other words, what is lost is: the 
capacity to reflect upon behavior patterns; and the capacity to ‘try things 
out’ (and thus make meaningful interventions in stimulus-response behavior) 
and to judge actions in a realistic way. … The de-symbolized language signs 
suffer the opposite fate. They remain in the conscious, where they can be 
easily manipulated because they have been freed from their relation to practice 
figures. In this state, they are nothing more than calculation and cold-rational 
contained and that was originally experienced. (Lorenzer, 1986, p. 53)
Lorenzer describes the characterized division between words and interaction 
forms in previously established language games as the destruction of language. 
The destruction of this symbolic unit reverses symbolization, hence the term 
‘desymbolization’, and it may occur during (subjective) conflicts later in life. This 
means that once achieved, the ability to symbolize (verbal expression of a subjective 
structure) is withdrawn in relation to a specific problem which the individual 
experiences as an inner conflict. The ability to express an experience or an emotional 
process in words is lost in connection with the issue causing the conflict. Conflict 
in this sense is seen as the situated clash of irreconcilable, contradictory interaction 
forms.
Interaction forms which are symbolized in language figures can thus be re excluded 
from the language context. This happens with the aid of resistance mechanisms: by 
repressing them, they are excluded from the conscious relationship between language 
and practice. Although this turns them back into unconscious interaction forms, the 
very fact of this reversion allows them to retain their energetic, dynamic relevance. 
They act as behavior drivers, albeit in the form of blind action and reaction which is 
not open to conscious self-reflection. For the individual, the recurring unconscious 
reenactment of a scene whose structure is similar to the actual conflict, appears in 
the form of need for repetition.
Symbolization through language has the advantage of being brought to mind 
independently of the real situation and thus fulfills an important function in the 
regulation of emotion. In other words, it assists the subject’s independence (tentative 
action, hesitation). By separating the language from the interaction form, the person 
is again made dependent from the effects of unconscious conflict. He or she rarely 
has the power to free themselves from the dynamics of the unconscious scenic 
processes. This is in worst case the type of problems in the clinical psychoanalysis 
from which Lorenzer starts his theorizing.
The described division of the symbolic unit in the language game is evident in the 
context of spoken language, in texts and in interviews. It is expressed in the structures 
of a text and is characterized by the fact that it excludes the interaction partner, say the 
interpreter of an interview transcription, from the direct understanding. The spoken 
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word is no longer understandable for the listener or reader. The societal reference of 
collective meaning dimensions and a social meaning is interrupted.
So which forms of understanding might provide access to such destroyed, de-
symbolized language figures? A means of access is needed that re identifies the 
scenic unit, including when there is no or only an altered form of verbal expression 
because the unit of language symbolic and interaction form has been lost. This is 
where Lorenzer’s idea of scenic understanding has its methodological significance.
The basic methodological idea in Lorenzer’s long intellectual journey, and particularly 
when he summarized his ideas in 1986, was the possibility to learn from the type of 
hermeneutic process in psychoanalysis for the analysis of cultural phenomena.
In the psychoanalytic process, all understanding centers on and is related to the 
mode of ‘scenic understanding’. In this mode understanding is attuned to two 
specific objects: the ‘scenic drafts’, i.e. the ‘interaction forms’ of the analysand. 
Particularly herby psychoanalysis provides us with a model example. If we 
want to understand the analysand’s life-practice, which does not exclude his 
concrete social reality, we must follow the path laid down by his subjective 
phantasies and outlines of relations. This means we must become attuned to 
his scenic interaction forms as these unfold before us. (Lorenzer, 1977, p 125)
consultation room can be transferred to understanding texts, language and human 
be practiced which explores the scenic in a non-clinical context. Lorenzer and his 
colleagues have demonstrated the approach in relation to literary texts and cultural 
phenomena (Lorenzer, 1986; Prokop, Friese, & Stach, 2009), and we have taken it a 
following I shall discuss the methodology of scenic understanding and its practical 
unknown subjective content and processes which include the unconscious and draw 
attention to non-verbal messages.
Like every hermeneutic approach it is about understanding the meaning in agency 
and expressions, and in practical social research. Although some measures can be 
taken to make the data suitable scenic understanding can be applicable to almost any 
text or phenomenon referring to agency and subjective expression. The prototypical 
material is, though, a text, or can be seen as a text. More exotic ways of producing 
the data in the first place are videos or conversations held while observing videos 
(second order field observation). Very often the text is a transcript of a focus group 
discussion or thematic group discussion. In other cases it may be an interview – 
individual or collective – or it may be a field diary from an observation.
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To identify the meaning structure of a text, we may distinguish different levels of 
interpretation:
1. The obvious referential content of the text: What is being talked about?
2. 
content of a text takes us to the level of scenic understanding
3. Why are the characters talking in precisely this way? How can we understand it by 
means of theoretical knowledge combined with background factual knowledge? 
The 3 step might in its form remind about an explanatory approach which seeks a 
causal or rule-based understanding. Since it is a hermeneutic methodology it is not, 
instead it is a more comprehensive multilayered interpretation enabled by step 2. 
The ‘scenic understanding’ focuses on the ongoing tense relation between the 
of the unconscious that we can imagine as a collective reservoir of culturally 
rejected patterns, forbidden yearnings and suppressed desires. In-depth hermeneutic 
interpretation thus focuses on the characters in the relationship described in the text 
and on the dynamics of the relationship between a text and its interpreter(s) in order 
to trace the subjective structure of cultural constraints.
The reference point in the scenic interpretation is the language used in the text, 
with particular attention being placed on how scenes in the text point to unexpressed 
desires and tensions, on how the text arranges ‘forms of communication which 
reading seeks to apply the same type of free floating awareness (‘gleichschwebender 
Aufmerksamkeit’) as is known from the clinical situation: one’s own reactions and 
irritations are noted without coming immediately to any particular conclusions or 
forming theoretical definitions. Indications of such hidden conflict dynamics include 
gaps, inconsistencies, unusual use of language, jumps in the story or sudden changes 
of subject, and remarkable ways of relating to the subject or to each other (in case 
of group interaction texts). But also the reactions, emotional states and associations 
of the readers/interpreters may be indications of the dynamics we are looking for – 
even if you cannot immediately understand them. Practically an interpretation 
procedure is most often organized in a group. Some procedures go line by line, 
seeking to understand each unit of text, and revising the understanding gradually 
as the later segments are taken into consideration. Other procedures start by an 
open conversation conveying ‘first impressions’ and reactions from the members 
of the interpretation group. In some cases you will experience that controversies 
and conflicts arise within an interpretation group, evoked by the text. Using these 
observations and reactions as a base, particularly powerful passages are subjected 
to in-depth analysis in interpretation groups. What has already been described as 
the transference between the individual reader and the text is now transferred to 
a collective understanding process: the transference and counter-transference 
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dynamics multiply. This procedure may lead very directly to ‘holistic’ but preliminary 
interpretations that are set under discussion, or it may produce several ‘loose ends’. 
The interpretation discussion most likely includes reference to the concrete text and 
its manifest meaning, and it may very well also draw on theoretical frameworks 
and on background knowledge which in the first place may support or contradict 
the interpretations suggested. The discussion gradually moves into a validation 
discussion. In principle the validation will refer to usual criteria and procedures for 
the one side, and a theoretical reflection of the whole complex of subjective agency 
and expression in the text and in the relation between the text and the interpreters.
The assumption of unconscious meaning components makes the language game 
an instrument with which to analyze individual structures and to identify collective 
social processes. Language figures and language symbolic interaction forms always 
possess a social character which goes beyond the individual, because they assume 
social understanding processes within the language community. As a result, they 
can be analyzed for the social meaning they contain and give an insight into the 
social configurations and their unconscious, not-yet-conscious component. This is 
the methodological bridge which enables the unconscious dimensions of experience 
to be accessed from language.) They can also be observed from the subjective 
perspective of the speaker and shed light on the individual meaning contained in a 
specific scene. The language figure then reports on the subjective structures and the 
associated experiences of social life practice.
As we were reacting on the remarkable behavior of Lou in the illustration example, 
led into both an individual psychological reductive interpretation, and into a cultural 
criticism against the seductive effects of TV shows like Big Brother. We resisted 
those temptations because we, led by the theoretical points of Alfred Lorenzer, to 
develop a more comprehensive psychosocietal interpretation. An interpretation 
which does not exclude some regressive aspects in the TV audience, and definitely 
shows. But we wanted to find the collective or societal unconscious mechanism that 
the show (re)activates in Lou as in everybody else, and we wanted to understand why 
this led her to act in this enraged and seemingly irrational way – and in this sense 
we also wanted to rehabilitate the subject in relation to her violation of good civil 
behavior, assuming that she was enacting something that was collective and could 
game concept we would seek to trace the relation between the manifest language 
meanings in her account, the societal meanings that are relegated to unconscious 
interaction forms pushing on conscious recognition – and the wider societal practice 
in which the language use makes sense.
seems driven by, or explained by, this sentence.
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On the one hand the words seem harmless. They refer to the rules of games which 
are in broad use and enjoy great social acceptance. Through play, children learn that 
while it is good to win, being a good loser takes far more dignity and courage. It is 
a standard pattern in the type of TV shows to which Big Brother belongs, and has 
spread to be one of the standard storylines of so called interactive TV broadcasts.
On the other hand Lou’s words supported by characteristic behavior which gives 
the spoken words an explosiveness which seems – guided by the theory of interaction 
forms and language – to indicate a further meaning than the immediate referential one: 
The scene that Lou describes (which is told as having taken place in the recent past) 
seems to have harbored a trigger stimulus which forced Lou to act impulsively. Her 
behavior seemed designed to ensure that another person be excluded and punished. 
On the psychological level violence replaces symbolic reflection. This behavior, 
within a classical psychoanalytical horizon, recalls the link between oedipal conflict 
issues from the childhood: the daughter wants to push the mother out to more easily 
gain the father’s favor. The intruder is to be destroyed. Lou might have such an 
individual version of a standard socialization experience. Although convenient, 
this dramatic constellation from each childhood triangularization phase would be 
reductive and not lend a cultural analytic perspective to the understanding. Instead 
we should look for a potential correspondence between the individual subjective 
dynamic and societal meanings that are implicitly present in the social setting of 
the TV show. We are looking for the supra-individual, societal meaning of the story 
Lou tells, although indirectly. The analysis so far seemed to show that the TV show 
(cultural meaning) elicits unconscious desires and identifications (interaction forms) 
which influence the agency and produces an intense ambivalence. The reconstruction 
of this ambivalence should help reveal the unconscious in the text.
If we recall the interpretations used at the beginning of this chapter, the dynamic 
TV games are about excluding others, exclusion is an important part of the game. 
This is bound up with the setting of norms which sanction the exclusion of others. 
The mass viewer participation seems to indicate not only social acceptance but also 
a widespread need to be included in the game of excluding others. Lou serves as an 
exemplary viewer and contestant – she stands for more than just herself, in that her 
reaction is representative of the desired inclusion of viewers in the game. It seems 
justified to see Lou’s actions and the key statement as part of a language game in 
Lorenzer’s sense – combining the explicit and manifest meaning with experiences 
of winning inclusion by joining the exclusion of others, and a societal perspective 
in a neo-liberal society where separation prevails over integration. But we may 
also interpret her reactions so that the participation in this language game elicits 
ambivalent feelings. We can relate it to the moral paradox that the exclusive action 
is justified by the defense for the moral integrity in the community in the TV show 
container.
With the positive evaluation of what is generally seen as negative behavior 
(exclusion), a door is opened to are judgmental and stereotypical attitudes everyday 
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life which allow the unknown and the foreign to be negated without punishment 
and eventually to be eliminated. The definition of foreign, unknown elements as 
a justification for exclusion is reminiscent of the well-known studies on the social 
function of prejudices (Adorno, Aron, Levinson, & Morrow, 1950), in which 
projective power serves in shifting everything one dislikes in oneself onto another 
group and then combating it in that group. The dynamic of exclusion can take 
the form of collective violence if it is not harnessed and is allowed to develop 
uncontrolled.
the undesirable and alien. The vehemence with which it is spouted reveals its 
individual emotional foundation – the exclusion of the undesirable serves the defense 
of the individuals own boundaries, the collective self is stabilized through projective 
and strange. The mass reception of such TV-shows seems to point to the societal 
strength of a language game – a combination between language use, outlines of life 
practice and a world view in which the identification with one’s own group is based 
in excluding others who are deemed ‘strangers’. A collectively fascinating TV game 
which not only uses this projection mechanism but nurtures it under greenhouse-
like conditions helps foster general acceptance of archaic, collective defensive 
formations. The consciousness and norms which are communicated no longer need 
be subjected to conscious, reflective reality checks. Through mass fascination and 
When we finally returned to the relation of the interpretation group: Do we also 
have a share in the exclusion game? The individual ‘clinical’ interpretation of the 
case can be recognized as a defense against the collective regression whose analysis 
triggered outrage among the interpreters themselves. Whereas the interpretation of 
an immature, oedipal conflict constellation or an unguided individual loss of control 
nature of the unspoken interaction forms, and the ambivalence in Lous actions also 
makes visible that she is actually also – utopian? – longing for community and 
integration.
you can see this interpretation presented with a main emphasis on the process in 
the interpretation community and the interplay between the scenes in the TV-show, 
the scene in which Lou acts, and the scene of interpreting. This is illustrating the 
methodological point that the transfer/counter-transfer between interpreters and text 
take advantage of the scenic imagination. Here we emphasize the aspect of theoretical 
guidance because the theoretical framework and the psychosocietal methodological 
ambition – including Lorenzer’s notion of the collective unconscious and the 
scenic – really were imperatives which helped the interpreter group to look for the 
traces of the extended language game in the text which did not appear easily. And we 




Alfred Lorenzer’s contribution enriches the interpretational social science 
with a new theory and some practical inspiration for dealing empirically 
with the subjective aspects of social agency and interaction. This is in itself 
 
narrators/sources for granted, and to neglect the involvement of the researcher 
subject as well. Others emphasize the need for researcher self reflection but do not 
provide appropriate tools for doing so. Lorenzer, among others, problematizes the 
subject category – both the subjects in the text and the subjects who are researching – 
by redefining the need for reflection into an empirical issue. But he goes one step 
deeper in theorizing societal framework of understanding the subjects – or rather 
the subjectivities. In this way it also seems as if he avoids the risk that made Berger 
and Luckmann (1966) warn so strongly against the alliance with psychoanalysis, 
the risk of reducing subjectivity to a mechanical ‘natural’ causality. It seems that 
clearly hermeneutic stance without giving up the bodily dimensions of the human 
subjectivity.
Berger and Luckmann’s (1966) comments are particularly interesting because 
their book has been assigned the honor to be the first main work of constructivism. 
Marxism. And we think that Lorenzer – being one of the psychoanalysts that Berger 
and Luckmann (1966) warned against – exactly produced an alternative answer to 
their ambition of unified social theory theorizing the agency-based (re)production of 
societal structures.
It is contested if Berger and Luckmann’s book actually belongs to the tradition of 
social constructivism (Collin, 2002), but at least it has been possible to interpret it 
into that framework. It seems more appropriate to see their book as a precursor, which 
societal phenomenon. (North American) constructivism has developed this into an 
epistemology in which the role of culture/knowledge/discourse surmounts the role 
the subject as well as the societal object.
Lorenzer’s work indicates a different possible continuation of Berger and 
Luckmann’s story. We may see a psychosocial theory of the subject and the role of 
language in subjectivity as a foundation for a parallel materialistic constructivism, 
with the social philosophy of the Frankfurt School in several generations as a 
backbone (Adorno, 1976). Lorenzer also takes over the Wittgensteinian notions of 
language use and language games, and anchors them in the socialization and the 
mediation of societal culture which for the individual may take conscious as well 
as unconscious forms. Applying this extended notion of language use and language 
game to epistemological issues offers a way around the relativist excesses of some 
contemporary constructivism by redefining the relativity issue into an empirical one.
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The conception of subjectivity still differs widely between North American 
traditions, in which Mead is still a both representative and distinguished figure, and a 
psychosocietal conception. A contemporary discussion of the relation between Mead 
and Lorenzer’s psychoanalysis would be really interesting. Adorno’s theoretical 
integration of psychoanalytical theory into sociology was connected with the need to 
understand the psychic mechanisms which enabled the political success of Nazism. 
Adorno in his own empirical research into the social psychology of authoritarianism 
provided a timely case for this interrelation (Adorno et al., 1950). In order to 
understand in which way the particular is mediated through, but not determined by, 
the societal whole you need to understand and examine empirically also the dynamics 
of the individual psyche – as a mediation of societal relations. Psychoanalysis 
was offering a theoretically developed and empirically specified research into the 
psyche, and the interrelations between body and (certain aspects of) consciousness – 
but it needed a reconceptualization in sociological context – reinterpreting psychic 
dynamics as mediations of societal relations – and that is to say a social psychology 
of culture – with implications also for (scientific) knowledge.
Lorenzer’s particular contribution is first that he presents a theory of the materiality 
of endogenous societal alternatives. Second the development of interpretive methods 
building on psychoanalysis and hermeneutic text interpretation enabled an empirical 
study of how the dynamics of knowing on the social level could be connected with 
the dynamics of inner psychic experience.
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